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ANTHROPOLOGY CURRICULUM STUDY PROJECT-REiEARREPORT

SG

The simultaneous publication of a new course of curriculum materials
,11 :

and of ,a research teport on the use bf that course is an unusual godurrence.

r ?nly the complexities of publication Contract negotiation and of publicat19n
..

itself could hav,e toroduced the coincidence tliat Patterns in Human History,
.11

the Anthropology CUrriculum Study Project course, and the report of the.
8.

s . ,

'Afthropp/ogY Curriculim Stu 'Project-Researdh'Program would be published

in the same-year. At least two consequences followed froth this fact: .

,

1) the,ACSP-RP staff had to cope with a pre-publication version of Patterns,

which had na had a final editing and which had io be duplicated for use

-

in the Research Program schools; 2) the advantage of t ais situation was 'the

opportunity to use the experience of the Acspor classes for*thaking a number
4,1

of changes in portions'of the Course that hd not been pieviousy tested.

The setting of the Research Program within the total work of ACSP it

described in the ACSP Report (see Boggs, pp. 31 ff). The research herein
.

.,

i reported was planne and carried out by the ACSP-RP staff: Dr. T. W.-
,

IParsons, Senior Resea ch Consultart; Dr. Morton S. Tenenberg; Senior

I , Associate; C. Will Ekhoff, Senior Assistanti. Burma Haiblum, Junior Asis-

,

..'.;

trint; Margaret Schmicit,-ecretary.

Malcolm Collier, Dirmctor ACSP
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'Chapter .1

91:!' lqii

A

Plans to add a research program to project cUrriculum development work

were part of the ACSP\proposal submitted to NSF in 1968.. The research pro-

gram, conceiVed by Fred Gearing, was intended to implement the "high fidelity,

4ide amplification" use of ACSP curriculum materials, notably of the one-
,

semester course, Patterne in Human Histoty.. These efforts were conceived

is action-research which would "bring togethei personnel having special

research and other_campetencies to initiate . . . a set of research and

other.tasks" tb examine the behavtoral effects on students, teachers, and

schools of the use of Patterns, and to produce adaptations of the course which
..

would make it more useful within local variations id cultural diversity Id
.. ,

. o,

in-student and teacher characteristics.
*N.441

The expectation was that this research program would be. carried oat in

the eighteen monthp from January 1, 1969 to June 30, 1970. Several eventd,

at several different points in that period of time, lead to a modification

--c-of-the plan as originally coneeived. The first of these was a spending ceiling

which necessitated an acrois-the-board modification. AnOther wis the fact

that plans to "reproduce lal_ssiaptations_were_dropped-in

cause of Gearing's resignation as ACSP Co-Director. Finally,

and within the period of the research itself, local school disrupiions

(described in Chapter 9) lead to further'curtailment notably, and regret,

ably, in research into the effects of different teaching styles on the un-

folding of the course.

A further source/of distraction should be noted. Because of:delays
A

in the signing of the publication contract for Patterns, course materials

were available to the repearch program staff only in mimeographed form,

tr

1
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a

and unassembled. As a result, the_staff:spent days facilitating the repro-

duction anCl, distribution of the materials. .The materials had yet to be

given a "final" editing, a factnwhich did na,make much difference with

the student materials but did make a difference with the teaching plan

\which was much motT 0.fficult to f011ow in its mimeographed form than in

the)form finally uE:d in the printed .edition. It should also be recorded

thatoinformation from theACSp-Research Program staff helped significantly
\

to reshape some of the lessons\notably in Parts I and III.
,

Following on plans worked out during.the spring and summer of 1969,

Patterns in Human History was taught by sixteen credentialed teachers to ap-

proximately 1,200 tenth-grade pupils in eight senior:high schools. Two of

these schools are in Sunnydale,* California; the remaining six are located

in Castlemont, California. The students involved exhibited an enormous

range in initial capabilities and, as a grOup, were quite typical ofipupil ,

populations found in many large urban ckters in America. Thus Patterns

.was not used by "selectts" groupt of students, but rather with pupils rep-

resenting a broad range of prior experience, ethnic backgrounds, and pre-

viously acquired skills and knowledge.

The sections which follow (1) Ethnographic Studies: "The Ethnography

of an Ethnically Mixed School," and (2) Cognitive Studies: "The Cognitive

IMPact of the Coursr UpOn Pupils," summarize the two major portions of

ACSP-RP completed during the 1969-70 school year. Ethnographic Studies,

summarizes the research conducted at one project school during the whole

1969-70 school year and is one of the few studies of the social Organization

of a public school carried out byla ;rained ethnographer. This ethnographic

*Place names, school names, and names of school Personnel, are
fictitious.



study provides contextual data within which Ninterpret the cognitive stad-

ies. In addition, it provides important data on school organization, role

dynamics, and social perception. The second section is a summary, of re-

search on pupils' cognitive learning during their study Of Patterns in

Spring, 1970. Data from both the cognitive andithnographic studies pro-

vide significant.insights into the impewt off Patterns.in Human Historx *

.upon teachers and pupils.

8
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_FIELD SITES

Chapter '2

RESEARCH POPULATION

Two northern ealifornia urban school districts, Sunnydale And Castle--%
.e

mont, were selecteS for the ACSP-RP in the use of Patterns in Human History.

Both schOol systems serve areas exhibiting wide variation in ethnic back-

ground and economic stability, insur4ng from the start that Pattep\

could be used in a,variety 9f social scttings during the research period.

Furthermore, connections 'With each of these districts existed through

previous associations'of members of the ACSP-RP staff.

The Castlemont 1.1ified School Distrtre was especially suited ,6 the

needs of the research staff. The school system drims from a large urban

population which is' both demogr ly and economically similar to the

populations of large urban centers elsewhere in ths Unitgui States. As in

many othei "lnaer city" _urhart_cent ersl_the--maj-oritry -of

0

the Cadtlemont schools are classified as members of ethnic "minority"

groups. In Castlemont, as eldewhere, the events of recent years have l d

to increasing participation of,karents and parent pressure groups in tht

control arid direction of the activities and programs cf the school district.

As a consequence, curriculum innovations such as Patterns must meet,the

learning needs of the pupils and also work withinythe ideological needs

of all who participate in the school community.



Table 2.1

ETHNIC ENROLLMENT IN CASTLEMONT SENIOR HIGH,SCHOOLS
October 1970

,

..

Ethnic identi-
fication of
pupils

T

Ethnic enrollment in six, senior.high schools1 ,..-1'

,

'Total
ethnic

enrollment
C C

2
C
3

`C 0.

. i

.

. % No. % No. S No. S No. % Wo. . % I .1No.. %

Spanish
surname

Other White

'Negro.

.Oriental .

Indian

Other non-
White

141

60

.2:213'

,, 8

5.8
.

2.5

91.

0:3

-

0.2

240

299

751-

6

7

7

17.6

21.9

55.1

4.4

0.5

0.5

2

4.

86

1

.0.2

0.5

99.2

.0.1

-

-

254

703

, 909

432

3

39

10.9

30.0

38.8

18.5.

0.1

1.7

243

1139

1,0621

163

11

28

,

v
14.3

11.2

62.6

9.6

0.6

1.7

92

1,830

375

126

22

3...8

i

74.41,i

,

1,5.1

542

I

0.9

1,057

.

1,244

6,768

793

21

-'
113

8.8

27.0

56.4

6.6

,0.3

0.9

Total 2,426 100.0 i,614 100.0 870 100.0 2,340 100.0 ' 1,6961100.0 2,415 100.0. ei2,008 loo.o

1. C1 = research school number 1 etc.

0
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The socio-economic and poliiical character of the'Caotiemont school

population .provided one set of reasons for selectinc Castlemont as,a

search site. '?Thig'selection was alsO influenced by the fact that the

CastliLt Unified School District is su fiCiently large to have developed
m

the elaborated bureauAatie organizations, ,structuxe characteristic of urban

school systems but small enough to peimit the ACSP-RP staiT to carry out

the research projeät without being immobilized by buieaucratic "red tape.

Since e*atorsioin urbin school systems are frequentloqeard to say that

red tate" is a major factor influencing the flow ;)1.1 decisions,

material necessary to successfully implement new progrdms,'

"bureaucratiä/

personnel and

the researbh staff concluded that Patterns should be field-tested in a

large as viell as middle-sized school organization.

The Foss size of the Castlemont school organizatibn is suggesied by

the following data: the CastIe1pot Unified Schooi Dititrict enrolls approxi-'

mately 64,000 students in.grades.K-12, quarter/ed in.nlnety-two schools.

Th41District maintains sixty-seven K-6 elementary schools, fifteen 7-9

, junior high schools, eight 10-12,senior high schools, two opportunity-
4t),

continuation high.

and .sixteen child

'schools
/
one development center for_handicapped-minots,

_ _

care centers. Inclu d in the totals are spAecial sdhoOls

for the physically handicapped, the trainable mentally retarded and the

deaf and.hard-of-hearing.

1.



Tbie 2.2-

PUPIL ENROLLMENT IN CASTLEMONT PUBLIC 6CH0OLS
October 1970

Ethnic
dentification
of pupils

92 schools

No. pupils

Spanish surname

Cther White

Negro

Oriental

Indian

Other non-White

Total enrollment

5,201

36,214

3,139
344

552

61,586

8.4
26.2
58.8

0.6
0.9

7



The Sunnydale,Unified School District provided the ACOP-RP siprr

., 8

.an opportunity to implement Patterns in a medium-sized school diotrict
\

4

Which, While, exhibiting many of the eharacteristics of large urban school
.1

systems, also has many ieatures charaeteristic of small suburban districts.

Like most public school systems, the formal organizational.struoture of the

district resembles that of any other bureaucracy with.a highly elaborated,

hierarchical role structure. At the district administration level, the

assistant superintendent of secondary instruction and hiP staff are directly

responsible for the operation/of the high schools and they,in turn work

directly with the principals and their assistant's in each of the three high

, schools within the district. Despite this'well-defined, carefully articu-
/

lated role structure, the Sunnydale Unified School District is small enough
. /

/.

so that consiOrable direct communication is possible between members of

the distric;t'administrative staff and persons at lower levels in both the .

certificated and classified staff structures at each of,the local high

schodls. Although teachers and other staff members at the local school

generally cammunicate upward through the established chain of commandl-they

frequently take advAntage of the opportunitY to initiate direct contact with

administrators at the top of the structure to discuss school-related matters.

This situation was particularly advantageous to the ACSP-13P in that it al-

lowed the staff to work in,the schools on a daily basis with teachers, ad-

ministrators, and.pupils.while at the same time, permitting direct access

to top level school administrative personnel whenever there was a need to

discuss and/or resolve problems related to research activities.



t.

TheSunnydale school system includes thirty elementary schools, six

junior high schools, and three senior high schools. These schools are

staffed by 1,611 certificated personnel who serve approximately 30,000

pupils. The ethnic4and socio-xdonomic chaiacteristics of the Sunnydale

pupil population closely parallel , thoseofmany cities of similar size.

The pupilPopulationof the.senior high schools Is demOgraphically sidilar

to those of school systems much larger in size, Inspection of Table 2.3

A,
reveals that the demographic characteristics of the.pupil population in

school S are much like those of schools'in.
. 1

.061
.

large urban. centers. The pupil population.in school S
2'

however, is similar,
. ,

_

, , .
,

to. that An many small cities and suburbs.

Table 2.3

ENROLLMENT FIGURES FOR SUNNYDALE UNIFIED SCHOOL 'DISTRICT
- 1970 .(1,

Ethnic
enrollment
of pupils

Enrollment senior high schools Total6 for all 39
schools in cityS1

2

No. N. 'No.

Spanish.
surname 578 35a 190 607 7 157 '22.18

Other White 169 10 1 2,367 84.4 17,933 55.57

Negro 575 35.0 47 1.7 4,664 14.45
,Oriental 165 10.0 , 161 5.7 1,201 3.72

Indian 5 .3 9 .3 109 34
Other non-White 153 9.3 34 1.2 1,208 3.74

Total pupils 1,645 100.0 2,817 100.0 32,272 100.00 t

1. S = research school nudber 1.

,S
2 = research school nudber 2.
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PatterA in Human History.was used in two of the three Sunnydnle senior

high schools. Of the two schools, Sl Was studied most intomOvoly. All or

the pupils in ,p1 Who'enrolled inPatterns were given the full battery of

copnitive And personality tests. Most also completed the solpmetric in-.

strumentis used to study socido-econOmic perceptions. In addition, S1 was

the school where tOhe major ethnographic studies were conducted. S1 was
,

selected for'intensive study because the ethnically mixed pupil,population

provided data Which would speak to a broader range than would comparable

data; fram the more homogeneous pupil population of.S2.,

. The intermediate size of the Sunhydale sctool,system made it a par-

ticularly appropriate'site for intensive study. The school population

'4
was,large enough and diverse enough to permit testing Patterns under condi-,

tiOnS.siMi1ar to,bOth larger and smaller systems. The bureaucratic organi

zation of the district Wss large enough to allow for both field testing of
1

the course'and ethnographic research to produce'data capable of interpretiVe

generalization.to elaborated bureaucratic schOO1 syttems., Still,,the Sunny-.

dale organization was small enough to permit access by research staff to

senior officials, either for purposei of research interview or.fOr purpoOes

of advice and assistance.
1

Although no serious problems.ever did arise

during the course of the implementation resear:h the unusual nature and

comprehensiVeness of the research procedures might possibly have activated

unsuspected political; ideological, or personal forces which could have

1Part Two, Chapter 5 and 6, provide the ).eader with a cotprehensiye
review of the Sunnydaie field site.

I
.4 6
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caused problems for both researchers and school,pefsonnel. As a matter .

of prgOence the research staff endeavored'to cultivate relationships

:with ,school-and community leaders WRo.couldfacilitate,both data gathering'

and problem solving. That no problems ever did develop may well be due

to these relationships as well as to role management activities in the
1

schbols themselveS.

J
w

SELECTION Cf RESEARCH POPULATION

The,six Castlepont high schools and two Sunnydale high schools

includeT with a predominantly "white" middle- and upper-class student

body, four eXhibiting economically and ethnically "balanced"student

"populations, and two with predOminantly "b16.3k" student composition

(see Table 2.4).

. 'Table 2.4

ETHNIC COOPOSITION OF IMPLEMENTATION SCHOOLS
IN SUNNYDALE(S) AND CASTLEMONT(C)

Ethnic .composition 'Sunnydale schools' Castlemont qchools

Sl S2 Cl C2 C c6

,.
Total

thnically mixed*

**
Predominantly "white"

**
Predominantly 'black"

X

X

0
2

,

No ethnic group comprising more than 49% of the student population;
at least three ethnic groups comprisiNg a minimum eaah-of 10% of the
total, student populatibn.

**
ne ethnic grout comprising at least 80% of the.student body.

ft

0
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ESTABLISH* PROJECT AND CONTROL "FOOLW'

Collectively, the students at the.eight schools constituted a repre7

sentative aggregate exhibiting a considerable range in.sociall economic,

achievement, and personality characteristic's found in urban settings of

west coast qsA. .Ideally, the campoaitiop of a project group and a control

group.should have been determined by same stratified random selection

process in Which the chances of every tenth-grader at these eight scpools

being included in.the project were equal to hiqlchances of being designated

as a control'sbbject.. Any plan remotely apptoaching this ideal.was

completely urasible as it would have necessitated each schOol making

cpnsideible alterations in its normal scheduling procedures, something
e

none cduld Wexpected to do in view of many-camplicated'ramifications for

schedulin other courses. Furthertore, both school, districts were,publicly

,

committed tq a policy of offering elective courses at all grade levels;

their participation in ACSP-RP,activities 'was predicated On the assumption

that Patterns would be used as an alternative to a regular half-yeai :world

history.course (4innydale) or' as ,cne of several electives for the other

half of the tenth-grade,year (Castlemont).. Since%tenth-gradp students at

seven of the eight project schools chose the ACSP course from mribng other

alternatives, the poSsibility of random assignment was further preempted.

Intricacies related to the selection of project and control students
Pt

also applied to the selection of project and control teachers. Further

complications were introduced by the fact that the social studies department

at each school had its own previously establishedyrocedures for determining



a

1.

which teacher would teach which courses.

The plan doprea-for identifying project and control students and

teachers consisted of esientially two phasest

(a) First IpiAig; in the main, the customary practices of each

school 'regarding the installation Of new courses i4 the

curriculum. The practises were not uniform. At one school;

13

'for inste4e, the members of the social Studies department jointly
.

determined he number of class sections and students that wbuld

take Patter s and the course was-taught byg the teacher§ who had

initially e idenced a voluntary ntrqtin tearning the-course.

At several Other Sdhools, in Contrast, the"number of proje4 sections

,`

wasdeterfained tiY,the number of ttudentschoosing *take tri\,
s

course_froM among other alternatives,and the composition of Pro ect'..

groups was determined by,arbitrarY division of these students into-,

class 'sections; the teaching of the course was then assigned by

the deParttent chairman to &member. or meMbers 'of the eocial studies

,staff who then had the option of declining7-an option not.exercised

by,any, teacner. This: first phaie of the plan resulted in the

identification of approximately 1,100,prOject students in7thirty7
,

six class sections taught r sixteen project teachert 2
Each- .

.

- student was considered as 'a primary data-producing unit, in contAst

lto using class sections a the Wmary data-producing units. The

2
Two additional class sections, taugnt by student teachers were not

included in the conducted research.

0 ,,
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1,100 students constituted a "pool" of project students which

could be considered as a total group or sampled in random or

Stratified fashion for various sub-studiles of the whole ACSP

investigation!:
.

(b) .Tht secondiphase,:of the plan consiited of the identifilcation of .

a "pool" of non-project students which couldualso be considered

as a total group or sampled for various sUb-studies. On the basis

0 ; of liMited information available immediately 'prior to the begin-

ning,of the Spring 1970 s'emesterr, a control "pool". of 'approximately

1,100 students. in,thirty-two non.,,ACSP-RP classes taught by twenty-
.

tim;eachers was selected. ,The 'attempt was made,to construct a'
t, .

, group with parameters as iimilar as possible to'those,of the.

project "pool". For instance; the proportidn,ortiOntraclasses

from Schools with ethnically_ M4xed, predominantly "white", and
4

'predobinantly "black" student population approxiMated the.propor-

tions.eXhibited by project classes; in schools where student

"trackine:to'ccurs, Control classes were chosen from the Same
2

"tracks" as t14,ACSP classes. In most cases, control groups were

selected in essentially random fashion from among those meeting

the various criteria. In addition to the ones having to do with

ethnic composition and "tracking these criteria included a

professed willi ness by the teacher to administer the necessary

tests and Ihe tipulation that no control teacher be teaching

Patterns to any chis classes.

if I

i



Table 2. 5 sirmArizes the numbers of teachers, class sections, and

students for the project and control "pools" by school, Table 2.6 by

school district. Data from the various sub-studies of the research plan

indicates that the procedures followed in selection phases (6) and (b)

resulted in both "pools" of students exhibiting a broad spectrum of ethnic

and socio-economic variables, previous background experiences, reading,

ability, initial course-related capabilities, personality configurations,

and value orientations. In this sense, they were both representative of

Yest coast urban school populations.

.Table 2.5

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION REGARDING PROJECT' pp comma "POOLS" BY SCHOOLS

..

School
1:Np.'teachers'. No. clash section4: Approx. no.students

Pro,jecT
, . .

Control, ,Troject
T

Control Prp ect Control,_

S
1

.

.

,

Oi

03

.04

0
5 --

06

Total

2

1

1

2

1

4

16

2

3
.

'2

4
_
1

5

1

4
.

22

4

-7

3 ,.,

4

2

,

6

3

8

36

4
.

5 '
.

2

4

2

6

2

7

32

''' 120 ,

216
.

,

126

60

165

110

_
300

1,125

140
.

175.,

70

14o

.-70

210

,

ITO

245

1 120



Table 2.6

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION REGARDING PROJECT AND CONTROL "POOLS"
BY SCHOOL DISTRICTS I

No. teachers No. class sections Approx. no. students

Project Control Project ,Control- . Project Control

Sunnydale 6 5 . 11 9 330 315

Castlemont 10 17 25 23 795 805
,

Total 16 22 36- 32 1,125- 1,115 %

r,

C.% 4
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Chapter 3.

INTRODUCTION

The principal purposes of,the ethnographio studies were 1) to pro-
)

vide the'data on the structure add,dynamics of the school that are needed

. to formulate effective curriculum'implementation strategies and 2) to

L'identify additional variablet which significantly affect pugil attain-
,

meant of the objeztil;es expre'afsed'or implied in Patterns in Human'History.
1,

, Themanner in which teachers organize their own instructional be-
'

dmviors and relute to pupils,in the classroom is largely determined ,by

,

their perCeptions of the general characteristics, needs, and interests
. . -,_.....;

of.pupilsv and their perceptions of.the teaching-learning roles: Bythe'
..

,_...Aame,to:ken, the nature otstudent responsei tothe classroom learninr

experiences structUred for them by the teacher depend upon pupil,per-

ceptions of their needs and interests the relevance of the instruction

offerekand their perceptions of apprqpriate teacher-pupil.role behavior.

Thus, the,degree to Which teachers and pupils accept add supportcur-

ricula and/or role innovations in the school is largely a function of

the measure of congruence betwen thei own ,psycho-cUltufal'orientations

and the nature of the changes desired/and expected by the innovative agents

and materials'.

In recognition of these factois, a major objective of the ethno-.

graphic researc4 was to map the general psycho-cultural orientations
.

of btoth project and non-project teachers, trace the effects of thepe

orientations upon pupils, and relate these orientations to elements

iS

4

A
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of the school as a social system. Within this context, special emphasis

was placed upon disderhing patterns of teacher beliefs and'liolues, par-
* S.

tic..1.1orly as they relate to the nature and general characteristics ofi,

pupilA in the school the teaching-le'arning roles, and tfie dUrriculum

structure. 'Additional observation and inteliview Uati were then analyzed

to determine the implication of the*le orientations for structural transac-

tion both in and outside of the clessroam. The research staff antici-'

pated that a thorough analysis of these ethnographic lata would reveal

:the extent to which Apaeher-perceptions of the t4ach1ng-1earnang roles

are compatible with tfilse expressed or implied in Patterns and that T
P.

these findingscould have implications ofKritieal importance for ure

implementation.'

'

,

4

. At this juncture, it should be4nOted that as late as October, only

t

, four months prior to the spring, 19701.teadtling of Patterns, the ACSP-RP

staff intended.to.place spedial emphasis upon gathering data on tpe in-

struction styles of project teachers. According to these original plans,

-,

this data was to allow-an assessment of the appropriatenes:3 of ipecific
,

t .
.

11
,

I

_teaching sty1es-tR,5e learning objectives of the course and of the im-
\

4.

pact of teacher exposure to the course upoer-o cassroom e
.

n thi wn l tchingi
behaviors. A/though a longitudinal study is the only,appropriate means

of.assessing the long-range impact of the Patterns ) course upon the in-

structional behaviors ofteachers,-the research si f anticipated that

sufficient data would be ng to permit some speculation as to

the degree to which the course affects teacher perceptions of the

teaching-learning roles and the nature and extent of the role re-iron-
...)

saction between teachers and theipupils that could be expected to

result as a consequence of these altered teacher perceptions. Unfor-

tunately, even this .modest objective had to be set aside. Because
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of uncertainties created by the disruptions in the school.in the spring (sec.

Chapter 9), the school had closed abruptly. As is usual, no arrange-

Ments could be made during the summer whin sehoold really are closed..

It was not until the opening of school in the fall that the ACSP-RP

'Staff ,learned that only two teachers at.the ethnographic research site

werp participating in ACSP-RP, at which point, and for reasons set down

in Chapter 9, no further expansion of tAcher participation was possible.

The second major objective of the ethnographie_research-was-to-
___

produee_data that can be of.use in deVising
implementation-atrategies

that will _facilitate teacher and -I, 'l acceptance of Patterns in large

numbers of school systems and insure use of course material by teachers

in ways consistea with the aims of Patterns. Consistent with this

purpose, the reSearch staff obtained data-on the structure and dynamics

of the school as.a social system with special attention given to or- 4

gabizational respOnses to the ACSP-RP as an agency, of interventioh.

Within'the context of.this second objective,-the adoption'and im-

plementation procedures at all levels in the school structure were

meticulously monitored throughoUt the School year. A special eff'ort

was directed towards the mapping of role systems and communication

networks as well as learning as mucA as possible about the formal and

informai procedures normally employed by school personnel to adopt and

implement new curricula. The data 'ielded by this research were then

analyzed so as to identify those forces supporting the innovation as

well as those stability-maintaining mechanidms that were operating to

hamper effective implementation. Although research efforts were

specifically directed towards obtaining sufficient socio-cultural

L

Cv

4, O
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data on the school that would eventuate in thetprecipitation of signifi-

cant conclusions about organizational responses to.Patterns in particu-

lar, Any of the findings have.irofound implicationsfor curriculUM

innovation in general. It is expected that the summary.of these find-

iegs which appear in this report.will be of considerable utility to

those wishing to introduce Patterns into other sdtool systems.

In light of these general research Purpollic.s, a nuMber of specific

orieniing.questions were formulated,prior to the investigation .as back-

ground for planning the research. Each of these guiding questions focuses

upon a range of phenomena that are most relevant to the two principal

purposes of the ethnographic research, and although there are undoubtedly

a number of other Interesting questions that could be added to the list,
.1

the staff judged the following to be of greatest significance.

(1) '-What are the patterned teacher and pupil perceptions of the

differential nature of School groups?

(2) What are the patterned teacher and pupil perceptions of both

-the teaching and learning roles?

(3) What are the implications of these particular psYcho-cultural

Orientations among bOth pupils and teachers for structural

transaction both in and outside of the classroom?

(4) What is the relation between teacher perceptions, particularly

among members of the social studies department, of both the

teaching and learning roles and the curriculum structure?

(5) What are the implications of these orientations for ACSP

course implementation?

(6) What are the critical factors that can be expected to facili-

tate or impede the successfUl implementation of PatLerns?
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(7), What are the :implications of the ethnographic data for eurrieu-

lum innovations in general?

As,all ethnographic data,iis c6ntextual, the findings which bear upon

each of the preceding questions can be eXpected to provide additional

insights into other questions that one might be.ipcUned to ask but,

which could not be explored Ailly by members of the ethnographic re.:

search team.

,s

,r
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Chapter 4

TESIGN OF_THE ErHNOGRApHIC RESEARCH

THEORETICAL PERCEPTIVES

SEP:L. n

la

The broad range of social phenomena of particular intereit to the

ACSP-RP staff required the formulation of a meta-leyel ,theoretical

framework that could brovide an orientation for viewing the school as

a functioning system and facilitate the integratioq of these social

phenomena into an understandable complex. The integrative theoryout.:

lined in this section ins employed to guide the ethnographic re'search

and to explain the dynamics and nature of-the school as a system of,be-
.

havior and how those systems of behavior relate to other syitems within

the society of which the school is a part. Consistent-with the nature

of the questions to be researched, this framework attempts to fully

explicate the relation between personality atructure, or, the psycho-:

logical orientations of individual members in the society, and social

structure *or.the observable patterns of group behavior.

AlthOugh the:conceptual framework outlined in:this chapter draws

heavily upon the theoretical contributions of the transactional psychol-

ogists, the inOlusive condepts and.prineiples that guided the research

and the interpretation of the field data are derived 'from a synthesis

of a number of existent theories. One of the more critical concepts

.
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is "cognitive map," or to Use Anthony Wallace!s term, "mazeway..
r1 'At

any.given stage Of'the human life cycle, each individual poisesses his

atm,
ncognitive map pr.that "...unique mental'image df ad,complex sys-

,

tem bf.objects, dynamically interrelated,which'includes the body in

which the brain is hdused.... .Its content consists of an extremely large

number of assemblagespor cognitive residues of perception. It is..:

true and more or less coMplete representation of the operating characr

teristics of a 4-ea1' world." The range of phenomena represented in each

human 1:mazewaY," according to Wallace, is as follows:

(a) 'Values or the'images of situations assodiated,with pleasant

0
or unpleasant feeling-tone. Wallece's typology of values in-

cludes positive organic values (images.Of situations in which

the primary and secondary' values of others are satisfied) and

negative values (associated with pain, discomfort, anxiety).

(b) Objects or the images, with associations, of animate and in-

'animate objects. This includes those images of the charac-

`Ik

teristics of self and others acquired as the individual trans-

acts with others in his socio-cultural milieu.

(c) Techniques or images of ways of manipulating objects in order

to experience desired end-states or values.

In the model constructed by Wallace to explicate the relation be-

tween the individual and ,culture, t'he concept of "mazeway" is one of the

most critical elements. The two dimensional model depicted in Figure 4.1

1. Wallace, Anthony F.C. Culture and PersonalitE. New York: Random
House, 1962. pp15-17:
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reflects his conceptualizatiop of these,relations.
1

4

Figure 4.1

THE INDIVIDUAWAND CULTURE

Least abstract Most abstract

.. MaZeWAY Personality

,

)

.

,

Culture
_

Model
.. 1

,

... personality
,..,

. National --strvdture
character ...

-To more fully explicate the routes and levels of abstraction.in

culture and personality terminology, Wallace notes the followtng:

(a) If oneshas derived an approximation to a complete de-
a

scription of one mazeway or one culture,

(b) abstractive operations, involving classification of conte

',into fewer, broader categories, will yield descriptions of,

respectively, personality, ot national character.

(c) If one has derived an approximation to a complete description

of one mazeway, or one personality,

(d) opereitions, involving addition of all individual cases to the

pool,of data, without altering the level of abstraction, will

414



yield descriptions i'f,,respectively, culture,'or, model per-

s sonality structure.

o

The array of meanings ascribed to.experiances represented in the
e.

human "mazeway" is largely shaied by langua4e. Through langUage mem-
,

bers of the same cultural system den communicate vith others about-their'

common experiences and i4hieve a high degree of consensus as to the mean-

.

ing of. them. .It is principally throUgh these proCesses of verbal trans-

action that highly patterned coglitions and moilies of psyciological eqUiv7

alencies in "maLway" content may be referred to as the psycho-cultural

system.

Frorthe perspective of 'psychologically oriented ant4ropoloiistS,'

cultures maybe differentiited from one another on the basis of patterned
,

psychological eq4ivalence structures. These "mazevay" equivalents which

characterize meMbers of the same social system are seen as a function'

or consequence of peoile living together closely in time and space and

of the extent to which they are afforded an opportunity to commUnicate

with'one another using their common language syMbol System. From this

theoretical perspective, the pattern of,observable behaviors), or social'

1

structure, is viewed as the phenomenological expression of these under-

lying psychological orientations. To the extent that each 'individual

'organizes his own behavior in a manner Which is Consistent with his per-

ceptions of group norms, we can say that his behavior is group oriented

and that the resulting patterns of overt behavior among groups of in-

dividuals is that whiCh we call social struCture.

A
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Meng the,more critical elements of the huMin Imazeime' is the"

structure of/self conceptions possessed by each individual. Self con-

ceptions are that _system of referer-qal meanings applied to self witich

the individual develops as he transacts with other humans as well as with

his.physiCal environment, The concept of self, aS it isdefined. here,

ii not sync:Minis with-the opatinary definition of the term by the more
.4

positivist oriented researchers who typically equate self With certain),
I

aspects of the individual% observable behavior; rather, self is vieweL

as an explanatory concept with a set of hypothetical 'properties. The

rationale for the use of the concept in thia manner is twofold. Firit,

most behavioral scientists accept the fact that certain psychological'

processes precede the exhibition of overt behavior. It is postulated,

. for example, that .each.individual continually forms images. of himself -

as he interactg with others in hig;.enviroment and,that the particular.

images of self intruding"at a:sPecific,point in time significantly af-

.'fect-the organization of his own behavior in the given social situatioh.'

Secondly, the concept, when useg,as defined, has leen shown empirically
,

to be of considerable utility in unAerstanding and.predictihg individ-

ual behavior.
",

Conceptions of,self, like all other mazeway content,,are acquire& ,

as each individual interacts with others in a multiplicity of dyadic

role'reiationships.',Through participation in a variety of interactive

situations as one member of a pairedrole, the individual is able to

continually validate, reinforce and/or redefine-his own identity' as a

particular class or type of person. These multiple classifications oc

;7
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persons# which the individual learns and applies to self and others.;

areitore than just.symbois of identity lexically encoded in the'language;

,
they also conjure up images of the proper kinds of relationships which.

, p
.

1, are expected to prevail in a variety of social settings. By leaving\ ,
,

;a complex of Classificatory schemea,,and the appropriate behaviors whifh
-;,

,correspond to each category of person ip a vide array of social contexts,

Individuals are able to mutually predict and comprehend te meanings of
.

.

. .
:,

r-

the behaviors of others: .

*Although it is generally recognized that self conceptions are'mul
a

tiple in character and are constantly shifting as the individual moves

from one social context to another, a number of unresolved conceptual

prbblems are reflected in much of the research literature. As Chad,-

' Gordon has observed.,2 many Of these problems are derived'from sA.ack-of

conceptual refinements that relate to the various forms in which the

self may be conceived.. For example, one'individual in a specific situa-

tion may conceive of self arid others with Whom he is currently inter-

act-ing in-terms Of categorical noun.forms,.., According to Gordon, this

is usually what is referred, to"when one'speaks of the individual's role

identification, or other ascribed characteristics such as one's ethnicity,

sex,,nationality, occupational role; etc. These various social role and

type categorizations with which the individual identifies self are de-

fined by Gordon as the social identities'of the person. Simultaneously

in the sane context, or in another sqcial situation, the same individ-

ual may conceive of self in terms of dimensional attributes. In the

2. Gordon, Chad, The Self in Social Interaction, New York: John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., 3.968.

tl



latter case the indiVidual's self definitions

to.others are in terms Of personality_traits,

in other similar attribUtive terms,.

.or definitions applied

interpersonal styles, or-

0

While recognizing the merits of,Gordon's-contiibution to self the-,

t ,

ory, one assumption underlying this conceptual'framework is that al.-

though individuals do conceive ofself in either one of_thehtwo forms,

either jointly or separately, major social role.categoriiations, or
't

What Gordon has termed social identities., have a more profound,impact

upon the organization of each individual's perceptions of self and

others and thus ultimately upon his own expreseive behavior. One fairly

obvious reason for adopting this position is that the tranaacted behav-

,ioral preacriptions for each institutionalized role in'the school struc-

ture,are highly detailed and they are the principal determinates as to

how the behaviors of those in the.pchool are to be organized through-
I

out mast of the working day. BeCause these institutionalized social'

roles are so pivotal in terms of the organization of the school as a

system of behavior each person in the schoolknows ths preciiie 'position

of his social role in the structure and tae manner in.which his role

,behavior'is supposed to articulate with the role behavior of cther per-
.

sons in other roles at different levels of the structure.

In conjuction with this diacussion, one,additional ancillary theo-

retical point warrants further comMent. We have already alluded to the

fact that some social identities are more significant to the.individual

and consequently have a greater impact upon the structuring of ideas

about the self. This observation leada to an important insight, namely,

that each individual's structure of self-conceptions is cognitively or-
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'ganized in a hierarchicaltashion
and that those it the apex Of this

structure affect the organization of the'individuaM behavior frequently
5

. and in a Vide array of social contexts.
Other conceptions of self;

- !though significant'to same individuals in specific situational con-

texts, tend to be peripheral or subordinate elements in the individual's

total gestalt'of self conceptions:

,The utility of the conceptual framework briefly outlined above

I

,,
7.

.

.

,
.

ok assists one to more fully comprehend the school as ai system of behav-I, 4

'ior by emphasizing the dynamic(relatiOnship
between/transacted psycho-

/

logical equilialencies and the relativel persisten$ forms of interac-

tive behavior. 9 Inkfar as a major rationale for.the ACSP ethno-
.

graphic research was' to yield data that can be of value in formulating

effective implementation strategies, this conceptual moderis espe-
i

dally appropriate because it tells us that existing
structural.arrange-

Ments and patterns of'expressive behavior are.the overt manifestations

df mazeway content. Therefore, all efforts to manipulate, or other-

-wise intervene in, aspects of the school structure can be successful

: only to the extent that proposed changes can be easily integrated into

the existing images of the world held by the actors.

RESEARCH PROCEDURES

To insure the systematization of the ethnographic research process,

the general research strategies and procedures to be employed in the

field were carefully mapped out during the summer months prior to the

opening of:the schools. In conjunction with these preparations, the

investigator took the preliminary steps to establish his research role



and gain entry into, Sunnydale High School; the'ACSP-RP ethnographic re-

search site. When the schools opened in the fall, the investigator
.

utiliZe'd standard ethnographic field procedures to establish rapport

with school personnel and to collect the daia. ,Although observations

and,focused and standard stimulus interviews Yielded the bulk of the

data, a considerable
amountof supplepentary information\was obtained

from student, faculty and administratiop publications: Throughout.the

*field experience, the data were systematiied,and subjected to prelimi-.

nary analysisso as to allow Continuous refinement o the research prob-

lems and the theoretidil framework guiding the invest ion: In the ,

,s.rly phases of the research a coding manual was developed so that all

data could be stored and then later retrieved:by category for analysis

(see Appendix A). This manuals in additiod to its Obvious function of

facilitating the analysis of'the dat:a, was an invaluable aid in reveal-

ing existing gaps in the data,while the field investiga9m was still

in proiress,
%

During the year prior to the ACSP-RP research, the Senior Reseamh

Consultant and top level school administrative personnel of the district

in which the ethnographic
research site is located met and reached gen-

eral agreement as to the nature and scope of the,ACSP-RP implementation

and research activities. In order to formalize these e:ulier agreements

and to discuss related matters of mutual concern, three members of the

ACSP-RP staff met with the assistant superintendent in charge of secondary

instruction a feW weeks before the opening of the schools. At this meet-

ing the members of the ACSP staff reiterated the general research objec-

tives and discussed a few of the more signifIcanli research questions,

4,)
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particularly those whi/ch related tothe evaluation of Patterns. The na-

ture of the cognitive.data required tq effectively assess the impact of

'the course upon the pupils was discussed at same'length and.those pres-

ent reached.general agreement as to the procedures totbe employed in the

collection of several different typps of test data. During this initial

phase of the meeting, the4general purposes of the ethnographic research

and the relation,between the cognitive.and ethnographic studies were re-

d viewed with same attention given tO the proposed ethnographip,retearch

strategies.

Subsequent to the discussion of the general research design those

present-turned their attention to a consideration Of the roles in the

: school of two ACSP-RP staff members. To coordinate the implementation

activities J.n the school at which the ethnographic research was done

and to assist in the collection and processing of both cogative and;

ethnogAphic data, the ACSP-RP arranied for the district to hire one

of the RP staff membera--a,teacher with considerable research experi7

ence--on a released-time basis. Although the responsibility of the

research ataff meMber in connection with ACSP-RP had been stipulated in
4

advance of employment, his dutiea ahd responsibilities both to the

school and ACSP-RP were again restated and clarified at-this meeting.

According.to the terms of the agreement, he was to teach four of,

the five normal teaching periods.during both the fall and spring semes-

ters, the remainder,of each school day being rievoted to fulfillment of

his responsibilities as a member of ACT-131' staff. Since Patterns had

not been scheduled for implementation until Spring, his principal dutif)s
I

during the first semester included the preparation of itudent and teacher
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. materials, making %,rrangenients for the, pre' and posttesting tif students
-

scheduled td. enroll in.Patterns, and providing general research assii-,

stance, particularly in terms of collecting the ethnographic data.

In the spring,..his'responsibilities, in addition to teaching two

'

sections .of Patterns ? included the coordination of most ACSP-RP-relaied.

activities in the district. Jiis specific 4uties.were to.handle the dis-

tributiop and storage of all course materials, Assist in,data collection

efforts and to act as a liaison person between the school system and the

ACSP-RP office.

The second RP staff,member, the principal investigator at the ethno-'

graphic research site, was to assume the role of teacher aide. This role

for the investigator was selected for two principal reasons. Prior to the

implementation of Patterns, teachers on 'the regular.school staff had been
)

informed that the investigator would be available to provide several forms

.of assistance, most of which conformed to the types of services normally

rendered by teacher aide:, to ACSP-RP teachers. A second and more

portant reason was that the''ciAtrict administrative staff had recently

been forced to withia multitude Of intense political pressures

both within the school itself and thecommunity: In view of these pres-

sures, most of which were connected with the explosive racial: tensions

at the research Site, the district administrative staff preferred that the

role for the investigator be formally defined as teticher aide and that

his related research and implementation responsibilities be explained

to others' it conjunction with a description of his role duties as

, teacher aide.

11
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At the request of the assistant superintendent the investigator's
A

entry into the school was.delayed until the second Week of.the fall se- .

meater. This.revest was'made because thedistrict aAministrative staff

.anticipatea problems.141 opening the school due to the persisting rs.cial s

tensions ii the school.and in the opinion of the assistant superintendent;

it was advisable to Postpone entry into the school until the ordinary

daily routine of school actiyities had been established. Early during

the secOnd weelo Of.sthe new schoolterm, the investigator scheduled a.,

meeting with the school jarincipal at the research site'for the purpose

of introducing himself to the local addlini4rat1ve staff and discuss-
.

ing his respons1bi4ties as a member'of the ACSP-RP staff. At this
.a,111ik

meeting-the principal acknowledged that due to the events of,the pre-,

1'

ceding year he had neither,kept abreast of events as they relatdd to"the

implementation of Patterns nor did heknOw much about the proposed ac-.

tivaties of the ACSP-RP staff in the school. He did note, boW6er, that
*

it was his understanding that one teacher and a teacher aile,.both of
k

whomwere affiliated with the ACSP-RP, would be working in the school.

As to the nature of the responsibilities of the investigators the Prin-

cipal,admitted knowing only that he was to aid teachers using Patterns

and to provide assistance in the ACSP-RP research and impletentation

activities.
/

At this first encounter with the principaland in scibseqynt'meet-

ingi and discussions with certificated staff members in the Tchool, the

investigator let it be known that he had a number of unique responsi-

bilities as a result of his connection with the ACSP-RP. Consistent

4 V
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with ailtrict administrative interpretations,of his role, the investigs-

heavily stressed'his responsibilities to teachers using Patterns

and although the specifiC nature of the ethnographic research was left

unexplained, extreme forms of duplicity were avoided by making it clear

to othera.that the investigator was to assist with all ACSP-RP related

activities. Those who pursued the inquiry were informed that the ACSP-

RP needed considerable data on,the school and its pupils in order to

adequately assess the impact of the course upon the pupils and the

school and to devise future implementation strategies that wold ensure

attainment by pupils of thx, learning objectives of the course.

During the fall semester, the investigator provided considerable

a.lsistance to the ACSP-RP teachers assigned to teach a course entitled

"Self and Society." The two purposes of this course were to teach

students the concepts and analytic skills necessary to make a socio-

logical analysis of the institutions of the community in which they

live while at the game time collecting ethnographic data on the

school from the other pupils enrolled. The investigator's.role, as

enacted and interpreted to others in connection with the "Self and

Society" course, included the following duties:

(a) Reorganize material and data brought to the class by students
. -

and put into summary form for subsequent pupil use;

(b) Assist in collecting materials (census data, city and county

planning commission reports, etc.) for use in class;

(c) Estahlish contacts with persons in the community with whom
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students could meet and talk, e.g., city and county officials,

chamber of commerce members, etc.;

.(d) Make arrangements for pupils to use Or visit certain public

and private facilities, e.g., libraries, museum collections, etc.

In conjunction with these activities, the investigator provided as-

sistance on a continuing ba3is in duplicating patterns course materials

and making necessary arrangements to facilitate the implementati of the

cOurse in the spring semester.

Aftei the introduction of Patterns in the spring, the investi ator

provided various forms of assistance to the two Patterns '6eachers at

, the research site.- His more important duties were to organize and secure°

materials for classroam use as directed .1)y the teachers, assist,with

\
the preparation of laboratory exercises and problems, aid individual

students and small groups in the classroom with selected lessons when

requested by the teacher to do so, and finally, tO lp in.the evalus-

tion of pupil work.

Aside from the continuous opportunity afforded the investigator

to participate in all school events, there were other advantages that

accrued as a result of taking the role of teacher aide. The role of

teacher aide in this particular school, as well as in others in the

district, is structurally ambiguous. This is the result of the way

in which the role has emerged and of the community groups and govern-

mental agencies responsible for its creation. This structural ambi-

guity worked to the advantage of the researcher in that it allowed him to

move freely in and aro d the school throughout the course of the day.



Despite many of the ambiguities of the role, teachers 6enera1ly view

aides as individuals who share the general orientations of teachers and

thus they tend to be willing to accOrd them full participation in regu-

lar staff and other school-related activities.

DATA COLtECTION PROCEDURES
0
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Prior to engaging in the field research, the investigator attempted

to isolate and systematically manage those acute philosophical and metho-

dological problems that impede one's ability to obtain a body of veri-

fiable and replicable observational data. In the section which follows,

a few of these more critical issues are explored and an explanation is

offered as to the methods andfor proaedures employed to cope with seve-

ral of these more perplexing problems.

Direct observatiOn, as the method is defined herein, refers to the

perception cf behavior or objects in the investigator's immediate en-

vironment which is later conceptualized and communicated to others.

This definition itself alludes to the special philosophical and metho-

dological problems that one yill encounter unless he is fully cognizant,

of the impact of his own conceptilal system upon that which he sees,

hears and records. Ever since the highly discrepant reports by Robert

Redfield and Oscar Lewis of the behavior of people in the same village,

researchers who rely upon direct observational techniques have been

acutely aware of the need to make explicit the conceptual framework

which they utilized to guide them in their collection of data. The in-

vestigator was fully cognizant of the impossibility of eliminating the

interpretative dimension from the direct observation of human behavior

and thus took the appropriate steps to ensure that his orientation



towards the phenomena to be obse
%

plicated in an earlier section of

in the Categories of the appended
.1

ed be made public. The

this chapter and which is alsomplicil,

coding manual is intended to/commun-
I

icate the general thebretical ori ntations of the ACSP-RP m,friff members i

'involved in the collection and an ysis of the ethnograp c data.

Although direct observation s an indispensible mthod in field
I*

studies, data yielded by this tec nique should be s pplemented whenever,/

!

possible by interview or other f rms of indirect observational data.

The problem witil an overempha' is upon observation is that it frequently/

inhibits thP ability of th investigator to'learn much about the infor-I

/

mant's psychological ori tations'and his cognitive processes which pr1='

cede the observed overt/behavior. rhis is a special problem when, the

complex of meanings which the actor asmociates with a particular act 4.

sequence of acts is eMbedded in a matrix of other cultural events. As

Kay and Metzer3 have recently noted, an Overemphasis upon obser-;

vation ignores one or more of the following factors:

(a) The realization of pome behavior of the'subject may be an im-

perfect representation of the plan that motivated the behavior;

(b) The significant elements of an event are not necessarily con-

tiguous in space and time;

(c) The stimuli which motivate some behavior of the subject have

no easily observable perceptual coordinates;

() The behavior has a symbolic intent quite apart from the ob-

servable effects and it is ofien this symbolic intent which

is the focus of the subject.

3. Kay, Paul and Metzer, Duane, "On the Foundation of Ethnography,"

Manuscript, 1268 p. 6.
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to insure thaL inferences from observaLional daLa coyresponded to

the meanings ascribed to the behaviors or events by the informant, in-
,

terviews were conducted as soon as possible following the observation.

This apprOach not only facilitated a more complete comprehension Of

the actor's orientation towards the event in question but it also helped

to reveal discrepancies between the informant's descriptions of his be-

havior in the 'situation and his actual behavior ap observed by the in-

vestigator. The transcript of an observation and the subsequent ,inter-

view which appear below reveal the necessity for 'a coMbined observational

interview procedure and typify these procedures as they were employed

'4

in the field research.

2-25-70

Toward the' end of period 5A B. 'Galloway left the cafeteria

and was walking down Tolman Hall, presumably on his way to his

classroom. I had left.the cafeteria a few seconds later than he

and was hurrying to catch up with him as he proceeded down the

hall. When about 30-40 feetin back of Galloway, he stopped in

the mfddle of the hall and stOod watching two black boys further

down the hial pushing each other. Each was cursing the other

and it ,appeared as if a fight was imminent. Within a few

seconds I noticed that Galloway had turned left into the 40 wing

rather than continuing down the hall. I proceeded lrhili Tolman

Hall and halted about 20 feet fram the location of the disturbance.
7

By that time Usher and Davidson (coaches) had came across the

hall, intervened in the scuffle aud begun to disperse the crowd

that had formed. Both coaches talked with the tv)o boys in the hall
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and after a very brief conversation, each boy left the scene in a

different direction.

From this observatiOnal data, the investigator inferred thtt

tacher observed had purposely aVoided intervening in the disturbance

and that his reluctance to do so probably resulted from a concern for

his/ own personal safety.. The opportunity to check the validity of these°

inferences arose one,hour later 4hen the ginvestigator met the informant

outeide his room between the 5th and 6th periods.

Interviewer:

Teacher:

Interviewer:

Teacher:

Interviewer:

Teacher:

noticed that you got a chance to see the two fel-

lows pushing-each other around today in Tolmari

0

"Oh, yeahd You saw it too, huh?"

"Part of it. I saw you stop and watch.. It looked

to me as if you were heading right into it."

" I was. I was on my way back to my room."

"I was just wondering why you turned and went down

ie
the other hail."

"You think I'm going to get.involved in that? Rot

me. Nbt after what happened to Ben (teacher). Like

Russ says, we've got $50,000 worth of vice-prin-

cipals running around here and they're supposed to

be in Tolman Hall. If they aten't going to ao their

job, why should I do mine?"

Interviewer: "Are teachers supposed to get involved in sitAations

like that one?"
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Teacher: "They're supposed to do what they can. But I've

just about had,it. You can see that not one of Utile,

administrators is doing his job. I'm dot sticking

my neck out alone." I

Althoughqthe earlier inferences froi the obsirvational data were

generally correct, the interview data indicates that this informant,

even though obviously concerned about his own personal safety, is pre-

disposed tO intervene in d.wptive situatidim. But as indicates!, by

the data, this teacher, was especially perturbed by what he perceived

to be a lack of administrative leadership in the maintenance'of pupil

discipline and these perceptions were an equally-important factor in

his avoidance of the situation. This fact obviously would not have_

been ascertained had the investigator avoided eliciting verbal responses

from the informant ebout his behavior in the situation.

Although role management problems precluded utilizatian'of 41ies-

tionaires and formal interview schedules the requisite degree of struc-

ici

ture in the interviewing process vas insured by the systematic use of

focused and standard stimulus interview procedures. The primary func-

tion of the focUsed interview procedure is to facilitate the collection

of categories of data from informants about situations or events in

which they have participated or isbout which they have same knowledge

or opiniwis. The first task of the researcher is to conduct a cursory

analysis of the situaqon of interest, formulate a series of hypotheses

abOut the event and tten proceed to develop an interview guide which

maps out the major areas of inquiry and categories of data that are)

4 7
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most relevant to his current line'of inquiry. The interview itself is

then focused on the subjective experiences of the informants in an ef-

fort to aicertain their definitions of' the situation.

The followingaccerpt frod'an intervieWtranscript illustrates the
06.

manner in which this procedure was used in the field. The subject of

inquiry pertained to a recently adoptaettendance polic3kby the dis-

trict executive committee. The dual purposes of the following inter-
,

view were tO elicit the informants' perceptions of expected reactions

of school personnel to the new and controversialVtendance policyand.
A

to test the hypothesis that the rather firm statement on pupil suspen-

sions would be very favorably received by teachers in the school.be-

cause of the,threat to teacher definitions of self posed by the large

number of pupils regularly violating not only the established atten-

dance policies but a multitude of,other school rules as 'well. It shoed

also .be pointed out that both the nature and sequencing of the questions

posed by the investigator during.the following interview permitted all

responses to be readily coded into the appropriate categories delineated

in the coding manual.

Interviewer: "What do you think about the new attendance policy?"

Teacber: "I think it's good. I'll be surprised if it's ever

put into action."

Interviewer: "Why do you say that?"

Teacher: "Well, it's a strict policy. We've been lenient

for so long that I don't think everybody will just

pull about face and toe this one.



Interviewer: "Do you thir& we should try it?"

Teac er: "Oh, sure."

Interv ewer: "How do you think teachers will react to it?"

Teacher: "I'm not sure. But my guess would be that a lot of

teachers will like it, especially that suspension

business. Most will enforce it, but then we've got

a few teachers who just won't work with us on crack-

ing-down."

Interviewer: "You said that you think most teachers will support

the new suspension policy. Why do you think that will

)1,,b04.116,4

-bie so?"

Teacher: "Well, it's,gotten to"the point where a lot of us

just can't do our jobs. Elaine said that's why she's

getting out. It's hard enough backing up every day,

trying to fill in those who were absent the day be-

fore. And then with all the troublegamakers we have

it's just too much. I think that they should either

start getting to school and to class on time or we

should throw them out."

Interviewer: "How do you think the administration vievs the new

policy?"

Teacher: "Obviously, they likr it since they put it into ef-

fect. But everybody will have to do his share in-

clUding the deans."

Interviewer: "Do you think the deans will enforce it?"



Teacher: "Everybody would).ike to know that. 'They haven't

done a very good j0 up to noir. have they?"

Interviewer; "I've heard others ee that. I wonder how the stu-

dents will react."

Teacher: "That's a prOblem. The k are so negative about

it. ve heard a lot of.g ling and complaining

from the kids. In fact yester ay a bunch of girls

iaid that they just guessed thst here wouldn't be

anybody in school."

Interviewer: "What did they mean by that?"

Teacher: "I guess that a lot of kids would siar getting sue-

pended."

44

Interviewer: "Do you think that would really happen?"

Teacher: "Oh, I really doubt it. Once the kids found out that

this policy vas going to be enforced, they would

start getting to class on time."'

As can be seen from the data, the strategy employed was to first

learn about the informant's perceptions of the new innovation and then

to systematically elicit his views of the views of others in the school

and how they could be eixpected'to react towards the new policy.

STANDARD STII4JJUS INTERVIEWS

The principal function of this procedure is to ensure maximum sys-

tematization and standardization of the interviewing process by asking

informants to respond to the same or nearly identical stimuli. Ordi-

narily, When one employs this procedure a schedule of questions is pre-
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pared well in advance of the interview and the interview itself is con-

ducted under more formalized conditions, but due to role management prcb-

lams, the investigator prepared a limited number of questions, usually

written on 3 x 5 cards, that could be re.iiwed immediately prtor to the

interview. To some extent the use of this interview technique in this
,

manner did reduce the degree of rigor and standardization of the inter-

viewing process, althopgh the data yielded from these interviews indi-
,

cated that as a rule the stimuli to which the informants did respond

was remarkably uniform. thermite, this type of interview, because

_

it was used in a more flexible,fashion allowed the investigator to

digress and probe additional points and thus ultimately comprehend the

more.elaborate patterns of thought and action as they pertained to the'

particular subject under scrutiny.

. The set of preconstructed interview questions and a portion of an

interview transcript that.appear below illustrate Ws procedure as it

was used in the 'field. In the example provided, the investigator was

interested in learhing more about teacher perceptions of the changes in

the role structure of the school that had occurred in the past five'

years. This subject was one frequently discussed by teachers and.the

changes generally referred to were those which upset and were stren-

uously resisted or disapproved by a majority of teachers. To discern

more about teacher perceptions of the nature of these changes and the

various forces whieh initiatediand sustained these innovations, the in-

vestigator structUred the follo ing questions, all of 'which were admin-

istered to informants in private or semi-privflte situation, about
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changes in role structdre at Sunnydale High in last)five years:

(a)

(b) Who or what has been responsiblet

1) Administration

2) Teachers

3) Ftpils

What are the major changes that have occurred?

(c) How do you feel about these changes?

(d) How do othei: teachers feel about these changes?

With this set of questions ihe investigator conducted interviews

with fifty-six teachers over a,two-month pericid. The sample protocol

below typifies both the use of this procedure and the quality of the

responses provided.by Sunnydale informants.

Interviewer: "I have heard many teachers camplain about many

Teacher:

Interviewer:.

Teacher:

ir
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changes in the behavior and rules that apply to teach-

ers, students and administrators in the last five

years or so. What7are same of these changes?"

"The kids didn't run this sChool whem7I came here.

Teachers used to have control over the kids and if

they didn't shape up they got bounced right out. And

that's the way it was."

%hat has been responsible for these changes?"

"When I came here we had a darned good principals

He disciplined the kids whenever they needed it.

Now whenever I sett a kid out of my class I have to

be careful who 1 send them too. I always send them

te



Interviewer:

Teacher:

,Interviewer:

Teacher:

'to Peralta (Vice-Principal) if I Can although Smith

(Vice-Principal) will do something with them too.

never send a kid to Curtis (Vice-Principal)

again. I can't get any results. If a kid asks if

it is ok to go'to Curtis (VicePrincipal) I always

tell them to see Peralta (Vice-Prtncipetl) first."

"To what extent bas.Mk. Cook (Principal) been respon-

sible for these changes?"

"Let me tell you something. When Mk. Cook (Prin-

cipal) was Dean of Boys this place was run fine. He

was the best Dean OrBoys you could ask for% .But

when the former principal left and Mr. Cook-(Prin-

cipal) took over,things went down."

"Who else is responsible?"

"It's not all Mr. Cook's (Principal) fault. There

have been a lot of changes in,the community and then

the kids started making demands. Last year, for ex-
.',

ample, we had a fine Dean of Girls. She was fine

and fair, but then when we had 'riots!, the kids de-

mended tbat she be removed. So, the district admin-

istration gave in."

Interviewer: "What has been the role of teachers in all of this?"

Teacher: "Well, until recently this was a pretty stable facul-

..

ty. We knew what we wanted and really worked for it.

But then in the last few,,,years people have been lesv-
.

ing. Someicif the newer people that have come to
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Interviewer:

Teacher:

Interviewer:

Teacher:

1.

Sunnydale have been right in there encouraging the

kids_to make their demands. That doesn't do any-

thing but make the problem worse. And as you know,
1

this faculty is now split right down,the middle so

no much improvement 'is going to take place. There

are some arOund here uho think that if we just keep.

giving in,to kids that we will resolve the problems,

but you know that juat isn't true."

"You said that the faculy was split down the middle.

Are you saying that a4ut half the facuity'ageees

with your position?"

"Oh,)ao. There are a lot more than that. You've'

been here long enough to know that. It's just that

we have a small group of teachers who make a lot of

noise and push hard for what they want. I'd say

that at least 3/4 or more of the faculty agree with

me onthis."

"What do youofthink needs.to be done?"

"The first thing we've got to do is get a new prin-

cipal. Whoever the new man is he has got to get this

place shaped up. :You just can't, imn a school like

t4is year in and year out. Unless discipline is re-'

stored,we'll just continue to be babysitters."

Ande-from ti'le quality and quantity of the data yielded by this

set of twestithis there was a remarkable similarity between the,responses



given by this particular informant and the pattern of responses given

by the overwhelming majority of Other teachers with whom the same sched-,

ule of questions has been used. Furthermore, the protocols reveal that

despite the relative informal conditions which typically prevailed dur-

ing each interview, the investigator was remarkably successful in his

efforts to preient informants with a neatly uniform set of stimuli.

GROUP INTERVIEWS

A basically unstructural procedure commonly employed in field re-

searcii is the group interview. This procedure proved to be specially

appropriate for discerning aMbiguity or conflicts with respect to group

norms and values. Another advantage of the group interview was that it

frequently yielded data on highly sensitive topics that informants were

not as likely to openly discuss unless they were given sufficient peer

group support. As a rule, group interviews were conducted at a vnriety

of different places on the school grounds where teachers congregated

during the course of the school day. In som a. instances'the investigator

purposely mapped a sequence of questions that he wished to pose prior

to joining with a given group of individuals in a specific setting.

Although it was frequently difficult, if not impossible, for.the inves-

tigator to manage the content and flow of discussion in some situations,

he was usually able to steer conversations in the direction of interest

so as to elicit responses from informants on the question of interest.

Although the group interview proved to be a profitable procedure,

not infrequently the validity of the data elicited from some informants

was jeopardized by the group pressures operating to induce conformity.
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This problem was particularly acute when one or more of the informants

was in a position to influence the opinion of, or positions publicly

takenlmothers. When a situation of this nature occurred, the valid-

ity of the data obtained from some informants during,the group inter-

view was rechecked during an individual interview-

Although observations and interviews yielded the bulk of the eth -
f-

nographic data, faculty bulletins, student and faculty publications,

the school accreditation report and a variety of other school, city

and county materials were valuable sources of supplementary data. A

systematic effort was made to record the contents of these documents

n a day by day basis, especially those announcements and all other

vital information emanating from the mimeograph machines in tle admin-

istrative offices.

DATA MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

Following each observation and/or interview an attempt was made

to reconstruct that which had been seen and heard. At times when it

was not possible to complete the entire interview transcript immedi-

etely following the interview, the topics covered and the comments of

informants were sketched out on note paper as soon as it was possible

to do so. At the first opportunity these notes were used to reconstruct

the interview or fully describe the observation. The bulk of these

were then recorded on audiotape. Each time data were recorded on tape,

the general description of the setting and the names of those persons

observed or present during an interview were noted.
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To provide 'for the systematic storage and retrieval of data col-

lected in the field, a coding manual was devised (See Appendix C). The

construction of this manual evolved in line with the theoretical frame-

work which guided the researchpand consequently the categories of tne

manual reflect the nature of the data most relevant to the research

questions posed by the ACSP-RP team.

All observational and interview data recorded on audiotape was

subsequently transcribed onto unisort cards, form Y9, prodUced by the

Burroughs Corporation. As much coding of the data was campleted in the

field so as to determine the quality and quantity of data that pertained

to the various research questions'of interest. The procedures employed

to'code and store all ethnographic data have been carefully delineated

in the appended ACSP-RP coding manuid.



Chapter 5

THE COMMUNITY CONTEXT

To many Pacific Coast dwellers in California, the great,central

valley of the state, with its relatively drab and undifferentiated

landscape, is a place thrnugh which One hurriedly passes if one chooses

'to travel between the two great urban centers of the state by automo-

bile. With its ribbon of asphalt and concrete, pUnctuated with small

to medium sized nodes that are the cities and tOwne serving the sur-

rounding agricultural communities, the stream of vehicular traffiC

north and south moves at a rapid, unending pace. TO keep up with the

/-1

changing times, and as if to spare non-valley dwellers even a tempo-

rary respite from their automobiles, the state highway division embarks

upon its mandated surgical task of realigning the major north-south

thoroughfare so as to shorten travel time.

Although "the Valleyo° aa it is typically called by its residents,

is generally quite uniform in terms of its geographic features and other

characteristics of the landscape, residents of each valley community

are quick to notsthat each cammunity has its own distinctive agricul-

tural and urban features. This is particularly true of Sunnydale, a

community of approximately 100,000 population situated in the northern

end of the Valley. It was in a school in this community that the ACSP-RP

thnographic research was conducted.

52
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Sunnydale, like every other valley community, is situated upon

land that appears to be as flat as the most carefully rolled and mani-

cured putting green. But due to its location,.there are a number of

distinctive geographic features of the:community that set it apart from

most all others in the valley. Immediately to the west of ;the commun-

ity, for exauple, lies "The Delta$" a great expanse of especially fer-

tile farm land created by the deposits of topsoil carried there by the

major rivers that run from the high mountains in the,east to the Pacific

Ocean. This area is completely interlaced with water channels used for

irrigating rice and a variety of truck 'crops, especially during the very

hot months of. summer.

This network of waterways also serves a multitude of recreational

functions. Throughout the summer months, scores of water skiers create

the characteristic water furrows that emanate from their skis as they

race back and.forth along the major tributaries. At public beachei

and other suitable locations, large crowds dttthe banks of the channels

especially during the weekends. Here and there on the relatively undis-

turbed shallow spurs one may find fishermen nitting in small boats or

resting beneath a pleasant shade tree.-as they patiently wait for the

. fish t..) bite.

To the north east and south of the city the features of the land-

scape tend to be not unlike other locations in the north Central Valley

area. Although a large variety or agricultural products are grown in

the areas around Sunnydale, among.the more eye-catching features of the

landscape are the carefully pruned and tended vineyards.

L.) '3
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Stretehing as far as-the eye can see in rows-as straight as rolled steel

I beams, the broad-leafed vines with their sagging ,bunches of dark

colored grapes ele a constant reminder of the warmth of the climate and

the fertility of the soil. Interspersed among the grapes and other com-

monly grown crops such as rice, corn and alfalfa are the large orchards

which produce a wide variety of ftuiti and nuts. Because of

the cool, fog persistent winters punctuated with an occasional light

freeze, a warm ipring and a hot summer, these orchards yield sOme of

the. finest quality fruits and nuts in the coUntry.

In the midst of this agricultural heartland lies Sunnydale, with

its ever increasing urban sprawl reaching out like uncontrolled tent-

acles.to engulf the surrounding countryside. As late as the early 1950's,

community groWth was contained within reasonably well-defined parameters

but with the rapid growth of population in recent years, any semblance

of order in planning, construction, and annexation,has long since,dis-

appeared. Today many taps of the city look like incomplete patch quilts

with the details of the unannexed plots of farm land or the location

\\of other residential areas blotted out as if they didn't exist.

The demographic characteristics of Sunnydale t9hd to be much like

those of other urban centers in the Central Valley of California. Al-

though the census data reveal that slightly more than 9,900 Blacks,

or approximately 10% of the population, live within the city limits

it is rather difficult to get precisekdata on the population of other

ethnic and racial groups in the community. This is because the break-

down of the 1967 gpecial census data for the entire metropolitan area

was on the basis of sex, race and age with no distinctions made on the

C:



the basis of ethnicity or national origin. According to these special

cenius data approximately 8,000 residents or slightly less than 10% of

the total community population were identified as "other races," The

percentage of this number that are Oriental cannot be accurately

determined on the basis of thio data alone, however, a complete

breakdown of the school district population by race and ethnicity sug-
.

gests that about 6-7% of these 6,000 persons in the "other races" cate-

gory are of Oriental descent. As the United States Census Bureau in-

eludes all persons of Latin descent in the "white" Category and does'

not differentiate on the basis of Spanish surname, it is equally dif-

ficult,to get a precise estimate,of the number of individuals of Latin

descent residing in the community. Again, however, school district

data reveal that slightly:over 6,700 pupils in the school system or

about 20.8% of the population, have Spanish surnames.

It should be noted that since the boundaries of the Sunnydale Uni-

fied School District include many of the unincorporated suburban'areas

that are heavily populated by middle class whites, the Oriental and

Latin population of the *Immunity itself is larger in terms of percen-

.tages.than the above figure indicate. In view of these data,.the gen-

eral demographic picture of the'city is that of a hhly heterogeneous

population with minOritY group m'embers numbering between 3-5-40,000 of

the 100,000 persons residing in the community.

A cursory glance at the map on the following page reveals that

Sunnydele, like most other major Ameri5an cities, is racially segre-

gated. As late as 1960, several sections in the southern portion of

the community.were well balanced racially and ethnically but in recent

;
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years there has been an accelerated out-digration of whites to the nor-

theri residential areas. There have been some minority families, parti-

cularly those of Oriental descent, who have mopved north but generally

there has been an increasing concentration of minority group members

in the pouth,and south central sections.of the city since this migra.l.

tion began.

In recent years most residential development and community

growth has been northward. The principal reasons for this directional

growth has, been the availability of farm lands for subdivision and the

desire of investors to develop Vfoperties away from "the slough," the

industrial sites, and the railroads that are located on the southern

periphery of the city. That growth which has occurred in the soutWand

east portions of the:city has been irregular, extremely limited and us-

ually undertaken with federal and state urban redevelopment monied.

As a consequence of this retardedinvestment in the south and east,

aging structures and a generally deteriorating environment have plagued

these seCtions of the city. Single family growth has continued to move

north, leaving the older dwelling's in the south with higher net densi-
0"

ties.

c- Even though greater numbers of whites lived in the soutlern por-

tion of the community in years past, segregated neighborhoods have been
.

deeply rooted in Sunnydale's histo.y. Japanese and Chinese-Americans

were heavily discriminated against since their early arrival in the

1800's and until the 1950's the Federal HOusing Authority regarded all

Orientals as a racial class not to be included in an otherwise "white"

subdivision. Consequently, early settlement of the Oriental population
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occurred in the central business section of the community, particularly

in those blocks directly south of the main east-west thoroughfare in

'the heart of the city.

SinCe the early 1960's, after racial covenants had been outlawed

and Orientals, especially the Japanese and Chinese, had became more

affluent and better integrated into the business and professional com-

munitiess'there has.been some'out migration of Oriental families to the

suburbs. This outward migration is documented by the 5.4% drop in the

community population of "other races" between the census of 1960 and

the 1967 special cenius. On the basis of this data alone, it would ap-

pear that an increasing 'nuMber of Orientals are becoming assimilated

into the middle class.suburbs of the community and although this is

true to some extent, the school district data indicate, that an overWhelm-

ing majority of Oriental_residents still continue to reside in the

central section of the community. In two elementary schools in the

census tract arbitrarily numbered 28, for example, Oriental pupils con-

stitute 22% of the pupil population in one school and 32% in the other.

In addition to the relatively large Japanese and Chinese-American

population there is.also a sizeable nuMber of Filipinos residing in

the community. A majority of Filipinos are older, single men who im-

migrated to the United States to seek agriCultural work during and im-

mediately following the Second World War. Those few who did bring their

families with them also settled in the south central sections of the

city along with other Oriental descendants.

According/to the 1967 census, the 35% increase iki the population

of Blacks since 1960 was more than double that of any Other racial or

L.
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ethnic group in the community. As can 'be seel trod the map of the com

munity, the majority of the Black population 1,.] concentrated around the

southern periphery of the community in those areas with a predominance

of substandard.housing. Most all Black pupils of high school age in

the district attend Sunnydale High, the site at which .the ethnographic

research was conducted;

Student demographic data obtained by the Unified SChool District

that serves the city.indicates that families with Spanish surnames tend

to be somewhat more evenly distributed throughout the city than BlaCks,

although the overwhelming majority reside the central and southern

sections of the community. One interesting finding is that there 40
a relatively high degree of segregation of Spanish-speaking'residents

from the Black population even though both groups are concentrated in

the south together. For example, in the Census tracts that have been

arbitrarily numbered 21, 22, 28, 16, and 17, the high percentage of

Mexican pupils in the public schools is consistently higl4r than'that

forAllack pupils. This also helps to explain why that tract numbered

22 is not shaded and why each cf the other four tracts cited have a

high "white" population relative to the other census tracts In the smith

Sunnydale community.

In most neighborhoods in the south Sunnydale community, except for

those in which Blarks and Mexicans are approximately equal ip numbers,

strong avoidance patterna exist wnong the various ethnic groups. This

is especially true in those census tra ts to the south and east of the

high school. The census tract numbered 20, for example,.contains'a very

(15



high proportion of Blackl, many of wham reside in the public housing

unite located in the area. During several observations made at a small

shopping center near this heavily Black populated housing project, the

only non-Blacks seen were occasional shoppers who stopped tO make a

purchase at one of the liquor stores that dot the main north-south thor-
0

oughfure. In those areas directly east and south of,the high school,

on the other hand, large numbers of Mexicans can be Observed shopping

at local grocery markets and other businesses. Only.a, few Blacks can be seen.in

these areas especially in those business establiahments along the state

highway that runs east and west just north of the school.site itself.

In general there is very little movement of.the.variaus racial and

ethnic groups outside those areas in whi6 they reside. Blacks and

Mexican-Americans, for example, tend -to avoid the large shopping centers

in the northern section of the city despite the better buys that are

usually available there. White residents, on the other hand, rarely

shop 4n the central business district. TriP; into.this erea are

usually.for the

assistance from

still located in the central busineas sections of town:\

Aside from the ethnic and racial hetei-ogeneity of the community,

some commenta are warranted about the social and cultural Wferences

of the "Anglo" or white population. During tle.1930's depression and

Idiirpose of working at goVernmental officei or segting

the professional community, a majority of whom are



'in subsequent years, large numbers of white, unsk4led and semi-

skilled farm workers from the "dust boil" areas of Texas, Oklahoma and

other southwest...len states migrated westward. Of those who made it to

California, many settled in the Central Valley of California and found

employment in the fields and in agriculturally related industries. In

recent years, as the number of manufacturing and other unskilled or semi-

skilled industrial occupations opened up, many of these migrants and

their children filled these blue collar positions. Today a majority of

these immigrants and their children constitute the lower middle income

working class of Sunnydale and due to these economAc as well as-other

.cultural factors.; most have concentratedlin the unpretentious and in-

expensive.resldential areas just beyond the eastern boundaries of the

city. This area is referred to by community residepts, including many

of the inhabitants'themselves,,as "Okie Town."

The principga economic role of Sunnydale is that of middleman.,

Agricultural producti'produced in the outlying areas are purchased, canned,
%

packed afid then shipped'through the local port facilities to other

uiban centers in the state and to the rest of the world. The location

of the port at the western boundary of the community and the,extensive

cultivation throughout the Central Valley has also made Sunnydale a na-

tural center for the distribution of agricultural machinery and equip-

ment. The community is diso a center for farm labor although the great

majority of this'labor is eaployed outside the area.

Although heavily dependent upon the agricultural industry for many

jobs, the community and its environs arethe site for several specialized

I '1-,
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manufacturing plants proyiding materials for the area's mining, agri-

culture and construction industries. ,In addition to this rather limi-

ted number of manufacturers', Sunnydale is also' a regional business, le-

gal, professional and administrative center.

Compares td other cities in the state, SUnnydale has a dispropor-

tionate number of semi-skilled and,unskilled workers in its work force,

a majority of wham are Mexican.ancl)Black; This situation is Tartly due

to historical circumstances that attracted large numbers of mindrity

families to the community- and to the fact that the coldiunity has.been

so heavily dependent upon agriculture. In recent years, agricultural

work has become more highly automated and thus large numbers of once

0
permanently employed workers have been displaced. This situation, along

with the seasonal employment problem that has plagued th6 community for

years, has resulted in an unusually hieh unemployment rate minong Blacks

and Mexicans. During 1964, for example, the community unemployment rate

varie 4:rom a low of 3.9% in October to 11.3% An January. State Depart-

ment of Employment figures indicate that in\no month during 1970 did

the percent of persons out of work reach the 11.3 figure of 1964, but

the low figure throughout the entire year hovered at the 8% level. This

'unusually high unemployment and the poverty which it engenders has cau-

sed considerable consternation.in the community, particularly in the

Black.ghettos. This rather dismal.economic picture in the south Sunny-

dale community is one of the principal reasons why many members of the

minority community complain that the white middle claps dominated in-

stitutiodp of the city are unresponsive to the needs of the poor.

7
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This querulousness of leaders within the minority community in re-

gard to the responsiveness.of local institutions to the needs of resi-

dents ill south Sunnydale has.recently begun to have an impact upon the

political structures of the entire community. For a number of years

the cif,y government, for example, has been controlled by a group of five

councilmen, each of whom represents one district within the community

but who is'elected by the citizenry at latge. This etructural arrange-

ment has allowed city council candidates to be elected,as representatives

. from the south Sunnydale districts leoely y the votes of the

more numerous middle class citizenry, most of whom reside in-the nor-

thern sections of the city. This situation, along with the heretofore

negligible participation in community affairs by South Sunnydale resi-

dents, has made it possible for the professional and business elite of

the city to retain nearly complete control over those political struc-

tures that exercise administrative and coercive powers over the com-

munity.

The increased militancy in thc Black and Mexican communities has

not fundamentally affected the power relations within the community as

yet, although recent organizational and electoral efforts by several

minority groups suggest that some changes in the political structures

may occur within the immediate future. After the 1969 city council elec-

tion, for example, minority groups stepped up their attack against the

city charter provision that stipulates that city councilmen are to be

elected from the community at large. Although many officials in local

government have contended that the election of councilmen by districts



would be tantamount to a return to corrupt ward politics, same newly

elected officials from the middle class suburbs have recently given

support to there proposed changes by minority leaders.

The only major political unit within the community that has had

significant minority representation on its governing 'hoard is the. local

Unified School District. Recently, the only Black member of the board

failed to seek re-election, allegedly because other school board candi-

dates who were expected to be elected strongly opposed a school deseg-

regation plan that the board of which he was a member had previously

adopted. The only other board member of minority extraction, a

Mexican-American, was elected with considerable White middle class

backing allegedly because his own personal orientations tended to

parallel those of his constituency. Other than this limited minority

representation on the school board, all other community political

structures are dominated by white middle class professional and

business lea.ders of the community.



Chapter 6

THE SCHOOL SETTING

Sunnydale High School, the ACSP-RP ethnographic research site, is

located'in the south central section of the community. the school itself

is bordered on the north and east by two major state highways, each of

which carries such an inordinate amount of heavy traffic that

the noise generated by this intense activity makes the site a decidedly

unappealing location for a public schocl. Around the southern and, south-

western perimeters of the school is a modest, yet well-kept, residential

area populated by many families whose high-school-aged children attend

Sunnydale High. Another broad but less traveled street at the northwest

corner of the property separates the school from several parcels of land,

that are only partially developed, these tracts of land, sparsely dotted

by a few homes and commercial establishments that. deal principally in agri-

cultural machinery, are all that lie between the school and the great expanse

of "delta" farmland to the west.

The school plant itself, originally constructed,in 1942, is built upon

a 40-acre plot of land. As the map of the school on the following page

illustrates, a majority of the classroom facilities are located in the

northeast corner of the property within 100 yards or so of the intersection

of the two state routes. The main entrance to the school is located on the

eastern side of the building which runs parallel to State Route 5.
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The southern end of this administration building, as it is typically called, .

houses all administrative and counseling facilities, the remaining space

1M4Mbeing utilized by the business department. As one passes 'through the main

entrance to the school, the office of the principal and his staff is/directly

ahead at.the end of the short hallway. The attendance office is situated

in ,a large room in the southwest corner of the building and the yather

cramped facilities of the vice principals' offices are directly across,the

hall in the southeast corner. The largest and most frequently used teachers'

lounge is wedged between the ofWces of the vice principals on one side and

a displaced typing classroom on the other. Most of the counseling facilities

are located across the entry way along the eastern side of the building.

Aside from the modest-sized reception area, rarely of sufficient room to

,e
accommodate pupils trying to enter, the entire counseling complex is an

array of cubicles, barely large enough to accommodate one counselor and his

counselee.

In addition-to the classrooms of the business department, a

second %.:eachers' lounge is tucked in a small niche near an entrance to the

northwest corner of the administration building. This smaller lounge,

although used as an eating facility by a sizeable number of the faculty,

is shared during the school day by those relatively few teachers who do

utilize their preparation periods to prepare lesson plans, correct or evaluate

pupil work, or attend to other classroom-related matters.

To the west of the administration building, and connected to it by a

series of walkways, %re five classroom buildings, This complex houses a

majority of the academic departments, each of which has been purposely
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assigned to a specific section:within each classroom wing. The southern

most wing, for exstple,lwith the exception of one hdmemaking classroom

located in the northwest corner of the building, and an art classroom

adjacent to it, has been set aside for use by the social studies, de-

partment.

The hallways or covered walkways that lead past or through each of.
a

these classroom wings opens into Tolman Hall, an unusually long corridor

of perhaps 100 yirds'in,length with a very high ceiling. The walls on

each side of this enormous hallway are lined with literally hundreds of

metal lockers in which students store their books and personal belongings.

Tolman Hall is a favorite place for students to meet and converse with their

friends before school and during passing periods, especially on those days

when the weather is too poor for students to be outside. Because of its

size, poor acoustics, and the leFge nuMber of students that regularly

congregate in the area, Tolman Hall is usually quite noisy. It is, as all

persons in the school readily acknowledge, the place where one may find the

action.

The northwest corner of the school property houses the cafeteria, shop

facilities and a number of portable classroom buildings. The cafeteria

complex, most frequently-tentered from the northwest corner of Tolman Hall,

contains eating facilities for both teachers and students. In keeping with

custom, hoth food distribution and dining facilities are completely segregated

with teachers receiving not only better cafeteria service but a wider menu

selection as well. The shop facilities are northwest of the cafeteria,'

housed in buildings that are parallel to State Route 14. Directly south of
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the shop buildings and west of the cafeteria are the temporary classrooms,

or the "portables" as they are called. Most teachers whe'occupy these

facilities feel quite privileged not only because the portables offer the

only air-conditioned relief frowthe uccasionally hot days of late spring

and early fall, but also because they are of sufficient distance away

from the noise and frequent'disruptions that emanate from Tolman Rall.

The school gymnasium and the physilal education dressing facilities

are located toward, the southern end. of Tolman Hall adjacent to the playing

fields mtich occupy the great expanse of land between the gym and the street

which borders the schgol on the northwest. The school football stadium ia

located in the southwest corner of the school. In the last few years a

new modern scoreboard and several hundred new seats have been added to

this facility.

Unlike the parking facility adjacent to State Route 14., the parking lot

in tht southeast corner of the school may.be used by students as well as by

the faculty. This lot, with its *gate irregularly guarded by a student

attendant,'is officially off-limits to students during the regular school

day, but once school lets out, there are usually dozens of students loiteringo

in the area talking with friends.--Adzording to local school and police

authorities, drugs are regularly peddled to students in this particular lot

by "outsiders" who frequently drive onto school grounds after the closing

of,chool each day.

With ale exception of the area adjacent to the rlym and music buildings,

the large plot of grals separating the parking lot from the classroom building

I 5
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to the vest as well as the courtyard in front of the school arerarely used

by students. On occasion a few students may be obselved eating their

lunches in the courtyard, but as a rule these areas are ignored bk students

as places in which to meet and converse with friends either before, during,

or after school.

It is within the confines of these Velysical facilities that approxi-

mately 1,650 Sunnydale High pupils receive their formal education. Insofar

as the age and sex structure of the Sunnydale student body is concerned,

the composition of the school population is'quite comparable to most public

high schools; Table 6.1, for example, indicates that the tenth grade, or

sophomore class, is the largest numerically, with each succeeding grade

level having fewer students. This larger sophomore class enrollment can

be attributed to the greater nurnber of junior and senior students who are

of legal age to drop out of school. Sunnydale High also has special programs

for the physically and educationally handicapped. Of the seventy-two pupils

assigned to these special programs, a majority are enrolled in the mentally

retarded.program, the rest being assigned to the special classes for thoSe

students with speech and hearing difficulties.

Table 6.1

SUNNYDALE STUDENT BODY ENROLLMENT AS OF OCTOBER 31, 1970

Grade level Boys Girls Total

Tenth grade 311 278 589
Eleventh grade 241 285 526
Twelfth grade 243 231 474
Special program for handicapped 46 26 72
Continuation classes 13 18

Total 8514 825 1,679
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In addition to the,regular and special education programs, Sunnydale

has established an "opportunity" class for those pupils experiencing

rroblems in social adjustment. Most of the students assigned to this

class have had poor attendance records although in recent years a nurdber

of students who have posed severe discipline problems for teachers have

been enrolled in this class. This latter innovation is a result of the

district continuation school, the facility at which those pupils suspended

from the regular school program:are educated, exceeding its legal maximum

enrollment. Thus, some pupils wbo would ordinarily be assigned to the

regular continuation sthool have been,placed, much to the consternation of

many faculty meMbers, in the "opportunity" class located on the Sunnydale

school grounds.

Although thexacial and ethnic composition of the Sunnydale student

body has been,highly heterogeneous for several years, school population

data Compiled by the district administrative staff suggests that the already dispro-

port,ionate numbers of Black and other non-white students at the school will

continue to grow in the immediate future. Table 6.2, for example, which

reflects changes in the racial and ethnic composition of the Sunnydale

student body over a period of only two years, indicates that the number of

Black and other non-white pupils.has increased considerably. Although the

nurdber and percent of Mexican students has remained relatively constant

'over this two-year period, there has been a sharp decrease in the nurdber

of White and Oriental students, mostnof whom are moving to the suburbs in

, the north ,'ith th,,ir parents. It is also interesting to note that since

1965, the percent of the Sunnydale student body that is Black has increased

from 2h% to 35,8%.
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Table 6.2

ETHNIC AND RACIAL COMPOSITION OF SUNNYDALE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT BODY

Racial or ethnic
group

Percent as of
DeceMber 2, 1968

Percent as of .Net change
October 21, 1970, (percent)

Spanish surname 35.3 35.1 4.2
Other White 11.1 10.3 -0.8

"Negro 33.8 35.8 +2.0

Oriental 10.8 10.0 -0.8

American Indian 0.2 0.3 -0.1

Other non-White 8.8 9.3 +40.5

Over the past few years, as the more affluent white population moves

northward', leaving Sunnydale with a growing percentage of minority pupils,

there has been a decrease in the socio-economic position of families who o

send their children to the school. As can be seen from Table 6.3; the

median family inddme of Sunnydale High students is only 0,748 per year,

laightly more than $2,500 per year less than their northern suburban school

counterparts. Furthermore, the average level of educational attainment of

Sunnydale parents is a full four years beloW.that of parents who send their

4 ohildren to North Sunnydale High.

Table 6.3

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN
ATTtNDING SUNNYDALE AND.NORTH SUNNYDALE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Median, Families under Median % Housing % % famil:_es

1

family $2,000 .Rer year sch. yrs. delapidated or Students rec'g public
income No. I % deterioratira_ron AFDC assistance

Sunnydale
High

$4,748 1,469 18

_221102:..I221

8.1
.

10.0 36.3 24.o

North

Sunnydale 7,254 635 1 12.2 0.4 2.9 1.0
High
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Academic and scholastic aptitude test data compiled by the district

'director of research reveals that Sunnydale pupils score well below the

norms on nearly every standardized test administered to high school pupils

in the district. Despite a drop in measured academic achievement and

scholastic potential of' Sunnydale pupils over the past few years, the

nuMber of.students going on to college has not decreased. Although there

has been a slight drop in the,nuMber of students enrolling in the local

junior college, an increasing nuMber of pupils are app1ying and gaining

entrance to the state university and state colleges. Table 6.4

shows that there"was nearly a four-fold increase in one year in the, nuMber

of Sunnydale pupils enrolling in the state university and twice as many

students entering the state colleges. This significant increase is largely

a result of renewed efforts among groups within the South Sunnydale commu-

nity to get capable minority pupils into college institutions, and of an

aggressive educational opportunity program operated by the various colleges

and universities within,the state. On the basis of data available to

counselors toward the end of the 1969770 school year, there is sufficient

Table 6.4

NUMBER OF SUNNYDALE GRADUATES ENTERING COLLEGIATE INSTITUTIONS

Institution 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69

State university

State colleges*

Other 4-year colleges*

Junior colleges

Total entering

Percent of graduating
class

4

5

2

243

254

63

7

4

2

214

227

52

27

8

3

217

255

55

*Data incomplete

Totals

38

17

7

674

736

56



evidence to indicate that an -even greater percentage of Sungydale stuCmts

will pursue a college education if Educational Opportunity Program funds

continue to be readily available.

To carry out the instruc:tional program at Sunnydale High, a tottil of

eighty-sevep professional staff members have been assigned to the school.

The breakdown .of the certificated staff by assignment and sex is given in

Table Although the student population has increased only slightly

over,the past five years, the administrative staff has doubled and the number

of teachers increased by nearly one-third. The principal reason for the

Table 6.5

ASSIGNMENTS OF SUNNYDALE CERTIFICATED PERSONNEL
(Reported in full-time equivalents) 1969-70 .

.1

Assignments. Men WomeA Total

Administration
;

4.0. 4.8

Regular instruction . 40.3 -27.3 67.6

Supervision'(including anSr released time for
department heade)

14 .2 .6

Counseling 3.8 1.8 5.6

Health services*

Testing .2 '.?

Student activities

Instructional materials

Other non:teaching assignments 2.0 2.0

Home teaching

Special teachers for handicapped students 2'.0 2.0 14.o

Other (librarian, 1.0; continuation, 1.0)

Totals 54.7 32.1 86.8

*Nvrses' time supplied by local health district (.5).
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sizeable increase in.the nuMber of certificated staff members can be

attifbuted to'a desire on the part of the district administratIon to

maintain control over an increasingly militant student populatio.1, many .

of,whom have consistently'pressured for a nutber of changes in school
4

a

structUres. Another explicit reason often cited for the increase in

teachers is the perceived need to fjgrther reduce class size, thereby .

improving the quality of,instruction offered to pupils. As a,result of

addingmore teachers to the staff, by October 1969 "M.ass size at Sunnydale High

was twenty-seven pupils, ,o'r 'approximately filie.per class fewer than in

North. Sunnydale High.

The age and racial bOmposition of the faculty has been significantly,

affected by this.recent enlargement of the certificated staff. Since 1965,

for example, approximately 50% of 934 new teachers assigied to Sunnydale High

are in the 20-35 age bracket. This increase'in the nuMber Of younger

teachers is also the principal reason.why the average level of educational

attainment among the certificated staff has dropped slightly in recent years.

The significant increase in the number of minority certificated staff,

especially in the administrative and counseling categories, can be attributed

to a conscious effort on the part of the district administration to obtain
t,

a better racial and ethnic balance in all professional roles'. In reCent

years, nearly every new cowiselor and administrator arisigned' to Sunnydale

has'been of minority extraction, and although there has been a concerted

'I/effort to attract more minority teachers as well, the data in Table 6,6

a

indicate only nominal success in'thes& efforts. As of.1969, for example,

84% of 411 teachers were White, 6.5% were Black and Only 5% were of Latin
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descent. In recent years, the district administration has pursued a

policy of hiring former Sunnydale High students as teachers for

purpose of motivating Sunnydale gigh pupils to go,on,t6college. This policy
ft

Table 6.6

ETHNIC **ID RACIAL COMPOSITION OF SUNNYDALE HIGH CERTIFICATED STAFF

N
Teachers1°-

(All other
Racial or '- certificated
ethnic group Administrators Counselors staff) .

White 2 2' 64
Spanish sur- -

name 1
,/

4

Negro

Oriental .

2 3 5

2

Other non-White
.6 1

Total 6 76

All certificated
staff,

-

Number

68

6

10

2

1

Percent of
total

87

has been quite successfUl as attested by the fact that three meMbers c

the Social Studies Department alone are former Sunnydale pupils.
ci

78.2

6.9

f

In additionl,to the professional staff, Sunnydale has a classified staff

'of thirty-six persons, fairly evenly distributed between clerical, food

service, and maintenance functions. Table 6.7 reports these various job

classifications and the n
\rn ber of individuals assigned to each. For each

of these three fairly autokmous
occupational roles, there 's a supeivisor

who coordinates the activities and evaluates the performance of his sub-

ordinates. Each supervisor reports directly to the principal who, in turn,

may pass on to the supervisor instructions that pertain to various tasks



for.hia dtaff to perform.

Table 6.37
THE SUNNYDALE CLASSIFIED STAFF

(Alsignments reported in full-time.equivalents)

ClassieicatiOn . .Met. Women To
e.

' Clerical 11 11

Custodial and gardening .75 11.75

Teacter aides

Cafeteria

Maintenance 1

.11

1

Traffic deputy 1 1

Totals 13 22.75 35.75

Because of the nature of the school structure and the dissimilarities

in the role duties of the classified aud certificated staff, there is very

little-interaction betireen teachers and those who provide other institutional
.

service functious. With the exception of the secretaries and clerks in the

administration and atttndance offices firm1y established avoidance patterns

exist between the classified and certificated staff, and a majority cf

teachers know the names of only a few persons in non-teaching roles.
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Chapter

PSYCHO-CULTURAL ORIENTATIOM ;11' VVOOL PERSONNEL

The preceding descriptions of the schoa and of the community in

which the school operates provide broad clues to the general character-

istics of the psycho-cultural orientations of community residents. The

specific task in this section is to map oUt the general persunellity/

cultural orientations of school personnel and to compare the beliefs

of different school groups. Once these are outlined, the stage will

have been set for an analysis of the manner in which these underlying

orientations are manifested in the relationships between groups with-

in the school.

The manner in which men relate to others in cultural institutions

depends largely on their conceptions of nature, of the place of various

groups in it, and of the desirable and non-desirable as they relate to

both man and his environment. In this study, several dimensions of the

belief/value and personality orientations of teachers, administrators

and pupila were considered relevant and studied in depth. Of special

interest were beliefs about people differentiated by age, race, ethni-

city, inherent abilities and social role; beliefs about teaching and

learning'processes, and finally, beliefs about specific aspects of the

school curriculum and role structures. Both ethnographic and psycho-

logical test data were collected. Consistent with these research gonls,

all explicit and manifestly implicit statements of pupil and teacher

78
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beliefs i4,re coded into the appropriate categories (delineated in the

coding manual) and later retrieved for analysis.

BrLIEF/YALUE ORIENTATION OF PUPILS

Analysis of the ethnographIc data clearly reveals that pupils

have a highly elaberated structure of beliefs ibout general character-

istics of SUnnydale students. Although,the student ,body itself is

highly heterogeneous in its racial and ethnic complexion, ma.zw pupil

beliefs cut acroes racial and ethnic lines. Table 7.1 delineates those

perceived characteristics of Sunnydale pupils.

In general, Sunnydale pupils believe the student body to be highly

segregated on the basis of race and ethnicity and, although intra-group

relations tend to be sufficiently amiable, they perceive ihe existence

of considerable inter-group hostility. Many pupils express the view

that inter-group friction ought to diminish and that the various minor-

ity racial and ethziic groups should, as they say, "get it together,"

On the other hand, Sunnydale pupils of minority extraction insist that

they should organize themselves to effectively advance the interests

and maintain the cultural integrity of their own racial or ethnic group.

These collective efforts are perceived as requiring at least some

mal degree oftparticipation and cooperation of allbin-group members

and it is generally believed that pressures must be applied to those

who threaten the viability and cohesiveness of their own group. Among

Black pupils these vtews were commonly expressed in conjunction with

complaints about one of the Black vice-Principals, whose behavior was

perceived as detrimental to the interests of Black students. Two ex-

amples, one of graffiti in a boys' washroam and the other of comments



Table 7.1 8.0

,INHERENT AND BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF SUNNYDALE PUPILS AS PERCEIVEDIBY PUPILS

Characteristics Number of Students
Mentioning (14 107).

Tao much fighting; don't gtt along good, no'respect! for affer-
ent kids; Vi%es (Sunnydale plpils) just like Vikinga -- always
at each other's throats; too wany punks, bullies. 1

Want good education; want to do well in school; desire to get
into college, get ahead, succeed in school work.

Kids don't mix; not integrated; races stick together; school
cut up by race; blacks stay by themselves; don't want other
kids in ethnic clubs; don't want integration; pre"sure to
stay in own group.

Come to school to meet friends; participate in clubs (Business,
GAA, Afro-American, Zee, etc.).

Deliberately break rules; always disdbey regulations; kids
always: smoking in halls, cutting class, crap shooting in
restrooms and To3man Hall, standing around parking lot.

Friendly kids, good kids, interesting student body, like to
meet kids of different cultures, get it together good.

Dislike school, doa't care dbout what happens in school, better
things to do than come to school.

Disrespect CT dislike teachers; give teachers trouble; stab
you (teachers) in back if they had a chance, can't stand the
faculty.

Come to school for sports, like athletic program, dig track,
good athletta.

Don't want to participate in (or don't care about): legis-

lature, student Overnment, "Vike" activities, school activi-
ties, clubs.

ISchool spirit dead, no pride in school.

Ware, to end division between races, integrate,
zation.

Want something for nothing, no aMbition, won't
they want; lazy, all mouth and no action; juat
"their awn thing."

stop polari-

work for what
want to do

Have pride in 3chool, think Sunnydale is best, like school.

4 3

36

32

27

27

27

23

22

3.9

16

3.6

11

11

11

Trashy, melte cafeterik look like pigpen; make Tolman Hall 30

look like dump, dirty kids, write all over the walls.
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related by the vice-principal, suggest the frequency and force with

which these convictions are expTessed: On one of the walls someone,

in all probability a student, had written "B___ is an oreci." This

derogatory reference to the vice-principal implied that although she

has bladk skin she thinks and acts like a white. Above this statement,
4

someone else had penciled in the words "trator (sic) to Black people,"

with an arrow pointing back to the name of the administratc.r. Adjacent

to both remarks, and obviously intended to apply to those written prev-

iously, "right on" had been inscribed with a black felt pen. .Finally,

an obscene remark had been sCribbled at the bottam. This comment under-

scores the contempt expressed by many Black pupils toward Blacks who

are believed to be a threat to the unity of the group.

Several weeks later the investigator was interviewing a teacher

about the manner in which he intended to use an attitudinal test when

the Black administrator referred to in the graffiti sat down nearby.

A few minutes later, she intervened in the interview as follows:

Teacher: What you do is give this to both White and Black kids.

You see here (pointing to a notation at the top of the

test) that this is designed for Negroes.

Administrator: (intervening in the discussion) I don't like th,e

way you paid that.

Teacher: What did I say?

Administrator: It sounded like you said "nigras".

Teacher: Oh, no. I didn't mean that if that's the way it sounded.

We were just reading the form to be filled out by Blacks.

Administrator: Well, I'm,a Negro. (Preparing to leave the room)

You know What the kids Elay about me. I'm white on
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the'inside and blackon the outside.

Didn't,ydy, know that?

IntervieVer: Have any students actually told you that?

Administrator: ,I've had kids tell me tiat right to my face. There's

nothing I can do'dbout it because they.don't care

.if they get suspended.aayway.

These dbservations reveal the frequency with which minority students

in general, and Black students in partieular, express the.belief that

members of minority groups, whether teachers or students, ought to work

together 'to facilitate the cohesiveness of their minority identity and

sub-culture.

According to teacher reports, Mexican-Americans Tarely discussed

any need to foster ethnic pride or to actively work to reinforce and

perpetuate Mexican,cultural patterns. In mcent years, however,-the

Brown Beret movement and the unionization efforts of California farm

workers, a large percentage of whom are of ',atilt descent, hamprofoundly

affected Mexican pupil attitudes towards theik own ethnic identity. This

change of heart in the Mexican pupils at Sunnydale was frequently ex-

pressed as the school year progressed, particularly during the prepara-

tions by the Latin-American club for the Cinco de Mayo celebration. Sev-

eral of the more militant Mexican-American pupils felt that the club

hadnot done enough to assert its members' Mexican identity. An inter-

view with one of these students -- held just a week before the celebra-

tion -- suggests their attitudes:

Intervieirer: Why do you want to take thdm down? (Club posters

hung in Tolman Hall)
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Student:i We're not really against the thing. We just don't want

people referring to us as Latins that's all.

Interviewir: What is wrong with the term "Latin"?

Student: `Look, most all of the kids here are Chicanos. That's

what we are. Practically none of the kids came from

anywhere else besides Mexico, or at least their parents

did.

Interviewer: How do the other Chicano kids feel about being called

Chicano?

Student: It doesn't matter to most'of them except maybe and

. It's just that teachers hive called Mexicans Lat-

ins and so that's what the club is called (Latin-Amer-

ican). We all agree anyway that Chicano cuiture shouldn't

be put down but we just want to be called what we really

are, Chicanos.

As a consequence of these beliefs about the differential nature of

man, the uniqueness of the minority cultural experiences and the need

to reassert and reinforce one's own sub-cultural :.dentity, Sunnydale pu-

,pils believe that educational experiences must be tailored to meet their

.own unique needs and interests. An analysis of the data compiled for

Tables 7.2 and. 7.3 makes it clear that pupils believe the curriculum. tjhat

4 P

has served the needs of middleiclasa, predominantly white, suburban schools

is not relevant to tneir needs. And they feel efforts to impose an ir-

relevant curriculum on pupila will lead to increased friction in teacher-



Table 7.2 .

INHERENT AND BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

CERTIFICATED STAFF AS PERCEIVED BY SUNNYDALE PUPIiS

NuMber of Students

Characteristics Mentioning (N = 122)

Too strict on tardies and attendance. Enforce unfair

tardy policy.

Bad relationshilps with kids, don't understand kids (minority)
don't care about and can't get niOng with students. Not sym-
pathetic, don't communicate with kids.; try to dominate minority

kids.

Boring teachers, teaching bad, need to do things differently,
won't try out new ideas, always telling kids the way it is.

"Blue-slip" for everything, too hard on discipline; give too 34

many suspensions, throw kids-out for nothing. -

Poor V-P (Black-female); doesn!t like kids; "Traitor".to blacks;
too strict, does what higher ups tell her; hated by kids; 29

whitey's woman.

56

55

39

Good teachers (science, social studies,coaches, Self-in-
Society, English); mice teachers (younger); want to help 26

,out kids.

Enforce silly, stupid, dumb rules (dress length, policy on 17

pants, staying out of parking lot, eating in halls or class, etc.)

Give too much homework, teachers expect too much from kids,
want Us to work evervnight.

Not strict enough; let kids get away with everything; pushed
around by kids; afraid to crack down on troublemakers.

Teachers don't care about or support student activities; 'don't
like student clubs (BSU).

Need more Black, Chicano teachers, administrators, counselora,
downtown (central district office).

Treat,kids like they are stupid, dumb, don't respect kids.

Favoritism by deans.(Black-male); favors Blacks, always "livin"
with Black kids.

Need new principal, get rid of principal.

Afraid of kids, scared to stop fights, "rumbles".

17

15

12

12

10

9

9

9

1,
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Table 7.3

PUPIL BELIEFS ABOUT SCHOOL CURRICULUM STRUCTURE

Characteristics . NuMber.of Students
Mentioning (N 106) .

Too many uninteresting classes; boring classes. Classes 68 -

put kids to sleep.

Should have better, more intvesting or new class activi-
ties; do things outside of school not just inside; should 59
have more fun things to do or work on; need more variety
in class.

Need new courses (Black psychology, psychology, speed
, reading, computer programming, sociology); should ha've
more courses like: speech, senior biology, self-in-
society, Black studies, Brown itudies.

Good athletic program; football, track program best
around; good GAA (Girls' Athletic Association); best
sports program in Valley.

56

1;9

Materials, books or magazines uninteresting, out of 47
aate or too old; need better movies, new movies.

Interesting or good classes (includes all references 42
to courses except physical education, team sports, speech)

Lunch periods too short; not enough time to see friends, eat. 38

iff

Bad language department; change way languages are taught; 38
worst or most boring classes in school.

Boring homework; nobody does assignments; stupid assign- 28
ments.

Need more emphasis upog: minority culture; Blacks and/or 17
, Browns; Black literature; dammunity study.

Interesting speech class; best speech teacher in the league;
class open to everybody; good,speech program.

Too many kids left out of sports; coaches cut down squads
too much; bad eligibility rules; sports program just for
good athletes.

1

15

Get rid of grouping; classes should be mixed; shouldn't 13
separate out the fast and slaw kids.

c.
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pupil relationships: A few responses from classroom:interview will il-

lustrate these points: 4

Interviewer: Well,-if the students are tired of all the disrup-,

tion' in ItimIn Hall, Why don't they do'soMething

iboxit, it?

Student 1:. 'man, thereis nothing you can/do about. it. There's

-too manyokids who want to burn this place down. You

should have been here last year. 'The vhole plape

nearly went up.

Interviewer: What's the probleml;

Student 2: Kids can't stand this place. Too many teachers here

juat want their own thing. Never mind what,the kids

want. This year I got mrs. Jones for English and.she

let us reed ClOaver, James Baldwin, Malcolm X and stuff

like that. But you know what happened? One day / htd

Soul on Iceln Mr. Martin's class and he says he don't think
5

the book's approved. That's what I mean. Just more

. shuck is what a lot of teachers want to give us.

Student 3: (interrUpting) Not everkbody. Some kids ai 't down

on all teachers. Like when Mr. Myers got it in the

face. Everybody,waplsorry becaufle he's ono of the
11.

best teachers in the school.

Student 2: I didn't say all teachers, Adelle.

Interviewer: Do you think that most students agree with these

views?

a

Student 4: most.

Student 1: Not everybody. There's some kids thai would stab you

in the back if they got a chance. Not only that.
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Student 1: Twelve years of this and then no job.. Why shouldn't

:they be mad?'

Interviewer: How do each'of you as individuals feel about the

,cOurses that are.Offered?

Student They're pretty good. We got part of what we wanted

last.year. We Just need better 'teachers.

Student 'Yeah get some Younger teachers and some more Blacks

rand Chicano, -- not just in the office. TeaChers is

. the problem.

Interviewer: Are' you saying that the basic problem is due to.the

. teachers rather than the courses that you can take?

Student 6: 'Well, we got,ethnic studies now but we need more elec-

tives like maybe Black and Chicano psycholo4y. Most

of tile trouble-though is between kids and the teachers.

There's lot of bad blood around here about that. Kids,

.don't like the itay theiteach -- at least some of them.

Aside from these comments, there is a wealth of additional data to il-

lustrate the pervasive belief among_ students that teachers,are generally

unsympathetic to their educational needs and interests and that many

of the educational experiences structured for them are not suited for

Sunnydale pupils. In the student sction of the recently,completed

school accreditation report, for example, one of the questions asked_

the twelve student representatives om the committee pertained to thope

things about the school that pupils believed needed to be changed. Of

the twenty-two responses recorded, four different students mentionea

that the foreign language deiartment needed to alter its course offerings.
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°Although the specific changes desired by pupils were not delineated' in

the report, one Mexican girl's comment on her Spanish classiuggests

its place in the.problem of a "relevant" curriculum:"It's my hardest

class. I can speik Spadish but Mr. Williams makes us learn itPdiffer-

ently. We don't,talk like that but he thinks we have to learn it his

way. I know that a lot of kida, don't know how to.write it do they don't

do so good in class but he treats everybody like they're duMb. Nobod§
S.

else talks the way he does so why should we have,to learn everything all

over?" t/

As one might expect, these pupils' beliefs dbout teachers and ichool

are intimateli related to the belief'that the white middle class in Amer-

ica attempts to dominate Black and Chicano cultures. The view is fre-

quently expressed, for example, that whites make fewattempts to under-

Stand either the cultural heritage of minority groups or the cOntribution

that each has 'blade to American culture. There is considerable ethnographic

data to indicate ,;he pervasiveness of these beliefs, but within the con-

text of this report, perhaps the most interesting illustrative data was

provided by one of the ACSP teachers immediately following a presentation

of one of the lessons in PA'ill'ERNS:

Teacher: I had a trying experience.this morning tltie second hour.

We were on the status and role lesson. I projected the

acetate showing the policeman on the screen and several

of the Black kids started yelling "pig."

Interviewer: What finally happened?

Teacher: This 6ne girl went into a tirade about whitey pushing

. Black people around; about Williams (Black city council
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qeacher:. candidate) not getting elected and all this other stuff.

Then I aske4;her what dhe had done to help him get elec-

ted and she couldn't say anything. Finally, one Mexican
\

boy said,;"I'm sick or hearing all of this stuff about

whitey" and he walked out. I also got tired of listen-
,

ing to her and I told her to sit dawn and shut up. Never-

theless theyhole episode was a trying e erience.

Interviewer: Have other Black kids expressed similar views?

Teacher: Oh, sure. But it's*'the first time I had to cope with this

kind of situation in my class. We did have same students

saying this.kind of thing last Year too.

bitervfewer: Do you mean during'the spring disorders?

Teacher: Yes. There are many kids who ,...el,this way but I hope I

don't encounter this kind of situationagain.

The configuration of pupil beliefs about school structures and school

groups has beeil summarized in Table 7.4. These data indicate that Sunny-

dale pupils perceive the school system as responding inappropriately to

their edlicational needs. Furthermore, they perceive the student body it-

self to be conflict ridden because of the sharp cleavage between the va-

rious racial and ethnic groups, and althou0 they view, this friction as

undesirable, they persist ln expressing the belief that members of each

minority group,mmt band together to reassert/their racial or ethnic id-

entities and to pressure institutional structures to respond appropria-

tely to their perceived needs and interests.

In order to obtain data that would permit an analysis of pupil val.-

uqs, three psychological inventories were administered to Sunwdale pupils.
1



.. Beliefs about PUpils

Table 7.4

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: PATTERNS OF PUPIL BELIEFS

Aelies 'about
TeacherfOand Administrators

Beliefs about School
Curriculum Structure

Segregate selves by race or
ethnicity

Want more eipphasistupon mino-
rity sub-culture in school
curriculum'

Adequate pupil rapport within
groups; much intergroup conflict

Want to achieve; get good
education

View educational experiences
offered by teachers as irrele-

vant

Came to school mainly to: meet
friends; participate in sports
and clubs

Don't get along with certificated
staff

Do not participate in student
government

tittle respect for Sunnydale
or for school property

Unsympathetic to educational
needs of Sunnydale students,
especially minorities

Offerruninteresting and/or
irrelevant educational ex-
periences

Try to dominate pupils via
harsh and unjust disciplinary
praCtices

Don't try to achieve harmonious
teacher-pupil'relationships

Good teachers limited in
number

Inadequate in following
reepects:

Uninteresting or irrele-
vant courses; not enough
active pupil participation;
insufficient nuMber of
course offerings, especial
electives

Unique educational exper-
iences required for mino-
rity pupils

Need more emphasis upon
minority pupils

School'athletic and speech
programs provide meaningfu
educational experiences

Language department, in
particular, needs changing
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As the design of the cognitive studies called for edtablishing corre-
0

lations between certain cognitive'and non-cogaitive (i.e.,ZE3, persona

ality traits, ete.) variables, these inventories were administered to,

0 students in conjunction with a battery.of other tesis that were related

directly...to the evaluation of the PATTERNS course., Each of the three

inventories, the Gordon Survey of lersonak Values (SPV), the Gordon

Surkrey of Interpersonal Values (SIV) and the California Personality In-

/ventory (CPI) were administered to all project pUpils at Sunnydale High

School. Pupils enrolled in the PATTERNS course in the suburban school
N,

across town also.took these tests along withkselected -classes of puiils

at othe ,implementatio4 sites in the second uitban school district.

A few,remarks about the population sample arid problems associated

with the administration of the various inventories to Sunnydale pupils

, mpst be.made before the belief/value and personality data are presented

and interpreted. On the answer \forms that corresponded to each of the

three inventories, pupils were provided space in which to indicate both ,

their-stOent IDcnuMber and sex. In addition to a breakdown of the data

by sex, the research staff also wanted to be able to sort each protocol

bir school, teacher and the race or ethnicity of each pupil. Indicating
p '

the schoOl and teacher of'each pupil On the answer forms posed.no can-

troversy or problem; however, he department chairman at Sunnydale stren-

uously objected to a request the research staff that pupils be asked

?Ito identify their race or ethnicity. Acutely aware of,the racial tensions

in the school and pf the hostilities expressed by some of the pore mili-

tant minority pupils towards standardized tests, he felt that a request

of this nature might trigger undue conflicts. In view of the firmness

9 7



.of hiS plea, the ACSP research staff decided against appealing the,deci-
,

sion afhd, consequently, was unable t6 obtain this highly.desired infor-,

Tuition. 'It is rather difficult to say how representative the sample
e

was of the entire Sungydale sWent body. TWere is some data to indi-

cate, however, that students enrolled in the course were more achibve-
.

ment-oriented and better adjudtedto school than other sophomore stil-t.

dents who opted fa the.regular world history course or ethnic studies.

Although all four'classes were erogeneous.in terms of the racial and

ethnic backgrounds of pupils, Orientals were disproportionately repfe-

sented while Blacks weri linder represented.

The Gordon Survey of Persont&Vailuesl

I.

.0ne's values determine the relative importance the indislidual as-

4;
scribes to Various actiaties and, often, goVerii his approach to the prob-
.

\

lems of everyday living. The Gordon Survey,of Personal Valuei was se-

lected for administration to pupils. The six V4ues measured,by this

particular inventory are Practical Mihdedness (P), Achievement(A), Va-

.riety (V), Decisiveness4'D), Orderliness (0), and Goal Orientation (G).

The,SPV consists of thirty sets of three statements each. As the
2

subject reads each of the three.statements in one triad, he selects the

one statement that represents, what is least important to him and the'one

AO
statement that represents What is most important to him. 'These choices the

individuakrecords on an answer sheet that can be either machine or hand,

scored. Both the administration of the SPV and the scoring of each protocol
I.

oorresponded to the standardized procedures prescribed in the SPV manual.

° The scales in the SPV"are interpreted ip terms of the items contained

in them as deterpined by factor analytic methods. The scales for the

1. Gordon,"Leonard V. Manual for Survey of Personal Values. Chicago:
Science Research Associates, l 7.

t)

1.

+3
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. six personal valws are defined by,what the higheSt scoring individuals
\

.value. LoW scoring individuals simplyc-clon';,value What is defined by
4

. each of the scales. The definitions of the six sdales are as follows:

P - Practical Mindedness: To always get onf's money's worth, to
,*

.

take good care oi one's possessions, to getLfull use out'of,

6ne's possessions, to db things thai.Will.pa off', to be very

careful with one's moliey.

A. Abh evement: To work on difficult problems, to bave chdlleng-
-

in '\ job to tackle, to strive to accomplish something signifi-

).%.1at, to Aet the highest,standards Of accomplkshment for one-

self, to do an outstanding job in anything that one tries.

- Variety,: To do things that are new and different, to have a
-

variety of experiences to be dble to trtivel'a great ideal, td

( go to strange ortunuslial places, to exPerience an element of'
Ik

danger.

D - Debisiveness: To have strong and firm convictions, to Make
;

decisions quickly, to always come-%directly to the po1nt-1_to____
,

.make one's position on matters very clear, to cdme to a deci-

sion and stick to it.

O - Orderliness: To have:Well-organized work habits, to keep things

in their proper place, to be a very;orderly person, to follow

a systematic approacte4ft doing things, to do'things according

to a schedule.



G - Goal Orientation: To have a definite goal toward which to work,

to taick to a problem until it is solved, to direct ones efforts
.

taward clear-cut objectives, to.know precisely where one is,head-

ed,to keep one's goals clearly in,mind.

ft should be noted that the interpretation of the value data ot;tained
.

from Sunnydale pupils-is'made by.referencl to regional norms established

-for high vhool male and female students and to the norms established for'

1 pupils dt other participating project schools. 4able 7.5 depicts the,mban

scores for both male and females in the regional sample and indicates the

.
.

: q

differences from the estdblished mean scores for pupils enrolled in the

PATTERNS course. at Sunnydale High.

Among th more striking featuiies of the Personal Value profiles for

,
SuAydaletmale (reflected 11 the score Configurations in,Tdble 7.6, the

summary of findings)"are the congistintly above norm s res on thbie core f

<
values that have characterized traditional middle class American 41ture.4

Ile relatively high scores bn Achievement (A) and Goal:Orientation (G),

for example, indicate thatoosocietal and familial institutions have'suc-

. , ceeded it inculcating critical values ordinarily associated with the tra-
^,

ditional "work.wthiC," Another particplarly intereiting relationship'is-,

pears between the,especially high score on Orderliness (0) and the very

low,g,core on Variety (V). These data suggest that the independence and,

.
,

.

.

freedom associatedivith Variety are pe..teived ae threats to one's per-
c.

. 1 .

sonal security and echievement. These scores, in vivew of the moderately

high scores on Achievement (A) and Goal Orientation' (G),, tend support to

the hypothesis that, among Sunnydale les, the popular adolescent adage

"Do your own thing" is highly restri ta in meaning and that the behaviOr

`
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Table 7.5

.0

GORDON.SURVEY OF'PIRSONAL VALUES

,t

Differencerlrom High School Regional Means

C.

Variable P A D t

Regional
ilaan Scores '14.5 16.6), 14.6 14.5 24.7 16.?

..s \.-Iluenydale +.9 " +i.0 -24?

41101.11111

'Wale Regional
$ftan Scores

?smiles
Sunnydale

,

Ir.

-2.6 -2.7

1 u

12.6 16.9

+4.7 +.9
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Table 7.6

SVMMARY OF SURVEY Ok PERSONAL VALUE FINDINGS FOR SUNNYDALE
MALEVWED ON AN ANALYSIS'OF THE INTERACTIONS AMONG SELECTED SCALES

Score Configurations*

Very Mbderately Moderately . Very
gh High Low Lov

0

A,G

,cr

V

Interpretation'

Moderately high vAlue placed on 'achievement; a
desire to get ahead indicates effectiveness of
ihstitutions of society in instilling core values
that have characterized-the American middle class

Idiosyncratic behaviors perceived ai incompatible
with attainment of personal and/or group goals.
Indicates very high value upon peraonal Aecurity.
The systematization of the individual's behavior,
presumably according to prevailing group norms,
yiewed as requisite to the achievement of aims
set for self.

High value upon an orderly, pragmatic, very
cautious approach to the problems confronting
the individual.

0 D Quick decision making entails unnecessary risks
that may pose serious threats to one's own per-
sonal security. A cautious, discreet approach,
more highly valued; such behavior perceived as
enhancing one's ability to cope with, and main-
pan at least some minimum degree of control
over one's en*ironment.

IMeaninga-assigned to the columptradings- in -Tables 6 - 9 are as follows:-
Very high = meanmr,scores of Sunnydale pupils +L.5 to,+5.0 above established means.
Moderately high = mean raw scores 0 to +2.5 above established means.
Moderately low = mean raw scores 0 to -2.5 below established means.
Very low = mean raw scores -2.5 to -5.0 below established means.

1 t '44
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one exhibits while striving to attain personal goals must fall within well-
.

defined peer group or sub-cultwal parameters.

The scores on Decisiveness (D), Practical Mindedness (P), and Order-

liness (0) lend support to the preceding hypothesis and suggest that Sun-

gydale malt view their world as a potentially threatening, unstable place

in which to live. The above norm scores on Practical Mindedness (PY and

Orderliness (0), for example, indicate that high value is placed on a cau-

tious, systematized and pragmatic approach to getting things done. And,

the ordinarily unexpected negative correlation between the scores on Deci
4

piveness (D) and Achievement (A) is very logical if one believes that an

aggressive, firm approach to decision-making is likely to result in in-

correct judgements that may have disastrous personal consequences.

When the value profile oi Sunnydale females is compared with that of

Sunnydale males, a number of striking resemblances can be observed. For

example, female scores on Achievement (A),and Goal Orrentation (G) eme

also slightly above regional norms and the relationships betweeri/;;:: scores

ion Orderliness (0), Goal Orientation (G), Achievement (A) and Variety (V)

of Sunnydale melee applies to Sunnydale femalel_as (Table 7_.7), it _____

can be noted, however, that Punnydale females scored considerably below

the norm on Decisiveness (D) and well above the norm on Practical Minded-

ness (P) and Orderliness (0). These two scores indicate an extraordinary

concern about personal security; the females seem to value an even more

careful, methodical approach to daily problems than do their male counter-'

parts.

A review of the SPV data presented in Tables 7.6 and 7.7 suggests

that several core American values continue to be embraced by both Sunnydale



Tible 7.7

SUMMARY OF SURVEY OF PERSO4AL VALUE FINDINGS FOR SUBBYDAIE
FEMALES BASED ON AN ABALTSIS OF THE INTERACTION AMONG SELECTED SCALES'

Score Configurations',

Very Moderately Mbderately Very

AWL -AUL_ Low Low

A,G

A,P

Interpretation

Same.as interpretation as given funnydale
males.

V Same interpretation as given for Suntydale males

Females value an even more cautious, pragmatic
approach to daily problems than do Sunnydale males.
Suggests a very great concern about one's personal
security and the maintenance of oontrol over one's
personal prOperty aad other aspects of the environ-

.

ment.

r!.

Very low value on an Aggressive, firm approach to
decision making; such behavior perceived as 4ighly
threatening to personal security and to the fitain-
ment of goals Imt for self.

\

*See Table 7.6 for meanings assigned to column headings.

1 t
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males and females. These data also indicate that, to,the extent that

a "do your.own thing" orientatioi'l exists among Sunnydale pupils ? the

culttirally defined parameters for individual behavior are quite restric-
44.

ted. Finklly, the firm decisiqp -making orientation ordinarily associa-

ted with high value, on AchievIment does not exist among Sunnydale

that'a carerul, meticulous, sometimes'vacillating approach to

problem solving is highily valued for the protection it seems to offer.

THe Gordon Surgy of,Interkersonal Values2
4

This instrument)is specifically designed to MeasUre six values, all,

of which involve the.individual's relationships to other people or-their

reiat nships to him: Support (0, Conformity (C), Recognition (R), In-

depenlice (1), Benevolence (B), and Leadership (L). r

The SIV, like the SPV, contains thirty sets of three statements each. V

The subject reads each of the three statements in one triad and then se-
/

lects the'one statement that represents what'is most important to him and

the one statement that represents what is least important to him. The

same procedures were employed to administer and score the SIV az, were used

with the SPV.

A

The definitions of the six scales are as follows:

S - Support: Being treated with understanding, receiving encourage-

ment from other people, being treated with kindness and conside-

ration.

C Conformity:, Doing what is socially correct, following regulations

closely, doing what is accepted and proper, being a conformist.

4

2. Gordon, Leonard V. Manual for Survey of Interpersonal Values. Chicago: Science
Research Associates,1960



R - Recognition: :Being looked up to and admired, being considered

importants.attracting favorable notice, achieving recognition.

I - Independence; Having the right to do whatever one wants to do,

being free to make one's ovildecisions, being able to do things

in one's own way.

B -.Behevolence: Doing things for.other. people, sharing with others,

helping the unfoTtunate, being generous.

11L - Leadership: Being in charge of other people, having authority

over others, being in a position of leadership or power,

fihe moSt striking feature of.the interilersonal value profile for Sun-

a-nydale males is the "spiking" or the elevated scores on Conformity (C)*And.

-.
Benevolence (B) and he low to verrlow stores on all other scales. Th3:is

indicates that unusu4iy high value is placed upon group solidarity and

conformity to group e ctations, thus SuiPorting the data presented ear/Ser

(pp 87-90). Note th the score (Table 7.8) on Independence (I) is below

the established norm for college males. This Score, as indicated by the'

interpretations in Table 7.9, reinforces the conclusion that Sunnydale

males value amiable relationships with oyhers in the groups to which they,

belong and that the exhibition of highly independent behavior is,viewt as

potentially threatening to these groups. Table 7.9 also indicates that Sun-

I

nydale, males place little value on.Recognition (R) and Leadership (L). These

.low scores again suggest that the maintenance of gr p solidarity is highly

--valued and that the behaviOr frequently associate with high Recognition anck

Leadership is perceived as pitentially threatening to-the viability of the

group.

1 ( 6



Table 7.13

GORDON SURVEY OF.INTERPERSONAL VALUES

Diffeiences fram College Mean Scores

Variable " S. C

College Male
Mean Scores t 14.9 12/.3

t

,
R 1 B

NW1es
Sunnydale -.8 +.14;7 -.7 _ 10+3.5_ -2.2

,

College Female
Means,Scores

Females
Sunnyd:le

17.8 14.2 12.1 16.2 -18.4 11.4

o

r

n T



Table -.9

SUMMARY OF S'7RVEY OF INTERPERSONAL VALUE FINDINGS FOR SUNNYDALE

MALES BASED ON AN ANALYSIS OF THE

INTERACTION itMONG SELECTED SCALES

Score Co4figuratkons0
Interpretation

Very Moderate4 Aodeaately Very
Liiirt_ High . , _ Low Iow

I,L

Unusually high value upon conformity to group(-
expectations; considerable emphasis upon main-
taining-amiable relationships among members of
the same group; reflects a great cqncern for
personal security.

The freedom to do as one pleases.valued only
to the eaent that the individUil's behavioral
predispOsitions are compatible with group norma.

Greater value upon making personal zontributions
to others and to groups of which one is a mem-
ber rather than receiving something.for self.,

Reflects the rather high value placed upon ,mstn-
taining a low individual profile within groups.
This is'cpnsistent with the high value placed
upon conformity and the great concern about
personal security.

Aggressive, self-assertive behaviors ordinarily
associated with leadership perceived as-threat-
ening to the viability and cohesiveness of the
group.

*See Table 7.6 for meanings assigned to column headings.

1 ( 9
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In a number of important respects, the Interpersonal valuif pro-

file for Sunnydale females'cloSely corresPonds to the profile for Sun-

nydale males. Table 7.10 summarizes.the findings for Sunnydale females .

and points out the differences between males and females.
fr

S.

By observing the cOrrelations for. Sunnydale.males in Table 7.11,

it'can be seen that the strongest negative correlation is between Va-c,

xiety on the SPV'and Conformity on the SIV. This strong negative cor-

relation confirmwthe interpretation that Sunnydale males place muchA

greater value on group cohesiveness and compliance with group norms

than on the individualistic orientationethat often characterize persons

who seek out new or-unusual experiences.

Ordinarily, Leadership has :been found to be highly COrrelated with

Achievement and both these values are uSually negatively correlated with

Practical Mindedness Orderliness, and Conformity. But among Sunnydale

males -these relationShips are reversed. This tends to confirm the in-

,

terpretation that Sunnydale males see the world as a rather,unstable,

personally threatening place;.lihich', in turn, accounts for the high value

placed uPon group solidarity, a low in-group prbfile, and pon-aggressive

leadership.

Sunnydale females, if ai thing, are even more security, conscious

and, therefore value an even more pragmatic and cautious approachto

their problems.

Pupil Vahle Profile PasCd onfthnraphic Data
. c

6-

Although a thorough analysis of all ethnographic value data has

not been completed, the values delineated in Table 7.12 are among those

which seem most positively or negatively held by pupils.



'Table 7.10

$UMMARY OF SURVEY OF INTERPERSONAL VALUE FINDINGS-FOR SUNNYDALE

FEMALES BASED ON AN ANALYSIS OFflTHE

INTERACTION AMONG SELECTED SCALES

Score Configurations* Interpretation

Very .Moderately MOderately Very
High High Law Low

,

C9B

L9I

High-value-upon conformity-to sociil norms.
Greater stress among females upon lirsurmi chari-

table-interpersonal relationships ong m.em-

bers of group.

4

Higher value upon irdependence fro* group con -
straintitthan among Males. Lower *core on'con-
formity suggests that females arelnot guitd as
concerned about personal security !as are Sunny-

]

dale maleth.

Same interpretation as given for Sunnydale males

Compliance, with group norms highlY valued but
females are more predisposed than males to at-
tract attentiOn to self and exdrt leadership
within and independence from those groups to
which they belong. .

*See Table 7.6 for meanings assigned to column headings.

11

doj
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Table 7.11

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN VALUE SCORES FROM IRE SPV AND THE SIV

Support (0-

Conformity,(C)

Recognition''(R)

Independence (I)

ienevolene 01B)

Leadership (0

;

10

0

:19** -.20*1 .04 .06 .0i aoll

)

.05 -45** -.51** -.13 .40*. .420*.
,

l
.

:07 .08 1 .13 406 .01 .0.

-.07 .03 .33** .21** -.32**

-.13 .05 -.02 , .08 ^.02 -.04

-.16** .32** .06 .01 -.11" -.12

4:

Note: In. the Table the following significant
symbols are used:' * -.05 level

** .01 level



Table. 7.12

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS; PUPIL VALUE PROFILE

From -FiOm Statements From Statements
Statements-about Pupils 'about Certificated Stalff about School Cur,riculum

f

Harmonious relations
with others

Grou Loyalty

Obedi nce

Sedur ty

Agreeableness

Ambition; achievement

Integration

Neatne6s, cleanliness

-"Sympathetic, underatan-
ding teachers

Harmonious student--
teacher relations

Cooperativeness

-

_Leadership

Impartial treatment

Entouragement and sup-
port from teathers .

Athletic achievemmt

Practical, useful, down-
( to-earth courses

Pupil participation

sense Of identity

\ Achievement

P.

Independence

Autonomy

Disorderliness,
dirty/

Factionalism

Conflict between
pupils

Apathetic

Divisiveness

Insensitive, unsym-
pathetic teachers

Favoritism

Aloof, uncommuni-
cative teachers

Unfairness

Unapproadhable
te.whers

4

s---

High.intellectilal activity

Teadber dominande of class-
,
room

,Limited'pupil involvement'''

Abdtract, erudite, intangible
courSes and couz4se work
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, , a . '

, thought cor,which 'do not seem to have apy immediateand,direct applida-

tiolto everyday probleMa.
.) ,N

PuPil statements abouttheir peers also ungehcorethe eXtremely

107'

In general, the value profile constructed from the ethnographic

data is quite similar to the profile revealed by the Gordon Personal

and Interpersonal Value inventories. Aliftw features, however, warrant

additional comment. Although one might infer from the test data that

Synnidalepupils place moderately high value on:academic achievement,_ . t
4 4 0

the ethnographic data reveals that when pupils express a desire to ac-

hiewe they generally refer expl.fcitly to.athietic rather than scholarly

accamplishments. With the exception of Orientals, most pupils placeg; 47

considerably less value on achievement in courses requiring abstract

high value placed on the maintenance of racial anp=ethnic group soli.,

clarity, This finding is entirely consistent with the pervasive belief

among minority. pupils that the various racial and ethnic minorities

mist forge themselves into effective polftical units to exert greater

control over the school and community structures that influence their

daily lives

The California Persdnality Ihven ory

CPI data.was desired to 'complement the Gordon an'd ethnographic Ira-.

lue data and to allow more elaborated descriptions of the modal person-

-

ality orientations of pupils. The CPI is an appropriate instrument for

thiaopurpose because it is designed to be used by normal subjects rather

than those with severe problems of personal or interperiohal adjustment.

/.The various scales, devisedto yield descriptions of.broad personal and

.soCial relevance, focus on,personality factors that are positive and

,generally recognized as it;Iportant for social living.
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The CPI is a self-administered instrument containing 480 items that

yield eighteen standard scores, one for each of the variables grouped

under foui more inclusive catTries. Each scale covers one important

facet of interpersonal psychology and, taken together, they are intended

to provide a comprehensive descriptioneof the individual from a social

interaction perspective. The CPI is designeeto take about 45 minutes,

although several pupils at Sunnydale with poor reading skills were un-

able to complete all items in tlie test in the 50 minute period alloted.

The viliditiof those protocols which were partially incomplete was not

significantly affected, howevei, because the last dozen test items are

'included only fOr de'ease pia scoring'. Obales measured by the CPI are

' as follows:

Class'I: Measure of Poise, Ascendancy, and Self-assurance

1. Do Ipcminance
'2% Cs Capacity for Status
3. Sy Sociability
4.. Sp Social 'Pressure

5. Sa Self-acceptance
6. Wb Sense of Well-being

.

Class II: Measures of 5ocia1ization, Maturity, and Responsibllity

7: Re Responsibility.
8. So Socialization
9. Sc- Self-control

10. .To Tolerance
11. Gi Good Impression
12. Cm Communality

Class III: Measures of Achievement Potential and Intellectual
Efficiency

13. Ac Achievement via Conformance
14. Ai Achievement via Independence
15. Ie Intellectual Efficiency

Class IV:, Measures of Intellectual and IntereSt Modes

16. Py
17. Fx
18. Fe

Psychological-mindedness
Flexibility
Femininity
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A description of the purpose o each scale together with the personality

traits ordinarily associated wial both high and low scorers on each ap-

pears in Table 7.13. The data yielded by the CPI, like that obtained

from the two Gordon instruments, is interpreted by reference to estab-

lished mean scores for both male and female high school samples.

Table 7.14 reveils consistently low scores on all scales with rela-

tively little elear-cut differentiation among the first three classes of

variables. These low scores, particulary on the Class II variables, in-

dicate that Sunnydale males are experiencing considerable difficulty in

adjusting to the requirements Of everyday living. The profile suggests
'

that illey tend to be a rebellious, impulsive, opinionated grolip of young

men, lacking the tolerance; resourcefulness, self-control and trusting

out-look that are congideredi prerequisites, to successful societal' adjust-r

Ment. The elevated scores on'Sa and Py variablei suggest that the rebel-

lious', self-seeking tendencies characteristic of Sunnydale-males are most '

likely to be expressed.in aggressive Verbal behavior.'
,

)

The below norm scores for all three scales' in Class III indicate that,

t

to the extent Sunnydale males are inclined to strive to attain goals, li-

mited intellectual efficiency truncates their efforts. The lack of a strong,

academic orientation and the retarded academic skills indicated by these

low sbores suggest that Sunnydale males are having considerable difficulty

achieving even the minimum academic standards set by the School.

Aside froM the interpretations given to'various score Configurations

in Table 7.15, this entire configuration of low scores underlines the con-

clusion that Sunnydale males perceive their world as inherentlY hostile.

In fact, the score furthest below the norm is on that scale that measures

the individual's degree of disillunionment and self-doubt. This particularly



High Scorers
Tend to be seen as'

1.

Table 7.13

THE CALIFORNIA PERSONALITY INVENTORY

Scale and Purpose

110

Low Scorers
Tend to be seen as

CLASS I: MEASURES UF POISE, ASCKNDANCY, ABUSELF-ASSURANCE

Aggressive, confident,. per-
sistent, and planful, as.
being persuasive and ver-
bally fluent, as self-
reliant and independent;
and as having leadership
potential and initiative

Ambitious.; active, force-
ful, insightful, resource-
ful,' and versatile; as

being ascendant and self -
seeking; effective.in
communication;-and as

,-.having personal scope and
breadth of interests

Outgoing, enterprising,
and ingenious; as being'
conpetitive and forward;
arid ap original and .flu-
ent in thought.

Clever, enthusiastic,
imaginative* quick,.in-
formal, spontaneoUs, and
talkative; es being active
'Ind vigorous; and as

having an cFpressive, ebul-
lient nature.

IAelligent, outspoken,
sharp-witted, demanding,

aggressive, and self -

centered; as being per-
suasive and verbally
fluent; and as possess-.
ing self-confidence and
self-assurance

Energetic, enterprising,

alert, ambitious,versa-
tile; is being productive,
active; as valuing work

and effort for its own
sake

1. Do (Dominance) To as-
' nes factors of leadership

ability, dominance, pers s-
tence, and social initiat ve

2. Cs (Caiacity.for Status)
To serve as an index of ,an
individual's capacity for
status (not'his actual or
achieved status). -The scale
attempts to measure the per-
sonal 'qualities and attributesisituations
which underlie and lead.to °

status

Retiring, inhibited, common-
place, indifferent, silent
and unassuming; as being slow
in thought and action; as
avoiding situations of tension
and decision; and as lacking
in self-confidence

Apathetic, shy, conventiona/ly
dull, mild* simp/e, and slow;
as being stereotyped in think-
ing; restricted in outlook and
interests; and as being uneasy
in new or unfamiliar social

3. Sy (Sociability) To id-
:entity persons of outgoing,
sociableparticipative'tem-
peraments . ,

4. bp (Social Presencp) To
assess factors such as poise,
spontaneity, and self-confi-
dence in personal alsocial
interaction

Awkward, conventional,
submissive, and unassuming, as
being detached and passiVe in

47 attitude; And as being-sugges-
tible and overly influenced by
others' reactions and opinions

Deliberate, moderate, patient,
self-restrained and simple;
as vacillating and uncertain in
decision; and as being literal
and unoriginal in thinking and
judging

5. Sa (Self-acceptance) To-
assess factors such as sense.
Of personal worth, self-Accep-
tance; and capacity for inde-
pendent thinking and action

6. Wb (Sense of Well-being)
To identify persons who mini-
mize their worries and com-
plaints, and who are relati-
vely free from self-doubt and
disillusionment

Me(,hodical, conservative, de-
pendable, conventional, easy-
going, and quiet; as self-abasing
and given tO feelings of guilt
and self-:blame; end as being
passive in action and narrow
in interests

Unambitious,:leisurely, awkward,
cautious, apathetic, and conven-
tional; as being self-defenbive
and.apologetic; constricted in

thought and ac'tion



'High Scorers
Tend to be seen as Scale and Purpose
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Low Scorers
Tend to be seen as

CLApS II: MEASURES OF SOCIALIZATION, MATURITY, AND RESPONSIBILITY

Planful, responsible,
thbrough, progressive,
capable, dignified, inde-
pendent; as being conscien-
'tfous and dependable, re-
sourceful and efficient; as
alert to ethical and moral-
issues

Serious, honest, indus-
triOus, modest, obliging,
sincere, and steady; as

-being-conscientious and--
responsible; as being
self-denying and ceinfor-
ming,
Calm, patient, practical,
_slow, self-denying, inhi-
bited, thoughtful, deli-
'tierate; as being strict
ahd thorough in their'
ownivork and in their
expectation for others;

. and as being honest and
consoi.entious

.

Enterprising, informal,
quick, tolerant., clear-
thinking, resourceful;.
as being intellectually
'able and verballSr., fluent;

and as having broad and
varied interests

Co-operative, enter-
prising, outgoing, soci-
able, warm., helpful; as
being concerned with
making a good'impression;
as being diligent'and
persistent

Dependable, moderate,
tactful, reliable, sin-
cere, patient, steady,
realistic; es being
honest and conscientious;
as having common sense
and good judgement

7. Re (Responsibility) To

ideniify persons of conscien-,
tioua, responsible, and depen-
dable disposition and tempera-
ment

t,

Immature, moody, lazy, awkward,
changeable, disbelieving; as
being influenced by personal
bias, spite, dogmatism; and as
under-controlled and impulsive
in behavior

8. So (Socialization) To in- :Defensive, demanding, opinion-
dicate the degree of social ated, resentful, stubborn,
maturity, integrity, and recti- head-strong, rebellious, undepen-

---tude_which_the individual_haa_slable.;AuLteingAmileful and
attained deceitful in dealing with others;

and as given.to excess, eXhibi-
tion, and ostentation in thei-
behavior

9, Sc (Self-control) To as-
sess the degree and adequacy
of self-regulation and free-i
dam from impulsivity and self-

, centeredness

10. o,(Tolerance) To identi7
persons with permissive,

accepting, and non-judgemental
social beliefs and attitudes

11. Gi ( od Impression) To
identify persons capable of
créatin a: favorable impres-

4sion, d who are concerned
about hoW others react to
them /

12. Cm (Communality) To in-
dicate the degree to which an

individual's reactions and re-
sponses correspond to the modal
("common") pattern established
for thd inventorj

Impulsive, shrewd, pxcitable,
,irritable, self-centered, unin-

hibited; as being aggressive ,

and assertive; as' overemphasizing
personal pleabure and self-gain

,Suspicious, narrow, aloof,
wary, retiring; as being passive
and overly judgemental in atti-
tude; and as disbelieving and
distrustful in personal anC
social outlook

Inhibited, cautious,,shrewd,
wary, aloof, resentful; as
being cool and distant in their
relationshipp with others; as
being self-centered and too
little concerned with the needs
and wants of others

Impatient, changeable, com-.
,plicated, imaginative, dis-
orderly, nervous, restless,
confused; as being guileful
and deceitful; inattentive
and forgetful; and as having
internal conflicts and problems



High Scorers
Tend to be seen aa

't

Scale and Purpose

CLIOS III: MEASURES OF ACHIEVEMENT POTENTIAL AND

Capable, co-operattve,e-
ficient,,organized, reafron
sible, stable, sincere; as
being persistent and indus-
trious; and as valuing in-
tellectual activity and in-
tellectual achievettent

. Mature, forteful,strong,
dominant, demanding, and

'foresighted; as being
independent and self-

--relianti-as:_having_supe-
rior intellectAal-ability
and judgement

Efatient, clear-thinking,
capable, intelligent, pro-
gressive planful, thorough,
resourceful; as being alert,
and well-informed; as
plating a high value on
cognitive and intellectual
matters ,

CLASS IV:

'Observant, spontaneous,
quick, perceptive,.talk-
ativt, resourceful,
changeable;. as being

: verbally fluent and so-,
cially ascendan as
being rebellious toward
rules' restrictions

Insightful, infOrmal,

adventurous, confident,
humorous, rebellious,
idealistic, assertive,

.and egoistic; as being
sarcastic and cynical; )
as highly concerned with'
personal pleasure and
diversion

Appreciatve, patient,
helpful, gentle, mode-
fte; respectful, sym-,

thetic

13. Ac tAchielledent via
cbnformity) To identify
those factbrs'of interact
and motiltation,viAlch faci-

litate achieveeent in any
setting where'conformance

a positive behavior.

14.. Ai (AchieVement via
inlependence). Ta'`identify
ts factors-of interest
and motivation which faci-'

-litate-achievement in any
.setting where autonomy
and independence are posi-
tive behaviors

151.

ciencyY To fndicate the
degree of personal and
tellectual efficiency which-
the individilal has attained

MEASURES OF INTELLECTUAL AND

16. Py (Psychological-
mindedness) To measUre the
degree to which the,indivi-
dual is,interested in, and
responsive to, the irnei,
needs, motives, and er-
iences of others

112

Low Scorers
Tend to be seen as

INTELLECTUAL EFFICIENCY

17. Fx (Flexibility) To
indicate the degree of flexi-
bility and adaptability of a
person's thinking abd social
behavior

18. Fe (Femininity)" To
assess the masculinity or
femininity of interests.
(High scores indicate more
feminine interests, etc),

20

Coarse, stubborn, aloof, awk-
ward, insecure, opinionated;
as easily disorganized under
stress or pressures to conform;
as pessimistic about their oc-
cupational futures

Inhibited, anxious, cautious,
dissatisfied, dull, nay; as
beipg submissive and compliant
before authority; as lacking
in self-insight and self-,
undersVinding

Cautious, ibnfused, easygoing,
defensive,,shallow, unambitious;
as being conventional and stereo-
typed in.thinking; lacking in
self-direction and self-discipline

INTEREST MODES

Apathetic, peaceable, serious,
cautious, unassurning; as being
slow and deliberate:in tempo;
as being overly.conforming and
conventional

Deliberate, cautious, worrling,
industrious, guarded, mannerly,
methodical, rigid; as being
formal'and pedantic in thought;
as being overly deferential to
authority, custom, tradition,.

Outgoing, hard-headeda
masculine, robust, restless;
manipulative and opportunistic;
.blunt And direct; impatient



CALIFORNIA PERSONALITY INVENTORY
Difference's from Means .

(Mean Raw Scores)

High School
Pale Mean
Scores
(N = 3.572)

Male
.Sunnydale-

(N = 60)

North .

Sunnydale
(N = 82)

.High School

Female Mean
Scores
(N = 4.056)

Females
Sunnydale

(N = 36)

unnydale
(N = 82)

23.2 15.3 21.5 32.7 18.7 33.5 26,7 " 178

-1.2

-1.0

-.2

5

23.7 16.0 21.4 :31.1

-3.0

-1.5

-2.7

-.9

-1.9

+.4

-.9

.' +1.7

18.9

+.5

L4.2 --4213 -4.0
P

-3.1 -1.5

34,6 30.0

-5.3 -4.3

-3.6 -4.3

-4.4

39.4 18.7

-3.8 -4.2

-4.6 -1.2,
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Table 7.14 (cont'd)

CALIFORNIA PERSONALiTY INVENTORY
DifferencesfrOm Means

(Mean Raw Soores),

Variable, Sc Gi Ac Al Ic Fe

High School
Mele Mean
,Scores

(N = 3.572)

Males

Sunnydale
(N xi 6o)

Worth
Sunnydale
(N - 82)

High School
Female Meap
Scores
(N = 4.056

Females

Sunnydale
(N = 36)

North)

Sunnydade
(N n 82)

25.3 15.1 25.2 22.3 14.6 36 9.2 9,1 15.4

t.

-2.8 -2.2 -1.5 -1:0 -3.8 +.4 -1.4 +1.0

-3.6 -2.9 -1.6 -1.6 +.4 -2.5 +1.0 +.1 -.1

i

27.6 15.7/ 26.1 24.1 15.5 34.4 8.7 8.9 24.1

/

.,..

-3.2 -2.2 -1.2 -1.6 -1.1 -31'

-3.6 -3.6 -.8 -2.4 +1.3 -1.7 +.7 +.7 -.1

4

#
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low sCore, the lack of balance between intellectual drive, Social skills,

responsibility and maturity and the rather uninspiring characteristics
,

of all other aspects of the profile suggest that Sunnydale males are cen-
.:

fronted with a number of formidable problems in their efforts to adlust

toAmerican society.

The modal personality profile for Sunnydale females (see Table 7.1)-

generally is 4arked by the same dharacteristics as the Sunnydale male pro-

file, although there are some significant differences,. The specially low

scores on all alias I pcales'indicate that Sunnydale females are even more

j

lacking in the personal confidence and other tocied skills required for

optimal interpersonal adjustment. These scores suggest a much greater de-

gree of passivity than among Sunnydale males, and indicate that thei are

ruch less inclined.to openly rebel or exhibit the aggressive behaviors

that characterize their male counterparts. The lower score on Py in Class

III underscores the more apathetic and peaceable nature of the girls as

contrasted with the openly rebellio*, impulsive inclinations a Sunnydale

males.

Summary and Conclusions

The test and ethnographic data presented above, therefore, indicates

that the Sunnydale pupil (a) finds' himself in a hostile environment, parti-

cularly in the school; (b) lacks the personal and interpersonal skills to

cope with this environment; or, at least, lacks those 3kills which would

allow him to succeed in traditionally defined ways; (c) values achievement

in those areas (athletics and "practical" as opposed to "academic" courses)

in which he is most able to succeed; and (d) sees group Solidarity as a

means to both personal security and the achievement of structural change.



Table 7.15

a

SUMMARY OF ,$UNNY4li MALE PERSOpALITY ORIENTATIONS BASED
ON AN ANALYSTS OF THE INTERACTION AMONG SCAIES IN.EACH CLASSOF VARIABLES IN THE.CPI

Score Configurations* Interpretation

Very Moderately Moderately Very
lp.gh High . Low LOw

o

Sa Do, Cs, Sy,
Sp

Cm

Ac, Ai

Re,So,

Sc,Tow

Gi

Ie

Class I:, Measures of Poise, Ascendancy and Self-
AssuraAce

, Generally lacking'in the social skills and person-
al cNalities requisite to leadership'and itatus.
MalesNare unusually cautious, self-defensive,

a restricted in outlook and in*ests. Their
impaired social skills'are manifest in their
predisposition to exhibit outspoken, demanding,
aggressive, self-seeking_behaviors.

Class II: Measures of Socialization, Maturity
and Responsibility

Veity deficient in the area of responsibility and
interpersonal maturity. Data suggests that they
are highly rebellious, demanding, intolerant and
impulsive -- orientations which are characteristic
of individuala experiencing considerable social -

friction and difficulty in adjusting to role exped-
tations. Very low scores on all but one scale in-
dicate that'Sunnydale males exercise limited contm.
rol over self.

Class III: Measures of Achievement PbtentiEl and
Intellectual Effipiency

Academic achievemenf well below it's proper level;
generally rejecting of academic and intellectual
pursuits. To the extent that Sunnydale males are
motivated to achieve, their grossly ipmaired intel-
lectual functioning impedes their 'efforts to suc-
cessfully do so.
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Table 70.5 (cont'd)

Score Configurations*

Very . Moderately Moderately Very ,

High , High Low. Low Mass IV: Measures or In ellectual and Interest
Mbdes

,

PY

* See table 7.6 -- Gordon material.

11

1.

11

Generally self-assertive verbally aggressiye and
.

rebellioUs towardi rules restrictions and ccn-
sstraints, Yet lacking.the capacity and/or inclina-
tion to'be highly inanipt4ative in dealing with
others. Quite rigia an constricted in thought.

C.

.)



SUMMARY OF &INXYDALE FEMALE PERSONALITY' ORIENTATIONSrBASED

. ,

ON AN ANALYSIS OF THE INTERACTION ANQNG SCALES IN EACH CLASS OF VARIABLES IN'THE.CPI

Table 7..16

Score Configurations,' Interpretition

Wily Moderately Moderately Very Class 1: Measures Of Poise, Ascendancy, ind
,Righ High LoW Low ,Selt-Assurance

Sy,Sp,Sa Do,Cs,
Wb

Gi.,Cm.

r

Ai,Ac

Fx Py,Fe

.

-

Re,So,

Sc,To

# 4

Very,Withdrawn, inhibited, unresponsive and affli-
cted by cOnsiderible self-donbt. Cenerally unambi-
tious, cautious, self-defe4si and apologetic.
They'are inclined to be much ess self-assertive,
aggressive and ,outspoken tk are Sunnydale males.

Class II: Oleisures ot Socialization, Maturity
and Responsibility

This configuration of extremely loificores suggests
that .Slinnydale females' are experienCing the. same,

critical problems in making satisfactory social
Ojustment,as their male'counterparts. These data,
indicate that females are.inclined to be as equally
rebellious and impulsive as males, however, the .

lower;scores On Sa;. Do and Cs in Class I and Py in
Class III reveal that females,are not as predispo-
sed as Sunnydale males toowertly express.their
rebellious inclinations'.

Class III: Measures of Achievement,Potential and
,Intellectual Efficiency .

.7

Ie Same interptetation as given for Slinnydale miles

!

Class IV: Measures of Intellectual and Interest
44' Modes

A
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-BELIE(O/VALUE ORIENtATIONS OF THE CERTIFICATED STAFF,
,

.

Its'a general rule, there.is a higher degree of consistency in the
,

, -
. . .

.,

,

0,..
.

beliefs about school perdonnel and school structures among the certifi-
. , .

'caed staff that amoni Sunnydale Students. This can be attributed mainly

119

to the similarity in socialization and educational experiences of the pro-
,

5

fessional staff and the close spatial proximity that alloirs for frequent

interaction.

The hig# degree of patterning in the belief systems of teachers is
. 0

clearly reVealedstg the data obtained on the perceived characteristics

of students belonging to the various:racial and ethnid groups An the Sun-

.

nydale student body. FOr example, there is nearly universa l.accord as to

the defining attributes of Oriental pupils (see Table 7.17)..

In general, Oriental puAlis are believed to be highly achievement

oriented, to possess.unsultassed intellectual and leaderehip capabilities,
f'

) ,

and to be dependable, cooperative and highly reoeptive to the educational

experiences offered by,the school. These attributes of Oriental pupils

are thought to be developed as' a result of*soCialiiation and cultural ex-,

periences unique to the Japanese and Chinese-American Communities; nearly

every faculty member

tastily struCture and

made explicit, reference to the hature of, the oriental
."

sanctions believed to be applied to Oriental.pupils-

who do poorly in school." The following,exerpt from an interview with one

of the counselors typifies this c6nfiguration of beliefs.

Counselor: The kid is whigh achiever and he was getting.worried about

his grade in Mr. Jones' class. This boy is Jan Oriental fel-

low and he really wants-to getrthose grades.

1 8
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.Table 7.17
4c'.

INHERENT .AND'BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ORIENTAL'

pupILs AS FrECEIVED BY-THE CERTIFICATED STAFF
a

Characteristics -Masher: of Certificated
Staff Mentioning (N r 64)

10\\O
AI

Want to get ahead, achievement oriented*,
want best jobs, will be professionils 53

Get.good grades, do inll in school

Hard workers, try hard, never quit working,
work fast 22

Smart, high intelligende, very capable, can
do'college work 21

Parents check up on kids, concerned about their
children, parents get after their kids 17

Dependable, very responsible, reliable stable 16

Interested in school, like school, 11

Independent, can get things done by themselves 11

Good fiMily background 11

High leadership ability, can run school by th-em-
selves, good leaders 9

Want recógnition, like to be looked Up to

Always does what teacheewants, submissive,pasSive 6

Good attendance, never cut. cl.ass 6

Participate in school activities, loin clubs 6

c
Dependent upon teachers, want teacher guidance 4

Shrewd, smart operators 3

Immature; haven't grown up 3

D.

Like to be by themselves, stay with their own group 3

Wear neat,and clean clothes, always properly dressed 3
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Interviewer: Does that tend to be true of Oriental kids in general?

Counselor: Oh, yes. These Chinese parents really.get after their

kids to do well in ichool. If they get A's and' B's that's '

dg, but if,they drop to C's their parents are after them.

11

Interviewer: How.well do Oriental pupils actually perform, in class?

Counselor:, They all get the push to succeed in school: The kids are .

all pitereited, Ao their vork aRd get it done right. Just

give them an assignment and it'll get done.

Interviewer: Have you talked to many Oriental parents?

Counselor: Sure, I have.t They check up on their kids. I'll tell you

something else too. If:these kids don't make it in school

they'll hear not only fram tfieir parents bLt their rela-

tives too. These kids are under pressure.

Interviewer: How do the Black and Mexican kids do relative to the Chi-

nese and other Oriental students?.

Counselor:' In terms of acadeMic achievement they don't do vgll but

A
they don't have their parents behind'them.

Another prevalent, yet quietly expressed belief is that the .intellec-

tusl Capabilities of Oriental pupils surpass those of all other Sunnydale

pupils. The caution with which this belief is expressed is due to the

Oute awareness among faculty members of the racial sensitivities of pkIpils

and tO the.possibility of being labelled racist if one openly discusses per-

/
ceived differences between the various racial and ethnic groups. The follow-

ing discussion typifies both the pervasiveness of these beliefs and the ge-

neral conversational context in vhich they are articulated:
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Teacher: (intervening in a discussion dUring the noon.lunch hour)

John, i don't think anYbody is against measures being ta-

't.ken to bring.certain,,schools upitts standardsor to pro-

vide scholarships. But, let's face it. A kid who really

wants an education here can get it. .All I'm:saying is

that we shouldn't be.pushing kids at Sunnydale into college.

, They just'don't have ihe ability to do it.

/

. Interviewer: Are there many kids vhoido have the ability?

Teacher: Sure there care Bogie. But l/ast year Over 30% went and you

know these kids got over Ocomo in scholarships. It's

really no use sending a. lot of them either. They just

aren't,prepared.

. Interviewer: ,Which kids are prepared and capable of going on?

TeaCher: Well, until last year about 10% of the student body went

on to college andonf/t of them were Oriental students..

That's about-the per cent that is capable of doing college

work.

/

Interviewer: Are there any Blacks and Mexicami capable of going to,

college?

Teacher: Some, but not many. They just don't have it, that's all,

and it's a real disservice to keep pushing them to go.

This teacher went on to explain how he would prefer to restructure

the curriculum to place greateremphasis on vocational arts - an instruc-

tional program fie perceived as:better suited to the intellectual capabili-

ties of most Sunnydale students.

The general characteristics ascribed to Negro pupils by teachers are

the obverse of those imputed to Orientals. As Table 7.18 indicates, they

1'; rt 4
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perceive Black pup4s to be impulsive, self-seeking individuals unable

groes are perce as unresponsive to teacher efforts andygenerally .pre-7 (

to discipline themselves to attain academic and economic success. Ne-

ived

disposed to make demands instead of aequiring the knowiedge or skills

reqUired to attain their4goals. Teachers generally believe that the

qualttits ascribed to Negro pupils are a eonsequence of either liled

inherent capabilities or cultUral deprivation.' The fdllowing oxen* sug-

gesti these beliefs:

er: You haven't read anything by Susan Langer, haire you?

rviewer: NI can't recall that I have.

Teacher : Well, I vas looking at something she wrote last night.

She sure is good. She was talking about people who doiv't

read or think. She's right. People are getiing more stu-

pid.

Interviewer: You really think so?

. Teacher: Sure, you know thatearly in this year I tried to get my

studeits interested in the historical literature,that was

partially responsibld for the development of our basic

freedoms but I couldn't do it. I tried to get them to

read Thomas Paine'd comments about basic human freedoms

and Ben Franklin but they wouldn't do it. They aren't

interested in really thinking about these kinds of things.

They just want to spout off. It's been that litiar for a

couple of years now. Do you know that for the last 13'

years I've been teaching undorprivileged Blacks.. One

thing that anybody in my position can see is that the

I 0
1,

01.



Table 7.18

INHERENT AND BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEGRO
PUPILS AS PERCEIVED BY Tilt CERTIFICATED STAFF

Characteristics

TroUblemakers, uncooperative, discipline
problems, disruptive, disobedient, rebellious

1214

NuMber of Certificated
Staff Mentioning (N = 67) .

Always making dekands, insist that they 4;et their
way, give ultimatums

Disrespectful towards teachers, dislike teachers,
suspicious of teachers, treat teachers like cops

!Militant, becoming militant,.getting pushy

59

26

poor attendance, always tardy, cut class, don't.
come to school 20

Educationally retarded or handicapped, behind
academically 17

0.

Ignore sthool affairs, don't participate in student-
activities, won't support-the student body, 16

o.

Culturally deprived, underprivileged 16

Only,care.for sports, like athletics, come to school
for sports , 14

w
Boisterous, noisy, spout off, loud mouths

NeVer do assignments, avoid work, don't want to learn

Look for fights; always at necks of Mexicana, want
to settle eVerything with fists

Victims of discrimination and racism, have been put
down, haven't had a1chance

Irresponsible, not very dependable

Poor,family background, bad home life

Not interested in school, hate school

Don't want to integrate; want to keep to themselves

.-

20

9

7

7

7

7.

7

Wear flashy clothes, "far out" dressers 6

Immature, Children 5

Want to learn, desire to do well'in school 5
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Teacher: (cont'd) older generatipn of Negroes*- I mein the ones

trho went to school yesirs ago and are now middle aged, dome

'of them were good stuOents and really could think. There

weren't too many but at least we-had some-really good stu-

, dents who ad read and 'think about these things. But now

you can't'get kids to think about Paine. Black kids now

%re interested in making noise..

Interviewer:. What do you think accOunts for this change?

Teacher: It's really hard to sai.

Interviewer: Have you heard any Blacks complain ibout not homing.,

the freedoma that Paine talked about?

Teacher: Of course not. They haven't even thought about them. If

they did they would be dble to express their ideas about

them. They can'tevén do that. 'Do you know that a 11 of

these
6
Black kids graduate from here without even knowing

how to write a sentence? I mean that.

1.1e perceived underprivileged nature of Negro,pupils is particularly

significant because the factors which contribute.to this deprivation are

'believed to be ones over which teachers have little control. For example,

many teachers telieve that:Negro liupils have inaaquate role models in the

home and that there is a general lack o't adequate community and parental

support for a sound educational program. These situations are perceived

to impede teacher efforts to educate Negro and other minority pupils:

Teacher 1: (reading from papers he was grading) Listen to this,

"Mr. myself, I think..." That's w at this kid wrote.

Isn't that something?

//

C.

466,41,
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InterVirmr: Which student wrote that?
I.

Teacher 1: Just ancither one of my Black kids.

. Teachei 2: Whet are we doing,about teaching this me 'and I stuff?

Teacher -Thereisn't anything we can do. We juAt can't over-
.'

come these kids' family backgrounds. 'We're here at

school triring to teach the kids one'thing and then they .

go home'Snd dO another. We just don't.haVe the kids With
,

us lomg enough to overcome it. .

, .Intetviever: Are you saying that'there is nothinuym as teachers
,

can do?.

Teachlr 1: That'sright. We.don't get the pupport from parents

and they're not going to learn outside of school.

Teacher 2: You know, I've found that thirnanguage thing hasan

V
effect on UB. We find ourselvei t(ilking the way the

kids do. 4
Teacher 1: I know it. Thekids are actually dragging us down ra-

thl'cthan us bringing them up. ,

Interviewer: What do you mean by that?

Teachei 1: I mean that we should be teaching these kids how to read
I \

,and speak right. But instead they have greater influ-
J

ence on us. There's just not a hellT)r a lot we can do

about it,either%

A smaller group'of teachers, however, see themselves as capale of

'providing educational.leadership for the "culturally deprived" because

of their strcing affinity for Blacks. These teachers tend:to see them-

selves as Liberal, idealistic persons'more concerned with helping to edu-

cate deprived pupils than with the maintenance of "law-n-order" in the
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school. Although this group tends to be more optimistic about the edu-

cational progress of Black,puplls, they too are beset by doUbts aboAt

their ultimate success:

Interviewer: I understand that you might be leaviag next year if

the district cuts back on the teaching staff. Do you,

want to return next year?

Teacher: les, I do. I like it here.

Intervtewer: Do you mean in Sunnydale or at Sunnydale High.

Teacher: At Sunnydale High.

Interviewer: That's interesting. I've heard many.teachers say that

they dOn't. Why do you want to stay?

Teacher:. I can get along well here because I have a feeling for Ne-

groes. I used to go to a college that was in a ghetto area

back in New Jersey. We didn't have any Negroes in our

I
school but I used to do things out in the community.

Int rviewer: What kinds of things did you do?

Teacher: Well, over Thanksgiving we took baskets of food to people.

At Christmas we'd have a party on the campus and would in-

vfite a lot of the poorer kids in the community to attend.

I didn't have a lot of money myself then so I could appre-

ciate it more.

Interviewer: Do you get along well with the Black students here?

Teacher:, Pretty well. The kids need lots of help here though. That's

why I eXplain everything very.carefully and go real slow.

You know I teach math and you would be surprised how little

the kids know.

Interviewer: How do you feel about your success in teaching here?
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Teacher: OK, but I also realize that there are limits to'what we

can do. I hame a lot of sympathy for them though and I

take,everything step by step so they dc.'t,get lost.

Aside from illustrating a pattern of teacher beliefs *bold Negro p-

pupils, this conversation isparticularly instructive because it provides

insight into her personality and that of others who exp ess similar views.

She perceives that Negro pupils naed herbecause she und rstands their pro-

t`

blems and knows what to do about them. On the other hand it could be said

that she needs,to instruct Negro pupils.-

As Table 7.19 indicates, Mexican pupils are considered similarly unin-

v'
terested in school, ontinually absent, lacking adequate parental support,

academically retarde and generally deprived and underprivileged in nature.

Mexican pupils.howe er are perceived to be less impulsive, aggressive,, de-
.

mending and rebe ioUs than Negro pupils. But as the school year progres-

see, an increasing number.of teachers began to describe Mexican pupils in

these terms, particularly when they began to see growing numbers of Mexil.

can pupils join or lend support to militant Chicano organizations.

Another pervasive belief among teachers, one that has profound social

structural implications, is that the Mexican-American sub-culture is rela-

tively intact, isolated from Anglo culture, end constantly reinforced by

close contacts with relatives in Mexico and with migratory farm workers.

Although these perceptions lead teachers to believe that efforts to inter-

vene in the habitual behaviors of Mexican pupils are likely to meet with

limited snepenn, most feel that Mexican-Americana might to try to learn

the customs and acquire the cultural orientations that characterize the
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, Table 7.19 #

INHERENT AND BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MEXICAN-AMERICAN
PUPILS AS PERCEIVED BY THE CERTIFICATED STAFF

Characteristics

0

129

Nnmber of Certificated
Staff Mentioning (N n 6o)

AlWays absent, never come to class, cut
school, poor attendance 460

Poor readers, academically retarded, can't
read, far behind in school work, poor academic 33
skills .

Language problems, speak poor English or
Spanish, have trolible communicating

Parents don't push kids, parents see no value
in school, no imrent support for kids

Culturally retarded; backward, underprivileged,
deprived

Dislike school, don't participate, could care
less &bout school

Cause trouble for teachers, rebel against teachers,
uncooperative, disciPline problems

Never complete assignments, do little work in school

27

22

21

19

19

19

Becoming more militant, support Brown Berets, make
demanda, pushing for changes 13

Won't give up their culture, don't want to change,
close ties to Mexico, want to keep family traditions 12

Respect the teacher, polite, good kids, well mannered 12

Docile, quiet, do what they are told 8

Slow learners, not very sharp,. incapable 8

Strict parents, kids follow orders of parents,
father dominates 6

Big families, lots of kids 5

Smart, sharP, could do well in school 5

Lazy, "manana" attitude, always take their Own time 4

Lousy parents, poor family background 3

Stick together, won't mix with other kids 3

"
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white middle class in 4terica. Thesi teachers feel thet/Mexican resi-

dents have voluntarily hcaen to pecomv citizens of t e United tates

and therefore should no insist that American inst tutions be allijusted-__

to perpetuate Mexicau

Interiewer:--(To-

rican cultural pattern:
I

,

eacher-of-EBL-, Ilve- eard that-the -diitrict
I

migh crop or cut back/the ESL program at tie high
I

sch ol level. I. the
d

't true?
I
,

-Teacher 1:. I' heard that tool/ But I don't think theyiknow where

//
ey are going to/cut back yet. It would beletupid if

they did.

Intervi er: Why do you say that?

Teacher 1: There are just too many kids around here thet can't

speak English. Most of them are Mexican but then there

are Orientals that the kids call FOB's, you know, fresh

off the boat.

Teacher 2: You know, speaking of this language thing,Idid you see

where this legislator to trying to encourage Mexican

people to sign up to vote even though theylcan't speak

English?

Interviewer: I've heard about thitt. What do you think about it?

Teacher 2: I just don't buy it. That's lely we have ESL anyway.

Interviewer: What do you think, Mike?

eacher 3: Freios right. For Christ's sake, I mean if these kidc

are going to come up hsre they ought to learn English.

If I went to live in Mexico, I wouldn't start telling

Mexicans to speak English.

1. English as a Second Language
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Teacher 4: Yea, but look, a lot of these, kids learn Spapish first

from "their parents. They speak it at home and then come

to school. Sure, vs ought to help them learn English,

but after all, ve shouldn't tell than that they have to

--live juat like u's. Did you ever hear of the Treaty of

Guadalupe? ,

Teacher 5: You can't wind back history, Charlie. That's just like

the Indians are trying to do. If the kids want to get

olong in the world nov they just have to adjust.

Interviewer: What should the school be doing to help these kids ad-
,

. just?

Teacher 5: Like Fred said it would be stupid to throw out ESL,. We

1

have to help themget along in this society.

Wmcher 1: Another thing too is that a lot of kids have come here

from Mexico,in the last 30-40 years. They didn't have

to come. If the kids.don't vant,to learn English then

they shouldnq griduate or vote. What other country

lets people come in and start tellinc them vhat to do?

Whereas a majority of Sunnydale teachers believe that MCxican pupils

ougbt to be more responsive to change, a small group of faculty memberi
4

believe that the schools should help Mexican pupils reinforce their ethnic

identity. In their view, teachers should recognize that Mexican pupils

are cultufally different and that they - and school administrators - ought

to learn more about Mexican and Black culture, discern what the people in

the community want from the schools, and then adjust the curriculum accor7

dingly. They are convinced that, although Mexican pupils are "good kids",
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they lack the organizational and leadership skills required to bring

about the changes thei desire. .A principel role of teachers in Sunny--

dale, as they see it,i) to help pupils acquire and ful4 dev4op these

--,
skills and leadership abiiitiese

8abstSntial data on teacher and administrator perceptions of their

own roles was-collected and this data, presented in Table 7.20, testifies

to the overriding cioncern among teachers that teacher dominance in the

tetcher-pupil role system be maintained. The school administrative staff

is perceived as highly ineffective in maintaining the stability of this

system becauae they are lax on pupil discipline,'fail to fulfill their

own supervisory reaponsibilities and, in general, lack the leadership qua,-

lities that are essential to ensure a smooth educational operation. Of ,

the five top school administratora, only one is believed to have attained

even a modicum of success in maintaining proper pupil discipline. Although

administratots aie most frequently,singled out for criticism, most teachers

perceive that many of their peers also fail to exert adequate control over

disruptive pupils. This perceived negligence frequently is cited as a prin-

cipal reason for what many teachers believe tO be a continuous state of,

discord between segments of the faculty.

In terms'of the ACSP research aims, those findings which bear upon tea-

cher perceptions of their roles and of the teacbing-learning wocesses are

of critical importance. AB Table 7,20 makes clear, teachers see demselves

as experts in their respective fields. °As profftrionals with sr2ialized

skills and knowledge, they believe that they,should have a pivotal role in

decision-making about all lespects of the school. Thus they perceive their

training to have prepared them to:. (a) participate in the selection, deve-

1 Z. z
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lopment and implementation Of durriculum; (b) assume full colltrol over

their classrooms; (c) evaluate the progress of puiils; and (a) pertici-

pate in the selection and evaluktion of all professional school person

nel.

_It is interesting to not ,that, while teachers share an elaborated

profestional ideology, their self-conceptions as members of specialized

academic communities have more profound effects on their attitudes to-

wards teaching. ,Although constrained by State Department of Edueation

and local mandates about what and:how they must teacb, teachers perceive

themselves to be relatively free to interpret assignments as they see

fit. And the content which they select to transmit and their prescrip-

tions for their own teaching behavior generalliy are consistent with.this

view of themselves as representatives of specific disciplines.

The following exerpt illustrates these points:

Interviewer: Who decides what the teaching assignments vill be for

meMbers of the social studies department?

Teacher: We usually work that out by ourselves although Mr. Cook

(principal) actually makes the assignments. Everybody

has their own specialty so we try to arrange it so that

each persak is teaching something he knows about.

Interviewer: Are you saying that some teachers are assiined to teach

subjects they know nothing about?

Teacher: I wouIdr't say that exactly. But you know this business

about acme teachers not knowing enough about what they are

supposed ,o be teaching just goes to prove that teachers

teach whatever they want to. At the Senior level, for
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Table 7.20

INHEgENT AND BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ADMINISTRATORS
AND TEACHERS, AS PERCEIVED BY THE CERTIFICATED STAFF

Charadteristics Number of Certificated
Staff Mentioning (N 67).

Teacher Beliefs about School Administrators

Weak administration, lax discipline, give in
to kids; came into BSI], iilitant Chicanos;

etc; won't throw out the "dirty 100", can't
control kids

^Don't do their jobs; never in halls, don't
want to supervise, never where"they are
supposed to be

'OP

63

62

No lee.dership; administration doesn't know
what rules are; won't define rules; vacillate 46

Administration won't _back teachers; give
teachers no support; not dependable; won't
help teachers; don't give a damn about teachers

Vice-Principal (Black - male) won't discipline, -

does nothing about school problems; too weak;
ineffective

Administration resists changes, wants status
quo, won't try to deal with problems, won't
support changes 7 especially curriculum.

Good 10th grade dean (Black - female); shapes
up kids;,tries to do good job, effective, a
"loner" in the administration

Weak dixtrict administration; let parents push
around; overrule the school deans; appoint people
to positions on basis of color

Teacher Beliefs about Teachers

Some teachers lax on discipline; too lenient;
don't give enough "blue Blips", give in to
students;,too permissive

Teachers are experts in their fields; know what
' should be taught; should decide what should be

taught, how.subjects are taught; select courses

t:_r

38

18

16

142



\ Union teachers are more militant; fight for
\teacher pai, better teacher benefits

'iuch conflict between teachers; between -
teachers and deans; faculty divided; don't
agree with one another

Teachers are professionals and thus should:
have more say in running schools; have voice
'in teacher and administrator assignments,
bargain with board, etc.

Have limited control aver pupils because of:
pupil family background; coUrt rulings; nature
of Sunnydale pupile, their past experience-

'Union teachers intolerant, won't reason with
others, act unproTessional, support demands
of kidal, dawn on administrators

Don't demand enough from kids; enect too
little from pupils; should push kids harder;
should make pupils work

Should teach in own fields -,not their "minors";
teach what they are capable'of teaching

CTA teadhers weak; won't stand up for their
rights; no backbone

33'

31

28

22

18

16

Should communicate with kids; find out what's
on the kids' minds; keep ear to ground 14

Departments too clannish; coaches keep to
themselves; no (or little) communication 14
between departments; reading teachers apart
from rest of English teachers

Can best assess pupil abilities; know vhat
kids can do, can't do

Always in the dark; don't know what they are
supposed to do; don't know rules

Coaches support-athletbs who cause troUble,
want teachers to leave athletes alone; let
kids get away with everything

Teachers like old school marms; don't stick up
for their rights; always pushed around; won't
'organize

9

I

410.,
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Teacher: (cont'd) e, we are supposed to teach them a lot

about,governmen and just a little economics. But I

just decided that it was about time that our kids at

Sunnyda/e learn a 1 ttle bit about the system before

they start tearing it So, what I am doing essen-_

tially is giving them a omplete course in comparative

economics. It's worke4 pretty well, too.

Interviewer: You said that teachers t ach what they want to teach.

136

Aren't there some legal re trictions?
4..

Teacher: Sure there are. But you know good and well what happens

when the teacher gets'into the clasatoam. He interprets

the requirements the way he wants to. Besides, who's

going to check on him?

Interviewer: What do,you think accounts for the manner in which

teadhers interpret the requirements?

Teacher: Oh, that varies but moot always teachers have had certain

kinds of training. That's what's important to them. For

example, I've had training in economics and have learned

a lot'through working on my own investment accounts. I

think the kids can learn something from me about this.

You'd be surprised how many of our kids know practically

nothing about our system.

Interviewer: DO those of you in the,social studies department reach

agreement on what you will teach?

Teacher: Sure we do. There has to be some parallels and continuity

but again, the teacher has a lot of leeway.
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The other nine teachers in the social studies department support

the findings that these self-conceptions profoundly affect their choice

of subject matters. Of these, six stelded explicitly that they were 'A-
i

ther history or government teachers and that as such they ought to trans-

mit contegt from these areas as they have been traditionally defined.

Only two expressed'the view that-COncepts and analytic skills used by

scholars in a variety of social science disciplines ought to be integra-

ted into the existing curriculum. These two teachers thought of them-

selves as interdisciplinarians and, as one might expect, they' were,among'

those teachers highly receptive to curriculum innovations like that de:-

veloped by the ACSP.

Whereas a majority of Sunnydale students consider the school curri-

'culum inadequate, the ce'rtificated staff ie reasonably convinced that

the curriculum compares favorably with other schools in the district.

There are several inconsistencies however (Table 7.21). The existing

curriculum, for example, places ,s6 heavy emphasis upon academic or col-

lege preparatory subjects. Given the achievement/academic orientations

or teachers in general it is not surprising that they perceive the ex-
'

isting curriculum to be satisfactory. Their belief that the school dis-
\

trict spends too much money upon sports programs is consistent with this

orientation. It is interesting, however, to note the belief shared by

many that a college p eparatory curriculum is not suited for a majority

of Sunnydale pupils. These teachers feel that the school should take

the appropriate steps to revitalize and expand the vocational arts pro-

gram to better meet the perceived Leeds of Sunnydale pupils.
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Teachers have a highly consistent set of beliefs about the teaching-

learning processes (see TableA7.22). In general, they believe that learn-

ing is facilitated when the teachers are daminant in the teacher-pupilt

role system. This dominance implies that the-teacher selects, organizes-,1

and presents information to the pupils, who, in turn, consume the mater-

tal_aa_present:ed by-the teacher. Because Sunnydale,pupils axe perceived

as resistant to learning, teachers believe they must exercise their auth-

ority to ensure that Pupils complete their assignments. This point of

view is illustrated by one teacher's comments:

Interviewer: I've heard some teachers say that Sunnydale pupils

don't really want to learn. Do you think that's true?

Teacher: I would say that that's true for quite a few kids. For

example, this morning I had this idiot in class just sit-

ting there with his notebook open looking out the wihdow,

while I Was lecturing. I-asked him why he wasn't.writing

and he just sat there and looked at me. That makes me so

damned mad when a kid won't answer.

Interviewer: Some of the students in Mr. 'Gibb's class told me that

this is a typical student response to lectures. Is

that true?

Teacher: Not in my class it isn't. I'm here to teach, not babysit.

But then you often hear that from kids who are in classes

where the teachers let them run wild.

Interviewer: You said that some teachers let the kids run wild.

What do you mean by that?

Teacher: There's just no organization, that's all. A few of the

teachers simply don't teach a thing. That's why I have
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everything put together for the kids before class even starts.
1

(
What I do is start the period by giving a 1 ture and from there

we go into a discussion. By, giving them short lecture all of

-

them can talk ibout what they have learned. That way nobody is

leit out. You have to remeiber that one problem that every

teacherlakes-it7this school le the poor readisgability of the

students. I don't'think that it's veri.profitible to let the kids

spend a lot of time reading for this very reason. Besides, if I

did that we 'just couldn't finish' the course. As it turns out, we

usually don't finish anyway, but I think that it's important that

we cover as mmth geound as possible.

Although the beliefs expressed here are predominant, a very small group

of teachers, most of whom see themselves as liberal, progressive types, per-

ceive the traditional dominant role the classroom teadhee as antithetical

to key principles of learning. In their view the teadher mmst provide

sufficient structure to the classroom learnin.genvironment to ensure proper
\

conceptual development. On the other hand, they feel that the student', rather

than assume the passive role of consumer, must actively participate in a series

of carefully sequenced learning activities. These learning activities., they

feel, should take place both in the classroom and out in the community. The

following remarks illustrate these views..

Interviewer: What changes would you make in the school if you had the opportunity?

Teacher: ...We would like to see greater flexibility in.scheduling to per-

mit a cluster type arrangement. ,This wy a student who is primarily

interested in science cOuld be associated with a particular area of



the school and could have greater freedam.in budgeting his time

so as to study differea sUbjects. Another thingyd do is to get

those kids who have been thrown out of here repe4tedly involved. .

Get them set up somewhere on,campus And perhaps get them involved
.

in school and community projects that are of interest to them.

All'of the kids' in this school would 6 interested in this kind

of thing and therelis no reasc:' why it can't be done.

Intervieyers: What would teacherq do afferently?
7,!\

Teacher: That's where the problem lies. Most people here are so used vo

40(--
handing out worksheets and lecturing to the kids that it wOuld be

difficult for many of them to adjust .to anything different. ,Even

many of the kids wouldn't know yhat to do. They're always looking

for the answers and trying to guess what the.teaaer is going to

ask next.

The Summary of findings on the structure of teacher beliefs is presented
4

in Table 7.23. Taken together, this data suggests that Sunnydale teachers

set themselves as engaged in a continuous struggle to educate restive and

gen6rally unresponsiVe pupils. The ability of the teadher to adequatky

educate, or otherwise intervene in the habitual behavior patterns cf Sunnydlle

pupils if believed to be quiie limited because of a cultitude of opposing
0

factors external to the school over which teachers have little control. In

general:pupil learning is believed to be facilitated by a teacher-dominatld

teacher-pupil role system. With the exception of Oriental students, Sunnydale
s'

pupils are perceived as

of relationships in the

threatening the Stability of the existing structure

school. Thust teachers-believe that they, as well as

the administrative fraff, must reassert their rightfUl authority over pupils.



to ensure the maintenance of school role etructuies.

TEACHER.VALUE PROFILE BASED ON ETHNOGRAPHIC DATA

The teacher value profile (Table 7.24) is based Apon t preliminary

analysis of the ethnographic data uaed to map out the belief systema of

Sunnydale teachers., Those values listed in Table 7.24 are among those which

are more, positively and negatively held by teachers. As with the analysis

of pupil value data, the strength of these values vas determined by noting

the desired severity Of the sanctions and, by evaluating the degree of striving

toward attaining or maintaining events, objects, or states.

The two most interesting features of this profile are the extremely

high value planed by teachers upon pupil compliance and submissiveness and

an achievement/academic orientation. Although there would appear to be some

incongruity between these two values, one must bear in mind teacher definitions

of an academic/achievement orientation. Implicit in teacher :'efinitions of

academic achievement is the conception of e pupil as a passive agent, who

consumes teadher-prebented information, rather than an active participant

who collects his own data, formulates and testsypotheses, wrestles with

and, on occasion, openly challenges the ideas of both his teachers and peers.



Beliefs about pupils and
their differential nature

Beliefs.about Oriental pupils

Achievement oriented; higb
intellectusl capabilities.
Dependable, cooperative.
Excellent leaders.
Interested in school;

,highly responsive.

Beliefs about hegro pupils

Rebellious, demanding, im-
pulsive, militant.
:tdsrespectfUl towards
teachers.

Academically retarded.
Unresponsive to teacher
efforts to educate.
"Culturally deprived";
disorganized home life.

Beliefs about Mexican pupils

Disinterested in school;
see little value in educa-
tion.

Poor attendance; habitually
tardy.

"Culturally deprived" or
backward; close ties to
Mexican culture; Isolated
from "American" culture.
Poor academic skiliW;
educationally retarded.
Language problems.

Table 7.23

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: PATTERNS OF TEACHER BELIEFS

Beliefs tbout teachers and
"school administrators'.

Beliefs ibout.school administrators
Weak, ineffective.
Fail to perform role duties.
Lax supervision of pupils.
Lack leadership qualities.
Do not back teachers.

Beliefs ibout teachers

Maintain insufficient control
over pupil behavior.
Engaged in struggle to educate
rfitive, unresponsive pupils.
Limits to teacher abilities
to educate; factors external.
to school impede teacher effc..ts.
Professionals.
Experts in their respective
fields.
Should have much 'control over
school.role and curriculum
structures.

Beliefs tbout school
and curriculum structure

Adequate school curricu-
lum; offer courses of
high quality.
Need more emPhasis on ,

vocatioaal education.
College prep curriculum
not suited to most Bunny-
dale pupils.
Deteriorating standards;
drop due to achievement
levels and potential of
pupils.

Over-emphasis upon
athletics.

Beliefs about
teaching7learning
processes

Regular school attend-
ance prerequisite to
learning.'

MUch teacher struc-
ture essential.
Teacher should select,
organize, and present
information to pupils.
Pupils learn best by
consuming teacher-
presented information.
Pupils resist learning
therefore, teacher
must pressure snd
manipulate.
!call class size neede
to facilitate tk,Jher
control; increase
teacher-pupil contact.
Learning a step-by-
step process; pupils
must be separated
for instructional
purposes by dbility.



Table 7.24

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: TEACHER VALUE PROFILE

From statements
about pupils

Positive Compliance; co-
operativeness.
Achievement/
academic orienta-
tion.

High intellectual
capabilities.
Punctuality.
Leadership poten-
tial.
Pupil participa,
tion in school
offices.
Ability to com-
municate.

Negative Non-compliance;
uncooperativeness
Lack of aMbition
or desire to
achieve.
Tardiness.
Limited intellec-
tual capabilities.
Unresponsiveness.
Excessive depend-
,ance upon teacher.

From statements about
certificated staff

Dynamic leadership.
Firmness; decisive-
ness.
Professional status.
Independence.
Dependability.
Resourcefulness;
ability to manipulate.

Permissiveness.
Indecisiveness.
Vacillation.
Irresolution..
Passiyity among
teachers.
Faculty disunity.
Apathy.

.13,
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From statements about
curriculum and teaching-
learning processes

Achievement/academic
orientation (rigorous
academic program.
High achievement and
intellectual capabilities.
Compliance.
Ability to York alone.
Efficiency.
Orderliness.
Intellectual activity.

Lack of achievement
orientation.
Limited intellectual
capabilities.
Noncompliance.
Excessive dependencc upon
teacher.

Inefficiency.



Chdpter 8

THE STRUCTURE OF INTERACTION PATrERNS

Chapter 7 has shown that both teacher and pupils have elaborate

beliefs dbout the different ethnie and social groupi. These shared images-

and expectations result in adaptive responses that constitute the norms

governing social relationships in the school. This chiPtff will describe

patterns of interaction between school groupr, and explore the mechanisms

that maintain these patterns.

INTERACTION PATTERNS BETWEEN PUPILS

Sunnydale High School is "integrated (all major racial and ethnic

groups of the community are represented), yet ethnicity is the single most

important structural principal governing pupil-pupil interaction. Member-

ship in cliques, clubs and organizekions, and classroom seating arrangements

are determined largely by race or ethnicity.'
,

In those classrooms where the teadher assigns pupil seating the room

takes on the appearance of a truly integrated setting. Where pupils have

been alitowed to select their own seats, however, the fardliar cultural

pattern of firm racial and ethnic cleavage appears. Figure 8-1 and Appen-

,

dix B, for example, indicate this clustering. It is also interesting to

note'the position of each group in relation to the front of the classroom.

Oriental pupils, for example, nearly always are found towards the front

while Black pupils seem to prefer the back of the room. Mexican pupils tend

to be more evenly distributed through the room, but as the dharts reveal

they Elisio segregate themselves from students of other mcial and ethnic origim.



Figure 8-1

SEATING ARRANGEMENTS IN CLASSROOM IN WHICH PUPILS
d

SELECTED THE SEATS OF THEIR CHOICER

Driver Education 1.12221.1DILLIM1.11

(front) (front) '

MMO'WW
B OMM.M
B 0 - M-

B -BMM
- -B.BM

,MOOBB
.MMWW -
B WB
.BMMMM
B - - M-
- - -M-

U.S. History EN1ish 10

(front) (front)

WO - W M.

WB M B -
-B M B W 0

WB B B 0 0

B (?)

mmc -14

144

*Synbols used in this appendix debote the race or ethnicity
of pupils: M = Mexican; W = White; B = Black; 0 = Orientals
(includes Filipinos); (7) = race or ethnicity uncertain.

C),7



Consistent with their belief that unique educatioJial experiences are

required to meet minority .needs, pupils sort themselves out for certain

types of instruction on the basis of race.or ethnicity. This became clear
0

1 ,

when ACSP-RP staff visited tenth-gradeAriver education classes to encourage

pupils to enroll in the Patterns course. Two of these sections were com-

prised entirely of pupils who had chosei to take ethnic studies in the spring.

In these classes (later to become Black tudies) all pupils we.re Black

with the exception of three Mexican girls ho sat together in the corner of

one class (see seating chart in Appendix B). Only these girls opted for the

Patterns bourse, thereby insuring 100 pekcent B1 k composition of the Black

Studies course for the spring.

Theoretically, enrollment in the ethnic studics program is open to all

Sunny.dale students, but as the director of curriculum and guidance acknow-

ledges, peer group pressure operates to insure the racial and ethnic homo-

geneity of these courses.

Interviewer: I was wondering whether the ethnic studies prograr is open to

all students in the'school.
?

Vice prinCipal: Of course, th4 have to be. Any,kid that wants to sign up

can take IA

Interviewer: I noticed:that in the two Black Studies courses that we visited

all but three pupils in both classes are Black. Furthermore,

the three Mexican girls chose to take the Patterns course.

Vice principal: Well, that's a Black Studies course. The kids know that./

I'm not surprised that that happened.

Intervimer: Do you have any idea why only Black kids sign up for Black

Studies and Mexican students for Brown Studies.

Vice principal: You know bow the kids are. They get together.and talk about

who's going to take this course and who's going to take that.
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So, they try to'get in the same class with their friends.

In *this case, some of the Taack kids get together and just

decide to enroll. They know that this course is new and

was designed for them. So, wehaveoBlack Studies for the

Nick, kids and *own Studies for the Mexican kida.

Interviewer: Do the counselors encourage just Black kids to take Slack Studies

and Mexican kids ta tilke:Brown Studies?

lice principal: No. As Iesaid, we just started these courses this fall,

and we went to the junior high schools and_ asked who wanted

to take what. The kids decided themselves after they talked

vitt' their friends.

Sunnydale ,upils resort to similar forms of mechanisMs to insure the

ethnic homogeneity of the various school-sponsored ethnic cliibs. School

regulations forbid student organizations to deny membership on the basis of

race, ethnicity, religion, or national origin, however, pupils in ethnic clubs,

and the Afro-American organization, in particular, try to circumvent these

formally established rules. In general, Sunnydale pupils do not try to gain
7

entry to an ethnic club unless they are of the same racial or ethnic origins

but on occasion some students do challenge these informally established

criteria for club membership. In such instances, Conflict usually results.

One spring afternoon, for example, a few non-Black pupils, who considered
4

themselves to be members of the Afro-American club, showed up for yearbook

pictures with other Black club members. The result, described the following

day by the club sponsor, illustrates how pupils maintain the sharp ethnic

and racial cleavages that characterize Sunnydale.

Interviewer: What happened?,

Sponsor: The kids in the Afro-American club had their pictures taken today.

But when kids started shrwing upAome of the Black kids told the
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non-Black kids to .leave. Then it all started. Some of the Black-,

kids starti:d arguing among themselves as to whether the non-Blacks

were to have their pictures,taken.with the group. John and another

. kid were really'going\at it.

anterviewur: Vhatowas poSition?

Sponsor: He wanted theother kids to be included but the others didn't. I

felt sorry foiJanice and tlie other kids. We went to my room and

had a conference about the whole thing.

Interviewer: Who was at the meeting?

Sponsor: Just me and the kitit. I was the only white face at the table. I

told the kids that if they didn't want non-Blacks in the club the

least they could do would be give back the dues money that the

other kids had paid. But, they wouldn't liL ,en. I couldn't reason

with them. When they get it in their mind that they are going to

do something you can't talk about it with them reasonably.

Interviewer: What reason did the kids give.for excludini the non-Black students?

Sponsor: They thinkAthal the club should be only for Blacks.and that the

other kids can h86, their own club if they want to. They just didn't

want the others.

Interviewer: You mentioned that some of the Black kids gave support to the

rib/I-Black kids. How did these kids feel about it?

Sponsor: Well, you know John. He thinks its good that each group has its

own club but that the're is no reason,to kick out the others: John's

pretty br!.ght and he knows that that is just racism in reverse.

Interviewer: Do you know how manr kids took the position that non-Blacks

should.be excluded?

Spodsor: It's really hard to say although there were quite a few. I'm sure

that there were some who agreeq but who jw.t didn't say anything.

The iMportance of ethnicity also is evident in the composition of clique

groups. Although there are many mixed friend6hips on campnz, copecial3y
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between Orientals and whites, membership in most is restricted by race or

ethnicity: There.also is considerable cohesion between groups of the same

background and these grcups tend to congregate in specific areas of the

'school. Before the opening.of school, for example, groups of Blacks father

in the central areas of Tolman Hall. Groups of Mexicans, on the other hand,

meet,at the northern end of the hall and in adjacent wings. These patterns

of segregation also exist the cafeteria during the lunch hour, in the

parking iots before and after school, and at other gathering places near

the campus.

Although amiable relationships exist between some students of differ- .

ing racial and ethnic backgrounds, particularly among those limited number of

students who actively participate in student government and other school

sponsored programs, inter racial and ethnic group strife is pervasive on the

Sunnydale campus One indication of the frequency ond intensity of these .

inter-ethnic and racial confrontations is contained within the student section

of the recently completed school accreditation report. In answer to one of

the questions on the stu/ent survey that dealt with.the weaknesses or undesir-

able qualities of Sunnydale students, 86 pupils in a sample of 461 gave a

responie. Of the 86 responses--grouped into 17 categories-44 )ertained to

dissension among Sunnydale students and 25 made explicit reference to inter

racial or ethnic friction. Observations of pupil behavior outside the

classroom revealed that while altercations are not always between pupils Of

differing racial or ethnic origins, this pupil recognized patter of inter-

group 4rife predominates. Of the 19 observations of physical assaults or

heated verbal exchanges between students in Tolman Hall, for example, 13

involved pupils of different racial and ethnic backgrounds. Interestingly
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enough, in the 6 other disruptive incidents invol.ving pupils of the same

race or ethnicity, all were Black males.

Teachers and administrators readily admit that it is often exceed-

ingly difficat for them to discern.the root causes of physical confronta-

tions between Sunnydale students. Nevertheless, several observational and

interview data indicate that inter racial or ethnic conflicts frequently

arise when individual sfudents violate normative stulent expectations that

fraternization be confined to.meMbers of ones own moral or ethnic group'.

In view of the pervasive student belief about the imglortance of reinforcing

students' ethnic or racial identities and maintaining ethnic group solidarity,

this group norm is really not too surprising. As a g neral rule, gossip and

other mild forms'of sanctioning are sufficient to ensure pupil compliance

with these expectations although other more stringent ccotrol mechanisms

frequently ere employed. The following incident, observed by the investi-

-
gator, amply illustrates the point. One aftrnoon, during the break between

periods 5 and 6, one Black boy and two light skinned Mexican girls, one of

whom had her arm around the waist of the boy, were walking down Tolman hall

together. Ap the three students turned to enter one of the classroom wings,

one of the three Black boys leaning against the wall murmured "spic lover."

This derogatory term for Mexicans, infrequently used 4. Sunnydale students

yet still commonly heard in the American Southwest, was apparently intended to

reprove the behavior of the Black boy. The Black student and his Mexican

girl friends either 4c1 not hear or ignored this first remark but when one

of the other Black boys made a second comment, the Black boy walking with

thelwo girin turned, took several steps forward, uttered a few obscene re-

pliur, and thCn asked all thtee bos standing along.the wall if thej wanted to
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"do something about it." As one If the three boys began to step forward,

both-Mexican girls.intervened and began pushing their friend down the

hall.

While physical strife between Sunnydale females is much less

frequjint then-among males, that which does occur tends to be equally Vio-

lent and highly passionate. Because Sunnydale girls traditionally ,have

made advance preparations for.their confrontations by'wearing'slacks or

jeans to school, the administration implemented a rigid policy which pro-
f

hibited girls from wearing slacks or pants of any kind. With the advent

of pant suits and similar popular clothing styles, Sunniraale girls began

to bitterL attack this policy, and so,)by Spring, the school administra-

tion relented and did permit the Wearing of "dress" slacks. Subsequent to

this policy change, several cirls took advantage of the new ruling and began

wearing what both teachers and students termed "casual" slacks ,and jeans.

True to the predictions of many staff members, a disproportionate number

of thosegirls vjiolating the spirit of the new policy became involved,

at one time or another, in.fightb with other girls.



INTERACTION PATTERNS BETWEEN PUPILS AND CERTIFICATED STAFF

In the past few years there has been a proliferation of accounts

by former teachers Ind others about ways in which teachers regiment

pupils and truncate :heir intellectual development. In general, the

ethnographic data colIncted here confirms these account.s. Teachers

-continue to 'maintain their strict dominance over the classroom, for

example, despite increasing evidence that sheer dissemination of in-

formation doea Nery little to contribute to their pupils' de.V'elopment.

_

Table 8-1 clearly reveals that teacher lectures, "explanations" or

"talks" displace almost all other classroom activities. When the high

percentages for lectures are added to those for individue:assignments

and films it'can be seen that during 70-80 percent of 'their class time

pupils function,as passive agents who are supPosed to.consume teacher-

presented information. Most of the

'teachers teny classroom discussions.

remaining time is spent in what

Both the observational and

interview data discloses, however, that most class "discussions" turn

out to be question-answer se'ssions--the teacher asking the questions,

the pupil repeating information given out earlier.

f.
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Table 8.1

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OFVARIOUS TYPES OF CLASSROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
ACTIVITIES ORGANIZED, BY TEACHERS IN Tug SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT

'
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Approximate percentage of time allotted to
each clpssroom instructiontljTMELtly,

Individual
assignmeq
(reading,/

Informant Lectures/ writing,
number* explanations research etc.)

Class
discussions

Individual
or group
reports

Group activites.
(committee work,
etc.)

oo/12

oo/13*

oo/i4

l/oo

01/01 6

01/02*

01/03*

01/04

ol/05**

of/o6*

01/07

00/12

00/13

oo/14

01/00

01/01

01/02*

50

30

10

43o

10

10

30

ho

20

10

15

10

10

25

30

20

30

20

10

20

30

30

20

Use of library

Less than
1 1

5

5

Less than
1,

Less than
1

5

10

15

20

26

20

30

20

10

10

30

=====

Y 5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Less than
1

5

less than 1

5

Less than 1

Less than 1

5

25

Less than 1

Less than 1

Less than 1

. 10

Debates.

Less than
1

Less than
1

Speakers

Less than
1

Less than
1

Less than
1

Less than
1

Less than
1

Field trips
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Table 8.1 (cont.)

Informant
minber Films Use of library Debates Speakers Field trips

01/03* 10) 5 Less,than
1

.

01/04 10 5 Less than
a

01/05**

01/06* 15 5 Less than
, 1

01/07* 10 5 Less than Less than

4Informant numbers followed by an ttst risk indicates that the interview data
from teachers were supplemented by three or more,observationp ofi their class-

room teachin by the pvestigator.

**AMP staff member
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The students' adaptive responses to the classroom activitieA organized

by teachers are indicated in Table 8.2. Since a majority of the Sunnydale

student body are Mexican and Black and, as the data in Chapter 7 discloses,

they in particular are disenchanted by and generally predisposed,to harshly

criticize and/or rebel against the educational exptriences offered to them,'

one might expect .teacher-pupil conflict in the classroom to be persistent

and severe. As a result of their school experiences, however, Sunnydale

students are fully cognizant of the teachers' classroom daminanceand of the

consequences for those who openly challenge teachers or administrators. Con-

te

sequently, as. table 8.2 clearly reveals, students, rather than re,orting to

continuous disruptive behavior, communicate their scorn in other ways: large

numbers of students are very late tc? class and many never do arrive; those who

do attend, more often than not, are sullen, withdrawn and submissive. In fact,

the most frequent teacher complaint about the classroom behavior of pupils--

apart from lamentations about the lack of punctuality- is that students are

unresponsive and do as little work as possible. The following exception may

be cited as evidance to prove the rule.

Teacher: I don't know what's wrong but I've sure had a good day.

I even.enjoyed my classes for a change.

Interviewer:

Teacher:

What happened?

Well, in this one class, I was telling the kicl about the dif-

rerent intearation proposals that they have been working on in

Washington. So, when I finally got to the freedom of choice

plan, this pops up ,and says "That don't work, Mr. Ishii."

Man, I about fell oul, of my chair. HLre's this kid sitting there

as usual looking at me as If ne's half asleep. And then he cCmes

out with that! At least some cf them were paying atLention for

a change.
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TABLE 8,2

Student Classroom Behaviors

Percent of Classroom Teachers
Mentioning (N.46) Behaviors

50% or more

25% 50%'

25%

Tardy to class
Unresponsive; sit and do nothing or as

little as possible
Do not pay attention
nil to participate in discussions'or

class activities

IWill not answer question or reply to teachers
Show effects of taking drugs ("reds," "uppers,"

"downers," etc.)
Work slowly'

Fail to do or complete assignments
Daydreat, look or stare out windows
Do not follow instructions; do the wrong
thing

Read magazines, Hi-Lite (school newspaper)
or other non-class related material

Do only what is required of them

.Restless; never "settle down"
Disruptive; non-compliant; uncooperative
Do sloppy or unsatisfactory work
Disrespectful behavior
Fight or argue amongst themselves
Act militant; espouse ideology of militant

groups

Challenge word of teychers; won't accept.or
challenge teacher statements

Talk with friends
Make up or look for excuses to get out of

class
Won't salute flag
Do satisfactory or good work ln class
Act mnart or like they know something
Pass' notes among themselves; communicate
with one another clandestinely

Do other course work in class
Brine forged (or phoney) admit slips to

class
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Interviewer: Do you mean that they usually don't pay attention?

Teacier: Most'of the time they just sit there and stare at.me. If you

ask them a question they'll say "I don't understand th,, ques-

tion" or something like that. That's why.I just about went

through the floor when this kid said. that this morning.

It ohould be noted at this juncture that Table 8.2 depicts the modal

pattern of Sunhydale student classroom beha-e_Jr rather than an ethnic or

racial pattern. While it is true that there are some variations in the

classroom behavior patterns among students of different ethnic and racial

origins, the conclusions previously drawn from these data apply to all

Sunnydale groups. For example, the data summary sheets, from which Table

8.2 has been derived, reveal.that ev-m though Sunnydale students tend to

be non-responsive and passive, a disproportionate number of them who do

engage in disruptive, non-Compliant classroom behavior are Blacks. Of the

9 teachers, on the other hand, who mentioned that (Sunnydale students gen-

erally do satisfactory work in class', 5 went on to make additional state-

ments' about the diligence of and the high quality of work done by Oriental

students.

Anhough generally passive in the classroom, heated student

outburits occur not infrequently when teachers touch upon issues that

arc highly sensitive amon.g minority students. During the school

year, several teachers reported incidents
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in which they were verbally assaulted by pupils because of something that

they had said; The following illustrative data typifies the nature of these

teacher-plpil confrontations in the classroom. 0

IntervieVer: Mr. Gibbs told me this warning that You've been having some

trouble with some.of your students.

Teacher: That's right. I haven't told you about that, have I? Well, I'll

tell you what happened. The other day, in my third period.class,

I got into a debate with a few kids about saluting the flag.

told this one militant kid that the flag is a sytbol,for democracy,

equality, and a lot of other things. I asked him if he agreed

and he didn't have anything to' say. Then, I told him that if,he

didn't love it (meaning, presumably, the U.S.) he should leave it.
0The kid,got all excited and asked if I was suggesting that all

Mexicans go back where they came from. I told him "No" but that

if one didn't like what the flag stood for then he ought to get

out of the U.S. The kid I was speaking to in class left and went

and told some of the other kids in one of the Chicano cltibs that

I said that all Mexicans ought to go back to Mexico. Well, that

gave the kids an excuse to start something.

Interviewer: What has happened since then?

Teacher: Well, Curtis (Vice Principal) saw me this morning and said that

the word had gotten out into the community. I have already told

CTA (California Teachers Association) about it and they told me

not to worry about it, to go homeand relax, and that they would

support me all the way.

Interviewer: What dO you expect to'occur next?

Teacher: I don't know. The kids may forget auout it and the whole thing

will blow over. I'll just have to wait and see.

Conflict between teachers and students outside the classroom is more

frequent and severe. This persistent conflict in areas outside the classrooM
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is explained by the fact that pupils can maintain their anonymity the e

and, unless the teitcher is willing to try to forcefully apprehend a m le-

factor, go unpunished. Dissension tends to be greatest between teache s

apd Black,pupils, but an increasing nuMber of Mexican pupils openly dillenge

,sehool regulations.. Although most student-teacher confl1ct6 are strictly
\

verbal, an increasing nuMber are physical. There were at least three

physical incid6nts during the school year including one in which a teacher

was injured seVerely enough to require several stitches in the mouth.

One typical way in- which pupils try to offend, or otherwise show their

disrespect for Sunnydale teachera is by using obScene language in their

presmce or by making a derogatory reference to.the teachers' appearance.

.Several dozen incidents of this nature were reported by teachers and the

investigator himself experienced similar treatment on numerous occasions.

Although the event reportvd 'below was rather prolonged and atypical in the

sense that the teacher responded, the remarks are characteristic of those

made by Sunnydale pupils to teachers outside the Classroom.

Black girl: (Opening the door to the teachers' cafeteria) Did a teacher

with white shoes on come in here?

Teacher 1: I didn't see anyone, but then I don't usually look at a guy's

shoes.

Mack girl: Come on. He's got white shoes on and is wearing shades.

Interviewex; You must mean Mr. Jacobs.

Black girl: I don't know who he is. He's just wearing white,shoes and shades:

(Mr. Jacobs walks back out of the serving area with.a lunch tray

in his hand) What did you call us?

Teacher 2: (Walkinu, towards the door) I didn't call you anyLhing.

16-9
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Black girl: Yes, you did. You called us a who're.

Teacher 2: I didn't call you anything. When I walked around the corner

I heard one of you say "Doesn't he look like.a pimp?" All I

said was "I'd rather be a pimp than a whore". I wasn't talking

. to anybo4y..

Black girl: That's what I thought. You called is a whore.

Teacher 2: I didn't call agybody anything, (Mr. Jacdbs walks back to the

lunch table. Girls leave the lunchroom)

Teacher 1: What happened anyway?

Teacher 2: I was walking down the hall and I liassed these girls and one

of.them said "Hey, doesn't he look like a pimp?" And I said

I'd rather be a pimp than whore. That really made those girls

mad. toy, if:one of them had put their hands on me, I'd have

laid 'em out cold. That's one thing that really makes me damned

mad. We don't put up with that where I come from and that's just

the reason why I'm going back to Oklahoma.

Interviewer: You said that you are leaving because of this sort of thing.

Has anything like this happened before?

Teacher 2: Too often. These kids don't have any respect for teachers and

they'll do anything in the book to get at you. I've had enough

of it.

Sunnydale teachers, as we have already noted, respond to verbal dbuce

and disruptive pupil behaviors by demanding that the school adminidtration

resoi't.to more repressive measures. Given the social organizationof the

school, with its extraordinary emphasis on timing and careful sequencing of

all activities, thf, preoccupation with order is not sArprising. But, the

measures employed to enforce regulations are perceived by pupils as unduly

harsh and these perceptions, in,turn, serve to exace/q)ate the friction.

1
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One afternoon a teacher noticed a boy leaning against a locker near the

street door. Obviously disturbed by the boy's presence in the hall, the

teacher approached him end the following exchange occurred:

Teacher: What are you doing gut here in the middle of the period? Why

aren't you in class?

Pupil: don't have no class nowt I'm in M. Harvey's class (mentally

retarded program) and I got to go to work.

Teacher: Well, don't you know you're not supposed to be in the halls? If

you're going to Vork'then let'a get going.

Pupilr I am but I'm waiting.for my ride. -Besides, just standing by

the door. I'm not making no noise.

Teacher: I don't care whether you are or not. Just get out of the hall.

Stand on the outside if you want, but movu.

?"upil: Man, I'm not looking for no hassles and ain't making no noise.

Why can't...

Teacher: Move!

Pupil: (Walking out the door) OK, cop!

As the two of us walked back to the hallway which we had originally

intended to enter, the teacher gave the following explanation for his own

behavior.

Teacher: Punk kids like that burn me 4. If I wouldn't lose my job, I!d

work kids like that over.

Interviewer: Is there a rule that says that he can't be there in the hall?

Teacher: You damn well better believe there is. The kids know that they

are not supposed to have one foot in that hall during Oass periods.

ThelTouble 3s we don't enforce it enough.

Interviewer: I was just curious because he was standing right by thedoor

and he was being quiet.
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Teacher: Yes, but if yo give an inch they'll take a mile. Rules like

that may not see very important but once you give in the lid

blows off 'and, then you've got no control. I think you can see

that just by the way that smart alec talked back to us.

These data on the interaction patterns between pupils and the certifi-

cated staff illustrate how teacher'adaptive responses to pupils reinforce

pupil beliefs that Sunnydale teachers are inherently hostile and try neither

to understand nor sympathesize with the educational needs and interests of

pupils. Rebellious behavior outside and paSsivity and/or uncooperativeness

in the classroom, on the other. hand, areaccepted by teachers as evidence

that pupils are disrespectful, have limited self-control, and are uninterested

in education. Furthermore, these datadlude to the great obstacles to be

overcome by any who wiqh to successfUlly intervene in the current sistem

because the patterned adaptive responses of each'group are the manifestation

of self-sustaining belief systems.

INTERACTION PATTERNS BETWEEN THE CERTIFICATED STAFF

That teachers consider themselves representatives of the

.disciplines is of crucial importance, for this orientation is

major factors governing interaction between faculty members.

specialized

one of the

To a large

extent the members assigned to the various departments entered the sehool

sharing.similar academic orientations and the arrangement of the physical

plant and the nature of i e role structure help to reinforce and maintain

these equivalences. Teachers in the shme.department, for example, tend to

be in the same general location most of the day, and although they are con-

fined to classrooms for most of this time, the breaks between classes (during
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which teachers are eXpected to inspect the halls) aliford them an opportunity

to interatt with others.nearby and to solidify the friendships thus esta-

blished.

The strength of the ties that develop between members of the same

department also are revealed by the degree to which they interact during

those peiiods when they leave their classrooms. During the lunch hour,

for example, persons belonging to the same department generally are found-

,eating together. During a two-week period the inVestigator attempted to

map out the lunch hour patterns by Observing seating arrangements during

this period. The hrst five to ten minutes of the two lunch periods were

'spent at the various eating facilities, noting the names of those present

and their arrangement in the room. Near the end of the period each room

was again'visited and the names and seating arrangeMents recorded. This

procedure proved important because -some teachers ate in the teachers'

cafeteria, but theri, returned to one of the other faculty meeting areas to

join their friends.

The data presented in Table 8-2, Who Eats Lunch with Whom?, confirms

that members of the same department usually were found together. Even before

these Observations, however, the investigator noted that one of the faculty

lounges was,used almost exclusively by members of the bus3ness department,

especially during lunch periods. Data yielded by an interview with one

teacher in the business departmenb about this pattern are insbructive because

they indicate the more important reasons why members of the same department

interact so frequently with one anQther outside the classroom. The relevant

excerpts from this interview transcript are as follows.
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WHO EATS LUNCH WITH WHOM?

PERIOD 5A

Teachers' cafeteria
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Informant
nuMber

Department
affiliation

Informant
nuMber

Department
affiliation,

Main table 00/14 Social studies Table 1 03/03 Mathematics

01/05 Social studies 03/07 PE

01/06 Social studies 03/08 PE

05/05* Special educ. 04/10* Industrial arts

05/06 Special educ.

05/11 Special éduc. ,Table 2 06/04 Driver educ.

06/02 Driver educ.

04/14 Fine'arts

Teachers/ louneel_29216A

Table 1

Table 2

01/00
01/01
01/03*
02/05

01/04
02/13
04/11

Scienbe workroom

Social studies
Social studies
Social studies
English

Social studies
Mathematics
Fine arts

Room 44

None

'BREAK BETWEEN ,PERIODS 5A 'and 5B

Teachers' cafeteria

Main table 00/04 Vice principa]

00/05 Vice principal
05/10 Special educ.

Room 6A

Table 1, 00/09
02/09*

Table 2 00/11
04/07*
05/03*

Counselor
English

Counselor
Industrial arts
Special educ.

Teachers' lounge, Room 28

04/02
04/05
00/13
05/07

Business
Business
Business
Business
Social studies
Special educ.



Table 8.2 (cont.)

PERIOD 5B

Teachers' cafeteria

Department,
affiliation

Stience"workropm, Room 44

Informant
number

Informant .bepartment
nuMber affiliation

Main table 00/10 Counselor 01/02* SoCial sudies
01/09 English 01/07* Social studies
01/10 English 02/06* Science
01/13 English 02/07* Science
05/09 Special educ. 02/08* Science
05/10 Special educ. 0240* Science
04/09 Industrial arts . 03/O0* Mathematics

Teachers' lounge, Room 6A Teachers' lounde, Room 28

Table 1 01/12 English 03/12* Business
01/14 English 00/08 Counselor Pi
02/01 English
S2/02* English .o,

03/14* Business
Table 2 05/00 Fine,arts

7

05/01 Fine arts C#

04/01 Business
03/01 Mathematics

Table $ 04/12 Fine arts
;04/13 Fine arts
05/12 Language
05/13 ,Language
05/08 Special educ.

.

*Informant numbers followed by an asterisk indicates thatthe teacher is
a member of the AmericaniFederation of Teaakers (AFT).
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Interviewer: I've noticed that this room is used almost solely by the

,same group of people. Has this room been reserved for your

use?

Teacher: Oh, no. Anybody who wants to ciul Use it. One reason why some

people never come here is because Ve agreed a long time ago that

this room would be for non-smokers. But, as you 'can see (pointing

to an ashtray with .several discarded cigarettes) it didn't turn

out that way. One reason yhy most of us use it is bacause it's,

so close.
()

Interviewer: Close to what?'

Teacher: OUr.clasgrooms. The business 'department classrooms are all right

around here,you know. I guess you cou]4 say we just expropriated it.

0

f.

INterviewer: boes anyone else ever use the room?

. T

Teacher: Sure, especially during class periods. WI. Rand always does her

Pellwork in .here during period 2 and Mr. ralta (Vice Principal)

always stops by for a' cigarette or two. But, during lunCh you
4

can usually find everybody in the department in here at'some time

or another. It gives us a chance to get together and talk. Some-

times w'e hold what you might call "mini-rdepartment" meetings.

Interviewer: What's a "mini-department" meeting?

Teacher: You know what'I mean. They're kind of like, those "mini-faculty"

meetings we used to have. Only, in this case, those of us in the

, department with the same lunch period get together and talk abOut

what we want to do in the way ofpffering courses and stuff like that.

In Table 7.23,we noted thal: teachers tend to perceive the athletic program

as one which receives a great deal more financial and school support than

it warrant4. It is not surprising, then, that coaches and members of the

regular teaching staff rarely interact with one another. As the data in

Table 8-1 indicates, coaches avoid those facilities lihere oth.er teachers



'congregate for lunch. Members of the boys physical

act almost entirely with'other P.E. teachers or with

0
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education staff inter"- ,

those teachers who

-

coabh after schodi. As a rule, the coaches purchase their lunches from

'the cafetpi'ia and immediately return to the department officemto eat with

other coaches.

In afew of

No male coaches were ever observed eating outside this office.

tht larger departments, there areseveral smaller cliques.

N
This iski'irtly due'fo th greater role1/4differentiation in these departments

/

and to/the variance in teacher orientations which results. _In the,Englith

/
. ,

/ depatme4t, for example, thr6e'different.groupings of teachers can be dis-

ceFne0-differentiated by the tve of students^they teach. As a result of

the lowacademic 'achievemeA of Sunnydale pupils about halflof the English
r,

faaulty teach remedial courses. These teachers see themselves as experts

in-reading, and they u/ually convene during the second lunch hofrin the

teachers' lounge to talk about their special problems. .0f those ,who teach

It average" pupils (levels 3 and 4) three frequently complained bout differ-

entiating on the basis of tested reading and writing abilities and tend to

,be critical of the curriculum in general. Two of these have the same lunch

hour and always ate lunch together in the teachers' cafeteria. The two

teachers, including the department chairman, who teach levels 5, 6, and 7

(academically skil ed pupils) exclusively, do not clique with one an6ther,

but seek out facult)On cther departments who share their concern about a

rigorous academic program.

Each department also holds periodic-meetings to discuss the curriculum,

problems of scheduling, classroom and subject assignments, and other matters

of mutual concern. These meetings, usually organized by the department
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chairman, are held after school. Aside from achool-related business,

they offer.teachers an opportunity to solidify ties that already htlae a

natural tendency to devejep.

Nearly every membet of the certificated staff also belongs to one ( r

both of the profetsional teachers' organizations. The Sunnydale Teachers

Association (STA) to which 4/1 overwhelming majority of teache adminis-
,

trators belongs, is a chapter of the California Teachers Association (CTA)

and an affiliate ofthe National Education Association. The smaller and

more recently organized Suwdale Federation of Teachers (SFT) is connected

with the American Federation of Teadaers (AFT). The principal functions of

both organizations are to support strong educational programs, to protect

the general interests of teachers and to provide social activities for members.

Although AFT membership includes only 20 percent of the faculty, a dis-

proportionate number of young teachers belong. They fill most leadership

positions and tend to be its most active supporters. Of the dozen or so

most active members, five belong to the science department and two to the

social studies. These teachers interact frequently with one another and

both on and off campus and, as Table 8-2 illustrates, can nearly alwasy

be'found eating lunch together in the science department workroom. Apart

from this group, most other teachers have joined the AFT principally because

of its militant stance on such issues aslcollective bargaining, pay riises

and frinEe benefits, Although supporting the organization on economic issues;

these less active members occasionally denounce the leaders position on

matters related to curriculum, the legitimacy of pupil demands or requests

for structural changes and the nature of the proper teacher-administrator

role relationship. On a few occasions, these re3atively non-active members
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get together with the leaders during lunch, particularly when they do have

a grievance in which they wish the union to become involved or when they

wish tp learn about negotiations that pertc':n 1,1 their economic interests.

As a rules however, none eats regularly wit% '.;:o more active members in

the science worltroom.

As Table 7.20 in Chapter 7 indicates, AFT me-nbers are perceived by both

union and non-union teachers to be "militant" or "radical". During the

student disorders of the previous spring, for example, the union leadership

backed many pupil demands. This not only alienated nori-union faculty hut

also caused considerable dissent in the union ranks. The following inter-

view with one of the less active union members suggests the nature of this

iconflict.

Interviewer: I understand that you belong to the union. I was curious to

know since I have 't seen you at any union activities.

Teacher: I'll have you know that I haven't done any agitating this year

because CTA is getting off its fat butt. The union has finally

started getting to them.

Interviewer: Yes, but are you a member?

Teachr: Listen. I was the first union member around here six years ago.

Now, there are about twenty us. Look at what we've done to CTA.

They will even considef striking. We're a real threat to them

because it was getting to the point where thcy wouldn't do anything

for teachers. That's why the union has been a big he]p.

Interviewer: W4at has the AFT done for teachers?

Teachers: Theylre giving teachers just a little bit of backbcne by showing

them that they can get what want if they organize themselves.

Interviewer: How effective has the union been?
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Teacher: Well, this year we sure didn't get very far on our pay raise,

did we? But, at least they're in there fighting. You know, last

year T got a little angry at most of those.guys thOugh because

they were right in there telling :the kids to go right on insisting

that they &et what they want. I just don't buy that.. I'll tell

you, McBride (another union meMber) and I really went around and

around with them about that last year. This year though they're

back onto board soy:11 give them my support. That reminds me.

I think I'll go down to the cell meeting and find out what's

happening over that business of cutting'the budget next year.

Where is that? Room 28, isn't it? I think that it's something

like that.

About three-fourths of the faculty belong to tb.e well-established.STA.

Membership in this CTA affiliate is open to all members of the certificated

staff, including local and,distriet administrators. Unlike the AFT, which

purposely excludes those vith the auihority to hire and fire school person-

nel, the CTA welcomes school administrators. The STA leadership tends to

come from the older faculty. Until recently, most faculty members considered

a top position in bile local CTA organization a pre-equisite to advancement

into district administrative ranks and these close ti6s to the administration

of both the 41cal school and the districL have, in the past, led the STA to

support admihistrative decision.

Despite a willingness on the part of teachers in both organizations to

work together to advance tbeir economic interests, conflict between younger

and older teache.rs often surfaces. STA members, for example, complain that

AFT .,embers are lax on pupil discipline and too often push for impractical

and/or improper chanGes in school structures. AFT members reply that the

school is responding inappropriately to the needs of its pupils and claim



that teachers should, therefore, expeO greater energy to discover the

educational needs Ind interests of pupils so that the school program can

be adjusted accordingl5.

Although these conflicts exist, teachers unaminously agree upon the

importance of maintaining teacher dominance in the teacher-pupil role system.

Throughout most of the school year, however, teachers felt that administrators,

and the Black male dean, in particular, effectively diminished the authority

of teachers by refusing to firmly reprimand and/or suspend disruptive pupils.

Consequently, teachers continually gossiped dbout their ineffective discip-

lineary practices and occasionally would dt,mand explanatipts from them

regarding the manner in which they dispensed with specific cases. Of.the

three deans, only the'Dlack female was believed to be fulfilling her duties.

Because she was believed to be the only administrator in the school struggling

to inaintain the existing role structure, many teachers with pupil problems

were circumventing the principal and the other deans:

The frequency and intensity of conflicts between teachers and the Black

male dean warrant special comment because they reveal the overriding teacher

concern,about the maintenance of school role structure. This dean had esta-

blished good rapport with many :Junnydale students, especially Blacks, and

in general, sapported 1,he efforts of minority pupils to present their critical

views about the school to the faculty and community. Furthermore, he endorsed

many changes jrn school structures proposed or supported by students, mo3t

of which were'umacceptable to the faculty. When working with pupils, the

dcan occasionally transgressed school regulations and this led an.increasing

number of teachers to demand that he either be removed or he held accouniRble

for h.ls actions.
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Toward tIle end Of the school year interpersonal relations between

faculty members and this vice principal became more abraE.Ive, particularly

after he had become involved in setting up a meeting between Sunnydale

students and thee meMbers of a club in a school in a nearby community. This

event, held for the express purpose of facilitating communication between

pupils'of diverse racial and ethnic origins, had not been scheduled on the

school calendar and thus many pupils who attended the meeting were unable

to meet commitments previously made to other Schoolorganizations. Both

the manner in which this meeting had been arranged and the pupils relected

ii

by the vice principal to attend the meeting caused considerable consternation

among the faculty and they, in turn, demanded an exPlanation from'him for

his behavLor. Such an opportunity arose later in he week during a regularly

scheduled faculty meeting. A lengthy portion of his explanation and an

exchange that occurred between him and the vice principal who articulated

the views of teachers appears below because it typifies both the nature and

acuteness of the friction that persisted throughout the school year between

hio and the rest of the certificated staff.

Vice principali: I want to take a minute to tAlk with you alT about a meeting

that I ad something to with at Lincoln High School since',

there s em to be a number of people on the faculty upset

about i mid have had some bad things to say about what went

on...Since we've had a numl)wr of problems here dealing with

student Unrest and what-have-you, I thought it would be a

good idea,for our kids to get together with some of theirs.'

Now, I asked this club president when hc calledowho should

I bring and he said wboevCr was interested. Now, I'm going to

try and be unemotional about this but beirg RfaCk and all

alat, I'll at least try. I knuw somebody has said that juut

I hi ".1
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bunch of militant kids (Curtis pronounces "militant"

slbwly and emphatically) went up there but I've got a list

of names and see if it isn't a mixed bunch of kids: They're

militant, passive; liberal, and conservative. Here's who

I put on my list. Since the time was so short,'I tried to

do.the best I,could (Curtis reads list of names). Now (names

of last two pupile) kind of.got on the list by accident:

'They were in my office and olierheard part of the plans and

kind of invited themselves. Besides, one of them offered

transportation for some of the otherS which I Couldn't turn

down.

Let me also back up a bit and say that,when I first found

out about this meeting I went and.talked to about ten people

on this faculty and invited them to participate. All of them

said they were busy or that it was too short of notice so

that they couldn't.make it...

Principal? Thank you, Mr. Curtis. Does an.jone have ary questions?

Vice principal: (Rising from 'her seat) Yes, I do. Mr. Curtis has given you

a beautiful explanation of something which I am sure is a

very good thing but,when he said thathe wanted to talk with

you about something of concern to many of us, he didn't -

address himself toAhe important point. The point was that

the event wasn't scheduled op the school calendar. Many of,

the kidS who attended the meeting in Lincoln hadlalready

been scheduled toparticipate in activites that had, been

already scheduled to participate in activities that'had been

planned previously. If we are going to avoid parental com-

plaints and these kinds bf conflicts we have to all agree

to schedule activities on the sChool calendar. I think that

we can all agree that this is really a necessity. That's

really the important'point and the one which I wanted to

address myself to.
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Vice principal (Curtis): I want to add that I know that some of the kids

who we4 that night had other things scheduled

. but fasked every kid about that before he went.

\ This one'boy, Ellis Smith, was scheduled to give a

speedh but he got a replacement. Every kid who

went, went on his owmaccord.. He got to choose

whether he wanted to go or not.

Vice principal: I'm sure that the affairmas very worthwhile. All nil_

saying is that we need to schedule these activities and

as :iou can see by the date on the leiter that' you have

showed us, there were a few days before the meeting so that

the event could have at least been on the dalendar.,

Viceprincipal (Curtis): Yes, I can see thaL. I apologize for that.

Given teacher Concern dbout the maintensnce of school role structure

these abrasive relationships between teachers and most Sunnydale administrators

was not surprising. Although teachers typically resorted to letter writkng,

gossiping, and other forms of sanctioning, their efforts did not have much

effect upon,the behaviors of the administrative staff. This situation ac-

counted for the conflict that persisted unabated throughout the school year

"among . the certificated staff.

4

1
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Chapter 9

RESPONSES TO INNOVATION

A series of events occurred in the.1969 rpring semester and posed
1

a serious threat to the maintenance of existing school structures.

In the spring of 1969, the ACSP-RP Senior Reaearch Consultant met with

the assistant superintendent of secondary instruction to explore the

possibility of introducing Patterns into the curriculum and selecting

one or more high schools within the district as implementation sites.

This proposed curriculum innovation, and the research activitiei to

be.carried out in conjunction with the implementation of the course,

were eventually approved by the assistant superintendent and he

subsequently arranged for ACSP-RP staff to meet with a group of

social studies department members at ihe selected implementation

site to discuss the matter. In these preliminary discussions with

departmental'members at the local school, tentative plans were

mapped to introduce Patterns into the school in the spring of 1970.

Teachers were informed,at that time that several admi istrsIive and

,reproduction, problems had yet to be resolved but that the ACSP-RP

staff would keep the "school abreast of events as they'ocurred and would

meet with them again in the fall to finalize implementation strategies.

173
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A few weeks following this series of meetings, racial tensions at

the,selected site surfaced and led to full-scale disorders that forced

the clOsing of the school for an entire week. In the days that followed

the initial disturbances, dissident students delineated their grievances

and demanded that the school make several alterations in.the existing .

curriculum and role. structures. In an attempt to resolve these conflicts,

representatives of the faculty and school administration met with the

leaders of the student revolt and eventually agreed to support several of

the proposed structural changes sought by disgruntled pupils. One of the

more important,curriculum innovations to 'which the faculty gave its consent

pertained to the.development Of a comprehensive ethnic,
.t

studies.program. According to the terns of the agreement finally reached,

Black and Brawn ethnic studies courses were to be introduced in the fall
,

of 1969. During the first semester of this new program, ethrgc studies

were to be offered at the tenth-grade level, but in subsequent semesters,

enrollment was to be open to both Juniors and senfors. These tentative

agreements between menbers of the certificated staff and student leaders

were promptly given administrative approval and steps were immediately taken

to schedule the new course and sign uP all interested ninth-Igrade pupils.

After these and other critical issues had been resolved.the school

ewas re-opened, but until sehool plosed rr the summer the atmosphere remained'

tense and volatile. The general con nsus of opinion among teachers at. the

time was that, although many of the problems facing the school had been

openly discussed and partially resolVed, the situation at the school in the

fall would continue to be as potentially explosive.
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The events of this spring, and the expectation(among school personnel

that pupils would presa for additional alterations in the role and.curric-

ultim structuYes when school re-opened in the fall, had a di:rect bearing

upon'the response of administratorS and teachers to ACSP-RP. In the late

Summer, for example, the ACSP-RP staff director arranged for three

members 'of therACSP-RP staff to meet with the assistaht superintendent of
#

secondary instruction to discusa matters.of'mutual concern that related

to.all aspects of the propoaed,implementation and research activities

within the district. At this particular meeting, the aasistant super-

intendent described the events of the previous sping and offered the

opinion:that a very'judicious'and cautious approach would be required

if ACSP-RP staff members were to work effectively at the school.

Early in the meeting it became apparent that the assistant superin-
,

tendent perceived the ethniC studies profram as one that would appease

dissideht pupils, thereby assisting both the district and local school

administration in their effort to restore atructural stability to Sunnydale.

In conjunction with his explanation of the new ethnic studies program, he

warned that we should not expect many pupils to enroll in Pat'cerns, and

furthermore, that the ACSP=RP staff wassnot to sign up pupils who. had already..
opted for one of the etSnic studies courses. As indicated.by the following

excerpt from a tranpeript of the proceedings, the assistant superintendent

candidly revealed his perceptiow of the general situation at the scho9l

and the probable consequences of the events described for the ACSP-RP.

Research Associate: Is there-any way we could get a rough estimate of the

number taking the course? The problem we're faced
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With' now is that we have to get'all of the materials

printed for neXt 'semester. The means of producpion

will be largely determined by the number.of students

-taking the course.

Assistant Superintendent: As I have said', given the situation at. Sunnydale

High, I'd be surprised if you got 100. I think

you can understand.the problems that we faced

' but we just had no control over.the situation

there. We're really respondinito a'crisis%

would say,though that you ought to be'able to

get at least 2 to 3 sections4 At least we can

-

Interviewer: Do you know how many students want'to take ethnicIstudies?

S.

plan on it. After all, if the cpurse works out,.

OK. If it does, At does;.if it doesn't, it doesn't.

There's nothing you can do about it and there's
Ar"

,no need, to get upset. '(

Assistant Superintendent: We have a'tentative list that's quite lengthy.

These kids will be assigned to ethnic studi6s

in either the fall or spring., But be sure not

to, sign up any of those kids. We don!t want to

encourage them to change if they.have already

expressed a Preference for ethnic.studies.

*The views expressed.bythe assistant superintendent indicate that the

district administrative staff was responding to a delicate situation over

which they telt they had liitle control and that theY did not want to do

anything to jeopardize the relative state.of'stability in eacher-pupi1

role system achieved in.the final weeks of the previous school year! His

reference to the pupil sign-up for thi Patterns course i especially'inter-

eating in that he percei,Jes that the impleMentation,aetivities of the ACSP-RP

staff might pOse.a th'reat to the tenuous stability Of the System, especially
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if pupils were to view the new innovation as en administrative attempt

to either sabotage or lure pupils &way fram the new ethnic studies program.

Despite his apprehensions about the probable nature of pupil response

to ACSP-RP, the assistant superintendent was, liery helpful in arrangipg

for staff members to enter the troubled schopl. .Furthermore, he im
,

mediately explored the possibility of introducing Patterns into a sub-
,

urban high school and eventually helped.to make it Possible'to offer

several sections of Patterns at this second school site.

The eyents that had transpired in the sprini of 1969 had-an equally.-

LL
profound effect upon the refeption accorded AdSP-RP by mani lorcal school

personnel. This was papecially true of the local administrative staff,

all of wham were primarily Concerned with-the maintenance and stability of

the local school role structure. The first time' the investigator met with

the' school principal, for example, he too game the impression that he was

responding to events that had effectively.diminished his own authority and

that he wanted to endureYthat all ACSP-RP activities in the school would do

nothing to antagonize an already difficult4 situation. Aside from revealing

how little he knew about the proposed innovation, the following exchange

that occurred during this initial meeting with the principal is, instructive

because it reveals how closely his perceptions of both the general situation

ak,the.school and the possible structural implications of ACSP-RP activities

paralleld those of the assistant superintendent.

Principal: Now I have to tell you right now that I really don't knloif much

about the course. We tfere told that the course was going to be

offered to the tenth grade and that it had something to do with
0
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ahthropology. Other than that 'I'm pretty much in the dark.

*.Intervieirer: Havill you gotten any other information about the course?

Principal: No, nothing.otherthan a note from the Assistant Superintendent.,

He did tell me though that you're going to be working with the

teachers and assisting with some kind of research. Is that right?

Interviewer: That's correct. MY principal duties are to give teachers

who teach the course assistance when they want it and to give

some research assistance. The ACSP-RP wants to evaluate.both

v.\, the effectiyeness of tEe course and learn something about the

problems involved infetting a new course,into the schools....4._

Dr. Tenehberg, yhom I believe you have met, is'principally

concerned witti evaluating the course.

4'

Principal: Yes, I understand that. Well, let_me'say that we'll consider

you a regular member of the staff. ifsuppose I should tell you

though that we have Just started wo different ethnic studies

courses. I don't know how many pupils you will be able to get

for your course. We're starting to offer ethnic studies because

of the problems we had here last year and a bit of the tenth-

grade kids have already signed up for them. When you Meet

Mr. Rile (VP-Guidance), he'll tell you' more'about it. You'll

have to be careful that you' don't take any kids from these

classes., I'm sure yaiki can understand why I tell you this and

generally you know, I think, what we are up against. This.is

Just something that we ha, no control over.

Throughout meeting with the school.principal, he gave the inyesti-

0
.

gatbr_the impressidh that he was generally indifferent to the ACSP-RP. SOte-

qaent observations of his behavior ahd interview data obtained from other
k

members of the professional staff confirmed these inferences and provided

dome additional explanations for his apparent lack of interest not only in ACSP-

RP, , but in most other aspects of the school currculum as well. During

et



the disturbanpes of the previous spring, the authority

had diminished as a i4sult of the retransaction of his

quently, the principal requested that the school bosid

demands anq that he be,reassigned to another schooljn the district. The

school board responded by reaffirming the position and authority of both

the school board and administration in the school structure. They then
1

tUrned dawn his appeal, asserting that such a move wou111 be tantamount

3.79

of the principal

ownrole and conse-

accede to student

to a complete capitulation to dissident pupils. This decision prompted

the principal to let it be known that he wadi actiyely seeking employment

elsewhere. Even though the prineipa1's,lackadaisical posture was not unique

to ACSP-RP spne, his failure to live up to the expectations of others

that-the principal provide aggressive,(educational) leadership had a

debilitating effect upon the enthusiasm of other faculty meMbers for all

innovatiVe programs in the achool.

The second week after/school had opened, the vice principal responsible

for the guidance office asked the investigator if someone on 'the ACSP-RP staff

could get a list of people who would like,to enroll in the Pattern's course.

He mentioned that the Assistaut Superintendent had asked for a list of names

and that the information was needed as soon as possible, preferably by the

end of the week. The vice principal suggested that the ACSP-RP staff talk to

students currently enrolled in the driver education course about Patterns

but tiglat the staff must meticulously avoid signing up pupils who had already

opted for the ethnic studies program. The investigator informed the vice

principal that he would contact someone in the ACSP-RP office about the matiier

and that the needed information would be passed on to him as soon as possible.
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Two days later the ACSP41p researCh associate artived at the school.and

he, alOng with the Investigator, viiited all driver education classes fork

. .

the purpose.of iiroviding students with an overview of the course. After

each presentatio n, who were interested in taking the course mere.'

aaked.to.sign their,names to a list. This list, which eventuall); contained

the names ofimore than 125 pupils, was later given to the vice principal

And he, in turn, transmitted it to the Assistant Superintendent in the .central

offices.

!i.

few dayslater, the vice principal approadhed the investigator to
#

inquire about the possibilities of obtaining some additional descriptive °

information about the course itself. In the conversation that ensued,

the vice prineipal yielded data that were particularly instructive in that

they reveal the highly patterned administrative perceptions about transacted

pupil beliefs'as they relate to a need for an ethnic studies'program, and

the implications of these beliefs fortpupil response to ACSP-RP. The rele-

vant excerpts from this transcrip0.re presented below.

Vice principal: Do you have any information I could pass on to others? The
p

counselors haVe been asking me about the course and all they

'know is that :they have a list of nanies ift front of them.

Interviewer: Well, I could Oet you some outlines and some sample leeson

plans. ,That would give them some idegas to what the cdpurse
#A, is all about.

Vice principal: 'That would be a great help to me. Then I would know what

to say when people ask me abOut the course.

Interviewer: Since we've had about 120-150 kids sign up, how many sections

will there be, or can you say at this time?

0.
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Vice prinCipal: I talked to Mr. Cook (principal) and he said that we'll

probably hal/6 about two sections or maybe-half tpat.number. .

you see, what ybu did is make a survey but when kids come

to register there'll be some who change their mindm. There

will be some rate of attrition.

,Interviewer: But there is atpossibility that all 120 and maybe more who may
4

actually decide tta1ç it, isn't that so?

Vice principal: Well, that's po le but we'll gist have to wait and see.

on'

Interviewer: I take it then that this sign-up list ia not considered to be

a student's final selection for the spring quarter.

Vice principal: When we actuate the program the kids may change their mdnds.

But, like I say, We just don't know yet.

Interviewer: I have heard that you will probably offer four.sections of

ethnic studies in the spring. Is it possible that you will

offer more? s

Vice principfal: Yes, there is. It'soing to depend.upon how many sign up.

Interviewer: Do you think that many kids who aren't already signed up for

ethnic studied will do so?

Vice prinCipal:- I'm sure there will be some more. I imagine that more than

half of the kids will want to take it.

Ipterviewer: I see. Then the more kids that sign up for the ethnic studies
40

program, the fewer there will be in other courseg.

Vice principal: _Basically. You have to remeMber that we put this course in

just a few months ago. That was what the kids said they

wanted last spring. But you can't tell what the kids are

going to do. We'll all just have to wait and see.

- In view,pf, the fact that normal class size in the so6ial studies depart-

ment for_that year was approximately 26 pupils, enough students had expressed

'an interest in Patterns GO that thre and possibly even six sections would be

171
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needed to itevonunottato nil those who attlti they wtinted to enrol Thin

Interview revealed, howeVer, that both the principal'and vice principal

felt that many more midbrAty pupils Would ppt for ethnic studres and

4
consequeltly, there wOuld be a need for oray.tyo orilthree seCtions of

182 #

0
Patterns. ,1

Aside,frmikhis apprehensions about the nature of pupil respows to
. -

'Patterns, attitudes of the,vice principal towards the ACSP-RP were affected

also by.ti 'convictions that the course had been implemented in a manner

that created additional problems forthe guidance offiCe staff. Despite'

the fact that,the ACSP-RP pi.oposal. 'was submitted, in the spring,

during which time dther departments were introducing their,own new curriculum

requests, the vice principal, on a few occasions:. cowlained to other teachers
.r

,in the social studies department about the procedures employed to introduce

Patterns into the school. To learn more about the nature of his grievances

.4
.and to discuss the potential implications'for ACSP-RP, thelinvestigator

w

re-directed the following conversation with the vice principalgo as to

.elicit his feelings abovt the entire matter. The relevant excerpts from

the transcript of this interview are'reported below.

Viqe principal: I think I've told you,.,.we also may have more.ethnic

studies couxass. Right at the moment we just can!t say.

All I know is that the second quarter is going to be about

like last summer. You see, I had to work an extra week

just to get.kids programmed into ethnic studies because all

of this had.to be tione after school was out. Now that we've

got the othef course (Patterns), you can see that this has

been a pretty hectic year for me.

Interviewer: I can see that it has been. Do you always have a hectic year

when you offet new courses?
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Vice principal: Well% nbt necessarily. You see 2 if we know what,we Are

going to offer id advAnces we can plan for the entire year.

Whit we try to d9 in a base like this is to get courses

. paired or put back to back. So, in other words, the kids

in Ole class take one course the first semester and then

'the whble blass awitches to the other course the sepond

semestei.' But since we decided to put in ethnic studies

in the spring, I had to work extra to get the elapses set

up. Now I'll hsAre to do the same thing with this Patterns

course. What we are going to have now is a lot of kids

switching from one claas to another in.the middle of the

year.
\

Interviewer: At what time durinkthe year do you try to work these problems

out?

Vice principalX\ We like to try and start eArly. But when people want to
P

start making\changes in April and May, that's getting pretty
f

late.

Interviewei.: .It ip my understanding that plans were:made to introduce tilt

Patterns course soretimes last spring. S.

Vice principal: Oh, yeah. There was some talk about it then but nothing

was yery definite.

Interviewer: Are kou saying that yabcdidn't have enough,time?

rt

,tVice principal: I guess you could say that. Actually, we needed to know

' which kids' were going'to take the bourse before Ischpol

h. opened. Then we could have grouped tfiem together so we ,

wouldn't have to do a'lot of'dhapging around in the spring.

see that this year is realTr g9ing to be a mess now..

Although some culty mhembers b lieve.that it takes an inordinate

amount of time for the guidance of loe to implement new programs and cite

the time factor as evidence that the vice principal actively resists most

kik



curriculum innovations, these data indicate that the vice principal per-

ceives his role as one .4tich entails Meticulous planning for new course

offerings well in advance of the semester in which the innovation is to be

intrOduced. Although the amount of time allotVd'and the procedures employed

,

by ACSP-RP to introduce Patterns conformed to establishtd practices, thg

vice principal-clearly expressed his conviction that he had been given in-

P

pufficient time to prepare for the introduction of the course.

In sunning up the nature of the responses to ACSP-RP by meMbers of

the local adminisiative staff, includinghthe deans, it is apparent that

all members of the administrative staff wee principally concerned /pout

pupil pressures to change school role and curriculum structures, and that

they perCeiVed that a viable ethnic studies progr would mitiWe pupil

challenges to existing structuret: Consequently, the local administrative

staff neither encouraged pupils to enroll in Patterns nor did they permit
4.

ACSP-RP staff to invite pupils to opt for Patterns rather than ethnic studies.

,Although.it cannot be said that any be member,of the.administrative staff

openly or covertly attempted to negat the implementation ef ortl of the ACSP-

RP ,staff, it is fair to say that all,provided an alpsolute

suppqrt-and assistance.

nimum of

The pivotal rdle duties of counselors aj Sunnydale include consulting
,

with pupils abbut their school careers and programming students qto

scheduled courses. With respect to the implementation of Patteins, however,

counselors assumed practically none of these responsibilities principally
4.

because pupils were afforded an opportunity to sign up for the course in

their driver education classes. 4A1though there were two counselors who

occasionally inquired 'about the Progress being made by ACSP-RP teachers,



most remained ignorant of many aipecti of the ACSP implementation and

J,
' instructional activities. This fact became readily apparent toWards the

185

end of the school year when the researdtv interviewed each meMber of the

counseling staff for the express purpose of learning from them more about

the nature of pupil responses to ACSP-RP. The following interview tran-

script contains several data which amply reveal the marginal impact of the

counseling-staff upon:ACSP-RP and the limited role which they performed

in'terms of the coursnmplementation.

,

Intetviewer: I. have been asked by theeACSP-RP staff director-to talk to each of

the counselors to find out what, if anything, thLy have,heard

from pupils about the Patte-rnif course. I wonder if yOu would

mind telling me anything you've heard.

Counselor: You'know, I haven't heard one kid say a thing. Some of us were

just talking abbut this the other day. Most of us haven't

heard anything about ethnic studies either.

Interviewer: Have you talked with any kids whp wanted in or out of the

course, and, if so, what did they sayf
I

Counselor: SUre, we always have some of thtt. At the beginning of the

Amster several kids from Mr. Gibb's class came in and said

the course\Kas going to be hard so they wanted to change. But,
%

4

Interviewer: Do you remember anything-that the kids said when they enrolled

last fall?

Counselor: No, you remember how we did it, don't you? The kids signed up

for the courses in their driver education'classes. All we did

was just ask them if they wanted to stay in when we programmed
,

them for thR spring. I really don't think any of us counseled

rith the kids'about these courses.
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Inteiviewer: Do you trdinarily do more counseling with pupils?

Counselor: Usually, but in thie case the kids just told us what they

wanted. Several of the kids wanted to know if they would get

full credit towards college for the course but that's about it.

The interesting reference in the preceding interview:to those pupils

whq had asked to be re-assigned to another course warrants some additional

comment. As it turned out, nearly all students who originally signed up

for Patterns actually did enroll in the course and consequently, each of

the four sections offered in the spring wat initially overcrowded. 'In an

effort to cut down on his class size, one of'the project teachers deliberately

employed the common teacher tactic of overemphasizing the amount of work

which pupils were to do in the courge with the expectation that-pupils who

' were disinclined to exert much effort in class would opt for one of the

other social studies courses avilable. This tactic accomplished its purpose

.and accounts for the reason why some counselors received reports of the type

mentioned in the'interview.,

4 As with any departmental curriculum innovation, the success or failure

of a new course depends upon how well teachers receive it. For this reason,

closest attention was° given to the responses by members of the social studies

department to ACSP-RP. As noted earlier, the preliminary groundwork for

the implementation of Patterns at the local school had been laid the previous

spring, at which time the ACSP-RP staff director outlined the details

of the course and issued an invitation-to several department members to

participate in the preparations to introduce it into the curriculum. Although

the disruptive events that occurred shortly thereafter in the school precluded

any further preparations before the end of the,school year, members of the
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ACSIErtaffscheduled a meeting early in the fall term to syeak to the entire

social studies department dbout the Patterns course and the proposed imple-

mentation procedures. The teachers present asked several questions about

the history of the project, the nature of 4e course, and the difficulty of

the assigned readings. Most appeared to be interested in learning mord

about Patterns and the questions posed were fairly evenly.distrrbuted amo g

members of the department. Toward the end of the meeting, however, one

teacher raised a series of questions that alluded to a matter of obvious

concern to many teachers present, the specific nature of which was not °

discerned by the researcher until several days later. The gerlane portions

of the events tnat transpired at this initial.meeting are reported below.

Teacher: You know, I'm not at all clear as to what we have going at the

sophomore level. Frank, how many choices do these kids have now?

Department chairman: We've got theiregular world history, the two ethnic

studies courses, Black,and Brown studies, and naw, the

anthropology course.

Teacher: Well, what's happening with the ethnic studies program?

.- Department chairman: Nobody really seems to know. Originally, it was set

up so thatthe first semester° woula be for soPhomores

but that in the second semester seniors would have an

opportunity to enroll. . I don't really think anybody .

knows.

Teacher: For this anthropology course, do we know holi*many sections we are

going to have? Has anybody talked.to the,kids?

Research associate: About two weeks ago we talked to all of thekitls in the

driver education classes who are scheduled tytake

world history next semester. I think about 150 indicated

that they would like to take the course.
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Teacher: Frank, who is going to teach, the course?

Department chairman: Gibbs will teach two sections. If thereiciefinitely

are Others, Joe has said he would like t teach it.

Teacher 1: Incidentally, who Made the decision to offer thi course at

Sunnydal'e, anyway?'

Teadhelk2: I guess Mr. Pryor (Assistant Superintendent
4

T4her 1: Wh'n was this done? During the,sulMer?

Teacher 2: i6 mmat have been.

Research associate: I don't really know. I didn't ave the responsibility,
4

. of making tha arrangements at unnydale. (Long pause)

di
If there aren't any more que tions, I would like to

44L distributean outline of th course' to you. Should any

other questions arise, I be around on occasion to try

o/.\. and answer them if rcan

The attentiveness of all members in th department during this exchange

and the silence that ensued led the inves igator to igfer at the time that-,

many teachers in the department were perturbed by the manner in which Patterns

had been introdu5ed into the school. Two days laterone of the teachers

wto had already established an amiable relationship with the members of the ACSP-

RP staff commented that a few'of the teachers were "poor-mouthing" the ACSP-
,

RP and that they were disturbed because they felt that they had nnt been

consulted or actively involved in bringing the course into the scnool. In

subsequent interviews with teachers in the department designed to elicit

their perceptions of the role of teacher in curriculum adoption and imple-

mentation, four teanhers said that they felt that the extent of teacher in-

volvement in the whole matter had been too limited. An interview one week

later with the same teacher who had posed most of the questions at he



department meeting yielded considerable data, the,:elevant portions of

which appear beloW, that typifies the views expressed by this iroup of

teachers within the department.

Interviewer: I was especially interested in

went through tb get the ethnic

High. What role do members of

189

your comments lout what you

studies program into Sunnydale

15he departdent play ii getting

a

new courses into Sunnydale?

Teacher: We've always-been involved here. We have been very willing to

experiment and try new things. Some of the things we
I
have done

have proven very successful bilt some.things were miserable failures.

For example, we had homogenegus u.puping a few yeafi ago and the
A

kids in the/oWest groups,kigured that they weren't expected to do

much so they didn't.' So now we haye gpne beck to the no-tracking-

system. We

we think 4e

)Interviewer( How do. yoU.go about making the changes that you want in the.

department?
.

,

Teacher: A lot of things we can do ourselves. If we want to adopt neW,

scheduling pi:ocedures or start a new course, we can do that without

too much trouble. .Another thinvyou probably already know is that

'often get together and talk about the changes that

'ought to.make and eValuate what we are currently offering.

several of us have wo4ed on curriculuq. Like I tolA you at lunch

today, I've been working on a course prodlced by VITA Corporation

02 comparative economj.cs and Joe spent part of last year writing

an outline far MeXican-American studies.
-

Interviewer:

It sounds as if meMbets in the epartment are very active in

all aspects of"curriculum work.

Teacher: That's right. I think that most of us try to keep up with what's

going on. That's why some of us were a little concerned about

the anthrbpology course. We didn't know much about it.
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Interviewer: That's interesting. I had understood that the groundkork

4 had been laid in le spring and that at least someone had

/7 spoken-to 'limbers ot the department about introducing Patterns

into :the curriculum.

Teacher:. Oh, noi Now, I had heard,about the plan to of the course, but

as fa... as I know, nobody was Involved. I thiz..that was Dr. Pryor's

(Asiistant Superintendent) baby,

k

In acidition to underscoring the emphasts which members of the social

studies department place upon what they 1?elieve to be their provr role

in the adoption and impleientation of new curricula, these data are particularly

., instructive in view of the invitation extended by the ACSP-RP 'staff

director the previatis sTiing to members of the department to become,involved

with the AOSP4. WhIM.these 'data suggest is that the perceptions of several

department-members of their role in curriculum innovation were incongruent

with i.heir Terceptions of the role they had been invited to perform and that-
,

the dissonance induced by this initial contact with a reprr.sentative of the ACSP-

.

RP led these teaehers to simply screerrout the event and subsequently assert

that they had been asked to assume a very marginal role in the entire affair.

,Amothe:r plausible explanation is that M'embers of-the department who attended

the earlie r. meeting either misunderstood what had been communicated to them

and/or they misinformed others who had not been present.

Even:thoUgh all teachers agree that.they 'should have a pivotal role in
,

curriculum adoption and developkent actiVities, the event described.above,

had a very limited impact upon a few members of the department. This was

especially,true of two teachers in the department, both of whom perceive

the curriculum.structure of the school, including those courses offered
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.within their own department, as in needof a comprehensive overhaul. Tbeir
,

4
, ,

view is,that most all mat rials available are uninteresting to puiils and
tv

,,

that to rectify the proble ,they_must offer students an array of'entirely
'

new educational experiancei that heavily dimphasize pupil 1nvOlv6ment in'

the'learning experience. The following interview yielded data that is
k

4ndicative of the feelings expressed by these teachers within.the department'

and makes explicit at'least orit%of'the More important reasons why 1.,he itple=
A

mentation of Patterns received.coniiderdble support from'them.

Interviewer:, How did that activity work out that we were talki

last week?

about.

Teacher: It was a1,1 right but just a little too tough f^r thq kids; I ,

decided that I'm going,to give it up.

Interviewer: What are you going to.start now?

Teacher: For the last couplal-of days we've been talking about the split

in Black leadership, you know, the conflict between thePanthers

and the NAACP and organizations like that. The kids really turn'

on to that. It's something they can relate to.
A

Interviewer: This istAn your U.S. history class, isn't It?
1 .

,

Teacher: Yes, but we haven't spent much time dealing with history. The kids

are interested in what's happening now in their own'community/so .

we talk about that. Sometimes, though, we tie together what's

occurring now' to what's happeId in the past. The other -day, for

example
0,

we were talking about some of the changes that have taken

place in the community and which accoue., for the fact that South

Sunnydale's populated largely by poor people and minorities. And

, the kids really wanted to' Imrsue it. It's the same way with ttte

kids in the course that you're involved with. If you give the kids

something interesbing to work with and get them invblved in finding

things out for themselves without the teacher telling them everything

0,3

/

ot
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to do, they'll do a good job. But,you can't get the kids to
,

reed those history texts we've got around here.

7

This theme,of pupil involvement in learning activities was repeatedly

stressed by members of ACSP-BP staff when they talked about the Patterns

course to members.of.ihe social studies department. Although there were

very few teachers both in and outside of thesocial studies department'who

complained about the trarlitional, passive pupil learning role, those who

did verbally express the view that teachers neecttO retrandact.the teacher-

pupil role relationship within the classroom gaVe considerable support to"

the implementetion of Patterns. '

There are some other factors.that had.wdlrect bearing upon the recep-

tion accorded ACSP-RP and which may or\may' not have a profound impact upon .

future implementaiion at other sites. Some'of these factors were alluded

to in Chapter 7 but they warrant reiteration,in tilt they significantly

affected the attitudes of a few social studies department members towards
I

Patterns." AS-pointed out earlier, most teachers in academic departments

conceive of self as a representative of a specific academic discipline.

The nature.of these transacted conceptions of self are largely dependent

upon the structural configuration of the collegiate sub-Culture and of the

departments with which each individual teadher was principally affiliated

while in pursuit of his degree. Because the college and university curri-

culum structure has reflected, until quite recently, a strong bias in favor

of history and political science, most social studies teachers have majored

in one of these two fields. As a consequence of thseestructured realities

few teachers In the social studies department have been exposed to either
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the disciplilines of anthrcipclogy or sociolOgy and 'this is especiall:y true of

older faculty mepers. Althoug .. a few of the teachers at Sunnydale High

expressed an interest in and appeared to be intrigued by the content and

approach of the Patterns course, their'previously transacted conceptions

or self as teachers of history and/or government impeded their motivation

to volunteer to teach tAe course or actively support its implementation./

The following.interview with_one of the social studies department meMbeis,

two:weeks after the beginning pf the spring semester typifies the strengths

of yese:beliefsand the eXtreme reluctance on the part of soie to'beddme

in4olved with the course.

'Teacher: How are the anthropology courses coming along?

Interviewer: Quite well, but both.Charlie and Joe have encountered all '

of the.normal,problems in starting a new semeiter.
a'

'Teacher: I heard Joe say this,morning that his' kids were really.interested

in studying those African tribes. That's probably something that

most of our kids haven.t learned anything.about. From what he

said, it sounds like it would bp an-interesting course to teach.,

Intervieiter: Do you think you would like to teach a section or two next year?

Teacher: I couldn't do it. I'm really not qualified. I know that Joe said

something about the course actually being'it history course, but

studied using anthropology, methods. I just hei.ven't had that kind

of training though.

Interviewer: Do many othe1 teachers feel the same way you do?

Teacher: Oh, I haven't t!Llked to very many-people about it although Howard

said that,he didn't know beans from barley when it came to anthropology.

Interviewer: Have you heard anybody else say whether they wotild like to teach

the course?
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Teacher: No, but I suppose Joe would like to teach it again. I just know

I couldn't do tt. Besides, I got enough prdblems teaching some-

thing that I know'about. You'd be surprised.how little these
e

kids know dbout the. history of their awn country.. I don't know

what these kids,have been doing for the last eleven years in

school but they sure can't tell you much about their awn heritage.

.Aside from this teacher's admission that he knows little about anthropol-

ogy, it is clear that he conceives of himself as a history teache%'and a

distraught One at thatwhose principal du$y is to do as best hecan to

compensate- -for- the+-little _it.nowledge_which_ _lave . ac qui re&abaut

American history. Although this particular teaCher, as well as others in

the social studies department, expressed a willingness to learn more about

Patterns, there is sufficient data ta suggest that teachers who conceive

of self-similarly will hesitate to make cOmmitments to teach the course

.umless they can See some parallels between both the Method and content of,

what they are currently teaching and.that which is prescribed by the Patterns

course material.

Although the attitudes of teachers in other departments usually have a

Minimum of impact in terns of the ecision reached 'by meMbers of.one depart-

ment to implement new curricula, their dominant position in the.teacher-
-.

pupil role system is a favorable one fromvhich to influence pupil attitudes

towards an innovation% Although the extent to which teachers attempt

and succeed in their efforts to influence pupil opinions about Certain aspects

of thecurriculum structure is an empirical ilestion. Some of the misconcep-

tions about anthropology expressed by several Sunnydale teachers warrant

comment because of their potential effects upon future implementation effort.
,/
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Two datum, the firat of which is admittedlyrather extreme, illustrate the

point. ,During the second week of the school year, the investigator entered

the teachers' cafeteria and entered into a conversation with one of the

teachers seated at a lunch tdble. After we had introduced ourselves, the'
\

teacherinquired about the investigator's role in the school and then pro-

ceeded to detonstrate both'her ignopince'and hoitility towards-anthropology.

Teacher: I haven't seen you at bunnydale before. You must be new here.

Interviewer: Yes, this is my first week at Sunnydale.
e-

Teacher: What are you teaching?-,

Interviewer: Actually, I'm not teaching. I orking for-AC§P-BP and

will be an aide.to teachers whcçeaah the Course developed--

by the project and will also assist in the research related

to the implementation of the course.

Teacher: You said anthropology. Is that right?

Interviewer:. Yes, it's a.course in human history studied fromthe perspective

and using the methods of anthropologists.

Teacher: ,I suppose'you're going to solve.the race problem. Is that it?

.Inerviewer4. What do you mean by that? (Pause)

Avitk;
.

Teacher: I was reitting something by a woman anthropologist a while ago.

Mead's her name. All she talked about was why we_shouldn't be .

441

so harsh on marijUdna and the race'problem. ItIs no Wonder every-
1

body's down 6n, professors.. *1 Ill

Interviewer: Is that What most anthropologistsseem to/talk about?

Teacher: I suppose not but then she's the one that you' always hear about,

I know that she's lived with a lot of really/primitive people and

,stuff like that.

2 (



In one other instftqce, a teacher openly queried as to Whether the

Patterns course c ild generate much interest among many pupils, regardless

kf their racial,'ethnit, or socio-eQonomic background. The initial response

:this teacher was "Do you think kids will really.want to study about old

. t)
,

bones?" When theorcontents of the four parts of-the course had:been des-
. .

cribed, and it was further explained thatthe Patterns course gta designed

to be a study of human history approached from the perspective of anthro-

pologists, the teacher refocused her attention upon that sectionofthe

course that dealt principally gith the physical evidence for human evolution

and replied "I'm still.not sure that kids will see that studying old bones,
z

will 'get:them anywhere."

- As instructors in a school with a laue number of Minority pupils who

openly chq.lenge existing social structural arrangements, Sunnydale teachers,

'are as deeply concerned about the maintenance of the school role structure

as are administrators. Although most teachers are skeptical aboutthe
o

adequacy-,ofthe conceptual underpinnings of ethnic studies programs, most

perceive these,courses as, being ones which will sufficiently placate pupils

11.

'so thatthe certificated staff can maintain adequate control over the mord

critical aspects of the school structure. Consequently, a majority of

0

teachers gave nominal support to the implementation of the ethnip.studies

program. In other urban schools in .which similar conditions exist, those

who wish to introduce Patterns may expect a somewhat less than desirable

degre of support from other faculty members in their Implementation efforts.

Observational data obtained the day on which members of ACSP-RP staff

spoke to pupils about enrolling in Patterns gave the first concrete indications

2( y

-
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,as to how Sunnydale pupils would respond tip AOSP-RP.. Dun the didausgion

191

period.that.followed the formal presentation of Patterns to the first class,

pupils asked a nuMber of questions about the course, several of which denoted
6

an already favorable or indifferent disposition towards Patterns. The tone

and content of the. ques:tions posed by pupils during ihis first Meeting .

...N ,..%.

prompted the researcher to note all questions raised in each of the
0
six sub-.

-,
., . _ .

. ,...:L......-..,,

sequent presentations that he attended. These questions, gróuped,into
0 #

..,

categories and then'tallied in order to determine the frequency with w#ich
.

.'

.-

,

each type of. 'question was asked, are depilated in Table 9.1.

#

Although the entire presentation about the course and most of the dis-
V

cussion which'ensued pertained to the content of, add pupil activities
,

offered by, Patterns, it ip inereing to. note the rather la9e nuiber of

questions raised about the credit awarded fortaking the course and the possi-,

bility of substituting Patterns for other required curriculum. In eyery

single clats visited, except thoselargely comprised ofpupils who ,had

already opted for ethnic,studies, several questiRns were raised about the

credits that pupils were to receive. It is especially interesting to note
f5r,

the rather large nuMber of inquiries 'about the possibility of substituting
"`-

Patterns for the regular world history course_and receildng the same high

1

school graduation Predit: Of the seven queStions that pertained to-supple-

menting patterns for world,history, thertone of:each indicated a strong

pupil preference foi Patterns. As one girl put it, "Then if we take this

(Patternd), we can get out of world history?" This pattern of response,'

incidentally, tends to confirm the assertions of mosi counselors and.pany

teachers that the traditiona1'tenth-grade world Idatory course is perhaps
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PUPIL:QUESTIONS ABOUT PATTERNS

A. Credit received' fof taking Patterns

1. duege credit

2. Gr uatton/high school credit

, Number'of questioni

3. T e in place of world history/etOnic studies
and receive crbdit A 8

Oth r
. ,

B. Nature and/or value of:anthropolOgy

1. Activities of Anthropologistp; what they do,
how-ther-siudy-historrieeta--.-' ' 44- 4"\

2. Difference/similarities between 'anthropology
and history

3. Relation between Patterns ahd sociology

4. Value of courseuin preparing for college 1

1

C. The Patterns course

1. Course content

'(a)/ Groups studied. 9

' African oth6r tribal groups 6

, ? ,gtoUps ip America , .
2

,

misce La ebus . 1

'(b) Archae ogic data

(c).Physic evi ence for evolution
, _

(d) Miscell eous

2. Pupil activities

14

.
11

6

(a) Use of artifacts 14

.(b) Observations; how much of whom, etc. 3

(c) Movies; Other audio-vi ual materiala 3

(a) Amount of work required\ 2

(e) Types of skills lwned 2

(f) Homework 5

(g) Readings; nature 'Of', degree of difficulty 6

D. Other 4 114
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the one disliked.by the greatest number of pupils in the school. Undoubtedly,

a large, yet undetermined nuMber of puilils who enrolled in.Patterns did so

asos. means Of avoiding this particular course.

As pne might expect, in the two classes visited in yhich a majority of

pupils had already been assigned to,ethnic.studies, there was little interest
\,___,

e4ressed by pupils in learning more about Patterns. The fact that not one

,
Black student ineither of thetro classes so mugh as inquired about the

,

course further documentó the prevalence of the belief among minority pupils-

,'

that ethnic studies, was'a more relevant curriculum; It is equally imporynt
II

oiteiate -the pa rit-MadeTearner---that-alt-ttiree-Mextean-girls-,-the-only-----

.
Aon4lack. pupils in either class, opted tor tlii Patterns course: This also

. ..

tends to, confitrm an earlier corfclusion that conSiderable peer group: pressure

was Operating to encourage non-Black pupils to remove themselves -from BlaCk

Studies classes:

'Observational data on the behavior' of pupils who actually enrolled in

yatterns,indieates that, in general, pupil responses to the prescribed

, learning actixities were very favorable. Those lessons which afforded students

'an opportunity to Utilize,the concepts and skills which they had learned to

analyze primary data, such:as the,artifacts and the site map, were widely

acclaimed by a large majorityof pupils. As the semester progressed, pupils

continually expressed the view that Patterns was one of the few social:studies

coursei; if pot the only one, that they had ever taken that permitted them

to analyze data; construct' and'test hypotheses, and reach independent con-

clusions without considerable teacher intervention.'

Throughout the semester it appeared that the only Problem that caused

a 'majority of Sunnydale pupils considerable consternation was the difficulty

2
Ala
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and, on occasion, the length of the reading assignments. This problem had

been anticipated by both project teachers due to the retarded reading and

academic skills of most'pupils in the school and despite efforts to mitigate

this problem by having

others, the difficulty

pupils read thematerials to describe'the contents to

persisted unabated throughout the entire semester.

Although both teachers, as well as the researcher, concluded early in.the

semester that this was the major draWback.of the course as perceived by

pupils, these inferences yere confirmed on:the 1 day of the .school year

during which timetheTupils in all fovr rlasses were interviewed:for the,,

express purpose of learning more about their response to Patterns. In each

class nearly all of the negative commentselout the doUrse pertained to

%-either the difficulVand/oi the length or the assigned readings.

In summarizing the nature of pupil responies to the ACSP, it is impeia-
,

;

tive that those pupils Who were exposed to Patterns be differentiated fram

.>

those students who opted for other social studies couries. As revealed by

the data, a growing nudber of minority students, particularly Negroes and

Mexicans, believe.that an 'ethnic studies program is more relevant to their

own needs and interests than other courses offered by the department. In

view,of the increasing pervasiveness of these transaced beliefs and their

general lack of knowledge about Patterns, there is no data.to suggest that

their original-indifference towards the course was in any significant way

affected by the'implementation of the ACSP siourse..

Pupils who did takc the course, regardless of their predispositiohs

towards Patterns when they enrolled, were favorably impressed by the course

for reasons already cited. On the basis of the data yielded by the ethnographic
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studies, it is reasonable to assume that the major difficulty that will

confront those who wish to implement Patterns in piblic schools with similar

pupil orientations will be to get pupils into the course in the first
;

place, rather than getting students deeply invblied.in the learning experi-

ences structured for them once they have enrolled./

4 .
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Chapter 10

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The data yielded by the ethnographic siudies'have a number of impli

cations for curriculum'innovation. The purpose of this Chapter is to

explicate a few of the more significant findings, compare them with the,

experience of the curriculum developers who Troduced Patterns,: and make

Agile recommendations. It should'be recalled that the research stiff

. votked with a total Of 16 teachers. The developers experience was with
,

. over 250 teachers. The research data re5pr iOnt anLintensive.experience;

the developerd',data represent a diffueel extensive eXPosure. These ex-
: .

periencea supplement each other and both should be" considered when Con,

-.sidering recommendations for future %fee of Patterns.

,The ethnographic data clearly reveals,that teachers bee selves as

dominant-active agents and pupils as AUbOrdinate-passive agents,in the

teacher-pupil role system. The teacher decides how the classroom learn-

ing environment is to be structured)Pwhat material is important for pu-

. .

pils to learn, and how this teacher selected content is to be trans-
,

mitted to pupils in the classroom.. Consistent with their, perceptions

of the teaching role, high tchool instruetors place considerable empha-

sis upon the dissemination of information to pupils usually vii lectures;.

worksheets or assigned readings. As a general rule, teachers neither

allow active pupil participation'in the claroom nor do they emphasize

the need for learning experiences'that require pupils to seek out and to

202
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independently integrate newly ac ired information into their own struc-

ture of knowledge in a Meaningful way, principally-pecaUse these activi-
\

ties are perLeiyed as inconsistent with their perceptions of the teach-
)

0

ing role. To ensure the maintenance of this transacted teacher dminated,

teacher-pupil role system, overt pupil threats to the established patterns

of relationships are severely sanctfoned by repzimands, removal of pupil

privileges or, in extreme cases', suspension from schopl.

Patterns, with its emphasis oh inte se pupil involvement, threatens

0

teachers' perceptions of self because of the implied. redefinition of.the

_ role in the classroom. The ailemma of.this implicatiOn was anticiL

("

patid by the ACSP.cUrricUlum'development staff who hoped that the,cppor-

tunities ?or more student involvement also created opportunities for.teicher.

growth. The extent to which this can take place will not be knogn for

Many years.

Another 'finding is that most teachers in social studies departments

conceive of self as teachers:of history or government. These transaCted.

conceptions of self are largely a.consequence of the Structural arrange-

ments of.ihe academic subcultures in whIch.the received their profes-

sional training-and of thellature of .6heir ogn personal experiences as,

a-itudent afriliat.ed w. th sperldfic academic department TraditiOnally,

the curriculum stucture .)]: most colle'ceo.placed extraordinarily heaVy

emphasis upon.the teaching an4 learning of world history, United States

histor, and American government and until quite recentlyanthropology

and several of the related social science disciplines have been largely'

ignored. Even though most colleges now have formally organized depart..

ments of anthropology and sociology, a majority of high school teachers,

with the exreption of most recent graduates, have had limited exposure



to psychology, anthropology and sociology andsconsequently know little

about these disciplines and their relation to the other social sciences.

'Althoughltere are some research data to suggest that many social stud-

ies teachers find tile general approach and content of Patterns intriguing,
,

their previously,txansaCted conèeptions of self as teachers of history

and/oi. government caD be expected to iMpede their motivation to teach

and actively supPori the implementation of the ACSP course--except--as

the developers experienced it, fot those teachers who adtively seek alter-
..

ntttives to conventiopal history programs.
IP.

Other ethnographic data on teacher perceptions of the role of' teather

,have additional implications ot.potentially great significance for both
V.

curriculum innovation and the development of curriculum implementation

strategies. .Ila general, teachers believe that their spec l traihing

trah
I

arid daily classroom teaching experieAbe.have.prepared th , at least as

\
well as anyone else, to deterMine both/the cont,nt'of the curriculum

striacure and the nature of the variotis 'learning eXperiences that are

r-

,to be blfered to,pupils. Cbrisistent with ihese beliefs4 teachers readily
, .

,

Massert,that they are tahaye a pivotal role in'the gdoption'andoiMN.emen-
,7. i .

tatiOn of all curriculum,innoyatims. 11n general, teachers recognize s'

1,

\
that'theirformally defiried.role duties.preclude extensive Curriculum

development work, yet these conflicting rgle defihitions cause no

.
diminution in the firmness,to which they adhere to the belief that

`teachers should activelY participate in and/or,initiate curriculum in-

,nove!ttions. i'urthermore, while teachers'recognize that other persons

in the upperleivels of the school.structure have the authority to uni-

.laterally.adopt or restructure the fschool'currrculum, they, as well as
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the adidnistrátion, are fully &ware of the various patterned ways in which

teachers°may successfully impede or thoroughly sabotage a.new, curriculum

offeringt 'In many instanced., for example, teachers restructure the

course so that the content and teaching stratedies are.eongruent with .

their own perceptions of the teaching-learning roles and,processes.

This reinterpretat,ion of a teaching assignment is not uncommon even inso-

far as district or state mancfated courses are concerned.\ Either by re-

interpreting the teaching assignment, discouraging pupils to enroll in

ntw course, or by outright resistaLice to the innovation:by departmeht

and/or other faculty members, efforts to successfully'implement a new
,

curriculum can be effectivelyimpeded.
0

Another finding is that most teacher:3 know very littic about the

discipline of anthropology and the hature of the anihropologists' ap-

proach to the study of human history. This is due in part to,ttie strpc-

tural realities of colleges already mentioned, but,also to the fact that

anthropoloests,are by nature a practical and eclectic, group of scholars
. .

who irreverently violate the iestablished disciplinary territories of

others whenever they feel so inclined. This lattPr tituation, in par-

tiCular has made'it difficult for same 4a4ers,to define vhiat anthro-
,

,

pologis s do, as evidenced`by the sample data presented in Chapter 9. .

Misconceptions aboutthe nature. of anthropolcigy as a divapline are such

that many teachers perceive th9 subject as irrelevant to the needs and

interests of pupils regardless of their socio-economic, racial or educa-.

tional background. Although the most erroneous conceptions about anthro-

pology are
S
expressed by teache,s outside the sccial studies department,

1,

teacher( in .1. departments are in a very favorable, position tO in:luence
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pupil attitudes towards all aspects of the .school curriculum structures.

Thus, it is conceivable that some teachers who have misconceptions about

anthropology may initially have a detrimental effect upon pupil attitudes

about the Patterns course. The course developers experilnced another

danger in teachers' misconception of anthropology--overexpeptation of the

discipline as a, cure-all and the subsequent disillusionment.

On the basis of the data available pupils who do enroll in the

course can be expected to react very favorablY to Patterns. The favorable

response already accorded Patterns is .due in part to the novel content,

buts.more importantly, to the high degree of equivalence between the

learning role otpupils envisioned by the deslghers of the course and

pupil perceptions or the ideal pupfl learning role. The active pupil. .

participation required of pupils who:have experienced Patterns led many

to express the view that this course was one cf the few offered which

allowed pupils to become Azeply involved with concrete data, systematically

work through their own Ideas and formulate and test hypotheses, all with

a minimum of teacher intervention.

Finally, there is considerable data to indicate that in schools with

large concentrations of minority pupils, there will be increasing pupil

pressures to introduce courses into the curriculum that deal principally

with the cultural heritage of specific racial and ethnic groups and the

nature of their contribUtion to American culture in general. Furthermore,

because the minority pupil populati:n has transacted a highly elaborated

structure of beliefs about the need to reassert and reiLforce racial and

ethnic icientities, considerable peer group pressures on pupils to opt for

these new ethnic studies courses can be expected. Although many teachers
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and administrators may give only tacit approval to these innovations,

their overriding concern for the maintenance of the teacher-pupil role

system will lead many to openly support the implementation of,an ethnic

studies program, especially if such 'a program .can mitigate pupil pres-

sures for additional changes in either therOle or Curriculum structures

of the scgool.

Redommendations
A

A qucceasful Patterns implementation strategy that will ensure proper'

use of course materials by teachers and thus genuinely affect pupil abili-

ties to observe and analyze human behavior, and which will result in the

sustenanqe of the innovation, must take into account certain structural

realities of the school as well as sane 'of the more critical findings as

they relate:to teacher perceptions of selves, of the teachinerole and

the curriculum structure. Although there is frevent teacher and pupil

criticism of the content and organization of world history, the traditional

curriculum offering at the 10th grade level, this courie is firmly em-

bedded in the curriculum structures of most school systeMs, and is likely

to continue to be no at least in the immediate future. This conjecture'

is based on the knowledge that most social studies teachers conceive of

self as teachers of history and believe that some,pupil exposure to the

,history of Western European culture is an'essential educational experience.

Rather than dismantle the world history course as a result of the rather

harsh criticism directed towards it, there is ethnographic data to sug-

gest that many social studies departments will simply restructure'the

course itself and place much greater emphasis upon the study of recent

6.
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history and contemporary social,and political events. Patterns, in.the ,

:developers' experience, offers a framework for this restructuring.

The fact that both the title s:nd content of theo-ACSP course reflect

a'general historical orientation willundpubtedly facilitate the acceptance .

\'

of Patterns by many teachers in social studies departments But in terms

of.devising successful implementation strategies), the ethnographic data

suggests that considerable emphasis should be placed upon the fact that

the course is a ?study of human history approiched from the:perspective of

anthropologists. This implies that methodological parallels between the

disciplined of history and anthropology,be unveiled whenever possible

and that teachers in social studies departments be continually reassured

that both the content and prescribed teaching methods are not totallY

foreign to their own experiences. This pointt is.critically important be-

cause there is an absolute minimum, of ethnographic data from the 16 research .

program teachers to suggest that the course will be favorably received if

Patterns is presented to them as strictly a course in anthropology.

However,.experience ih schools involved in the development of ACSP.materials,

shows that"teachers do explicitly seek anthropological materials.

Given the presently existing teacher-pupil role system in the public

schools, It appears that at least a minimum degree of resource personnel

training and other support services in thesschool are essential if teach-

ers are to structure the classroom learning situation in a manner that

is consistent with the natu-e of the pupil experiences prescribed in the

Patterns teaching plan. This supplementary assistance is important beA

cause most teachers must retransact the teacher-pupil role relationship

if their instrUctional behaviors are to facilitate pupil attainment ol
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the learning.dbjectives. This 4.13 partiCularly true of those teachera who

place extraordinarily heavy emphasis upon teacher domination of the ,class

room and who.perdeive of themselves as disiiminatOrs of information." On

the basis of limited experience to date with some teachers WhO have been

actively involVed in the implementation of patterns, in.the past.year, I

there is alreaoly some evidence to indicate that cach resource personnel/

training experiencea can facilitate the. classroom role retransaction
z

that is requisite to sUccessitil teaching of the,,course.

. Data on the school structure indicates that although a new curricliilum
. 4,

innovation can be superipposed upon Zocal schooli by key distfict adminis7
. 1

trative personnel, an effective implementation,.strategy that will enstlire

sustenance of'the innovation requires that the innovative agents work/

very closely with the teachers at the'department level at ipplementaoon

sites. In view of the elaborate steps taken by the ACSP-RP to elic4

teadher support for Patterns prior to its implementation and the perm-
.. 1

tions of teachers of their proper role in curriculum development ani

acloption, the problem of working sufficiently close with teachers in the

local school poses monumental problems for projects like ACSP. Nelierthe-

less, several data from Sunnydale amidy illustiate the relative ipPermanence

of the elective curriculum structure and the consequences for inn,i5vative

,
agents who fail to gain the support of local school personnel. This re-

sult wass.no doubt, due in part to the fact that ACSP-RP experience was

with Patterns as an elective course whereas it is the hope of the de-

velopers that it be seen as an introduction to the required world history

sequence. In either case, on the basis of data yielded by the ethno-

graphic studies there is conclusive evidence that many teachers remain
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indifferent, ifnOt'totally hostilel, to A new course offering in their

department unless they feel as,if they.have been intimately involved
. ,

the piarihing and'implitnentation prooesses.

'Finally, the ethnographic data 'suggest that schools in Which the T7

certificated staff and/or pupils perceiVe the course to'be.subordinate,

to.othericurricular offerings. One means of approaching those who con-

tinuallY .lobby for a domprehensiN4 ethnic studies program would be to

emphasize the;anthropologist's cross-cultural.perspective on the study

of human groups. It cari be pointed out-that 12a.t_s_la-,n ia aesianda to

teach pupilathe skills=that will enable them to map-out and analyze*

patterns of group behavior within their-own eociety and that the sub-
.)

cultural patterns of one group can then be compared and contrasted with
P.

the patterns which characterize other groups.

(I

'I.
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Chapter ll

THE RELATIONSHIP:OF CONDUCTED RESEARCH TO THE ACSP COUR&

, The over-ali strategy for the cognitive research int.() the impact:of

- Patterns during the implamentation period was derilied from a combination
0

'of several empirical and theoretical considerations: First, an exhaustivo

examination of the student materials add Teaching Plan resulted in the

'identification of a distinctive characteristic of the owns with respect

tio both aims ind activities. It appeared desirable that the conduced

research be related to this critical attribute. Second, an accumulating

body of recent learning'research'end related theoiy suggested an.analytic.
/.

division of the distinctive characteristic of,Patterns into two funda-

mental categOries of learned entities. This division, i# turn, led to an

Iessentially double-stranded-design foi dognitive research, then modified

to take into consideration iht potential influence eifsevetal student

variables of particular interest to the course desiguers and tkie con-

. .... .
;

straints imposed by limited time and money.
, . c

\,,

The function of this chapter,is,to present the general strategy of c

ACSP-RP cognitive research ancCto relate the design of that'stra'tegy to,

the course as a dictinctilLe series of curricular experience's..

COURSE MATERIALS

Pert..risini_lamilistoranx includes diversified materiali for student

pse: over 100 printed items including'stories, case studies, drawings,

photographs, maps, evidence cards, charts, worksheets, and expositorY

211-
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articles; seven color'filmstrips madelrom,original slides, Six 'accom-

panied by a 'sound recording; casts of five prehistoric atone too/s; two

figutinas, and EtuneifOrm tablet; eighi Overhead projector transpar-
. *

enCies together with\overlays; recordings of a series of folk tales from_

a Pygmy band in Central Africa and a simulated interview of a band member

by an anthropologist's; and an elbilm of _fifty photographs of a Peruviall

,hacienda.

Accompanying these student materials is a Teaching Plan for teaCher

use. 'The course is divided into four major parts:
1 -

Part I: Studying Societies

Part II: .The Origins of Humanness

Part III: The Emergence of Complex SOcieties

Part TV: Modernization and Traditional Societies

Each of these parts is divided into a series of topics, or, aa is the.

case.of Part-II, a series (4 problems for-student investigation. The

Teaching Plan further subdivides both topics and problems into nuMbered

'Assons,.each referring to one or tore daily periods of recommended class

activity. Fot each lesaon there is a description of its ftnctioh in a
e

larger seriess'a listing Of specific learning objectives to be attained

and the materials 4-1) be used, a de:tailed outline of recommended proced-
9

, urea to be followed during the class period(s) involved, and, in many

ce,ses,, additional background information for the teacher. The Teaching

Plan is, to be sure, extensive, highly organized, and considerably detailed.

DISTIMCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

A detailed analysis of the lessons recommended in the Teaching Plan

reveals the following distinctive patterns:

2



(i).' All butIthree of the-eighteen topics,and problems into ithich. he
,

course is divided1 begin with the presentation of new Social data

to students in some form other than a written expository article.

In fact, a major portion of all the lessons begin with.such pre
,

A

sentations; archeological site maps, photographs of people,
.)

draOings'or casts of artifacts, stories, translations of orig-

t

inal documents such as records of court cases, and thelike.

(2) In the most typical lesson beginning with the presentation of.

data, students are asked to examine-the pesented item(s) and

to"speculate" on tlf nature of aspects of the societ from which

the'data derive which cannot be directly observed in theydsta

itself. The term "speculation".has a special meaning in
0

terns: it is ap infereAte supported by the data, an hypothesis

in accord with the evidence at hand. ThUs, lessons typically

reguire the formulation by students of supportable inferences.

(3) Students are not asked to draw Aupportable inferences from date

without guidance.,.Recommended.guidance appearstin several forms:

(a) Typically, the teacher will pose a question or questions for

inlrestigt;.tion which identify a focus for student inferences

and delimit the scope of speculation. For instance, in manyj

lessons the teacher will "frame" the discussion of lime new

visual data by asking how the "life of the people who lived

here" (in the case of an archeological site map) or "the

1The reader is reminded that this report refers to Patterns in Haman

-1.istory, including the Teaching Planosas it appeared on October 1, 1969.
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lifeof-the people who made these things" (in the case "of'

casts or drawings of artifacts) :was different from the
-e

life,of the people we just studied." In other-,instandes,

the opening questicAT may be narrower, eg., %tat do these

items tell us about the possible thoughts these people had,
, I

.

ibout,the supernatural?" 1 r,

Throughout discussion the/teacher assists stUdents in "pro-'
/

ceasing" the presented late biasking questions about over-

looked CharacteristicsIbf the evidence; having students make

lists of various thingi they observed0frprompting students,to

recall'concepts learned earlier in the course; probing specu-
,

; lation in order'i:hatistudents make evident tO theMielves

their assumptions0-their reasoning, and the evidence they 'a

used; inviting alternative hypotheses; and generally chan=-

neling the.discustion to a sifting.and. patterning of the,

data and.arguments concerning conflicting interpretations. r

(4) Despite the struOturing influences provided by the materials

themselves, the focusing questions of the teacher and his Channel-

ing role during discussion, leseons are typically intehded 'to be

"open-ended" in the sense that alternative inferences are not

only anticipated but are.to be genuinely invited and encouraged.

There is no one "right answer" in the drawing of inferences.

However, some inferences are foetter than other's if they account

for evidence better; the purpose of many of the lessons is to

develop students' Skills in making inferential statements and

deciding among alternative interpretations.
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(5) In the main, the.students, not the teacher or the materials,

proceskthe presented data." A, 'term which seems to appropriatelY
tts

deiscritie the kind of structionat:setting recommended for the

major portion. of lessons in Patterns is "guided inquiry" at dis-
it

tinct-trom, let us say, "pure inquiry in which thetpupil poses

his own questions and prdblems and designs his own procedurei

for inveitigation; and from "didac4c presentation" in which`the

questions foi investigation, the investigations,themselves, "and the

ansigaw,are carried out .(if at all) in the material's and/or by the

'teacher.

In summary, the improvement of student data processing skills/is a

fundatftental and pervading objective of Pattetns; the predominant type of

recommended lesson is best characterized by the term "guided discovery":

presumably it is primarily throughengaging in these guided thugh open-ended

data processing activities that students are to improve'their data analysis

Capabi1ities.

INFLUENCE OF TEACHER.ROLE -BEHAVIORS

Considerable research has shown that what a student learns is affected

decisively by what he does during the process of learning
.2

Further, many

recent studies have confirmed that during classroom episodes the character

what.students do (their patterns of,learning behavior). are critically

influenced by the pattern of interactive behavior exhibited by the teacher.
3

2See, in this regard, Rothkopf, E. Z., "The Concept of Mathemagenic

Activities," in Review of Educational Researdh,40:3 (June 1970) ,

3See, :n this regard, Amidon, E. J., and J. B. Hough (eds.) Interaction

Anclysis: Theory Renasst_mualiatIcs, Reading, Mass.:- Maison-Wesley

Pdblishing Co., 1967. 4 ,,e (?:
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Baied.on these principles, one would predict that students taking Patterns

would attain the diitinctive instruCtional Objectives of the course to the

extent that the teacher& transact roles resulting in the students, with

approPriate guidance processing the presented data. The type of student

learning involved and the,nature otrecommendations in the Teaching Plan,

suggest that the course cannot be expected to achieve its objectives if

teachers and students transact the type of relationshipa utich customarily

exist in high school classroamta wit0 the teaciler as "giver of knowledge"

andthe students as "receivers." In other.words, students cannot be ex-

pected to learn the desired data processing Skills unless the instructor

exhibits a teacher Style which transmits expectations,for the intellectual

behaviors involved and provides adequate opportunities for studentsato

learn and practice the competencies in question.

An obvious line of iMportant 'Yesearch follows from these considers-
,

tions: investigation of the effects of differing teaching siyles (role

patterns) on student learning outcomes. 'As indicated,in an earlier section

of this report a substantial sub-study/ was planned which would have pur-'

sued. this line of inquiry. Patterns of teachingvstyles Imre to be deter-

mined through analysis of videotapedclass sesiions and Student Post-course

performance compared for teachers with Naryinr,, pattlrns. Unfortunately,

this stUdy could not be carried out.

DATA PROCESSING COMPONENTS

For purposes of analysis all the components of thinking employed in

what has here been called "processing social data" can be grouped into two

related yet theoretically diFtinct categories. These two classes of thinking

C

1'

C.
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tomponents areyeferred to as,(a) iqtellectual skills and(b) internal

representations. Recentresearch in human learning, notdbly by Gagn414.4,f

and Ausubell3 'suggests that effective learning of each type depends on

,somewhat different pre-requisite Conditions both within,and external.to
,

'the learner. A consequence for instruction is that provision must be made

within the same curriculUm for the acquisition of both classes of thinking

components. The implication for research is that the comprehensive inves-.

tigation of cognitive effects must include assessment of learning for both

skills and representatiorssince a particular course of instruction ctin

conceivably have differential effects in these.two areas. Accordingly, ACW -

RP cognitive research measured learning independently for these two

classes, insofar as separation in actual practice is pcesible, and then

investigated potential relatiohships between change in these two airs.

INTMLECTUAL SKILLS

"Intellectual skills" refer to inferred operations or activities carried

out by the human nervous system in manipulating data relayed to it "from

sensory organs and tissues. These activities have been referred to by.

-1

many investigators using a variety of terms. Such phrases as "intellectual

skills", "data processing skills", "intellectual maneuvers", and "cognitive

strategies" have been employed,as labels either for inferred thinking opera-
,

tions, or the ability to carry out such activities. Strictly speaking,

thinking does have a basis in genuine internal motionscomplex patterns

of the movement of electricalimpulses along nerve pathways and through other

Gagnd, R. M., The Conditions of Learning ed., New York: Holt,

Rinehart, & Winston, 15-68.

54usubel, D. P. Educational Psychology: A Cognitive View. New for164,40.

Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1968.
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iparts or our physical,thinking apparatus. "Learning psychologists",,however,
-

%

qlassirvthiaking operations in terms of differentiated functions or tasks

useful in,reaching Tome processing goal. For instance, if a young thild

is asked to Tick out all the 'round" objects'from among an. array of novel .

itema, his internal operationa can be described'in distinctive'inferred itaps .

I.

i
-.

\each

'

having a function in carrying out the total talk of selectfng all
,

the ,

6

round objects:, One step, as an example,iwould have the function of ester'

,baishipg or finding out the characteristicsoof the presented items and might

% be refeved tO as "survieyipe. Another atep functions to.recall for the

child some, internal representation corresponding to "roundness". Still
%

another would refer to that portion ofthe whole prodess during vtich the

characteristict of the various Objects are Ipmehow compared to the internal

representation for "roundness". And.so on. .

1 A recent series of.experimental. studieMconducted by Gagne,and bis

associates6 has generated considerable evidence to suppOrt a.hierarchical

model of intellectual skill learning. Accordingott014he moael the acquisition

of any comN.ex capability depends upon the prior learning of simpler requi-;

site capabilities. As an example, in a study by Coleman and Gagne the

A
ability of sixth-grade pupils to make short summary statements cOmparing

and contrasting the mcLjor diihrences between lists of the main exported

items for.two countr!,eb was found to depend upon their prior ability to per-

form a whole series of less coMplex tasks, including, for instance, grouping

6
GagrA, R. M., Basic Studies of Learning Hierarchies in School Subjects,

Final Report Project No. 6-2949, U.S. Dept.) of Health, Education, and Welfare

Office,of Education, Berkeley, Ca1ifornia,`1970. ;

TIbid., Coletan, L.T., and R. M. Gaga, "Transfer of Learhing in a

Social Studies Task of Comparing-contrasting."

2
44.
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exports into a variety of altgrnative categbri.es, constructing tomparison

charts, and making brief statements to express charted differences. Once

the experimental students had learned all the requisite tasks, they were

able, without further training, to successfully contrast export lista and

to transfer this capability tO two new situations involving completely

different social stuJies cpntent.

SKILL HIERARCHIES AHD TIM AMP COURSE

The intellectual capability referred to in this report as "social

data processing" would' appear to be a highly complex skill, dependent upon

the prior acquisition of a large nuMber of simpler requisite skills.'

Typica11y, students are asked to (a) examine limited samples of data con-

cerningla previously unstudiedsociety; (b) draw 70ortable inferences

about aspects of the society not directlybserr43e in the presented data;

(c) decide between alternative inferences; (d) contrast inferences/made

about this society .Vith inferences previously made about a different society.

For instance, during Part III of the pourse, pupils are shown a color film

strip of the various artifacts found at Jarmo, the site of a prehistoric

village in the Middle East. .The students are asked to speculate on the

1,ossible functions c.,f the artifacts shown and, from these, to draw inferences

regarding how the life of the people at Jarmo moy have been different from

the life of the other prehistoric peoples studied in preceding lessons. Some

of theobjects presented in the filmstrip are quite different in ,,ppearance

from all the other artifacts previously examined in the course and specula-

tions about their distinctive functions provide a basis for drawing inferences

regarding differences in the life of the people of Jarmo and that of the other

prehistoric groups studied.
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ACSP-RP 'was initially'designed to ideil the hierarchy of

requisite skills underlying'successfUl carrying-oWif)the analysis of

44( ,

sobial data of which theIarmo task is one example. Further, the planAed

research, through a series of studies modeled after Coleman's, would

have determined which sub-skills were significantly Strengthened through

experiences in Patterns,,-and which -wore most frequent unaffected, the

latter signaling the areas in whidh subsequent course liboraticr or re=

vision would be desirable. TWDof these studies were begun during the'

research period. One vas sasequently abandoned due to monetary constraints; the

other, described belowiwas carried out but in abbreviated form due to

practical difficulties encountered in the administration of tests to project

and control students.'

CONTRAST/INFER TEST

The "intellectual skill" study completed durin the research period

provided a limited answer to the questio.1 of whether Patterns improyed

students' social-data processing skill. It employed an ACSP-RP designed

instrument :or measuring student ability to draw inference from certain

kinds of social data and to contrast inferences made about two or more

societies. A description of the stuay, including comment on the nature

of the Contrast/infer Test (COIN), the design used, and findings, consti-

tutes Chapter12 of this section of thelesearch report.

INTFFINAL REPRPSENTATIONS

As with "intellectual skills", various inferences canibe made about

the ability of the human nervous system to make and retain some kind of

record of events and other phenomena, to "represent" elemf-Its from



experience in some internal fashion. Without reference to some kind of

mental representations or "images" of external reality, it is difficult

to-explain bow thought of any kind does occur, from simple remembering
0

of some previous experiences to the complex maneuvers which appear to be

involved in such things as drawing inferences dbout societies from visual

data. In order to process or manipulate sensory data mentally, it 'would

appear that one must have internal "representations" to "manipulate",

221

representing items and classes of items in the external world.

When expreseed in language mental representations take the form of

names for and statements dbout phenomena; their properties, and interrelar.

tions aMong them. Collectively, they are what is normally referred to as

"knowledge". More correctly, they might be referred to as "verbalized

knowledge". Knowledge refers to three classes of mental representations:

(a) All verbalized representations of single unique directly experi-

enced phenomena or attributes of phenamena (e.g., that object

and only that particular, unique one; the internal image of tiA

unique color of some object, not as "color" but as a conglomerate

of internal sensory events);

(b) Representations referring to classes of phenomena whose members

are similar in aome'fashion but may differ in any other respects

(e.g., dogs, animals, clothing, families, sharp objects, societies);

(c) Representations referring to relationships among classes (e.g, the

influence of human brain development.on tool-making ability and

vice-versa; the relationship'between agricul ure and the emergence

of complex urban "states"). .

Recent research into the acquisition of verbalizable knowledge ham

2:: 4
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contribAted to an un erstanding,of the'conditiona/within whi4 such learning

occurs. Ausubel,
8

awing inferences from a nuber of signObicant studies,

indicates that.the a quisition and retentio of veitalized knowledge depends

critically on the st cture of the ideas representation already in the

learner's rossession d the manner-inlihich new knowledge's incorporated

into or added to t t structure. Optimum conditions of initruction are

those vtich Cont. ibute to a well7Organized, stable internal system of

representatio and which assiat the learner to preserve the distinctive

qualities o newly acquired/learning vtile'establishing tte location of

this knowledge in relation to the structure of lifis previously acquired know-

ledge. A number of practices appear to facilitate these objectivss: the

presentation of "organizers", verbal propoaitions that indicate the relevance

of the io-be-learned knowledge to the pre-existing cognitive structure;

the pi-esentation of the most inclusive ideas first, followed by increasing

detail; and the deliberate and explicit,pointing out of 'similarities and

differences between the newly presented ideas and those previously learned.

RESEARCH ON INTERNAL STRUCTURE

It was deemed higtly desirable to obtain a measure of student acquisi-

tion, of verbalizable knowledge due to experienles in Patterns. This would

allow for inferbcces to be drawn, regarding the extent to which students had

increased their stock of internal representations, presumably then available

for apilication during the processing of social data. The decision was made

to concentrate on the most inclusivelconceptual categories (classes of

8
2,22sil.
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phenomena possessing common chaiacteristics) appearing in Patterns. An ACSP-'

.RP instrument,,the Concept Recognition Testl(CRT), was designed to measure

the extent to which students learned these concepts. Each included-concept

refers to a considerable nutber and range of'social phenomena, has a die-

tinctive name or libel used in the course (e.g., "environment", 'social

,position", "adaptationn, and can be eXpressed in a Terbi& statement. The

uae of two different question formats in the CRT instrument made it possible

%

to draw inferences regarding not only e acquisition of concepts but the

internal structure of course-related co epts possessed by students. A

detailed description of-this portion of the cognitive research constitutes

Chapter 13 of this sectionof the report.

THE INFLUENCE OF OTHER. VARIABLES

Since Patterns was designed forums with the majority of American high

school students, an assossinent of the influencg of various student varidbles

on the learning of intellectual skills and concepts (representations.). was

accomiAished through the use of correlational and factor-analysis sUb-studies.

Variables investigated included initial capabilities as measured by the

COIN and CRT instruments, reading achievement as measured by a standardized

reading test, personality corifigurations and value orientations as measured

by andardized instruments, and aALSES index. A summary of data-gathering

instruments, dates of administration, and 'groups tested appears in Figure

Post results on the COIN and CRT instruments were also compared in a

correlation study as a means for investigating potential relationships

between change in the two areas of capability involved.



Instrument

Figure 11-1 ,

SUMMARY OF DATA GATHERING. INSTRUMENTS

(a) Concept ReoognitiOni
Test (CRT)

(b) Contrast-Inferencing
Test (CO/N)

(c) Status Identification
Test (SIT)

d Comprehensivelest
. of Basic Skill;

Reading Section,
Form 0

(e) California Psychol-
ogical Inventory-
1CPI)

(f) Gordon Personal
Vslues.Inventory

(GM')

/ 1g). Gordon Interpersonal
Value(Inventory
(GIV)

221e

Date
administered

Fre: 2/70 .

Post: 5/70

Pre: 2/70

Post: 5/70

Post: 5/70e.

Sunnydale
12/69

Castlemont
3/70

3/70

li/70

(h) SES Inventory 6/70

, Groups tepted

All available project and control,

classes

Representative sample o}lasieste

, and control classes.

Representative sample of kimast
and control classes .(same as for

item-Mrrbove

All Sunnydale proactand control
classes. Representative sample of
Castlemont prolect and control,

classes

Representative sample of project

classes oat

Seme representative sample of Enact
classes as in item (e) above

Same representative saiple'of project,
classes as in item (e) above

All available project pupils

'A pre -foim was also administered in 2/70 but results not used/in any

sUViequent analyses.

'; 7
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Correlation and factor-ana4sis studies are not reported in a separate

chapter but are intersperad among"Chapters 12 and 13 where appropriate.

IDENTIFYING STATUSES FROM ANECDOTAL MATERIALS

One additional study WU carried out to investigate in detail student

learning of a cluster of intertwined concepts and processingskills asso.6

ciated with a series of lessons not previously_field_les_ted.These lessons.

are designed to teach studenis to identify st'atuses froman analysis of

anecdotal materials. A separate instrument, the Status Identification Test

(SIT), ins designed for use here. Tile research, reported in dhapter 14 of

this section, provides an in-depth analysis,of one area of data processing

in_Patterns without attempting to separate skills and concepts (reRresenta-

tions) as was done in the studies involving the.COIN and CRT instruments.

SUMMARY

The derivation of the studies for cognitive research connected with

,

.

Patterns is represented visually in Figure 11-2. Three levels.are shown

in this figure. Level 1 refers to the distinctive elements of Patterns as

after alterations due to practical considerations. What does not appear

o

ent in human learnifig. Level 3 indicatesi the derived studies conducted

vision derived from a consideration of recent research and theory develop-

ata processing capability" into two types of learned components, such

series of curricular experiences. Level 2 refers to the division of

,

in this figure are crucial considerations having to dowith the decisive

influence of teacher classroom roles on student classroom roles and subsequent

learning outcomes, and the aborted study planned for inveotigation of this

critical issue.

2.'"?
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Figure 11-2

SUMMARY OF DERIVATION &AMP RESEARCH STUDIES

Distinctive course objective:
"processing social data"

Intellectual
skills

Study A

Ability to infer,
and contrast infer-
ences, from social
data

Iniernal
representations Level 2:. Learning

models

4

/.. Level, 1: Pattornssiscf
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14

Study B

Acquisition of
most inclusive
concepts

Correlation
studies

Influonce of various
non-course variables

2,1'9

Study C

Ability to identify
status from anec-
dotal usteriils
(skills and concepti

Level 3:
Research
studies

c..)



1. Chapter 12

THE LEARNING OF COMPLEX CONCEPTS

The Concept Recognition Test we* disigned to assess the effect of

Patterps in Human History on the number.of highly inclusive course-related

concepts possessed by students. -Fundamental to the construction and.use

of this instrument is the assumption that the ability to process socia.1

.data ahd arrive at warrantable inferences is influenced by two spts of

thihking components: the nuMber and nature of intellectual maneuvers a

student can perform, and combine into sequences at Will; and the nuMber

and nature of the conceptual categories he can employ in carrying out

various maneuvers. For example, if a student is presented with an array

of artifacts produced by a society he has not previously studied and is

asked to make inferences about the technology of that society, the nature

of his performance will depend on whether he has learned to carry out and

sequence such vrocesses as surveying the physical attributes of the artifacts,

grouping these into'categories, searching-for previously learned.links

between the identified categories and aspects of "technology", making tenta-

tive inferences and checking their validity through reference to other

patterns of attributes among the artifacts. The students' performance also

depends on the conceptual categories into which he attempts to group attributee;

whether, for instance, lie classifies the objects presented on the basis of

the degree of precision needed for their prod&tion or the amount of con-

centrated power necessary, or the number of separate and distinct.operations

227
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that would have to be perform d to produce each.of the artifacts, and so

on. 'It is.categories such as t ese which structure students observation

of the presented Objects, which 't 31" him that it is important to examine

such things as size, texture, nuMbe\of parts, materials used, and how

precisely moveable parts fit together. The same categories also suggest

related ways to sort the dateeeuch as' c sifying the Materials which make

up the objects on the bisis'of how much th were Chanrd from their natural

.fOrm.

It should be noted in the example given that the meaning the itudent

supplies to'technblogy".-that is, the kind of entity he believes "technology"

-to'be and the sUb-entities he believes-it includes (in other words, into

.which conceptual categories he claisifies "technology"And its components) .

structures the examination of the artifacts and the categorization of attri-

butes. For example, the student who conceives ofotechno1641" as a category.

which includes the processes people use to produce items vill be led to

search' the presented data for attribute& and attribute patterns from which

can infer ihe nature of the processft employed. In contrast, the student

to whom "technology" means only "tools" in the narrow sense of the physical

objects used during production will Rot attempt to relate observed patterns

to processes and cannot, therefore, be expected to draw inferences regarding

the magnitude of planning and organization achieved by that society.

In this discussion no distinction has as yet been made between concep-

t
tual categories based on observed physical attributdS, such as "blue",

II small", and "pointed"; and categories based on complex combinations of

observed and inferred attrtbutes, such as "power", "raw materials", and
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"tedhnology". A few authorities in the field of human learning have pre-

6

cisely identified the distinctive character of eaft'of these two general

'types. For purposes pf this report, however, it appears adequate to indicate

tha the CRT test is concexned with concepts of'the latter sort and to call

these "highly abstract" in contrast to "concrete".

TEST COMPOSITION

The complete Concept Recognition Test appears in Appendix C. It con-

sista of thirty multiple -dhoice items reqitiring students to,classify des

cribed phenomena into abstract conceptual categories, correct classification

considered evidence that the responder has "learned" the concept in question.

The sir form was employed for both pre-.and post-testing. Each student's

score-is equal to the total number of %orrect responses given.

The abstract concepts included in the CRT instrument consist of a

sample'of thdee'named often in the pupil materials in Patterns, those ex-

plicitly identified in the Teaching Manual as'ideas to be,learned by "students,.

,and a number students are asked to employ during the course even though

these are not specifically labeled in either student or teacher materials,

The thirty test items consists of all abstract concepts front these three

"pools" for which it was possible to write clear examples and item choices.

TCro different'formats are used in the presentation of item. Format I,

used with twenty it MB, presents a concept label, such as "technology",

tollowed by descriptions of five phenomena. The student's task is to select

the one phenomenon which is either an example of th'e named concept or an

example of one of its attributes (or, in some cases, the one phenomena which

is not an example of the named concept or one of its characteristics). Here



is a sample of a Format I question:

9. Hunter-gatherer society: which one of the following is usually

,found in a hunter-gatherer. society?

(a) There are eXtreme differences in the wealth of the adult

meMbers of pe society'.

(b)'The privileges people have in.the society are based mainly

on their age and sex.

(c) A few people i4 the sodiety have most of the,power.

(d) There are a great many different kinds,of jobs, eaeh dona.by

a different perron; Most do only one kind Qf job.

(e) There'are a. great variety of social positions.

Format II, used for ten items, describes a phenomenon'and requires

the student to Choose which of five presented concept names best fite the

phenomenon. An example of Format II follows:

2. Situation: In Mbuti society all men

, hunt together.

Question: What,is hunting together

, women, and older .children

in Mbuti sociefy au example of?

(a) an integrative mechanism.

(b),a biological characteristic.

(c),reciprocal resistance.

(d) economic differentiation.

(e) unnatural selection.

DESIGN

Covariate analzaLl

The CRT instrument was administered to all available project students

in the project and control "pools"1 durir;g the second week of February 1970

and the last week of May 1970. Scores on the Reading Section of the Compre-

hensive Test of Basic Skills, Form (14, were available for almost all project

1See Chapter 4 of Part II for the procedures employed in the selection

of project and control "pool" classes.

ef
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and'control students in Sunnydale, and for a representative sample of project

and.control classes in Castlemont. Analyses of covariance for CRT post-

performance was carried out in a:two-way design in which reading achievement

level and type of treatment (project and control) were' the investigated

variables and reading adhievement raw score and CRT pre-teat score were the

covariates. The analysis, of course, was confined to those students for

whom there were pre- and post-CRT scores and a reading achievement score.

. For this analysis, Wariance among three,levels of ,reading achievement

4

vas examined, the levels,corresponding in rough fashion to designations of

"high'amerage and above" (level 1), "low average" (level 2), and *below

average" (level 3) with respect 'tc,...pational performance norms. The statis-

tical analysis'wesperformed at the University of delifornia, Berkeley,

Computer*Center with a program that equalizes cell sizes by random exclusion

of subjedts tram over-representea c lls. Results of the'analysis were examined.

for ,evidenoe of significant main effects, "complex" interaction effects

.
between treatment type and reading levels, and "simple" interaction effects

within each reading level.2

Intercorrelations

To investigate the potential influe e of other known variables these

procedures were followed:

2
The distinction between "complex" interaction effects reterring to

variance over all cells, and 'Isimple" interaCtion effects referring, in

this case, to variation,between trealpMent at each reading levels is drawn

pointedly in Marascuilo, L. A., and J; R. Levin,-"Appropriate Post Hoc

Comparisons for Interaction and Nested Hyipothesell, in Analysis of Variance

Designs; The Elimination,of TyperIV Errors," inAmerican Educational Research

Journal, Vol. 7,, No. 3, May 1970. All otheritatistical procedures follow

those presented in Guilford, J. P. Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and

Education, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1956.
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. (a) Intercorrelations beiween CRT chaime, scores and scores on non-

cognitive instruments were computed for a representative sample

of project studehts, and statisticll tests of the null hypothesis

of "zero correlation" (r 0) were applied, The non-cognitive

inatruments were:

(1) The California Psychological Inventory (18 scales).

(2) The Gordon Values Survey, Personal (6 scales) and Inter.

personal Forms (6 scales)J

(3) A socio-economic inventory adapted fL-om North and Hatt.3

(b) Intercorrelations between CRT change scores, CRT pre7scores,

pre-scores on the COIN test (see Chapter13), and reading abhieve.

ment scores were computed for the samples of project and control

pupils; statistical tests of the null hyvothesis of "no difference"

between project and control correlations (rp -.re 0) rape applied.

Formats

Of interest to the research stiff was whether the tWo formatO employed
;

in the CRT test measure the same kind of abilities and. whether change in

performance is related to format. In order to investigate.this.question .

.
the various analyses 6f variance mentioned above were carried,out separately

for Format X items combined, Format II items combined, and for the total test.

In addition, intercorrkations among pre- and change scores for.Format I amd

Format II were computd, and tested for statistical significance.

3Aatt, P. K., and C. C. North, Jobs and Occupations: A Popular Evalua-

'beton," Opinion News, SepteMber 1,,1947.
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RESULTS

Performance; project versus control

The analysis of coliariance for project and control post-performance

on the CRT test is summarized in Figure 12-1. No significant F-values are

found for main or complex interaction effects. A separate computation for

simple interaction effects within each reading level not included in Ois

figure yielded no statistically significant values.

Plgure 12-1

SUMMARY OF TWO-WAY ANALYSES OF COVARIANCE, POST-PERFORMANCE ON CRT

TOTAL TEST, PRE-CRT SCORES AND READING ACHIEVEMEAll SCORES AS- COVARIATgS

Source df variation

Degrees of
freedom

Sums of
squares

Mean
squares

F*
values

Between treatments 1 17.41 17.41 .81.

Among re-ailing levels, 2 58.57 29.29 1.35..

Treatment levels
reading 2 4.20 2.10 .10

Error 250 5403.26 21.61

*None of the obtained F-values are significant at P > .05.

Analyses of covariance carried out separately for Format I items and

_Format II itemr also reveal no significant F-values for main effects for

either,treatment or, reading levels, and none for complex interaction effects.

Separate o:ae-way analyses for treatment effects within each reading level

revealed no significant F-values for Format I post-performance. .The results

for separate one-way analyses within each reading level for Format II appear

in Figure 12-2. Significant effects in favor of project pupils were observed

at'Reading Levels 1 and 3.
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Figure 12-2

RESULTS FOR ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR TREATMENT EFFECTS
WITHIN EACH OF THREE READING LEVELS, FORMAT II, SRT POST-PERFORMANCE

Readidg
level

Adjusted
project
mean

Adjusted
control
mean

Degrees
of
freedom

Associated
F-values

1

2

3

6.32

, 4.96

4.87

4.82

(. 4.62

3.76

1.82

1.82

1.82

.432

6.31*

*Statistically significant at p > .05.

fr

Non-cognitive variables

All intercorrelations among CRT change scores and scores on instrumentS

designed to measure non-cognitive variables are given in Appendix G. Of the

186 correlations computed (93 for nales, 93 for females) only the ones

appearing in Figure 12-3 below are those for which the null hypothesis of

1 "zero correlation" (r se 0) can be "rejected at p > .05. None of the 15

significant correlations is large, and the Lnfigurations for boys and girls

are quite dissimilar.

Two of the dem; in which there were positive significant correlations

for boys ("sense of well-being" and "intellectual efficiency") are associated

in the Manual for the California Psychological Inventory (CPI) with the

tendency to be seen, among other thingS% as alert, versatile, and active;

a third area ("communality") is associated with the appearance of such

characteristics as dependability, reliability, honesty, and tact. The negative

correlation on the "liariety" scale of the Gordon Personal Values Survey is

connected, according to the Manual for that ipat ument, with not, valuing

such items as doing new and different things, having a variety experiences,
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Figure 12-3

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT* CORRELATION6 BETWEEN CRT CHANGE SCORES AND

SCORES FOR NON-COGNITIVE VARIABLES; 124 MALES AND 121 FEMALE ACSP STUDENTS

California Psychological
Inventor/

Gordon Survey

Personal values
Scale Corral.

Interpersonal values
Suite Correl.Scale Correl.

Male

SIP 4111 NMI

Variety

NIP

-.189

IMP 111Format I

Format II

Total test Sense of-----
well-being .219

Communality .208

Intellectual,
efficiency .196

Female

.Format I Self-accep-
tance -.2142 Achievement 7.183 Conformity .238

Selt-contrcl .205 LeNtdership -.205

Good impres-
sion .197

Format II Mi Achievement -.183 4111

Total test Dominance

Self-accep-

-.199 Achievement 1.246 Leade'rship -.243

tance -.209

)
*Null hypoth s of "zero correlation" Cr m 0) rejected at p > .05.

7
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traveling a great deal, going to strange and unusual places, and experiencing

an element of danger.
I

Atcording to the appropriate Manuals the configuration of significant

positive and negative correlations for girls corresponds to a somewhat

different set"of characteristics. Selieral for the CPI are associated with

tendencies to be seen as slow in thought and action, self-abasing and lacking

in self-confidence; others with being patient.and deliberate, persistent,

sociable and concerned with making a good impression. With respect to the

Gordon Surveys the significant correlations corresponds to such items as

valuing "what is socially correct", Tollowing regulations closely,..being

a conforndst", but not valuing being in a position of leadership, authority

and power, working on difficult jdbs, and "having a challenging job to

tackle". In this case the CPI and Gordon results appear to present a fairly

consistent pattern: concern for recognition from others coupled with a

somewhat poor self-image and tendencies to work slowly yet'deliberately.

SES

Correlations between CRT change scores and SES index (see Appeneix G)

of
.

are quite small (rhnging from -.07 to .142) and none are statistically*

significant,

Initial capab,ilities

Correlations among CRT change scores and the initial capabilities of

pupils as measured by CRT and COIN pre-scores and reading achievement scores

appear in Figure 12-4. The values appear in pairs with the left-hand member

of each pair representing the correlation for ptoject pupils, and the right-

hand member, the correlation for control pupils. No significant differences

2,7 9
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between prgrct and control pupils were found. In the 'mait correlations

were quite low. It appears.,that the effect of the course on CRT scores.

was notidependent on students' reading achievement or.initial capabilities

.
as measured 17 the CRT and COIN pre-tests.

11111.1(

Figure 12-4

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CRT CHANGE SCORES AND INITIAL PUPIL CAPABILITIES AS

.14MASURED B15 CRT AND COIN PRE-SCORES AND REAvInG ACHIEVEMENT FOR 110 PROJECT,

°PUPIL8 (P) AND 70 CONTROL PUPILS (C).

Concept recognition test changt scores*

Test P/C Format I P/C Format II P/C Total test

Pre-CRT test

Format I -.32/-.32 .204.15

Format II .07/-.01 -.18/- 1 -.061.06

Total test -.18/-.21 .06/-.02
.,

-.12/-.17

Pre-COIN test

Part .09/.18 .151.07 ..06/.18

Part I .05/-.04 .08/.12 .08/.03

Total test .09/.09 .13/.11

Reading .001.15 .00/.11 .00/.16

*No significant differences between correlations for project (P) and control

(C) p >..05.

Format I versus Format II

The analyses of variance for Formats I and Ii were summarized above.

Figure 12-5 ahows the.intercorrelations for Formats I and II for both pre-

and change scores. It is noteworthy that though the correlation between

Formats I and II on the pre-test (.10) is relatively high and statistically

significant, the amount of change for either Format does not appear to be

statistically related to the amount of change for the other (-.02).
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6
Figure 12-5

INTERCORRELATIONS CHANGE AND PRE-SCORES, FORMATS I AND II, CRT TEST 110

PROJECTPUPILS

Pre-scores.
Format I

F6rmat II

Pre-scores
.Format I Format II

Change scores
Format I Format, II

Change scores

Format I

Format II

1.00

.6o* ,A.00

-.32* .07

.20* -,18

1.00

- .02 1.00

*Rejection of null hypothesis of "zero correlation" (r n 0) at p > .05.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The various analyses carried out in relation to the CRT instrument

show that, though there are "simple" interaction effects in favor of project

- students at-Reading Levels 1 and 3 for Format I, there is no consistent

evidence of over-all CRT test gains made by project students as a result of

course influences. There is no evidence that performance was affected by

reading ability, socio-economic status, or initial capabilities (as measured

by the pre-CRT and CalT tests). The evidence of differential-performance

by pupils exhibitirg differing pattern3 of per3onality variables and values

orientations (aS. meaoured by the CPI and Gordon instruments) is scant.

There is some suggestion of relationship between the magnitude of CRT change*

adores and such qualities as alertness.and dependability for boys, and for

girls a lack of self-confidence and a concern for conformity and social*

correctness coupled with deliberateness in action. However, the evidence

for such relati,ships is neither consistent no:c extensive
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The difference in the correlation between Format I and Format II for

pre-scores (r m .62) and change-scores (r m .09) suggests-that the two

A
t

formats xaasu ere related, and pos,bly overlapping, yet dif rent sets of

capabilities. Format I presents the, pupil with the name of "conceptual

class of phenomena (such as-"technology") and requires the pupil to select

which one of the presented items is (or is not) an example of the named

class'or an attribute of the named class. ForMat II, in contrast, describes

a phenomenon and requires the student to select the ?he concept name from

those presented which is post approipriate for the described situation or

phenomenon. It is conceivable that in order to make a proper or correct

selection in Format II, the student'need know only one of the defining

axAributes of the named conceptual class and connect the appropriate name

with it; whereas for Format I items, in order to make a proper choice, thr,

student may 'need to know several or all of the attributes which together

define the named conceptual class. If this is indeed the caLe, a. number

of implications follow:

(a) A larger semplr lf Format II items (they now constitute 10 out

of the 30 CRT test quedtions) might have produced significant

main treatment effects for Format II and for the Total Test.

(b) The significant interaction effects in favor of project pupils
4

at Reading Levels 1 and 3 for Format II constitute positiye eyi

dence of course influences on the learning of some of the attributes

of the most inclusive concepts appearing in Patterns.,

(c) The absence of parallel significant effects for Format I constitutes

evidence that project students did not learn t() identify sufficient

combinations of defining attrfbutes of abstract categories to per-

form significantly better than control students.



Chapter 13

PROCESSING SOCIAL,DATA

The.importance of the Teaching. Plan of Patterns of iluMan Eistorz

to understanding the instructional objectives of the course and recogniz-

ing the manner in which the currrculum designers intended the varied

student materiald to be used cannot be overstressed. It is patently clear' t

from the Plan that-students-are to accomplish-soinething-other_than-the

ma

memorization of a-series of concept definitions and strings of information'

about the field of anthropology and what anthropologists do. They are to

learn to aptly ideas from the discipline of anthropology (among other social

disciplines) to social realities, to learn to analyinocial data of various

forms, producing in the proces3what for the student will be new knawledge

based on'adequate analysis. Furthermore, they are to learn these capabili-
,

ties in a particular fashion, characterized by the phrase "guided inquiry",

in which the most characteristic role'of the student is that of "processor"

and the most characteristic role of the teacher is that of "guider".

A major portion arthe PCSP-RE) cognitive research connected with Patterns

was predicated on the assumption that the thinking components of adequate

social data processing can lie divided into two fundamental yet related

, categories: .intellectual operations and the internal representations of

reality which are manipulated in the performance of these operations. As a

resUlt, the investigation of the cognitive impact of Patterns included

240
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(a) a study of changes in the number of highly inclusive, course-related

concepts possessed by students (reported in the preceding chapter), and
\

(b) an examination of. changes in student ability to carry out one kind of

,complex intellectual task appearing.frequently in recdimended lessons.

This task can be descrtbed as "the contrasting of.inferences about two

societies drawn from samples of material or non-material culture of these

societies". It was studied through the use of the Contrast/Infer Test (COIN).

The task in question takes basically the same form no natter which

societies and what iype of "data" are involved: (a) some visual, aural,

or written artifact or artifacts are presented to the student; (b) the

student is asked to draw inferences fram the presented items about the

society in which they were produced; (c) the stude0 is asked to contrast

the inferred aspectp of the society in question with those of a previously

studied societyi The prior inferences have been generated through the

examination and processing of a different set of presenteli data. Figure

13-1 presents a schematic representationllof the task under discussion.

a.

Figure 13-1

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF'CONTRAST/INFER TASK

-3

Draw inferences Contrast

about society A differences

Examine data
Array A

Draw inferences
about society B

Examine data
Array B

Previous'research in social studies and social science education

It

regarding complex performances like the one investigated here is extremely

meager. A number of studies.in both science and mathematics instruction
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have establishtd that the attainment off higher-order objectives, involving

fOr instance, the application ofabstract principles to the solving'of novel

problems, depends on the prior learning of the concepts related hy the

principles, of Multiple,discriminations underlying the learning of the

concepts, and even simpler kinds of learning undeaying the ability to

make multiple discriminations. FUrther, the student appears to also need a

general stategy for proceeding, for choosing.appropriate operations to

perform in doing the task and for sequencing these operations.

Coleman
1

, in the first extension of the notion of hierarchically

arranged cognitive skills into the field of social sciences education,

investigated sub-processes ;resumed to underlie the successful comparison

of two countries' exports by students. Her findings parallel those of

"experimental studies in other school subjects:
2

the ability to perform

the final task in question was dependent,upon the prior acquisition of the

ability to perform all simpler reqUisite tasks.

The Contrast/Infer Test (COIN) was designed to assess student ability ,

to carry out the task outlined earlier and represented in Figure 13-1. Its

original form was prompted by the hierarchy-of-skills studies performed in

social studies by Coleman and by others inother school subjects.
3 It was

1Coleman, L. I., "A. Study of the Acquisition of the Intellectual Skill

Comparing in the Area of Social Science," Ed.D. dissertation, University

of California, Berkeley, 1969.

2See in this connection summaries of hierarchical learning studies in

Gagné, R. M., and W. D. Rohwer, Jr., "Instructional,Psychology" in Annual

Review of Psychology, Vol. 20.'1969.

3Gagn6, R. M., Basic Studies of Learnip,g Hierarchies in School Subjects,

Final Report Project No. -29 9, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, Office of Education, Berkeley, California, 1970.
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initially designed to investigate not only the attainment of the terminal

performance of contrasting inferences about imcieties, but also to assess

the effect of course experiences on an hypothesized hierarchy of underlying

,

requisite skills. Due to unforeseen problems in the total testing program, °

large portions of the COIN test were eliminated when it was administered

in its post form at the end of May 1970. In view of the almostscomplete

absence of carefully planned experimental stuOies on higher order datam

processing skills in social studies, it is prticularly unfortunate that

the signficant 'COIN ains-reported4n this chapter for project students

cannot be compared with their performance on such skills as recognizing

similadtdes anddifferences among two presented items, the ability to

generate operational definitions, and the ability to generate categOries

for contrasting such things as the physical attributes of artifacts.

The final form of the COIN post-test appears in Appendix D. It has

two major parts. In both, the pupil is asked to examine data from two

societies, draw inferences about the societies, and contrast the inferred

characteristics. For each contrast, a required dimension for comparison

is explicitly indicated. For instance, for one'item in Part I the siudent

is asked whether the two societies in questilm differ in the way they obtain

their food, and, if so, to describe the differdnce. Similarly, for or4e

itela in Pxt II the pupil is asked to tell ways in which the social positions

in oneof the societies differ from the social positions in the other. The

two societies referred to in Part I are not the same societies referred to

in part II.

A major difference betwegn the two parts of the test is in the nature

of the data tresented. In Part I, the student is presented with two sets of
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drawings, each drawing showing a stories bone, or wood artifact made in a

prehistoric society. Part IIpresents.the student with written descriptions

of two incidents, each incident having occurred in a different society.

Thc pre- and post-forms of Part I of the COIN test are identical.

In all the AMP-MP classes one of the two societies represented was

studied in detail some time during the spring,of°1970.semester. The society

was a small prehistoric food-producing community called "Jarmo". As far as

anthropologists can now determine, Jarmo was one of the first food-producing

communities in the world. Though the word "JarMO" does .not appear anywhere

in the COIN test, and though the black and white drawings used in the test

differ to a certain extent from color photographs of the same artifacts

examined in Patterns, it was-expected that turing the post-test project.

students would recognize the artifacts as coming from Jarmo and use the

knowledge acquired about this comuunity in completing Part i of the test. (

One-would anticipate that project g oup performance on thit portion of

the COIN instrument wc;uld be signi icantly better than the ?erformance of

control students, despite,the fact that the other' society rcpresented in

Part,I would be equally as.unknawn to both groups of students.

The post-form of Part T1 of the COIii test 'includes two written incidents

neither of which were studied in any way during the course of Patterns in

the spring of 1970. Pre- a;$5. post-forms ate not identical 3ince the pre-form

contained a written incident subsequently studied by project students during

the course itself. This situation priecluded the correlation of Part II with

non-cognitive variables which would have paralleled procedures used with CRT

test redults reported in the.preceding chapter). However, it did provide
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a means for comparing project and control performance with two sets of

data (two storits in,thic case) not studied in class by either group.

Thus, the comparison of,results for Parts I and II of the COIN testcan

suggest the decree to which skill learning was bound to the specific content

; Of the course.

DESIGN

Covariate analysis.

The COIN instrument was administered during the.second week of February

1970, and during thejast week of May 1970 to a representative sample,of

project and control students. The sample was drawn from those "pool"

classes for which scores on the Beading Section of, the Comprehensive Test

of Basic Skills, Form (14, were availab1e.4 To minimize the possible effects

of differenc'es in initial capabilities on post-results, a covariate design

.
of analyses of post-scores was.employed in which both reading achievement

scores and pre-COIN test-scores were covariates. The analysis was performed.

separately for Part I and Part II, and in eadh case, a twoVay

design in which type of treatment (project and sontrol) and reading achieve-

ment level were the investigated variables. In each case, the analysis

was confined tO those students for whom there were pre- and post-COIN scores

for the part in question and a reading achievement score.

For thege analyses, variance among four levels of reading achievement

were examined, the levels corresponding in rough fashion to designations of ,

"high" (level 1), "high average" (level 2), "low average" (level 3), and

4See Part I, Chapter 2 for the procedures employed in the selection

of project and control "pool" classes.
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"below (level 4) with respect to national performance norms.

The statistical analyses were performed at the University of Caitfornia,

'Hgrkeley Computer'Center with a prQgram that equalizes cell sizes by

random exclusion of subjects fram over-represented cells.

Results of the analyses were examined for evidence of significant

It main effects", and "complex" interaction effects, as Well as "limple"

/

treatment effects within each reading level.
5

2146

Intercorrelations

216 investigate the potential influencesof othe44 known variables these

'rocedures were follawed:
,0.1

(a) Intercorrelations between Part I COIN cllange scores and scores .

on non-cognitive instruments were compi.ted for a representative

sample of project classes, and Statist cal tests' of the null

hypothesis of "zero correlation" (r, /0) applied for all students

/

in these classes for whom the data iTrre available. The non-

cognitive instruments were:

(1) The California Psychological Invdtory (18 scales)

(2) The Graon Values Survey, Peponal (6 scales)

and.Interpersonal Forns (6 scales)

(3) A socio-economic inventorvadapted from North and Hatt
6

(b) Ihtercorrelations between Part I COIN,ohsnge scores, COIN pre-

scores for Parts f and II, pre-scores on the'CRT test (see Chapter 2),

(f

5See Marascuilo and Levin (2atslt.) for a discussion of the

between "complex" interaction effects referring to variance over

and "simple" :effects referring in this case tovs.riance between tr

at each reading level..1

6
Hatt, P. K. and C. C. North, "Jobs and Occupations: A Popul

tion," Opinion News, Septetber 1, 1947.

distinction
all cells,
eatments

ar Evalua-
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and reading achievement scores were computed for a representative

sample of project and control classes and statistical tests of

the null hypothesis of "no difference" between project and control

correlations (r

Test differences

= 0) were applied.

Of interest to the research stAff was whether the two parts of the

COIN test measure different capabilities, and'whether the CRT and COIN

instruments measure the same entities. Intercorrelation among Dre-test

scores for both formats slut, total for,CRT and both parts of COIN were

computed; as well a ntercorrelations among change scores for both formats

and total for CRT, an Part I of COIN. gtatistical tests of the null hypo-

thesis of "zero correla ton" (r = 0) were applied.

RESULTS

Performance Part

The analysis of variance for project and control post-performances

on Part I of COIN is summarized in Table 13-1. A significant F-value in

favorofproject treatment was obtained for treatment effects. F-values

associated with the effect of reading levels, and complex interaction effects

Tablo 13-1

SUMMARY OF TWO-WAY ANALYSES OF COVARIANCE, POST-PERFORMANCE ON PART I OF

COIN, PRE-SCORES AND READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES AS COVARIATES

Source of val7iation Degrees of freedom Sums of squares

Between treatments 1 78.59

Among reading levels 3 24.41

Treatment x reading
3 100.84

levels
Error 118 2751.69

--
Mean squares

78.59

8.14

33.61

23.32

F-values

3.37*

.35

1.44

*Statistically significant at p > .05.

1: fin
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.

between treatnerts and reading*levels were not significant. Separate

computations'for simple treatment effects'within each reading level not

included in Table 13-1 yielded no statistically significant values.

Performance Part II

The analyses of variance for project and control, post-performance

in Part II of COIN is summarized in Table 13-2. A significant F-value

in favor of project treatment was cibtained for treatment effects. F-values

associated with the effect of reading levels, and complex interaction effects

between treatments and reading levels were not significant. Separate com-

pilations for simple treatmet effects within eadh, reading level not

included in Table 13-2.also yielded no significant values.

Table 13-2

SUMMARY OF TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE, POST-PERFORMANCE ON PART II,.

OF COIN, PRE-SCORES AND READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES AS COVARIATES, A,

Source of variation Degrees of freedam Suns of squares Mean squares F-values

Between treatments

Among reading levels

Treatment x reading
levels

Error

1

3

3

70

42.31

15.74

15.79

491.28

42.31

5.25

5.26

7.02

6.03'

.75

.75

'Statistically significant at p > .05.

Non-cognitive variables

All intercorrelations among Part I chanat scores and scores on instru-

mente designed to measure non-cognitive variables are given in Appendix G.

Those for which the null hypotheses of "zero correlation" can be rejected

at p >,05 appear in Table 13-3. The corfiguration of these significant
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correlations is dissimilar for the two sexes and somewhat contradictory

for the boys. Several of the'CPI correlations for boys, according:to the

testing Manual for that instrument, are associated with tfie appeaznce of

being "deliberate", "restrained", "calm", "steady"; others with being

"informal", "quick", "clear-thinking", "enterprising", "energetic", and

"productive". The two significant correlations with Gordon Personal Values

scales are associated in the Gordon Testing Manual with valuing the full

use of one's possessions, getting one's "moneyls worth"; and with not

valuing a well-organized, systematic,approach to work.

CPI correlations for girls are associated with suCh qualities as being

"honest", "sincere", "conforming", "cautious", "self-denying", "dependable",

and "anxious". The Gordon values scales for significant correlations are

indicative of valuing recognition fiom others, and not valuing freedom

to make One's own decisions or having authority over others. 'These charac-

teristics appear to present a more consistent composite than those related

to the significant correlations for boys. There is some similarity here

to the composite for girls associated with change scores on the CRT instuu-

ment (see the preceding chapter). Nonetheless, the evidence is spotty and

the correlations, though statistically significant, are low.

The difference in correlations with SES for males and females in

Table l3-4 is noteworthy, especially since one is positive and one negative,

and the difference between them is staListically significant. The possible

interaction betweeasex and socio-economic status would appear to warrant

further investigation in any future ACSP studies.
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Table 13-4

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT* CORRELATIONS BEWTEEN COIN PART I CHANGE SCORES

AND SCORES FOR NON-COGNITIVE VARIABLES; 49 MALE AND 44 FEMALE ACSP STUDENTS

SES
Corre-
lation

California Psychol-
ogical Inventory

Gordon Suriei

Personal values

Scale correlation

Interpersonal values

Scale correlationScale

Corre-
lation

Male* .324 Social Practical

presence -.235 mindedness .219

Sense of
vell-being .210 Orderliness-.220

Socializa-
tion .311

Self-:control .P31

Tolerance .221,

Female** -.2146 Socializa- Recognition :247

tion .256

Communality. .284 Independence-.219

Achievement
via indipend-
ence

Leadership -.264

aors41.

*Null hypothesis of "zero correlation" (r = 0) rejected at p > .05.

**The null hypothesis of "no difference" between correlations for male and

female Cr r 0) can be rejected at p > .05.
m f
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Correlations of CRT Part I change scoreefor experimental and control

studenis 144th.pre-CRT and COIN tests aad reading achievement scores are

given in Table 13-5.

Table 13-5

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CHANGE SCORES ON COIN PART I AND PRE-TEST CAPABILITIES

AS MEASURED BY CRT, COIN, AND READING ACHIEVEMENT, REPRESENTATIVE SANPLES

.

OF PROJECT AND CONTROL STUDENTS

4

Instrument

COIN Part. I change scores

DifferenceProject sample_
,(N = 110)

Control sample
(N = 70)

CRT pre-test
Format I
Format II
Total

COIN pre-test
Part I
Part II

Reading
achievement

-.08
.04

-.03

-.38*
-.01

-.09

.15

.25*

.23*

-.60*

.37*

-.06

4,

.25

.21

.26

.22

.38*

.03

*Statistically significant at p > .05.

The data in Table 13-5 suggest that post-test performance is affected by

pre-test capabilities for students not takins6 the ACSP course; that is,

the amount of change from pre- to post-test is positivelY related to initial
,)

6T scores and COIN Part II scores, and negatively related to initial COIN

Part I performance. In contrast, the correlations for prqject, pupils are

quite low and not significant except for the one between COIN Part I change

r?
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score and pre-tcoiee The effect of the course appears to have bOen that of

depressing or minimizing*the influence of pre-course capabilities4 This is

especially apparent in regard to the correlation with init.al COIN Part II

performance where the difference between project and,control values*(.38),

is statistically significant.

From the low correlations 14 Table 13-5, there would appear to be no
.

relationship between change in COIN Part I performance and reading ability.

COIN versus CRT

Tables 130 and 13-7;resent correlations between sdoreseon the COIN

era CRT instruments for a representative sample of project pupils. As

explained earlier ln this chapter the pre- and post-forms of Part I of the

COIN 'test were identical, whereas considerable change was made in the post.

form for Part II.' Consequently, change scores (the difference between pre-

and post-performance) were not computed for Part II and corresponding

correlations with CRT change-results do not appear in Table 13-7.

It would appear from the the atatistically significant correlations

between pre-scores that the CRT and COIN instruments measure capabilities

related to each other in som,fashion;phe low correlations for change-

scores, however, indicate that, at least for Part I of COIN, the relationship

is-not one of causal interdependence since changes in performance on one

test do ozot apparently produce corresponding performance changes on the

other. On the basis of other data reported in this and the preceding chapter,

the course has apparently had its greatest impact on the k1nds of data-

processing capabilities measured by the COIN instrument in contrast to the

learning of abstract conceptual categories measured by the CRT instrument.

It can. reasonably be concluded from these considerations thateincreases in

2 64
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Table 13-6

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PRE-SCORES ON CRT AND COIN INSTBUMENTS FOR A REPRE-

SENTATIVE SAMPLE OF 110 /PROJECT PUPILS*

CRT scores COIN scores

Part I Par', II

Format I .58 .59

Format II .47 .51

Total .6o .69

*Null hypothesis of zero correlation (r 111.0) rejected

for all presented-correlations at p > .05.

Table 13-7

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CHANGE-SCORES ON CRT AND COIN INSTRUMENTS FOR A REPRE-.

SENTATIVE SAMPLE OF 110 PROJECT PUPILS*

CRT scores COIN scores
Part I

Format

Format II

Total

-.o6

.04

-.03
110111.

*Null hypothesis of zero correlction (r = 0) not

rejected at p > .05 for any presented values.
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course-related in4ellectual skills can occur without changes in the nuMber

of highly abstract course-related concepts possessed by pupils.

SUMNARY or RESULTS

The various analyses car ied out in relation to the/ COIN instryment

show consistent evidence that ACSP courseesperiences resulted it signifi-

cant changes in pupilsl.data-processing capabilities, specifically in their

ability'to draleinferezices'ahout societies from:an examination of (a) drawings

o prehistoric artifacts and (b) written anecdotes involving the violation,

of social role,expectations; and in their ability to contrast the inferences

derived. Portions of the data support the conclusioathat these changes

are not totally "course-specific" but transfer to the analysis of new data

and previously unstudied societies. The extent of transfer to radically

different contexts, hc ever, was not investigated. Hopefully, further

ACSP research will determine the degree to which skills developed by the

experiences in Patterns can be applied by students in the analysis of such

things as artifacts produced in industrialized societies, descriptions of

social events in which role violations do not occur, and the directly 4

observed behavior of groups in their own schools and neighborhood.

The impact of the course on data-processing skills does not appear to

depend upon reading ability or pre-course intellectual capabilities as

measured by the CRT and COIN instruments. In fact, the analyses of correla-
,

tins of COIN scores with pre-data suggests that experiences in Patterns

reduced the influence of initial skills on the ability to process social

data of the type presented. The absence of interaction effects coupled

with significant Main treatment effects in the analyses of variance presented

267
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in this chapter further suptorts the inference that student changes in

Laalysis skills were not confined to the "more cipable" students tpking

the course but were widespread with respect to pre-course dbilities. This

is an extremely important conclusion in light of the course designers'

desires to produce a curriculum which could be used effectively with the

majority of American high school students. With respect to these interests,

the statistically significant difference in correlations between COIN

change scores and SES index for males and femalet; warrants further investi-

gation tO determine possible course effect& arising fibm interactions'

among sex, socio-economic -backgroundsand course experiences. The different

patterns of correlations of COIN results with non-cogaitive variables for

males' and females, though rather "weak" when viewed in isolation, supports

the advisability of further investigation of sex differences when seen along

with the SES data.

Finally, the data from the COIN and CRT instruments suggest that

significant improvement in data-processing skills-of the type Investigated

can occur without corresponding widespread increases in the nuMber of highly .

inclusive, course-related conceptual categories possessed by students. It

would appear that extensive change in either area is neither a prerequisite'

for nor a necessary consequence of significant changain the other area.

.1

However, data frpm the aralysis of CRT results, reported in the preceding

chapter, suggest limitations to the.interpretation of the apparent lack of

relationbnip between data-processing skills and knowledge of highly inclusive

conceptual categories. These limitations are discussed in the final chapter

of thie section of the report.
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Chapter 14

IDENTIFYING STATUS POSITIONS

fo

One instructional objective for Topic Two;) Part I of Patterns was

examined in considerable depth. It is associated with a sequence of lessons

which had not previously been field tested in.classrooms: The.sequence is

designed to teach students the concept of "status" and haw to identify

statuses in social contests. Later in the course, for exaMple, during the

study of the Nbuti, of Sumer, and of Vicos, students are presented with

, a variety of contextual data and asked to identify the statuses in the society

from which these data derive.

ANALYZING THE INSTRUCTION OBJECTIVE

Designing a .procedure for investigating the learning objective in

question was begun by breaking the process of status identification into a

series of high4 discrete steps a student would have to carry out in order

to correctly identify all the statuses in Mbuti society from.the various

data sUpplied to students during Topic Three, Part I- of Patterns. These

efforts ievealed the selected objective to be one for which the student

must identify groups of people meeting highly abstract criteria: every

group named must-be one for which others in the'society hold particular

expectations regarling the actions of members of that group.

The many discrete steps presumably underlying successful completion
7)

of the task were seen to cluster into "chains" of capabilities. In order to

correctly identify status positions the student apparently must be able to:
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(1), Distinguish among distinct patterns of behavior and identify

.them with appropriate and dietinctive 'labels; e.g., "stringing

nets", "building huts", "gathering nuts4.

(2) Judge whether initances of described behavior constitute evidence

'of "expectations" regarding someone else's actions; in other words,

recdsnize both overt and covert sanctions in desCriptive contexts.

(3) .DiOinguish among distinct groups and identify them with appro-

priate and distinctive ldbels; e.g., "men", "story-teller", "youths".

(4) Determine to which groups sets of expected. behavior apply.

(5) Combine groups for whom identical expectations apply.

(6) Reconcile and integrate data from several sources.

(T) leink the term "status" to the appropriate operations.

*Ai

Figure 14-1 represents the general relationships presumed to exist among

the clusters. Each box in the figure represents one of the clusters.

Figure 14-1

PRESUMED RELATIONSHIPS AMONG CAPABILITY "CHAINS" REQUISITE TO IDENTIFYING

STATUSES FROM DESCRIPTIVE DATA

FINAL TASK
Identifying statuses from

descriptive data

7.Link term status" to

appropriate operations
5,Combine group with

Adentical expectations

4.Identify groups for whom
expectations apply

3.Distinguish and name

distinct groups

1

6.Reconcile and integrate
data from several sources .

2.Recognize sanctioning
behavior

1.Distinguish and name
distinct patterns of
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In relation to Figure 14-1, it is presumed that the ability to carry out

any "higher" Cluster depends on prior acquisition of ability to perform

all clusters below and connected to it. Thus sUccessfUl performance of

cluster 3 is presumed to depend on the ability to perform nudber 1; success.

ful performance of 5 dependent on the dbility to perform nudbers 4, 3, 2,

and so on. Though it is not.apparent tram Figure 14-1, each of the seven

yr
clusterCrepresented has its own internal structure of "chained" sUb-eapibilities.

TEST CONSTRUCTION

1
The procedures indicated above follow these recommended by GesAkwand

used in a series of recent studies on hierarchical learning. FollOwing

, Geoles geriera1 model, the impact of the course on the terminal objedtive

(identifying statuses) and on undelLELli capabilities.should be measured.
t,

Data thus produced gives not only a picture of whether or not the lesson

sequence in question wan successful in meeting its objectives, but also

allows for a mapping of requisite capabilities for students with whom the

lesson sequence was unsuccessful. These latter pattdians can be effectively

used in revising, extending, or elaborating the lesson sequence for subsequent

use, for.they define intellectual tasks unsuccessful students must be taught
4

to perform before they can identify statuses.

An elaborate trial test was Iddministered individually to twelve tenth-
.

grade students at a high school not included in the basic ACSP-RP research plan.

The test included separate items referring to the Final Task and clusters

appearing in Figure 14-1, as well as 'Ica number of sub-capabilities within

clusters. The trial test was then revised into a pre-test for group adminis-

tration.

1Gagng, it. M., "Curriculum lesearch and the Promotion of Learning,"

Perspectives of curriculum Evaluation (Chicago: Rand-McNally, 1967).

4
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Various elements of the trial test were revised into a pre-test for

group use. This-pre-test Ina administered to randomly selected 124oups

both project and,control claeses in February 1970 just prior to the study

of the topic of "status by project classes. The pre-test proved to be

conrusing to many students and apparently intimidating to scam who felt.0,

they were incapable of doing any segment of it suocessfullk. According

to many of the teachers, the wording of instructions, which posed no prOblem

in,the*:individual setting of the trial test, created conslderible difficulty

I

in the group setting, apparently suggesting 'erroneous answers and procedures

in some cases. When scored many items failed to detect any differences in

performance for groups known to possess enormous variatio5in reading ability,

The.test was extensively,revised and shortened for purposes of gathering data.

The post-test form contained entirely new descriptive material and consider-.

ably altered instructions. In some cases, 4uestions were completely elimi-

ated and new ones added.

The Status Identification Test (SIT) post-form (Apendix E) prWints

pupils with three segments of descriptive material), each follawed bY,a series

of questions to be answered in sentences or phrases. The first two segments

describe a "crime" committed in a Cheyenne hunting party;.the third describes

some of the participants in a tribal battle.in central New-GUinea. Test

results were used to assess pupil's ability to perform nine separate tasks

relating to the identifican of status positions from the evidence in the

descriptive segments.

Figure 14-2 is a schematic representation of presumed relationships

among the nine tasks appearing in the final SIT instrument. In Figure 14-2,

217z
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Figure 14-2

SCHEMATIC REPliF$ENTATION OF TASKS IN 'SIT INSTRUMENT,
,

A

4-7 .

A.

ITermi49.1 objective of
the lesson sequence

260

Un erlying tasks
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the terminal objective of the leaabn sequence under study is represr'nted

by boxes T
1

and T
2°

Twotest tasks were needed for this objectiveone

for situattons in which the presented written anecdotelcontained evidew-e

of nQgative sanctions being applied against a person or persr-s in the

story and one for anecdotes in which no negative sanctions a Aent.

This difference in presented materials accounts for the two "chain0 of

underlying tasks in Figur: 14-2chain ABCFG and chain DEFG. ,In essence,

in order to do Task T
I
\successfully, it was presumed thatthe student must ,

have previously learned to do-Tasks A, B, d, F, and G; in order to do T2

successfUlly it was presumed the student must have previously learned to

do Tasks D, E, Ft and G.

CRITERION NEASUR2S

A student's performance for each tusk on the SIT instrument was scored

as either "pass" or "not pass" depending on whether it met certain specified

written criteria. A description of eara task together with the criteria

for scoring appears in Appendix F. All tests were marked independently

by two scorers in accord with the criteria. Any differences were resolved

V.rough subsequent discussion betweenthe scorers.

Total scores were not coi;puted by summint: the number of "pass" responses.

In fact, total scores, as well as all other kinds of analogous measures for

H over-all" performance, were not computed! Such measures are antithetical

to the nature of the analysis strategy employed. The concern here is with

ratterns of "pass" and 'hot pass" performances; that is, configurations of
0

which items were successfully carried out and which were not.

74i
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PROJECT AND CONTROL SAMPLES

From "pools" of classes taking th! AV.L course and classes at the same

schools taking other tenth-grade world hisLovy offerings, random structured

samples of eighty-two project and eighty-two control students were selected

for inclusion in this portion of the ACSP-RP. Table 14-3 summarizes

various information regarding these samples.

Table 14-3 /

COMPARISON OF INFORMATION, PROJECT AND CONTROL GROUPS USED IN ANALYSIS OF SIT

Group

No. of
teachers

No. of
schools

No.'of pupils

Sunnydale Castlemont Total

Mean raw
reading score*

Project

Control

6

6

4

4

42 40 82

38 44 82

53.91

54.27

*Difference not statistically significant at p > .05.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For each task in the SIT instrument, th ratio of "pass" answers to

nuMber of sUbjects was computed separately fo project and control groups.

Pearson's Chi-square (x2) test for statistical signifinarce was applied to

the distributions of "pass" and "not pass" responses involved and the result-

ant statistic was used as an indicator of the significance of the difference

between ratios.

The mean number of statuses identified in response to the SIT item

requiring such identificatiaawas compared for project and contra classes

through the use of one-way analysis of variance.

Performaace between project and control groups was cLapared by notinl

i)
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the configuration of statistically significant' and non-significant differ-

ences in performance for each test task and for total number of statuses

_identified in response to the SIT item calling for such identifications.

Pattern differences were interpreted as evidence of course effects. Speci-

fic iecommendations for lesson revisions are made in relation to these

interpreted effects.

Results

Table 14-4 presents the results for the nine tasks specifically repre-

sented in the SIT instruMent, i/alues for project. and control grouPs are,

the percentages for any task, uhere these occur, represent significant "pass,"

itno pass" distributions for project and control groups.

Table 14-5 presents the mean number of statuses named by project and

control groups on the SIT item calling for such identification, the differ-

ence, and the associated F-value resulting fi.om the conducted analysis of

variance.

Table 14-4 Comparison of Performance for

Project and Control Groups on SIT Tasks

.............11.=1.011M

Task

T1

A

T
2

Percentage of "Pass" Responses

Project Students Control Students

(DI = 82) (N - 82)

41...M.N.

Difl-erence Between
Project and Control

(P - C)

57

45

94

71

85

14

34

28

38

52

27

83

51

77

11

26

114

32

* Statistically significant at P .05
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Group

T,Ible 14-5 Number of Status Named

in ReLnonse to Appropriate SIT Item

Mean

.1.=110
Difference

Between Means

264

41.4. .0.116

Associated
F - Value

Project Students 3.66

(N = 82)

Control Students

(N - 82)
2.T5

.91

41.4.1.

18.82 *

* Statistically significant at p).05

Figure 14-5 schematically presents significant and

differences betWeen project and control groups for each

were presumed to relate to each other. Task H has been

figure: It represents the comparison of mean nuMber of

for the SIT item calling for such identification.

non-significant

SIT task as these

included in the

statuses named



Figure 14.6

.SIdNIFICANT AND NON-SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE

BETWEEN PROJECT AND CONTROL GROUPS FOR SIT TASKS,

.265

T2rmina3. objective

of the lesson sequence

Underlying tasks

41

difference between project and control group statistically significant at p>.05.

0 m difference between project and control group not statistically significant

at p > .05.
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Results given in Figures 4, 5, and 6 suggest the follaring interpretations:

a. Task would appear to be particularly difficult since only 14

and 11 percent of prOject and control groups, respectively, per-

formed it successfully (sec Figure 4). T2 requires students to

identify statuses from a context'in which no evidence of overt

sanctioning appears. This may Preeent a special 'problem with

the task at hand, possibly becausedt creates the need for deter-

mining peoples' expectations for the behavior of others when no

active evidence of expectation is indicated.. The absence of

significant difference between-project and control performance

, for task T2 suggests that the lesson sequence in question does

not provide assistance in overcoming this articular difficulty.

b. The high performance percentages for Task C or both project and

control classes (see Figure 4) suggests thai it'iS a relatively

easy task. To be surer it is one which requires the student to

link the term "statUs" to all the groups his is identifying I--

whether or not his process of identification is valid.

c. The absence of significant performance differences for item Ti

and T2 indicates that the lesson sequence was not successfui

in accomplishing the objectives of the designers (see Figure 6).

T1 and T2, it will be recalled, represent the terminal objectives

of the sequence under study.

d. Though the project groUp did not perform significantly better

with terminal objective T30 it did so with three of the tasks

7
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(A, Bo and C) presumed to underly successful attainment of Tl.

The significantly better performance by the project group on

Tasks A, B, and Q suggest an explanation for the lack of success

of the lesson sequence: though many project students may have

learned to perform tasks underlying Tl, they may not have been

éliesesub-tastsincanlointirmitask (T1).

In other words, though they 'could do the right step& in isolation,

they were using other procedures to carry out the terminal task.

This interpretation explains an apparent Contradiction -- though

the project group did not perform any better than the control group

on Task T
1
e it was able to identify a significantly greater number

of social positions than the control group (box H in Figure 6).

In short, many project students appeared to have used a "short-

cut" method of identifying social positions which actually

by-passed some of the process of anecdote analysis desired by the

curriculum designers.

Instead of equating "status" with "expected behavior" many stu-

dents may have linked it to something like "job" or edoing something

not done by other," and then searched the narrative data primarily

for evitence of distinctive patterns cy' behavior, such as "hunting,."

'cooking," "stringing netW "leading," "scouting" s:nd so on. The

conceptual linkage "status -- expected behavior," in contrast, would

lead to a search for evidence of manctions in the passage -- the

actions of "others" in the narrative in response to the actions of

the "actors" in the nerrative. If this inference is valid, one would

,.expect the underlying incomplete strategy to be reflected in.a large
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proportion of incorrect student responses to the test tasks requiring

a demonstration of the criteria used to identify statuses or the'

criteria used in Identifying groups expected to act in particular

ways. These are tasks T1, A, T2, and D. .For instance, in responding

to Task B, many students named "women" as a group expected to act in

a particular way but substantiated this choice by sibply describing

what women do; e. g., "The women skinned the animals." Similarly,

for Task T2, more than half of the projeci students named "warrior"

or "Kain" as a status but most merely descrfbed a characteristic

behairior of warriors or of "Kains".to sUbstantiate the claim that

they had indeed named a status: "They act brave." "Warriors do the

fighting," etc. In Task D, students are not asked to name a group;

instead they are given the name of a group ("kepu" men) and required

to demonstrate whether or not the group meets the criteria for clfas-

sification as a status. The most frequent answer given by both project

and control students describes the unique behavior of "kepu" men with-

out any reference to the fact that others in the riociety expect these

men to act in these ways.

e. Inspection of the performance comparison pattern for the task series

presumed to.underly T2 (Tasks D, E, F, and G) contributed additional

evidence to the interpretatf.ons given abov, and led to similar recom-

mendations. Note tlat the project group performed significantly better

than the control group on Task E but not on Task D (see Figure 6).

,In this case, Task E involved demonstrating that some given group in

an anecdote (e.g., men, children) was expected to act in a particular

2t51
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way even thougl) no overt sanctions (rewards or punishments) were

,
evident in.the anecdote. Task D is,identical to E with one important

exception: in DI the student must identify a grolap for whom expecta-

tions exist, whereas in E, the student is given the name of a group

by the test iteM. Once again, students knowing how to carry out a

sub-task (E) may not have employed that procedUre in carrying out

a more complex task (D).

Recommendations
1

v

The following recammendations are giiren in light of the above interpretations:,

1. The lesson sequence in question should be revised'so that the desired

process of data analysis is modeled for students in toto subsequent

to the modeling of sub-processes. It follows that the desired process

be modeled in the Teaching Plan for the teacher.

2. In the revised sequence, students should a) be given opportunity to

practice the,terminal task (represented by T. and T2) in toto and

b) be provided with immediate feedback regarding wtether or not they

have used the desired sequence of steps.

3. The revised lessons should incl de explicit reference to social situa-

tions in which no overt sancti ning behavior occurs and explicit

instruction regarding how to identify status positions without,this

kind of evidence. The revision should be designed to teach students

to use the absence o overt sanctioning behavior as evidence in itselt

for hypothesizing that behavioral expectations are in fact being

carried out.

1.0101111

1It should be noted that.Recommendations were incorporated in the

printed version of Patterns within the boundaries of the material already

there.

28z 7
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4. Assistance'to dtudents in recognizing the eViatnce potential of the

absenceof overt sanctions might be gained from theii learning, through

"suitake'example, the principle that humans have a crucial need to,

predict the,reactions of'others toward themselves. This is a state-

ment, on,the individual level, of the principle, that societies operate ,

by rule's. It explains interperscoal relationships and behaitior in so..

cial settings partly in terms of .covert dynamics that operate even when

there appears to be no covert action.

5. The revision should include student practice in distinguishing among

sUch conceptual categories as a) sanctions b) expectation, c) job,

7

d) distinctive pattern of behavior (behavior characteristic of ole

group which .s not engaged in by other groups,.e) expected behavior.

$uch practice will facilitate.extitosion of student processing activi,

tie's in identifying Ptatuses to a determining of patterns of expected

behavior.

.28;3



Chapter 15

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
t,

1

The ACSP cognitive research associate4.with the Spring 1970 implemenp

tation of Patterns in'Human History investigated the impact of the course

on student learning of highly abstract and inclusive anthropological con-

cepte, their skill'In analyzing and drawing inferences from selected types

of.social'data, and their ability to identify social positions from arm-

, dotal materials. Three tests were.deyeloped to measure student progress,

one for each ofthese areas of learning. In general; the research stra7

tegy adopted:was that Of comparing the post-performance of representative

samples of project and Control students, using a variety of statistical

designs to Control for the potential influenCe of initial differences

in capabilities.

What patterns can be observed among the data from the three tests?

What interpretations of these patterns are warranted, and what implications

can be drawn for future revision or &tension of the course and it; accom-

panying Teaching Plan? The funCtion of this chapter is to answer these

, questions.

Before proceeding to a, summary of the findings report0 in earlier

chapters and an'exploration of implications, several convents should be

made to define the'framework within which all the data must be considered.

To begin with it shotild be kett in mind that the version of Patterns used

in Castlamont and Sunnydale during the period of research was a "pre-

publication"'version. One section, Part I Topic 2, "How Human Societies

Operate: the Significance of Status and Role," had not been used

271
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previously, and various other portions were being used in sequence in a

full semester course for the.first time. Subsequent Changes in materials,

the order of particular lessons within sub-topics, terminology, direction,
,

and suggestions in the'Teaching Plan, have been consistent with the several

recommendations of thiereport. These al.erations in.the published ver-

sion of Patterns have, Of course, contributed to the constancy'Of its diS-

tinctive features. Thus, the research wls conducted with a product that

has, subsequently, undergone,revisiOn;. the facilitating effects of such

revision on.student leaVng cannot be derived from present data. It is

tempting to speculate that since course changes have been consistent with

the recommendations resul,ting frpm the research, the findings reported here

would have been even more dramatic had ale published version of the course

been used during the research period.'

One must keep in mind that the sixteen teachers included in ACSP-Ri-

had not been trained to teach Patterns. (This is, of course, consistent

with ACSP.strategy that teachers will master thi; coUrse through careful,

A

use of the Teaching Plan.) Furthermore, their previous contact with an-

thropology was, typioally, quite varied; in most cases, it had been minimal

or virtually non-existent. Contacts betWeen teachers and the research staff

cere used mainly for administrative'purposes' and for the collection of data

and 72annot, in any sense,.be considered to have conqtituted a training

program. Information from teaher lpgs, comments made during meetings,
.1

and direct .classroom observation of lessons, made it apparent that Patterns :

D

was n6t being taught'in theosame fashion by each ofthe sixteen teachers.

There appeared to be considerable variation in'the manner in which
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recommendations in the Teaching Plan were carried out, the number of len-
.

sons omitted, the order in which activities occurr d and the kind and num .

ber of additional elaborative activities planned by, the teachers. Most

of this information was of an exploratory nature so no attempt h s been

made to present it in this report. Nonethelesslitis impor4ant to

in mind that great variation appeared to exist and that the reseaKch staf

did not try to alter the extent and character of
,

--the general strategy de the conducted re.search r

hese differences.. Sinie

lted in samples of /

project students instructed by slyeral, in same case's all.projedt tea4hers,

the reported effects cannot be said to be the result of exposure to/any

particular teaching style. It is, again, tempting tb speculate on the po-

tential impact of the course if taught onlY y'teachers with styles highly

consistent with the teaching roles reflected in the recommendations of

the Teaching Plan.

--One additional observation, not mentioned in any previous chapter, must

be added to the framewori for the interpretation of data: none of the AC910-RP

classes completed the Whole course in the school semester during which research

was conducted. All ACSP-RP classes from which performance data wer, used did,

however, study all four,major parts of the course to some legree. To make

this'possible, project teachers omitted the teaching of various topics in

accord with recftmendations for exclusion made by the research staff as the

*mester progressed. Though there were individual variations,!the most

prevalent pattern consisted of considerable concentration and thoroughness

on Part 1, selected omissions during the central'portions of Parts II and III,
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and confining Part IV to the study of the Hacienda, possibility

-/

of having to make theie alterations was 'anticipated by the research staff

prior to the beginning of,the semester and the three test instruments

developed f r the.investigation_of cognitive effects were related to the

portions of course which were accurately predicted to be among those

studied in some sense by all project classes. What is not known, however,

is the degree to which the length of the course and the volume of topics

included influenced the manner in which teachers implemented the recommends.

tions in the Teaching Plan. It is cOnceivable that the charge to teach

only two orbat most three of the four major parts in on:: semester,might have

resulted in altered planning and sejencing activities on the partc of project

teachers. Recommendations regarding course length appear later in this chapter.'.

SUMMA;Y OF FINDINGS

Data from the varibus sub-studies reported in the preceding chapters

warrant these general conclusions: .

(1) With respect to the most inclusive and abstract coneeptual categories

appearing in Patterns, course.experiences during the spring Of 1970

.significantly affected the learning of some of the components of

these conjepts but did not significantly affect the learning of

the combinations of conceptual attributes which adequately define

the categories in question.

(2) With respect to the social data-processing capabilities associated

rn)

with Patterns, course experiences during the spring of 1970 signi-

ficantly increased student ability to draw inferences about societies

from prehistoric artifacts and from written anecdotes and to contrast

the inferences derived.
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(3) There is no evidence that course infl4ence on the learning of

processing'skills and highly abstract concepts.was affected by.

*.

readihg achievement; course effects, where olserved, were not

confined tp any particular level of reading ability. This does

1

not mean that the 2erformance. of atildents with reading difficulties

lnatched thd performance. of average or better readers; it does mean

that change in performance W83 not related to 'reading achievement

--rthat studehts with reading ditficulties made aslmuch pre-to-poet

N -
I

1?rogress as students wIth average or 'better reading capabilities.

.(4) 41.1ere is no evidence that the impact of the course od,thc; learning

of highly,abstract concepts is affected by initial capebilities

as measured by the CRT and COIN instruments; there is, however,

Some data to suggest that course experiences depress or minimize

the influence of initial capabilities on the learning of the data-
,

processing skills measured by t'he CRT test. .

(5) TAere is :Foie evidence of i teractive effects oh student learning

among sex, non,cognitpre variables, and course experiences--parti-

,
cularly with respect to the skills associated with the COIN test.

Some trends in the data suggest that passivity in appearance, low

.2:4

self-esteem, valuing ficonformity, and law sodfoeconamic st!tus

were related tc,theprogress made by girls. -The evidence, however,

is sporadic, and any relationships which do in fact exist would,

appear to be quite weak.

(6) With respect to the ability to identify social positions from alive-

dotal materials, Spring 1970 course experiences had significant

ts) s
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positive effects on student ability to isolate and name such

positibis but appear to have promoted incomplete data-sprocessing

prbcedures that by-pass the..relationship of role-expectations to-.

social positions and omit the u'e of overt and covert'sanctioning

behavior in the presented materials.

,, .

.

(7) Extremely low cdrrelatiOns between changes in performance on the ,

1411
CRT and COIN instruments s t that significant improvement in

,

.

processing skills associated with the'course does hot depend oni
,

extensive learning of the most 'abstract concepts of the course

as a' pre-condition; nor is"extensive change in the latter area a

necessary consequence of significant change in the former area.

Implications and recommendati'ons with respect to these findings are

discussed Allow.

INCLUSIVE CONCEPTS`

,

All of the concepts pertainimg to Patterns can be visualized as-,con-

stituting a comPlex and extensive "filing" system in Which less inclusive

concepts are "nested" within increasingly more abstract and more inclusive

represeatatiou of reality. In order to correctly classify any described'
,or

phenomenon one must be able to identify its characteristics and compare them

with the attributes wiiich define sub-divisions within the "filing" system.

Fer instance, if one is told that Mbuti pygmies value cooperation in hunting

and punish indi,viduals who engage in certain types of individual hunting

acts, the conclusion can be drawn thatthis phenomenon is an "adaptation"

by comparing the,charabteristics of the presented informatioA to the defining

toc

1-7:5
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attributes of the category "adaptation". Iirthere is a "match",:a corres-

s

pondemle between the phenomenon and.the distinctive elements of the concep-

tual categOry, then One can conclude "Yes, this is ,an example of (ih this

Al -

case) 'adaptation'." If there is no correspondence, then one cOnCludes that
J 4

... .
,

k
4.,

the describedlphenomenon is,not an example of such-and-suCh a category--
.

i.e., it.cannot be properly 4assitied into that sUb -division of the 'filing"

,

syitem. -
. ,

)

.

As one prodeeds frol less abstract to more inclusive categories the

problem of ctassifying any presented or described phenomenon becomes .zore
.

,

complex since one must consider more chaiacteriatics"ih makin, G a decision.
. ,

1

One can, for instance, classify as "puhishment" or "negative.sanctidn"t

.

he

ridiculisng and ostracizing behavior^of some Mbuti men and women toward a
4

member of their group'who has set_pp his hunting net.:in Yziont df the community

nets by noting whether the behavibr is unpleasant or,potentially unpleasant .

,

for the recipient. Classifying the sanctioning behavior aS samples of

"adaptation", however, entail the application.of further criteria..0These

might include, in 'addition to recognition (classification).of the behavior

as "punishment", examination of whether the aanctibned act or acts, if

eliminated, would assist the grouP in satisfying their netds within their

particular environment. Similar comparisons com be made of the complexity

of thought involved in the classtTication of other phenomena prosented'in

P

the course into comparatively "lower" order (less abstract, les: inclusive)

0

and "higher" order (more abstract, more inclusive) conceptual categories.

. The analyses of data for tHe Conclept RecognitionTest (CRT), particularly

the difference in results for Format I and.Format II items, suggest that

2 9 0
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4

project pupils made significant gains in the IluMber of conceptual'categori.es

into which they could classify phenomena, but did not, In cOntrast to control

,pupils, learn a significant nupber of"the CloWnations of attributes which

&eine the. most abstract concepts associated with the course. Incrtasing

al 1

.1

the impact of the cour,se this,latter level of abstraction would'appear,

from the work of Ausubel
I an& others, to depend on the employment of methods . *

which will Xurthei increase the stability and.organization of the internal

itruqure of a student's knowledge. That is to say, the student must be

further assisted to develop a well-organized "filing" system in which concep-
.

tual categories are aipropriately nested" and their boundaries clearly de-

lineated. The following measures a ,krecommended:

\

(a). The designing of a nuniber of 'lessons and portions of lessons for

each of the major parts of the course'whose sole function would . 4

be that of assisting studentd to "locate" new knowledge iA relation
4

CP

to the structure of what they have previously learned.' From the

palished research in this area, these lessons would appearto be

lacilitatinglif prior to the introduction of new material they

'relate knowledge -to -be -learned. to what pupils already know,"And if
A,

they progressively identify the distinctive features of the tew

' knowledge: Since the function of these lessons and lesson,segments
4-

would not, be to guide students inthe.discovery of additional kn3w-
1 1

ledge or the solving of novel problems, but rather to improve the
,t

Organizational structure of what,students knOw; it is quite con-

ceivable that they would depar considerably ift format from the

i/
4

lAusubel, D. P., Educational Psychology: A Colpitive View,New, York:

Holt, Ripehart, & Winston, 1968.

:4
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type of lesson most characteristic of the Teaching Plan..

(b) ProVision be made to.increase the amount of specific practi_ce

pupils,have in multiple classification of varied phenomena into

"higher" order.cateAories, coupled with diiect aisistance

ing how to establish correspondence between the characteristics

of a presented or descAbed phenombnon and the dgining attributes
*

of'highly abstract concepts.

I

(c) The development of visual representations of the relationships among

various "higher" and "lower" order concepts learned at diffcrent times
_

during the course. Suchrepresentations, in the form, for instance,

of flow charts or "Venn" diagrams; might\be extremely useful.to both

pupils and teashers in conceptualizing complex relationships. It is

. recommended that 'several types of representacions.(e.g., two- and

three-dimensipnal, containing fixed or moveable components) be created

and thetUficacy of.their use an4._p1acement within topics investigated.
A

(d) Whenever additional, more Complex abstract concepts appear, their re-

lationship to ttb earlier concept should bil made.clear. The course

can then be viewed in part fAs.the accumulation by students of samples

and examples fitting into the labeled categories involying progres-

sively broader and more varied aspects of,social behavior and increas-
.

ing precision in mapping the boundaries among concepts.

t
2Because of tim44ig, the ACSP curriculum develbpment staff and the ACSP-RP

*staff have never discussed these recommendations. This is unfortunate because .

of an apparent but not inevitable difference bet'ween them regarding stratet;y.
The ACSP staff might say that the ACSPRP staff 'are preoccupied.with conceptual
neatness and logic. The researchers might say that the developers are preoccu-
pied with spontaneity and serendipity. Who knows? Only the discussion'would
provide the answer. M.C. d.
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,
(e) An essential characteristic of the course is that the students do the

processing. This takes tiMe and .because it.is absolutely essential

. `

to the success of their experience 'with the course, time must be

allowed for this to take place. A series of guidelinei should be

developed to assist schools and teachers in making decisions concern-

ing how many and which of the course parts can be planned for on i -

semester use in various settings. Soime schools might even be en-

couraged to use the full course over a complete school year. This

would-ba-particulatly important if additional activities to assist in

the development of 1, stable internal knowledge structure will make it

difficult,to teach the whole course in one semester,

PROCESSING SKILLS
. ,

Data warranting the conclusion that project pupils made significant

improvement in their ability to process various kinds of social data appear

at first glance to support several major assumptions made by the curriculum

.
designers and to demonstrate the conformity of Patterns to the implications

of,these assumptions. Distinctive features of Patterns as a curriculum

plan appear in the.recommendations for classroom activities contained in

r

the Teaching Plan and in the stiAdent and teacher ,roles implied by the type

.of lesson which.predominates practically all sub-segions of the course.

It t-jpically begins.with ,,he.presentation of new daza to Students in the form

of some description or represent ion of a social phenomenon. Students are

then asked to make warranted in erencet about the'society from which the

,
data have come and to compare and contrast these with the,previoUsly inferred

attributes of,other Aocieties. The students' role is one of "data-processor":

they- must observq0 summarize, and pattern the presented data; they must recall

and apply previously learn:d principles to make inferences about the society

29.1
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in question, and must resoive or attempt to resolve alterrite interpretations

through further,examination and patterning.of the available evidence; finally,

they must compare and contrast the inferred attributes of two or more ad.-

eties with respect to significant dimensions of social life.. The teacher's

role'is that of "gUider": he is to assist students in developing stratefies

for ana1yzing data; he will do"such things as frame questions to initiate

and focus classroom inquiry, suggest alternative routes for investigation,

and:prompt students to recall and apply previously learned knowledge and

a

skills.

The theoretical framework for instructional design revealed in the

distinctive character-of recommended lessons and roles--a framework supported

by a considerable quantity of recent research--is based on the assumptions

that (a) the extent of learning in any given situation depends to a -consider-

able degree on the intellectual aotivity of the learner in the situation

behaviors carried oui by students'in claps depend

-

on the interective behavior of the teacher. Thus,

sand (b) the intellectual

a considerable extent

the instructional strategy built into the plan for using Patterns proceeds

rom the propositions that students learn to process social data by engaging

in guided practide in "operating" upon data and that the teacher's role in

the classroom is.instrumental to students' developing appropriate analysis

skills.

Vnfortunately the data fom the COIN test do'not by themielves contain

direct confirmation ofthe appro riateness of the instructional strategy
,,,

exemplified by the general. an for ,Pattrns. What can be contluded, with

high security, is thatproj ct students made significant improvement ip

41111



processing skills as

not these gains were

a result of their course experiences. Whether or

282,

due to the specific dynamics underlying the design of

.the curriculum must remain an unanswered question until stibseauent empirical_

research,confirms the hypothesized relationship amodg teaching ityles (roles),

student roles,and learning outcOMes. Such itsearch must'monitor and cate-

gorize teacher and pupil activities as these are actually carried out during

the course and then ,com;are resulting pupil -teadher patterns to learning

outcomes.

--..---

'

What alternative explanation can account for the significantly better

pereormance by project than control students on both parts of the COIN instru-
,

ment? It can be argued that increased familiarity with the subject matter

and the learning of, a number of new concepts, ieflected in the significant

results for project students with Format II items'in the CRT instrument

(see Chapter12) constitute sufficient factors to have caused significant

growth in processing skills. The validity of this assertion can be chal-

lenged by two other pieces of evidence from the present research. First,

computed correlations of CRT change scores (both for Fdrmat I and II items)

with COIN change scores, where available, are not significant and are extra-

ordinarily small (see Chapter14, Figure 4-6). Second, both parts of the COIN

instrument present data which were not examined in ACSP classes, and to the

. extent that they depart from the conditions wit4n which learning may have

occurred during the courSe they constitute evidence of the transfer of skills

by project pupils to novel situations. This j:s particularly the case with

Part II of COIN since neither of the tko anecdotes used in the postAkform

were examined during the semester in any project or non-Jproject classes.
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11

Of courie, one must be careful to avoid concluding tha.the f43kills involved
0

can transfer to the analysis of types of data other than those used in the

COIN instrument, or that students will use the skills in giving'meaning to'

-

their experiences when outside of th school setting. Further research is

needed to establish the extent of.transfer.

Though the results of the present reseavch cannot be used to confirm

the validity of the instructional strategy presented'in the Teaching Plan

for Patterns, the findings here are consistent with the framework of concep-

tual.dynamics employed by the course designers. The major recommendation,

therefore, is that the'pupil and teacher roles represented in 'the Plan and

exemplifile its recommendations for the enactment of classroom lessons

be retained. It'is further recommended that the presentation of desired

roles and lesson patterns be extended by the incluiion op "model" classroom

dialogues either in the Plan or as additional material ior teacher"examina-

tion. These materials should include samples of appropriate and inappropriate

lesson patterns)" The development of a system for self-appraisal by teacherS

n improving pupik -data---proc es i sg- behavior_, an etfort_begun_ earlier_by_s eNt-

eral ACSP-RP staff members, should be continued. Such a system, using taped

classrodm episodes, can be instrumental in develoiAng teacher skill in

analyzing their own roles in tne promoLion o2 learning.

INITIAL CAPABILITIES

The complete absence of any evidence to indicate that

impact of Patterns depends upon reading ability is an extremely important

finding. It strongly supports concluding that the effects of the course

were not due primarily to the written materials included for student use

1
Such materials have,been prepared and will be publiShed by ACSP.

4
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but to the acfivities carried out and the exteriences engaged iOduring .

the semeiter. It.lends furtlier_support' to the recommendation13 4pmediately /

.-

aim e concerning.instructiOnal strategy.

These remarks should not be misinterpreted as an_invitation,for teachers

to ignore the effects of reading Ability on. Orformanbe as such. Relatively

.
high correlations between reading adhievement test scores and pre-scores

on the CRT and COIN instruments are indidative of a, close relationshili

between-language capdbilities and performance on course-related tasks.

Students with reading dificultiea be expdted to have problems" with

-Patterns but as the present research ariply demonstrates, can make sa'much

z_iogss as those with stronger reading capabilities--Aiven the.appropriate

e erience activities

All of 'the comments'referring toireading.achievement also apply to
4

'pre-Course capabilities measured by the CRT and COIN instrumonts. The -

intercorrelations1 among pre-scores for CRT and COIN are poiiitivc. relatively

\

high, ahd statistically significant--indicative of close relationships among

I.

41a

the capabilities measured,. and. /constituting a caution -to teachers that- students

with a small stock of Concepts and low analytical skills can be

expected to exhibit difficulty with course tasks.. Correlations between'pre-
..

and change-scores, however, indicate th'at the amount of "growth, (pre-to-Rost)

due to the course is not dependent,upon initial capabilities. There is, in

fact, some indication 'that course experlences depress the influence of entry

abilities on the kind of processing skills measured by COIN.

NON-COGNITIVE VARIABLES

The possibility of diff ential interactions among personality variables,

socio-economic background, and co JR experiences for girls in contrast to

2
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I

II
. .

, 2415
1

.
..,

. . .

boys needs further ?camination. .
The data from,the present studies reldtpe

o
.

,

,..

to this questi'on are\not consistent enoligh.to.justify any 9ther:implications 4

,

;
.

.

, or.recommendati ns. .

,The sence of any strong and repeated patterns,of performance

related to non -cogritive varidbles'is in itself an interesting findinit. 'lt

supports,concluding that the course can promote significdht cognitive growth
,

in the areas measured for students exhibiting a vide ilinge air Personality
k

characteristics, value orientations and socio-economiCba4cgrounds. EXAMS.-

nation of the Teaching Plan and 1mi ten and otlxer materials for studeirt use,

'as well as the recommended roles for students, might lea4.,one to predict

that the course would be Most succes ful with intellectually,aggresiive

pupils who value non..;conformitk and he challenge of new problems, wto are

% willing to take chances and.asiume a!leadership role in classroom discussions.
. ,

.
.

.

Course 'success, as measured 'by change in performance, appears to b'e unrelated

to any'of these characteristics (though their in

f

luence on petfOrmance as
.. .

such might be considerdble--relation hips not investigated J.:1. the present .

.

studies). In fact, the weak pattern aserVed for girls-, if anything, presents

1

an almost pposite composite of the ttributes cf. the succesi-fUl (as measured,
,

44/49

by pre-post Change) female particip
. 4

The findikgs here regarding re ding achievement, pre-course capabilities,

personality variables, value orientiations, and,ES (as measuied by the instru-

. I

ments used) should be heartening to.the designers of -Patterns.since tgeir

I

stated objeciive has been to produ a course which could 'be Used effectively ,

A

with the majority of public'school Students.



IDENTIFYING STATUS POSITIONS
.1

' Recommendations inithis area'pertain to:methods for extending stdaent
,*

rf,1 '
,

a

,

i

2g6

, .

d
4

t
i

analysis of anecdotal miterial t a search for evidence of cove4 as
I

well as,

!'\t
t_

\
overt sanctions and a linking dif n "social position" to patterns

of expected behayior.. Data from the p ese nviestigAtion show that4roject

students tend to apply less complex driteria in identifying "statUses" or

"social' positions" from descriptive contextsVand that these criteria are

4

iden;tical to the pnes employed by control students who presumably recaive

:relevant instruction only from tne directions of the SIT test.'

The.most frequently used criteria pertained to whether an isola edt

group performed same common or unique functibn soy "job;" behaved in .8 tcamon,

A
fashion in the,described incident, or possessed some special privileg ,or .

prestige. The uce 9f these criteria will inimany cases

fibation of the same °positions" that the more complete

implied by theleaching Plan will yield. These are "shortcuts," however,

'result in the/ identi-.

processing techniques

.
that db not work in many cases, and, more importantly, bypass the Wkiole*social

-

interaction component of social structureand-do-little-in assisting sudents

A

L"to ftvelop a dynamic framework with whicil to interpret interpersonal behavior.,

. In order to shift student criteria in the desired direction these mea-

sures are recommended:
1. /

\.

(a) The exaMination of an ,incident in which ti4\absence of overt sanctions ,

,can be readily understood'as evidence that.expected behav4.ors are

being carried out.

(b) The modeling, for teachers in the P,i.an, and for strents during inspruc-

tion of all the steps to be applied while identifying a."status" from.

anecdotal material.

1As noted on p. 269, the printed version of Patterns incorporated these
,

recommendations.

y
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(c) Provision tpr students to learn how internal expectations for the

behavior of "otherS" are of assistanCe to individuals in Predicting

4 how others will act and in maintainingr"psychic balance". )

RELATIONSHIP OF ABSTRACT CONCEPTS AND SKILL

Low correlations, between CRT and COIN change-Acores make it difficult

1 to argue.that there are cauaa. relationships exiiting between the two typeu

I
of capabilities measured by each instrument. *The implication iS that,'since

00

it does not-follow aUtoma,ically that increase in data-proqessing skills

.lead.to_increasesin.the nuMber of.highly,inclusive,concepts learrod by'

students and vice-versa, separate and,different prOitions must be mad*
0

withiil.the course for adequate:learning to ocCur.in both areas. liecormen4Mva

tions regarding these provisions.have been made earlier in this chapter;

,800

4.

1.
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INTRODUCTION .

The primary purpose of the:codin'gisYstem explained in this manual is
,

to provide for the systema.tic storage and retrieval of data collected in the

field. The ieaearch project necessitates the collection of data pertalning
.

to specific social phenorena: ,categor.ies of phenomena to be investigoated

haVe been grouped under various. subjeolt'headings. Each subject corresponds
,

.
. . 1.

4to one'or more.of.the blocks of' nuMbers arranged'around -ehe periphery of the

.

.

puivel Cards' utilizedin this system.. All data pertaining to the phenomena'
,

,

,-
, . . ,. .

researehed are to be copied onto the Tunch carsls. By punching a numbex or.
,

, /

\coMbination of nuMbers'on the, eards,,all,data can' categorin

' nder specific. subjects for stdrage purposes and retrieved at, a later.4ate . c). c
.,...

.

0

' fO analysis. Since:iuccessful.use of this sYstem depends largely 4pon a-
,.,

.- r ,
'

thorough understanding of the coding procedures and coding categories, At

is Most'important that all coding insiructionSQbe read, cadfuirly and that'

the defining attributes of eaoh coding category be clearly understood,

USE OF PUNCH CARDS

While this system may be modified for the use of othor card types it

is based on the Unisort Analysis card Form Y9 of the Burroughs Corp.', Todd

Division. An illustration of this card is provided on the following page. 1

For consistency of, reference and to.insure that the 'clIrections which

follow will be clear, the fo11ot4ing conventions will-be employed:

(1) The card will be oriented with the notch at the uppyr right cbrner

as it is seen in the illustration.



Figure-C-

UNISOra ANALYSIS CARD,

PI I
======

[UNISOR1 ANALYSIS CARD. .

&

2

SURROUISPIS CUNPONATION TC9DO WV. HADLEV PRIN1190 IN U.S.A.

.4S 6S If 96 Ct 9 1-

0

1

;

(2) The inner series of numbers (1 through 29 at the top, 30 thi-bugh 46

t the left, etc.).will be referred to as Serial Numbers.

(3) The side of the carewhich ars these numbers will be referred to

as the front of the card. Th obverse will be referred to a6 the
,

back of the'card.

0

A moment's Study of the card will make clear .1).e two ways in which such

a card may be,coded. Along the outer margin of the card is a recurrent series,

3 ti
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p.

of nunters set off in blocks of four digits. Those nunibers (1,

3

2, h, and 7)

may be used to give each block a numerical value from zero (no hole punched)

to fourteen (all holes punched). Thus by 4.ng as few of these-numbers as

4

possible and, addiing.them together within each block one of fifteen different

nuabeVs (0 thteugh l4) can be recorded in each block. This approach will
,

eferred to as the Additive system of coding. Examples of the punching

I.

for sevtral nunibers can be seen be.16w.

/

7 1 :1-1 76_1 25 21 f . J 1 .1 . 1 ,19 ?

`...3._.` 4 2- 1 4 2 1

rs---,Thri .:i .v 7 ,,, lc.,
..I. -.1.

1. FA
___. ,

Vallle: 0 Value lb Va11)c

,1

Figure C-2

THE ADDITIVE SYSTEM
1,1

7 4 3

Mme 1 Va1ue.9 Wlue. 11.

, The Additive system of coding has one severe limitation; it requires

that the material to be codea within that four-hole block be mutually exclu-

sive since only one of ,the fifteen values (the highest) can be read from the

block. Thus when it is necessary to employ a typology which is not.mutually

exclusive it is necessary to employ a different system.

r.

.
Such a sstem uses the inner blodk.of numbers which we refer to as the

serial numbers.

inner number.

systcm.

In such a ease the number coded corresponds directly to that,
4

This system of coding will be referred to asrthe Discrete Numbers

Examples are provided on the fonowing pagel

G

".
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. Figure C-3

THE DISCRETE. NUMBERS .SYSTEM

Value 47. Value 52
1,

UNISOPIT ANALYSIS CARO 1,01110 VII) ISUPIPIOU4111 C010151.1AtION -
_J 1-

,Tihr-r--1-----,.. ..±2.. ,,,,
_L.. 4 I

-,-- iliiit i I 1

,
L "

1)111. I. 14ADLIEY 1111411113

,Value 67

Value 68
Value 69

ItTh essential that this distinction between t?..d-Aftditive and the

Disdrete NuMberstsystemS of coding be understoOd. Any confusion Of the

two systems of coding will-make tt tbbossible to read the value coded -and

,thus Vill make.the Card useless.

GENERAL CODE

.

!Directions for the coding of specific information is -orovided later

in this.manual. What,followsin this section'are the genera/ directions

forthe preparation of.all the cards employed in this system. These rules

1

hold for eadh entry card.

(1). Written entries

. (a) Data to be ceded and stored will be found most often to take

the form of written or transcripts of spoken words, phrasea,

,and longer,statements.. These statements are to be copied

'verbatim on the front side of the cards. The: back side Of the

°card will be used only vh4never the space on the front side

of the card'is insufficient to permit recording.of all necessary,

data. All quotations must contain enough detail to insure

that the meaning is clear. This may often mean that a full

/j



paragraph from t) Iscripts or other source material wilrbe

copied. If additional matrial is.written on the card, as

for exar..ple, some editorial comment relevant to the context

5

of tie statement, it must be clear that it is an addition to

the primary material. The standard usage of single and dolible

quotation marks as well as brackets and ellipses is essential.

(b) Each time a nuMber is recorded'o4 a card by punching a hole

that nuMber is to be written alongside the appropiiate part

of the card. ,This -is done 'to facilitatethe visual reading'

of'the.card.,

(c) All cards must provide a citation idoniifying the primary

material froth which the itet is taken. This citation must

make it possible to return to that material with a minimum

of effort. While the citation is not punched onl.o the card

. it is to be written below the quotation or entry.

(d)' The initialslof. the person who coded the card and the data,

upon which the information was collected are to appear on the

-card.

(2). Top margin

( 3)

The top margin of all cards will bear the Entry NuMber, Informant

Type, and Informant NuMber where that number'is applicable.' These

entries are explained on pages C-7 through C-9 .

Upper left, lower left, and lower right corners

The sex, professional organization affiliation, and race of uach

informant are recorded in their respective corners on all óards.

Directions for making these entries arc given under Subject V,

c, 9
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Informant type, on pages C-10 and C-11.

(4) Color coding
.

Marly-statements copied onto the cards will be lengthy and,may

contain multiple references requiring multiple coding. The process

of rpading the cards or sorting for more specific information will

be facilitated by underlining,' bracketing,2or enclosing in paren-

theses, key words, phrasess'or other pertinent data itith colored

felt penS. This process of imderliiiing r-marking-off-portions

of Statements on the eaAs will be referred to as color coding.
,

To each of the majOr -subjects nubibered.5 (Role,Perception). through
'
12 (Values), with the eIception of subject,#10, a color has been

'assigned. All symbols -used to,underline or enclose words, phraseii,

,

and other inforiation must be of'the same color as.the color
.e'

'assigned 0.,the subject into which,that part.icular data has been

coded. Extreme care musb be exercibed so as to avoid marking off

(color coding) data coded Anto one subject with a'colored'pen cor-

responding to a'color assigned to a different dubject. In the.

dfrections under each subject'specific instructions are giVen as"to

how and what wbrds, phrases, or,other information on the card is to

be color coded.

(5) Storage Of the cards

Following the preparation of the cards and subsequent to each use

of the cards they are to be returned to a storage file. All cards

are to be filed by Entry Number.

aig



IDENTIFICATION OF CARD TYPE

7

The nuraber of codin&categories usi)ed in this system exceeds the nuMber

which can be located on one ;lunch card. Thus, two sets of cards, Card Type I

and Card Type4II,w41 ba employed in this.system:' Figure C-5 shows both

earl tyres and the subjects located on eath card. Whenever different attri-.

butes of the same expression are identified in data copied onto ca,rds for .

storage purposes and the categories into which the data are torbe coded are

-Ibbated ork both card types, ihe entry must be recorded twice, once on each

eard type. Whenever acsingle item is written on bóth card types,.each card-4

48

,

will bear the same Entry Number, Informant Type,s'and Informant Number., The

same rule applies when .retording the sex, professional organization affilia-

tion, and race of the informant. :

'In order to allow for the easy sorting of the cards by type, the fo..1.-

lowing system of coding by punching will be employed:

to

, Figure q-14
c

CARD TYPE PUNCHING

Type I cards will be punched in the upper left corner thus:

,

1L__
;9 W7T-77. 7t I 25

Type II cards will be.punched in
,

the upper left corner thus:.
, 0

i
I

.9

1

28

4 1 I

I ZI r I 75

/

ERRORS 4
/

In the event that a card is mitpUnched, a special correction tape is

avajlaile and may be used to make a.correction. This ls.simply a matter

of taPing ,c13.rer the holed which were erroneous3y'punched.

!Li

II

1
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Anysuspicion of a systematic error should lead to a thorough review

of material previously prepared. Errors, both fortuitous and,systematic,

are to be expected in the development of a system such as this. 'The great ..

danger; of course', is that they till go unnoticed and uncorrected.

SUBjECT #1: ENTRY NUMBER

(Serial nuMbers 1 through 16, both card types, blocks used in an

Additive fashion.) '

: Each time a phrase, sentence, r statement is selected for copying onto-
,

a card it will be'assigned an enti er% The same entry,number is tb be

used whenever a single item'i ritten on more than one car4.

The entry numbers will allow the recovery of any particular item for

later review or confirmation. In the writing and rewritingof, the final

report it may be desirable to return to the card; this can be done only if

such- a number has been assigned and then used as areference number in thc

initial drafting of the.manuscript.

Since the blocks ass ighed for the entry number are to be used,in an

Additive fashion, the entry nuMber will take the form: nn/nn/nn/nn, where

each lune will,have a value from 00 to 14, inclusive, and where the "/" is,

used to cgparate the b16-Cks or values. Thus, one entry number might take
. . N

the'form 00 02/09..

By using the blocks in this fashion, it is possible to record over

40,000 entry numbers in' the' four blocks.

SUBJECT #2: INFQAMANT TYPE

(Serial numbers"? throufTh 20, both card types, blocks used in an Additive

fashion.)



Since the coding categories under informant type ate designed to be

0
mutually exclusive, this block will be used in the Additive fashion.

Typology:

Value 'recorded Informant type

1 Teachers (Edison)
1

2 Counselors (Edison)
,- t '

3 Administrators (Principal, Vice Principals)

4 Secretaries (Principal, Attendance, Counseling, and
Main office)

5 Caretakers, Food Service, and Maintenance Personnel

10

6 S/hool nurse

1 7- Students

8 Participant Observers (will also haNre an .informant

nuMber)
L

9 District Administrators (Superintendent, Assistant
. Superintendents, etc.)

/
1. .,

10 Other district teachers '

11 Reserved for expansion of key

Note

To complete Subject #2, Informant :Crpe, the sex, race, and when appli-

cable, professional organization affiliation of the informant are to be noted

in the corners of each card as follows:

Sex: upper left corner (serial number 29) of all cards punched thus

Li
I

Male

Female LJLJ
, 4 ;
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Professional organizatien affiliation: lower left'corner of all cards

American Federation pf Teachers _(AFT),

Sunnydale Teachers Association (STA)

Unaffiliated _l.nsil'IMMTANALY14s!"

--r
,tTf=I='

. ;

..;

Race: lower right corner of all cards punched thus
. H-_

id. Cl 1'1

----
SII.

i -U. V i

punched thus

1

UN1SORT AN.M.let

---=---.--_-,..

i
I

os

V Lrt ,

'1 UNI1MMTANALY

I .1 Mt CS

- t "

Negro

Caucasion

Orie;tal

Other

SUBJECT 1/3: INFORMANT NUMBER

t_ rt, L1-:
e,

C
1 I
I It SI

(Serial numbers 21 through 28, both card types, blocks used in an

Additive fashion.)

This block of numbers will be'Us4d to record an informant number for

I\
the most significant individuals who serve as informants. By using these

blocks as is done (the additive system), very nearly 200 different informants

can be individually identified. A master list of names and numbers must be

kept in conjunction with this system.
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-

As with the Entry NUmber, the Informant Number would be.recorded

using slasbes and would,take the form.v.1 nn/nh.. Thus an-individual informant

might'be 00/14.

Informants, whose identiSication nunibers appearr;on aimaster list

.(Appendix C2), witrre grouped into the gener role categories delineated

in Subject'#2, Informant Type. For additional dorting purpose*, the informant

nurlibers of teachers will be grouped into categories along Aepartmental lines.

Thus the master list of.ro.mes and numbers will take the form:

Certificated staff Value recorded , Informant

Administrators 00/01 Name of pribcipal

00/n Naine of administrator N

Counselors 00/06 Name of counselor A

00/n . Name of counselor N

Teachers (s8cia1 01/01 Name of teacher A
studies)

01/n NameofteachernN

(English) 02/01 Name of. teacher.A

.02/n Name of teacher N

SUBJECT #4: COLLECTION DEVICE

(Serial number.30 through 33, both card types, Additive system)

This block of numbers will be'used to identify the type of collection
C.)

devices employed to Obtain the information'ebded. Since the set of items

or typologj is designed to be mutually exclusive, the block Will be used

in the Additive fashion.

Typology:

Value recorded

1

2

Coll-kion device

Systematic observations

Individual interviews

3 Group interviews



Value recorded Collection device

4 Faculty bu4etins.

Union flyers, STA newsietters,,ETA informational,
.materials, etc.

6 Newspapers

7 Student publications

8 Student. bulletini'

9-1k Reservel for expansion of key'

SUBJECT #5: ROLE PERCEPTION

Color cod94 RED

(Serial nurribers 34 through 66', Discrete'Numbers; 55 through 62, Additi e

System; 68 through'66, Discrete Numbers. Card Type I only.

Under "Role Perception" areto be coaed those statements which are

explicit or manifestly implicit statements about an informant's perceptionr of: 1

(a) hin own role; r
1

i

i

I

(c) the relation of the informant in his role (a) to other role inc46bants

... t
1

.

in the institution, in both, the same and different roles;. I

(d) dyadic role relationships;
, .

,(e) tne existance, nAure and extent of conflict between persons in

(b)-other institutional roles;.

specific paired roles;

(f) the manner in which interrole, intrarole and interpersonal coriflicts

are renolved.

All statements containing information about general or specific roles

(see (a) and (b) above) and dyadic,role relationships (see.(c-f) above)' are

to be coded into the appropriate categories in the eight serial blocks,'3k

7

4



through:62. The specifia role(s) or role dyads'mentioned or alluded td in

each statement copied ontb..a card are to be color coded 13y underlining RED

,all'-Vrittiken in the upper left corner-of the card. This procedure is parti-
;

cularly important since it.is expected that 'many informants will frequently

mention differentiated subgroups in several of the role categories used in .

this manual. The first set of coding categories (serialc'numbers 3)4 through 54)

is.not designed-to be mutually exclusive; any one or any combination of

these.items may be coded,at the same time. .As a result these blookssare,NOT

-"to be treated in the additive faehion but as Discrete Numbers. The second

0
* set of categories" (serial nutbers 55 through 62).is designed to be mutually

.0

exclusive. Thus, the blocks will be used in the Additive fashion.

For every statement coded in.serial blocks 34 through 62; one or'more

*
of the values in Oerial block'63 through 66 must be punched. ThieblocVof

unibers will be empldyed to identify various attributes'in statements made

about each specific role(s) or dxs.d* role of relationships. These =ding ..

, . .

categories are not meant to be iutuar exclusive; hence, the Discrete

Numbers system is used.

General category

Role '(serial numbers 34 through 54, Discrete Numbers

All statements about general or specific roles. Includes state-

% ments about an informant's percTptions of his Own role and other

, institutional roles. Color c'ode by underlining RED all roles

mentioned in statements copied onto the:cards.

Serial nuniber

of block Coding category

34 'Teachers

35 Department chairman

36 Leeal administrators general category)

3 8
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Serial nunibl,

of block Coding category
,

.

37 Counstlors ,
o

;,

38 Ptincipal
1

39 Vice principal (guidance).
,

4o , Vice.ptificipal (tenth grade)

41 Vice principals (eleventhsand twelf6 grAdes)

`-- Clasaified staff (general category)

43 Principal's searetarY

44 'Other secretaries (main, Otepdance and
! coiAnseTing ofce)

45 Schoul nurse ,
,

,

. 46 Caretakers, food service and maintenance'verSonnel

Students "'

4^8 Parentb of students ..,,

49./ District administimtors (general category)

50

51 Other district administrators (assistant er-
. .-

Superintendent

,intendents,_supervisors, etc.),

52 School board mehbers'

53 Reserved for expansion of Itey

54 Diff,erentiated subgroup

Statemehts containing references to specific

sUbgroups in any of tne preceding role categories.

A Oihary purpose of this category is to facili-

tate,sbrting when there are many references to

two or more highly specific roles which.are sub-
.

sumed under, one of the preceding categorier;.

General ,categorE
(

Dyadic role relationships (serial nuMbers 55 through 62, Additive System),

All'statements about dyadic role relationships. Includes statements

about an informant's, perceptions of dyadicrrole relationshiTs; the

relation of ?le informant in his role(s) to other role ,incumbants

in the institution, in both the same and different role; the existance,

3 1 9
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nature and extent of,conflict between persons in specific paired

roles and the manner in which interrole, j.ntratole, and ,inter7

' ,perSonal conflicts are resolved. Specific roles mentioned in
-

statements 'are:to be color coded by underlining RED and written

in the-upper left corner of the card.
,

1.

Value recorded Coding category

01/00 4 Administrator-teacher

01/03 Administrator-department chairman

01/06 Administrator-counvlor.

01/09 Administrator-pupil

01/12 Administrator-laassified personnel
,

02/00 IlAninistrator-parent

02/03 Administrator-other,

02/06 Teacher-department chairman '

02/09 Teacher-counselor
;

02/12 Teacher-pupil

03/00 Teach9y-clasdified perdonnel

03/03 Teacher-parent

03/06 Teacher-other

03/09 Counselor-department chairman

03/12 Counselor-pupil

04/00 Coungelor-clasdified personnel

04/03 Counselor-parent
.

04/06 Counselor-other
.

004/09- Pupil-departmenX chairman

04/12 Pupil-classified personnel

,05/00 Pupil-parent

05/03 Pupil-other

05/06 Ilarent-department chairman

05/09 Parent-other

05/12 Department chairman-other
(

06/00 Department chuirman-depahtment chairman

3.20
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a.

Value recorded
m

Coding catefory

.' 06/03 AdMinistratór-adminiStrator

,-
06106 Teacher-teacher

06/09 'Counselor-counselor
'I.

06/12' Pupil-pupil 41

07/00
.

\\. =ossified personnel-classified rsonnel-

07/03 'Parent-parent

o . 07/06 . Other-otaer

07/69 InterpersOnal relationships-roles unspeciTied

Reserved for expansion of key

V.

(Serial numbers 63-through 66, Discreie.NuMbers.)

Note: Key words, phrases and/or sentences contained within statements

coded into the following categories (serial nuMbers 63 through 66)

are to be color coded. A aymbol to be used for marking off (color

coding) data, has been assigned to each category. Data coded intO

any of the four categories are to 'be color coded using the syMbol

which corresponds to the category into which the information has

been coded. Since the color code for subject #5, Role Perception,

is RED all sYmbols used to enclose data coded in serial block 63

throtgh 66 are to be,drawn using a pen of this color.

Serial.nuMber
of block

63

64

Coding category

role(s) or paired role relationships

Statements about normative or expected'behaviors
1

of persons in a particular role or in a specific

. dyadic role relationship. Brackets [ ] (in RED) ;

will be the symbol employed ter color code data

in this category.

"Ideal" role(s) or paired rcle relationships

Statements about ideal behavior for persons

in a parti-eular role or in a specific dyadic

role relationshiP. ParerApeses ( ) (in RED)

will be the symbol employed to color code data

in this category.
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Serial number.
9f block Coding catgory

.

'Interrole, intrarole, and interper:Sonal Conflict

For purposes of this system conflict is de-1? ,

fined as disagreement qr tension between two
1.4

orrmore'individuals. The intensity of tfie

conflict, may vary from minor verbal disputes

to overt physical aggression. All statements

about illtrarole(conpict between two Or more

persons in the same role--NOT conflicting ex-

pectations for a particular role), Interrole

(conflict between two or`Impre persons occupying -

differentrolee), arid interpersonal (conflict -

between persons in roles not specified) conflict.

Slashes / / (in RED) will be the symbol employed

to .color code data in.this category.

66 z

SUBJECT #6: INNOVATION

Color code: PURPLE

Interrole, intrarOle, and.interpersonal.conflict
ult

resolution

Statements.i. aboUtthe manner in which the three

types of conflicts are reSolyed.'-Quotation

marks " " (in RED) will be the syMbol employed

to.color code data'in this category; .

(Serial nunbers 67 through 70, Discrete NuMbers; serial nuMbers 71

4' through 75, Additive System; serial nuMbers 76 through 83; Discrete,

NuMbers. Card Type I.only.)

Under "Innovation" are to be coded all-statements about change in insti-

tutional structures and institutional practices. Included are statements

about desired or contemplated changes and statements 6bout changes already



A

implemented.. All statements containing information' about general or'spebific.

Et

areas of innoiation are to be coded'into the appropriate categories in,the :

r
two serial blocks 71 through 74 and 75. "'It is parchlarly important that'

(

the specific innovation(s) mentioned in statementa.copied onto the cards be

color coded by underlihing in PURPLE and written fin the upi)er,left corner
.1

of the card. 'This procedure will facilitate sorting when several subcate-
/

categOry. Since this setgOries of'innovation are Subsumed.linder One main

of,coding categories is designed to be mutual

be used in the Additive fashion.

exclusive, these blocks, will

For every statement coded in serial blopts .71 through 75 one or more

of the values in serial blocks 67 through 70 and 76 through 83 must be

punched. The values'. in these serial blocks will be used to identify various

aspects of the innovation processes mentioned in the statements copied onto

the cards. This set of coding categories,is not designed to be mutually

7
exclusive; hence the Discrete Nutbers pystem is used.

Due to space limitations on Card Type I and the desirability of avoiding

a third card type, the coding

been located on the card in an

for the Discrete Numbers system of coding have been separated so that the

categoriea for Sub)ect #6, Innovation, have

/

irregular fashion. Serial blocks reserved

corner serial block 75 can be used with serial block 71 through 74 in the

additive fashJon. Incorporating serial block 75 into the additive system

thus permits a sufficient nuMber of values to be available for both the addi-

tive system and the discrete numbers system. While this change eliminates

the need for an additional strial block with four serial numbers, which in

turn would require a third card type, it does necessitate a more cautious

approach when coding data in this subjdt.
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v

Noie: A speciel,serial block has been reserved for coding all state-
,

Ments dbout the Anthri9pologveurr1bulum Study_Project (ACSP),,
..

and the Patterns in Humdh History course. Code statements about'
I

, ,

I

the ACSP under subject #10,ohly.

General category

Areas of innovation (seriiil numbers 71 through 75, Additive system).

All statements coded under sUbject,#6,'Innovation, will contain

references.to yhange ih institutional structures and'ihstitutional

. practices. The Coding categories below will be emplOyed to identifY

the general or specific areas of innovelloMted in statements

-/ISCo.pied onto the'cards. To facilitate visual reading of.the cardi

and additional sorting when two or more.innovations are subsuhled

, under one coding 'category., the specific roles, curriculum, rules

or practices mentioned or alluded to in statements are to be tblor
\

coded by underlining PURPLE and written in the ppper left corner

of each card.

Value recorded Coding category

(Curriculum)

*0/01 Curriculum (general category)

Statements about curriculum which do not

make specific reference to general areas

or specific courses.

0/02 Social studies

All statements about social,studies courses

except Patterns in Human History.

0/03 English, speech, journalism

0/04 Business

G/05 Mathematics

0/06 Science

0/07 Foreign language

0/08 Physical education
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Value recorded Coding category

(Curriculum, cont.)

.0/09'

0/10

0/11

,

Industrial' arts.

rim:re/its

SpeOial education

-Statements dbout ,curricula or

for the mentally, emotionally

special courses

and/o,educa-,

tionally handicapped, the deaf, nen-English-

\

speaking student, etc.

0/12 Reserved for eicpansion of,key

(Roles)
.

.0/13 Roth (general categorY)

Statements dbout changei in roles but which

contain no reference to specific'roles.

Administrative

Teaching.

Student

,Classified staff

Reserved for expansion-of key.

1

0114

'1/00

1/01

,1/02

1/03-

,

(CuleS and practices)

1/04 Rules and practices (general categoil)

.Statements dbout changes in school rules

and school,praetices but-which contain no,

reference to specific rulp and practices.

1/05 Attendance

Statements dbout change in. attendance proce-

dures and practices. Include statements

about charges in enforcement of regulations'. .

1/06 Discipline

Statemblts about changes in disciplinary

procedures and techniques.

, 1/07-1/14 Reserved for expansion of key,

I 2,

di I
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(Serial nuMlpers, 67. through 70, 76 through 83, Discrete NuMbers.
4

RemeMber: The.rambering of,the catOgoties'is discontihuous. Code with

caution.)

Note: Data coded into the folloying categories (serial numbers 67

through 70, 76 through 83) are,to be cOlor coded. A symbol tO

be used for color coding data has been assighed to each of the

general categoriei (Innovation, Procesies, External Forces,

Internal 'Forces). Data coded into these categories are to be

color coded using the syMbol which corresponds-to the general

category into which the information has been coded. :Since thq

color codeqlor sUbject #6, InnovatiOn, Is PURPLE, all syMbols

drawn to color code the data are to be purple.

General category

Innovation processes (serial thiMbers 67 and 68; Discrete Numbers).

All statements about innovation,processes. Include statements
1.---

dbout process 'related to the implementation of completed changes

and processes related to innovations in progress. Color code data

in this general category. 'Enclose data on the cards coded into

this general category with the symbols I 1 (in PURPLE).

Serial number
of block

67

68

Coding category. /

5-

Stateme s dbout procedures and processes
.,,

related to the proposing, planning,'and

implementing of changes in institutional

structures and practices.

Problems

Statements about the na iA of the problemi

4k(a) encountered in past novations, (b) con-

fronting' innovations currently in progress and/or

(c) anticipated in the implementation okidesiri444.

, old.
..
wOemplated changes.

c.



"

External forces '(serial numbers 69, 70, 76, and 77, Discrete Numbers).

4. Ste:tments about pressures' for innovation'originating gutside the

public school. Includes statements containirig information'about

6,

the,extent and nature of the pressures applied by the, external.

,forces 'for inn4ration. Color code all data on the cards coded

into this general category using the Symilole ( ) (in PURPLE).

'Serial nuMber

ofblock Coding category
i

, 1
... . .

69 Federal and/or State governmental units

Statements abo6 pressures from federal-or
,

r 70

statd governments tn the form of.legislation,

financial incentives, rbcommendations, etc.

GomMbnity

f.

,Statements about preSsures originating from

communityjgroups and/or leaders,. local govern,-

mental unitskir agents,. etc.' Exclude stater'

ments about pressu*er brought about by all groups .

and individuals for commercial or industrial

reasons. t.,

(Note: 'Begin using the values in serial blpck 76,through 79, Discrete

NuMbers.) 8

76 1, Commerftal and/or industrial

77

Statements about pressures origi1nating from

comMercial arid/or industrial sources, both

local, regional, and national.

Extern change agents

StdOments about pressures from individuals

or troups of individuals whose role It is to

encolitage and help implement change. Include

in this category statements about local district

.consultants from college or university stails,'etC.

3;6 7
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Internal forces (serial numbers 78 through 83, Discrete Numbers).

S',atemeas about pressures for innovatiort originating from within

the local public school system. Include statements about the

extent and nature of the pressures applied by the internal forces

advocating innovation. Color code all data on the cards coded intb

this category with the symbols / / (in PURPLE).

Serial nuMber
of block Coding category

78 District administrative personnel

19

80

81

82-83

Statements about pressures for innovation

originating from school board members, dis-

trict administrators (indluding.directors of

state and federal projdcts undertaken by the

district), etc.

Local administrative personnel

Statements about changes advocated, supported

and/or decreed by local administrators.

Teachers

Statements gbout pressures for changes brought

about by indivldual teachers or groups of

teachers within the school or school district.

Students

Statements about pressures for changes origi-
.

nating fiiom individual students or groups of

- students in the local school system.

Reserved for expansion of key.

SUBJECT #7: COMMUNICATION

Color code: BROWN

(Serial numbers 34 through 41, Card Type II. Serial block 34 through 37

used in the Additive fashion; serial numbers 38 through 41, Discrete

Numbers.)
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Under "Communication" are to be coded statements dbout the frequency,

content and problems of communication between individuals or groups of

individuals within the school system. Several areas of communication relevant

to the,investigation (serial nunibers 34 through 37)ihave been delineated .

below and all statements coded under communication are to be coded into one

of the coding categories in this serial block. Since this\set of coding

categories is designed to be mutually exclusivu, this bloc will be used

- in the Additive fashion.

For every statement coded in serial block 34 through 3 one or more of

'the,values in serial block 38 through 41 must be punched. 'The valUes in -

this block will be used to identify various aspects of the communication

processes mentioned in the statements coded. This set of coding categories

is not designed 'to be mutually exclusive, hence the Discrete Numbers system

is used.

General category

Areas of communication (serial numbe...s 34 through 37, Additive System).

Communication between individuals or groups of individuals may

occur at varions systemic levels. Individual statements dbout

communication at a particular systemic level are to be coded into

the one appropriate category below. Color code by underlining

BROWN the identity of the communicator(s) mentioned in statements.

In addition, record the same of the communicator(s) in the upper

left corner of the card.

Value recorded

1

2

Coding category

Intradepartment

Statements Oout conmiunication between members

of the sam faculty department.

Interdepartment

Statements about vmmunication between members

pf different faculty departdr-nts.

3 ri
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Value recorded Coding category

3 , Administration-faculty

Statements about communication between

faculty Mcmbers and local school administra-

5

6

tive personnel.

Certificated staff-students

Statements about communicatiOn between students

and the certificated staff at the local school.

Intraschool

Statements about communication between persons

within the.school not coded into one of the,

preCeding categories. Include all general

statements about intraschool communication.

Interschool

Statements about communication between

administrators, teachers and/or students

at diffeze schools.

7 District adr4nist tion-local school

Statements about communication between

district administrators and local school

personnel.

8 Local school-community

Statements about communication between local

school personnel and parents of students,

community groups and leaders.'

9 District administration-community

Statements about communication between dis-

trict administrators and persons in the local

school attendance area and the community at

large

10-14 Reserved for expansion of key.
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(Serial,numbers 34 th ufth 37, Discrete Nuebers.)

Note: Data coded into tha foil:Owing Categories ar to be colclw coded.

A syAbol has been assigned to each of th coding categOries

below and is to be used to enclose deya, coded into eaclh category,

ll synibols are to be drawn in PURPJ, the color codelfor

I

stibject #7, Conmunication.

General catesory

Communication *pro saes (serial n

bout problems, ahdStatements

the schoo system.

ft

Serial (nuMber

of block

\-1

ers 34 through 37, Disqete NuMberS).

I

processes of communication within

Coding category

34 Processes/procedures

Statements about formal and informal communi-.

cation procedures, nature of comMunications,

frequency with which information is communicated,

etc. Brackets [ ] (in PURPLE) Will be employed

to color code data coded into this category.

35 Problems

Statements about'the i.nadequacy of ommurAcation,

lack of communication channels, etc. Parentheses

( ) (in-PURPLE) will be employed to mark off

data coded .into this category.

36-37 Reserved for expansion of key.

SUBJECT #8: MAINTENANCE AND SOCIAL CONTROL

Color code: BLACK

(Serial numbers 42 through 46, Additlye System; serial numbers 47 through

58, Discrete Numbers. Card Type IT only.)

Under "Maintenance and Social Corrurol" are to be coded all statements



\

-about resistance to changes in institutional structures.and institutional

practicei. Statements dbout Nenti aLd mechanism of social.control are to

'be included 'also. All statements about the maintenance of institutional

practices and structures are to be coded into the appropriate categories

in the two serial blocks'42 through 45 and the block containing the single 4

,

nuMber4 46. Once again, it is particularly important that the specific

institutional structures (courses, roles; rules and practices, etc.) mentioned

in itatements.copied onto the cards be color coded by underlining BLACK
%

and written in the 4per left corner of each card. This procedure will

2

facilitate sorting, especially when several statements about two or more

areas of maintenance are coded into one coding category. Since this set

of coding categories is designed to be mutually exclusive, these blocks will

be used in the Additive fashion.

For every statement coded in serial blocks 42 through 46 one or more ot

the values in serial blocks 47 through 58 must punched. The values in this'

block wiilbe used to identify the various agents of control, sources of

resistance to change, as well as the mechanisms utilized to induce conforMity

to,existing institutional structures and practices.

General category

Areas of maintenance (serial nuibers 42 through )46, Additive System).

All statements coded into subject #8 will co)tain references to

social control and maintenance of institutional structures and

practices. Of particular interest are statements about the control

of behavior viewed as deviant by one or more persons and data

about resistance to contemplated or already completed changes in

the areas of curriculum, institutional roles, rules and practices.

The coding categories below will be employed to identify the Lreneral
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or specific areas of maintenance cited in all statements copied

onto the cards,that are coded under this subject. To facilitate

visiiiil reading of' thecard and additional sorting when two or
(

more areas of maintenance.are subsumed under one c

1
ding category,

the specific rolei, rules, practices,And courses entioned or

alluded to in statements are to be coldr coded by underlining BLACK

and written in the upper left corner of each card. ,

-Value recorded ellWding category

(CUrriculum)

0/01 Curriculum (general category)

Statementsabout curriculum which do hot

make specific reference to general areas

or specific courses.

0/02. Social studies

Statements about all social studies courses

except Patterns in Human History.

0/03 thgliSh, speedh, journalism.

0/04 Business

0/05 Mathematics

0/06 Science

o/oT Foreign language

0/08 Physical education

0/09 Industrial arts

0/10 Fine arts

0/11 Special education

Statements about curricula or special courses

for the.menta14, emotionally and/or educa-

tionally handicapped, the deaf, thp non-English-

speaking, student, etc.

0/12-0/14 Reserved for expansion of key.

(Roles)

1/01 Roles (general category)

Statements about the maintenance of roles

b4t which contain no reTerence to specific roles.
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1/02 Administrative

1/03 Teaching

1/04 Students

1/05 Clabsified staff

1/06-1/08 "Reserv4d for expansion of key,

(Rules and practices) k

1/09 Rules and practices (general category)

,Statements ibout thi maintenance of school

e-

rules and, practics but which contain ho

refeience to specific rules and prattles'.

1/10 Attehdance

Statements about the maintenance of existing

attendance prOcedures end practice

1/11 Discipline

Statements about the nature of the discipline

; emploied to induce confOrmity to'existing

rules and/or expectations. Also includ0 all

statements about the maintenance-of existing

disciplinary practices.

1/12-1/14 Reserved for expansion of key.

(Serial numbers 47 through 58, Discrete Nutbers.)

We: Data coded into the following categories are to be color coded.

,
A sytbol has been assigned to each of the general categories

(agents of control and maintenance mechanisms) and is to be used

to enclose dafa copied onto the cards. Since the color code for

slibject #8, Maintenance and Sooial Controll is BLACK, all symbols

drawn to mark off the data are to be black.

General cateery

Agents of contro3, sources of resistance to change (seial nurdbers 47

through 52, Discrete Numbers).

Into this category are to be coded all statements dbout the soutces of

3;14
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' resistance te) desired, anticipated, or already completed changes.

'Include statements about agent(s) controlling or attempting to .

controrbehavior viewed as deviant by. one or more individuals or

group of individuals within the school system. The specific"agents

or sources Mentioned or alluded to in statements copied onto the,

cards are to be color coded by underlining in BLACK and written in

.' the umersleft corner of the card. Bracketi [ ] (in BLACK) will be

the symbol employed to enclose data'copied onto the cards coded

into this general category.

Serial number
of block Coding category

47 Administrative staff

Statements.containing references to school

board members, district.'0Ministrative staff,

or local \administrative personnel.

40 Teachers ,

49 Students

50 Parents of students

51 Community groups and/or leaders

52 Federal or state legislation and/or pressures

Nhintenance mechanisms (serial nuMbers 53 through 58, Discrete NuMbers).

Statements about the control mechanisms employed or available to

induce conformity to existing structures. Data Coded under

maintenance mechanisms are to be color coded. Parentheses ( )

(in BLACK) will be the symbol employed to enclose data copied

onto the cards coded into this general category.

Serial number

of block Coding category

53 Appeal to authority

Statements indicating appeals to authority

for corroboration, decision or vindication.

54 Gossip

Statements containing references to gossip

as a means of social control.



Serial number
of block

55

32

Coding category

Appeal to custom and tradition

Statements containing appeals or references .

to the established manner of fulfilling one'i

role, teaching a course, etc.

56 Sanctions

All statements about sanctions ranging from

minor verbal admonitions or reprimands to

phiiical'coercion.

57 Apat4y,,inertia

Statements containing references to a lack

of desire for and/or motivation to change.

58 Reserved for expansion of key.

SUBJECT N9: SCHOOL,GROUPS

Color code: ORANGE

(Serial numbers 59 through 62, Additive System; serial numbers 63

through 79, Discrete NuMbers. Card Type II only.)

For purposes of this system a school group is'any group comprised of

incuabents of one or more afthe general or highly specific roles delineated .r

in subject #5, Role Perception. School groups may be informal such as a-

.

friendship or clique group or quite formal anql possess &written constitution

containing explidit rules governing the activi ies of the group and.the

behavior 'of its meabers.

Under chool Groups" are to be coded all statemeOs about groups within

the school. All explicit or manifestly implicit statements about specific

4

groups are to be coded into the appropriate sub-category under the general

category, School Groups (serial block 59 through 62). Since the coding

3;3 6
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categories in this serial b ock are designed to be mutually excluciVe, the
lb

'block will be used in the Addi ive fashion.

33

For every statement coded is serial block 59 througb 62 one or more of

the values in serial blocks 63 thnugh 79 must be punched. This block of

nuMberi wilI be employed io identify omments contained within coded state-

menti\about the qualities.and other gen ral characteristics of each specif4.:

group. \These coding categories are not m ant,to be mutually exclusive; any_

one or any coMbination of these items mAy b coded At the same time. As a

restilt these blocks are.to,be treated as-Disc ete NuMbers:

Note: If any statements About appropriate and/or expected behavior

for particular role incumbents in a school

the same.expectations'appli to all persons

delineated in subject #5, the statement is

the appropriate "Role Perception" category.

General category

group indicate that

in-one of the role(s)

also .t!:) be coded into

\ r

SChool groups (serial numbers 59 through 62, Additive _Syst'212).

\

All statements which contain references to school gro4ps. The
I

,specific groups mentioned in statements copied onto the cards are

to be color coded by underlining in ORANGE and written in the

upper left corner of the card.

to

Value recorded Coding category

(Adult groups)

1 Faculty-administration groups (misc'ellaneous)

Statements dbout all formalsand informal

faculty and/or administration groups excluding

those listed below.

2 Faculty department groups

Statements dbout faculty department members

as a group.

3:3 7



Value recorded .Codi cate

3

4

5

7

9

10,

'California T/044 ere AssvlatfOnACTA). -

\

Statements about the. CTA'and/or one or both

of its two local-affiliates, the Sunnydale

Teachers AssOCiiation (STA)And the Sunnydale

High Teachers Asitociation (ETA).

American Fideration\ofTeachers,(AFT)

Statements about the AFT and/or its local .

affliate', the Federation of Teachers.

Parent Teachers Association (PTA)

Statements about the national, state, and,

in particular, local PTA organizatiäns.

Parent and community groUps (miscellaneous)

Statements about all formal and informal

parent and community groups that have some

.relation to-the school. Exilude statements

about the PTA.

(Student groups)

Student goverdment

Statements about the student council and

other-organs of student gOvernment.

Student social clubs

-Statements about all student clubs or groups

that have been organized primarily for re-

creationa]. or other social purposes.

Student ethnic clubs

Statements about clubs or growl restricted

to or primarily..established for persons of,

a particular racial or ethnic group.

'Student service clubs

Statements about clubs or groups that have

been organized to provide specific services

to the school or community.
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Value, category

11 Student groups (miscellaneous)

Statements about all student school groups

, other than those mentioned above.

12-14 Reserved for expansion of key.

x (Serial numbers 63 through 79, Discrete Numbers.)

Note: All information copied onto cards and coded into the following

categories is to be color coded. 'A syMbol has been assigned to

eiCh of the general categories (characteristics of group membera,
, ,

group relationships, and general orientation and effectiveness)

and is to be used to enclose data coded into the subcategories
fl

untger each. Since the color code for sybject #9, SchOol Groups's,

is.ORANGE, all syMbols drawn to mark off date 'ire to be drew

using an orange-colored felt pen.

2.121.Eal_stammt

Characteristics of group members (serial.nuMbers 63 and 64, Discrete

Numbers). .

Statements about the characteristics of members belonging to,specific

school groups. Do not include statements about the characteristics

of an individual who happens to be a member of a particular group

unless the qualities of the person described are explicitly ascribed

to many or all members of the grOup to w'hich the individual belongs,.

Color code data in this general category. Brackets [ 3 (in ORANGE)
")

will be the symbol employed to enclose data copied onto the cards

coded into this general category.

Serial nuMber
, of block

63

0"

Coding category

Demographic attributes

Statements about the age rangLs, racial and

sex composition of group members.

.93
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Serial nuMber
of block Coding category

61e General characteristics

Statements about the personal,qualities

and other characteristics of groUp members.

Group relationships, group Activities (serioil numbers 65 throug4 75,

piscrete NuObers).

Statements about (a) structure of relationships, both Iormal and

informal, between group melbers;'(b) relationships,between members

of different groups;and (c) customs and activities of the various

groups. Color code data in this general category. Parentkeses

( Hin.ORANGWalkbe the syibol employed to enciose data copied
,

onto the cards coded intr this general categdry.,

Serial nutber
of block Coding category

, 65 Formal entrance procedures and requirements

Statements about entrance procedures and

66

67

requirements formally stated in an official

group doCument.

Formal'structure of relatidns between meMbers

Statements about relations, between group

members formally stated in an official group

document.

Informal entrance prócedurec and requirements

Statements about ,entrance procedures and

requirements which are not formally stated

in an official group document. Statements

about entrance procedures and requirements

for school groups which do not possess a formal

constitution but which are hearioly patterned

to be foded here.

, $4.0



Serial number
.of block

68

1.

Coding,category

37

Informal structure of relati4ns between members

Statements about.the stru6ture of relations

other than those formally specified in an

official group document. Include also state-
.

ments about the structure of relations between

meMbers of school groups which do not possess
e-.

a formal constitution but which have heavily
G

patterned relaticsisi between members.

69 Qualitative nature of relationships between meMbers

All statements about the qualitative nature

of relationships between group meMbers.

70 Qualitative natui.e of.relationships between Aembers .

and non-ceMbers

Statements about the qualitative nature of

relatiOnships between individuals belonging

to different groups.

71 Socialization

,Statements.about the process of inductIng

individuals into the group.

Social control

Statements about rules governing the behavior

of group uembers. Include also statements

about the nature of the sanctions imposed for

Violation of rules.
#

73 Customs and activities

Statements about activities of the group

regarded as habitual, seasonal, cuStomary,, or

patterned. Include statements about customary

activities in vhich there is no awareness of

custom or pattern.

74 Group as'l unit as in intergroup relations,

Stat ments about groups or representatives of
-- --

different Broups in interactive situations.

:72'

Z54I



Serial nuMber

ELETELL--___-_22La.catPgorY
75 Cliques

,Statements about groups not.formally con-

stituted held:together by common vested

linterests, goals, or friendship. The Primary

purpose of this category is to provide a means

of retrieving statements about significant

clique groups within the school.

General orientation and effectiveness (serial nuMbers,76 through 799

Discrete Numbers).

Statements about grou: goals or position on specific issues as

well as general group effectiveness in achieving desired ends.

Color code data in this general category. Slashes / / (in ORANGE)

will be the symbol employed to entdose data copied onto the cards

coded into this general category.

Serial number
of block

76

77

76-79

Coding category

Group position or group orientabion

Statements about the position or orientation

of the group with respect to specific educa-

tional, political, and other issues.

Group effectiveneET

Statements about the ability or effectiveness

of the group in achieving stated Goals. Include

all evaluative statements about groups.

Reserved for expansion of key.

SUBdECT #10: ANTHROPOLOGY CURRICULUM STUDY PROJECT (ACSP)

Color code: None

(Serial numbers 8o through -83, Additive Syptem. Ca-d Type II only.)

Under "ACSP" are to be coded all.statements about the ACSP. Include,j,

are statements about faculty and student acceptance of the Patterns in Hu:nan
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History course, resistance to implementation of the course, perceptions of

ACSP personnel, etc. Since the set of coding categories below is designed

to be mutually exclusive, serial block 80 through 83 is to be used in the-'

Additive fashion.

General category

ACSP persoinnel

Value recorded codIng_ERISEEX .

1 ACSP personnel

Statements about informants perceptions of

ACSP staff meMbers in the local school.

ACSP course implementation

Value recorded Coding category

2 Implementation processes

General and specific statements about

implementation procedures and processes.

Include statements dbout the activities

of the principals involved.

External sources of support for and/or resistance to the ACSP

Statements about the nature of support for and/or resistance to

implementation of the ACSP course by forces external to the school.

Value recorded Coding category

3 Parents of students

4 Community groups and/or leaders

Internal sources of support for and/or resistance to the ACSP

Statements about the nature of support for and/or resi'stance to

implementation of the ACSP course by forces within the local school

system.

Value recorded

5

6

Coding category

District administrators

Local school administrators

Zi 4



Value recorded Codins category

7 Counselors

8 Teachers...social studies department

9 Teachers.7all otherdepartments

10 Students

11-14 Reserved for expansion of key

40

SUBJECT #11: BELIE7S

Color code: BLUE

(Serial nuMbers 84 througb 81, both card types, Additive S stem.)

Under "Beliefs" are to b!coded all. explicit or manifestly iMplicit

st tenants of belief. Beliefs, as defined herein, refer to the individual's

psy:!)

ologically real and generalized conceptions of nature, self, the human

and on-human environnent and his relation to it.

Because expressed beliefs are most like1y to be contained within state-

ments coded under any of the major sUbjects, categories for codinG beliefs

have been loCated in the same place on both card types. This arrangement

will eliminate the necessity of recopying many statements for the purpose

. of coding the beliefs.

All data coded under "Beliefs" are to be cblor coded. Brackets [ ]

(in BLUE) will be the symbol employed to color code data on the dards.coded

under this subject. The coding categories in this subject are designed to

be'mutually exclusive, hence the serial blOck 84 through 87 is used in the

Additive fashion.

General Gatepry

Nature of man

Value recorded CocliaLatttoom

1 Characteristics of all humans

4 4



Group characteristics

Statements expressing beliefs about the characteristics of groups.

To facilitate visual reading of the card and additional sorting

when expressions of belief about two or more groups are coded

'under the same category, the specific gibups mentioned in state-

'ments are to be color coded by underlining BLUE and written in

the upper left corner of the card.

2; Age groups

Expressions pf belief about groups of people

who are differentiated by age.

3 Focio-economic,' ethnic, racial

Expressiona of belief about groups of people

who are differentiated by socio-economic

factors, ethnicity, and race. Of, particular

interest are expressions of belief about Blacks,

Whites, Mexicans, North Sunnydale residents,

South Sunnydale residents, etc.

4 Inherent ability

Statements of belief about groups of people

differentiated by levels of inherent ability.

5 Role

Statements of belief about people differentiated

by role Of particular interest are expressions

of belief about administrators, counselors,

teachers, students, etc,.,

6 Reserved for expansion of key.

Metaphysical

Value recorded . lailag_s_o_t2g2EL

7 Nature of reality

Expressions of belief about the orderliness

of th!universe, naLure of being, etc.



Beliefs about process

Value recorded
r-,

8

9

10

Coding category

Learning

Statements of belief

Teaching

Statements of belief

Change

Statements of belief

change is initiated,

Beliefs about institutional structures

about the learning process.

about the teaching process.

about the manner in which

sustained, and halted.

Value recorded Coding ce
11 Curriculum

-Statements of belief about specific courses

, and the curriculum structure in general.

12 Institutional role structures

Statements of belief gbout the role structure

in the school.

13 Physical structures,.materials, etc.

Statements of belief that relate to all aspects

arthe non-human school environment.

SUBJECT #12: VALUES

Color code: GREEN

(Serial nuMbers 88 through 91, both card types, Additive System.)

Under "Values" are to be coded all explicit and manifestly implicit

statements of value. Values, as defined herein, refer to the individual's

basic motivational patterns or his predispositions to act in certain patterned

ways in specific situations. St;ttements containing beliefs are to be doxible

coded in one or more of the value categories when references to the situations

and/or objects contain Asitive or negative feeling-tone.
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Because-expressed values are most likely to be contained within state-

ments coded under any of the major sUbj,ecta, categories for coding values

have been located in the same place on both card.types. This arrangement

will eliminate the necessity of recopying maAy statements for the purpose

of coding expressed values.

Data undei "Values" are to be color coded. Brackets [ ] (in'GREEN)
)

will be the symbol employed to color code data on the cards coded under

"Values". The coding categories in this subject are designed to be mutually

exclusive,.hence the serial:block 88 through 91 is used in the Addiiive fashion.

General catlerY

Interpersonal values

1 Admiration and support

Statements of value that.relate to the

importance of receiving support, kindness,

and admiration from other human beings.

2 Dominance, leadership

Statements of value that relate to taking

the initiative in social situations, 'exerting

dominance over others.

Independence

Statements of'value that relate to-independence,

being free to do what one wants to do in one's*

own way.

4 Conformity

Statements of value that pertain to the im-

portance of conforming to group norms.

5 Altruism

Staements of value that relate to the import-

ance of helping others; ensuring that the

values of other humans are satisfied.

34 7



Personal values

All explicit =manifestly implicit statements of value that

involve the manner in which thesindividual orients himself towards -

the prOblem of everyday living.

V*lue recorded Coding catma.

6 Achievement/academic orientation

Includes statements dbout the value placed'

upon the completion of challenging or assigned

responsibilities', willingness to.do the best

job that one can, etc.

Control over self

Statements of value involving the individuars

control over self and one's own belongings.

Includes statements of value pertaining to

individual maturity and integrity.

8 'Variety

Statements of value that pertain to individual

propensity to experience the new and unusual

and to strike out on one's own.

Object values.

Statements of value pertaining to human and non-humaa objects

associated with tlnsumMation of personal and interpersonal values.

Includes all.statements of value as they relate to institutional,

structures.

Value recorded Codinulttlea

9 Curriculum

Statements of value that relate to specific

courses ot the curriculum structure in general.

10 Institutional role structure

Statements of value that relate to specific

social roles androle behaviors.

11 Physical structures, materials, etc.

Statements of value that relate to all aspects

of the non-human school environment.
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STRATEGY FOB CODING

(1) Soviev this manual, especial1Y Appendix I, the tru.mmary of typologies

(Act reproduced here], tojncrease sensitivity to the items being

sought..

(2) Write flown the pertinent statement on the cards. When isignificant

item has been identified, coPy it in enough detail and length to

ensure an accurate re-reading by others. In copying the item be

sure to maintain standard =age of doAble and single quotation

market, brackets, and ellipses. It must be clear to others not only
#

what was meant by the informant but what were his words atilt which

were the comments provided for clarity by the coder.

(3) Indicate the source of the item, by providing a clear citation of

that source.

(4) Indicate the date Apon which the material was initially collected.

(5) Initial the item so that your work'can be identified.

(6) Fill out the top margin of each card. Begin coding by working

through subjects 1 through 4.

(7) Defer.punching the card until the coding,is complete and the holts

to be punched have all been marked.

(8) Defer color coding of the data until all holes have been marked and

punched.

(9) After having coded the obvious material, glance down the list of

typologies to check for any omissions.

(10) In the early stages of coding the typology of beliefs and values

will be minimal. In order to develop a typology.for both subjects,

349
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4.
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a notebook is to .be kept in whlch the evidently, significant bliefs

and values are entered with an indication of their frequency and

citations of the appropriate Entry NuMbers. After a convenient

body of data hes been processed, this material will be subjected

to a law-order analysis and, the more obviously significant beliifs

and values will be codified\for inclusion in all subsequent entries.

This approach will be maintained throughout in order to permit

the rev-i-of the code aeveloped:,

(11) In addition to a notebook for beliefs and values, a separate note-
,

book is to be 'kept in which ideas for data analysis are to\be

enterea. These ideas will then become the subject of periodic

review.

A
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, Appendix /I

1

MiateAist of Key Informants
(All names omitted)

,Certlfl.c.stect's.t.aff

recorded Value recordedVtlun

AdMinistretort 00/01 Teachers (science) 02/06

00/d2 02/07"

00/03
,

02/08,v

00/o4 02/09

00/05 02/10
02/11

Coutselors 00/06 02/12

00/0T
00/08 Tet.chers (mathematics) 02/13

00/09 02/14

'00/10 03/00

00/11 03/01
03/02

Teachers (social 00/12 03/03

,
studies)

.

00/13
00/14 Teachers (physical 03/04

.
, 01/00 education) 03/05

01/01 03/06

01/02 03/07

01/03 03/08

01/o4 03/09

01/0 03/10

oi/o6 03/11

01/07 )

Teachers (business) 03/12

Teachers (English) 01/08 03/13

01/09 03/142

01/10 Woo
Wu o4/ol

01/12 ol4/o2

01/13 ,
o4/o3

ol/14 104/04

02/00 o4/05

02/01

02/02 Teachers (industriol 04/06

, 02/03 arts) Worr
02/o4 ol4/o8

02/05 o4/09
o4/10

1



Teachers (fine arts)

Teachers (INR/s cial
*ducat on)

Teachers

Teachers

(foreign
language)

Value recorded

04/11
04/12
04/i3
04/14

05/00
05/01
05/02

(homemaking/
food serviCe)

Teacherss(nurse)

Teachers (driver
education)

05/03
o5/o4
05/05
05/06
05/07
.05/08

05/09
05/10
05/11

05/12
05/13

05/14
06/00

06/01

o6/o2
06/03

36-2
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APPENDIX B

,

SEATING ARRANGEMENTS IN CLASSROOMS' IN WHICH PUPILS

SELECTED THE SEATS or Tuni cams *

non

,BB ..., B -.

B 'B B B

B \ 'B B -- B

B B M M .

B B -. M
s

s .... .. - _.

Driver Education .

(Paired with Black Studies)

FRONT

M .

B.
B (?)

M

'B H 0 (?)

BBBB
B B

English llth

14

FRONT

B B

O 0 B

B B , B

Typing I

FROST

0 B B

M W 0

MO OM 1111110

M M B

B M

OM via 1111

B BBB
M M B

II1

OM IND Mb MI*

Driver Education

t.

* Symbols used in thisnappendix denote the race or ethnicity of pupils: M-Mexican;

WnWhite; B-Black; 0-Orientals (includes Filipinos): (7)nrace or ethnicity unoeKtain

a 53
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FRONT

14 14 14

.1110W WWI M. 1111

Brown Studies

-

24 14

B

FRONT

- B M

B P B

FRONT

W W

B B 0

B M 0 . 14

tet W

.B B

Driver Education

0 0

MOD asmi

OMNI. 71.,07M

U. S. History

85,1



St,

--

6FRONT

,.

w W 0

14 0 14 14

1

14 0 W --

M

,

M W

,

B.

B 14 .B

B B M

".

*EnglieliclOth

yRon

- 0

B B

M
,

B .. -- _-

M 0 14(?) -- M

M - - -- -- M M

Science 1

3

°

355

FRONT

0 W B

14 B

B B

14 /4 I

Science 1

FRONT

0 w m -- W

W. 0 ..... B M

0 0 \ B B B
1

14 o B M

.1=1 SMI

SMI. .1=, 1
Algebra I

OW Oa

a
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ACSP

CONCEPTjazgliTilf2/11:caL;(.cRT)

,

This test has boon designed to help study the ways in

which high school students learn knowledge in social studies.

The results will not affect,your grade In this course in any

way.

Do not write in thii booklet. All of your answers a

to be marked on the answer sheet provided. Your teacher will

give you instructions as to how to fill in the information

needed on the answer sheet and how to mark your answers.

Your best thinking and serious participation will be

extremely helpful.

This material is the property of

the Anthropology Curriculum Study

Project. Usage is restricted to
experimental purposes only. Not

to be reproduced in any form.

"..,=.



Questions 1 through go are presented in the same way. Each question will.give an
underlined word or phrase. It will then 4sk you to pick out one answer (from a
list of five items) which is either an example of the underliniaivorc. or phrase

or is not an example of the undeilined word or phrase.

Here is a sample question. This is SaMple Question A.

Sample Question A. vehicle: Which of the following s an example of a vehicle?

1. a cup
2. a bed
3. a truck
4. a flower
5, none of the above are example,s of vehicles

Notice in Sample Question A that the underlined word. is vehicle. Item 3. is an

example of a vehicle and is the correct answer. Note thiiTriiem 3 was not a

vehicle, then Item 5. would have been the correct answer.

Here is Sample Question B. SamPle Question B is different.. It asks you to pick

out the answer which is hot a vehicle.

Sample Question,B. vehicle: Which of the following is not an example of a vehicle?

1. a truck
2. a car
3. a train
4. a flower
5. all of the above are examples of vehicles.

Notice that the underlined word is still vehicle. item 4. is not an example of

a vehicle and is the correct answer. Note that if Item 4. had been a vehicle
(like "airplane", for instance), Item 5. would have been the correct answer.

Remember, choose only one answer for each question.

Before you answer each question be sure you know whether ;t ;s asking you which of
the five possible answers is an example Of the underlined word(s) OR whether it is
asking whicH of the.five possible answers is notcan example of the underlined word(s).

fr
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1. agriculture: Which of the following is not a type of aviculture?

1. sheep herding

2. cloth weaving
3. grape growing
4. wheat growing .

5. all of the items above are 1\fpes of agriculture

2. division of labor: Which one of the following would most likely show the

great amount of division of labor (human labor)?

I. a cattle farm

2. a car factory
3, a barber shop
4. a hunter-gatherer society
5. a grstery store

3. natural ,Feiection: Which of the following would not be an exempla of

natural selection the way this idea is used in the

theory Of evolutionn

1. Dinosaurs died out because they were not equipped to deal with

the problems that came with a big change in climate.

2. A heavy rainfall flcods a river and the people move their village.

3. Dark-haired rabbits slowly disappear from a place where there is

.snow most of the year.

4. When prehistoric human beings began to use toois, human trait..

useful for successful tool using became more developed.

5. All of the above are examples of natural selection the way this

idea is used in the theory of evolution.

4. Inference: In one of the following examples the pupil does.not make an

inference. In which example is no inference made by the pupil?

1. A pupil lcoks at a picture of some tools made by prehistoric

people and then describes the clothing they may have worn.

2. A pupil reads a poem written by a Japanese poet and uses certain

Pries in the poem to draw some conclusions about the weather in

Japan, e.ven though the poem does not describe the weather.

3. A pupil looks at a picture of some people and describes the

clothing they are shown wearing.

4. A pupil examines a list uf the main products of a country and then

uses that list to make a list of some of the social positions

people have in that country.

5. None of the pupils in the above examples make any inference .



5. social position (or "status position"): Which of the foilowing is not a
social position (sometimes called "status position"Tin
American society?

1. garbage c ecto
2. brown- d person
3. '-doc r.

4. teacher
5. all of the above are social positions in American society

6. environment: Which of the following is not a,part of our environment?

1. the weather
2. traffic laws
3. teachers
4. air pollution
5. all of the above are parts of our environment

.4)

7. adaptati,on: Vhich of the following is not an example of adaatation?

1. People who live in peasant villages are often very suspicious of
strangers.

2. Eskimos sharpen their bone knives by licking them. The saliva on
the bone quickly becomes ice and provides a sharp edge. .

3. Large societies usually have written laws.
4. The air we breathe is full of all kinds of dirt and harmful solid

particles we cannot see.
5. Twenty thousand years ago some prehistoric hunters slowly moved

south as the climate gradually changed from warm to cold.

8. social environment: Which of the following is not a part of our social
environment?

1. the weather
2. a person's family
3. traffic laws
4. the ways pupils are expected to behave in school
5. clothing styles



9. hunter-gatherer society: Which one of the following is usually found n a

.1212111=3.21.111=_Iociely,

There are extreme differences in the wealth of the adult membrs

of the society.

2. The privileges people have in the society are based mainly on\

their age and sex.

.3. A few people in the society have most of the power.

4. There are a great many different kinds of jobs, each 4One,by a'

different person; most people.do only onekind of job'.

5. There are a great variety of social positions.

,

10. artifact: Which of the following is an
1 artifact (according to the way

archeolOgists use the word arITEWEF)T

1, the weather

2.. hunger

3. pencil

4. the ways doctors are expected to act toward Ratients

5. oone of the above items would be called an artifact by an

archeologist..

-«

H. bioluic9l charaC7e)stic: Which of the following is a .b.j.ological

characteristic?

1. a traffic regulation

2. skin color,

3. hair length
4. shoes

5. a pupil's score on a reading test

12. technology: Which of the following is not part of technology?

r'

1. a stone axe

. 2. an electronic computer

3. te process of making steel

4. ,flowing a field with a wooden plow pulled by an ox

5. all of.the above are part of "technology".
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. 13. function: Which of the following does noCtell the function of something?

1. In the last million years man's br4rNas become increasingly

more developed.

2. The use of a symbol, such as a flag or emblem, often helps

members of a group to feel a sense of grouvbelonging which

assists the group in working together.

3. Wafking erect was very usyful to prehistoric humans in spotting

anima4 hiding in tall grass.

4. The hotility some peasant groups express toward strangers often

assistS" these groups in,keeping certain information from the

government.
5. All of the above tell the function of something.

14. arshiaologij1) Which of the following men is doing what an archeologist

normally does?

1. A man studies race-relations problems-in the United States.

2. A man-lives with and studies a hunter-gatherer society.

3. A man studies and classifies butterflies.

4. A man studies the human body.and how It works.

5. None Of the above accurately describes what an archeologist does.

15: abiectiie_des: Five pupils are shown a picture. They each write

a one sentence description of the picture. Which

one of the descriptions below is the least objective

descriplisa?

I. "The picture shows two children and two adults sitting near each

other on the floor."

2. "The picture shows four'people just sitting and doing nothinr "

3. "The picture shows four people sitting around wasting time."

4. "The picture shows a family sitting and thinking about something."

5. "The picture shows four people--a mother and father and their two

children."

16. blest-1%1e des...clip:Ilan: Five pupils are shown a pi-cture. They each wTite

a one sentence description of the picture. Which

one of the descriptions below is the most objectiv.e

1_11211.21i2111.

1. "The picture shows two children and two adults sitting near each

other on the floor."

2. "The picture shows four people just sitting and doing nothing,"

3. 'The picture shows four people sitting around wasting time."

4. "The picture shows, a family sitting and thinking about something."

5. "The picture shows four people--a mother and father and their two

children."

-6-
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17. role: Which of the follOwing does not describe part of a person's role or

a group of people's role?

1. All the people in the kingdom bowed to the king.

2. Privates in the army must salute their superior offiters.

3. People who earn money in the Unite'd States are expected to

pay taxes.

4. People who smoke cigarettes have a greater chance of getting

diseases of the lung than people who do not smoke cigarettes.

5. At many schools, pupils are not allowed to call teachers by their

first names in class.

18. holothesis: In which of the following examples does the pupil not make

an hypothesis?

1. A pupil looks at a collection of stone tools.. The shape .of

several of the tools suggests to him that the society in which

the tools were made had.a written language. The pupil tries

to find more evidence to help him decide if the society did

have a written language.

2. A pupil looks at a collection of stone tools. He has an idea that

the pedple who made them lived in hout,es and not in caves. The

pupil later finds that the tools were found in a cave by an

lrcheologist.

3. A pupil looks at some things made by a group of prehistoric people.

He has an idea from looking at the things that the people did not

live in cc. es. Later he learns that near the place where these

things were found, the remains of sun-baked mud walls were also

found. The pupil feels certain that he is right.

4.' A pupil reads a story about a village in Southeast Asia. He looks

for more information about the people who live in the village. He

finds more information in several places and learns all he can about

the village.
5. A pupil reads a story about a village in Southeast Asia. As he

reads the story he begins to think that the village is what an -

anthropologist would call a "peasant' village. While he is finishing

the story he looks for more evidence to tell him whether or not this

is a "peasant" village._

19. cultural charactEristic: Whieh of the following is not a cultural

characteristic?

1. The language a person speaks.

2. The number of kinds of jobs found in a society.

3. Using chopsticks to eat with.

4. The amount of scientific knowledge a society uses.

5. All of the above are cultural characteristics.

-7°,
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20. surplus: In which pf the following examples is there a suralut. of food?

1. There.is just enough food to feed everyone in the village.

Nobody goes hungry.

2. There is a shortage of food in the village. Most people are

hungry. SoMe have starved to death. Many are ill.

3. The village people are well fed. Nobody goei hungry. The

village trades some of its food to the city in exchange for

manufactured items.

4. In none of the above examples s there a surplus of food.

S. It is impossible to have a surplus of food in a village.

Questions 21 through 30 are presented
differently than the questions you have

already answered.
Questions 21 through 30 first describe or present a situation

and then ask you to pick out a name or descriptive phrase which best fits that'

situation.

Here is Sample Question C. It is like questions 21 through 30.

Sample Question C.
1

Situation: Five pupils line up in a row. At a given signal they

run as fast as they can around a track back to where

they'started. Each pupil tries to finish before the

others do.

Auestioh,: What kind of activity is this situation an example of?

1. deep thinking

2. a music festival

3. a soCial studies class

relaxation

5. a race

This situation describes a race, and Item 5. is the correct answer.

6



21. Situation: A group of pebplelive in a village. They get their food

mostly through farming. The laws of the country in which
they live are made by other people. The people in the
villagefhavesnothing to say about the laws of their country.
The.people in the village must pay high taxes to the govern-
ment of the country in which they live.

'0

Queition: What kind of society is the village described'above?

1. a hunter-gatherer society
2. a tribal society

' 3: a peasant society
4. a prehistoric society

5. an industrialized society

, 22. Sltuation: People in ancle>m, esopotamia kept records, of law cases and ,

legal contracts by 1tking marks in tablets of clay. The

system of marks t pI1ed cuneiform.

Question: What is cuneiform an example of?

1. a type of communication
2. a type of economics
3. a type of government
.4. a type of resistance to change
5. a type of agriculture

23. Situation: In many societies people who cure diseases for a living have
more prestige and are "looked up to" more than peopie who
farm or make clothes as a way of making a living.

Question: What is this situation an example of?

1. biologii:al characteristics

2. a kind of ociety called a "tribe"
3. a kind of society called a "state"
4. centralizzltion of 'authority

5. ranking of status positions

24. Situation: In Mbuti society all men, women, and older children hunt
together.

Question: What is hunting together in Mbuti society an example of?

I. an integrative mechunism

2. a biological characteristic
3. reciprocal resistaRce
4. economic differentiation
5. unnatural selection



25. Situation: In a small hunter-gatherer society th people in the sutiety

control the ways In which things arp4roduced. They decide

for themselves how much of "this" "that" will be made, .

how long they will work at "this" Job or "that" job; and

so on, They, decide what they will'trade wilt) whom for what.

Question: What part of the life of a society is descritied in this

situation?

1. the agricultural part

2. the ecopomic part

3. the resistance part
4. the technological part

5. the biological part

26. Situation: Some of the tools made by certain prehistoric people are very

refined and show that they have been made by complicated and

tire-consuming methods. These particular tools were most

likely made by a "tool-maker", a person who spent most of h;s

time just making tools 'and not doing other things like hunting,

making clothes, cooking, gathering firewood; and the like.

Question: What is this an example of?

1. genetic variation

2. specialization
3. peasant society

4. asymmetry
5. culfural diffusion

27. Situation: In particular countries, the.rate of pay for a factory worker

who runs a drill press machine is determined or set by the

government of the country. The rate of pay for a sales girl

in a department store is also determined or set by the govern-

ment of the society.

Question: What is this an example of?

I. a surplus

2. theory of mechanization

3. theory of revolution

4. a peasant society

5. centralization of authority
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28. Situation: A society has the foklowing characteristics: (i) there are

hundreds of different kinds of jobs in the society which

are done by different groups of people; (i1) the society

grows and raises its own food; (iii) there are great

differences in the power and wealth of the members of the

society with a small proportion of the people having most'

of the power and wealth; and (iv) the society produces a

great, many items that the people need.ind want.

Question: This society is most likely whrch of.the following?

1. ,
The kind of societY

anthropologists call a "state".

2. .The kind of society anthropologists cal.] a "peasant

society".

3. The kind of society anthropologists' call a "tribe".

4. The kind of society anthropologists call a "hunter-

.
githerer" society.

5. None of the above answers is correct. From the

description there is no way of telling whit kind of

society this probably is.

29, Situation: h pupil is shown a picture. He says the following about the

picture: ."This picture shows some people in a park. Some

of the people are sitting on the grass, some are fishing

in a little pond, some are walking. ,A few people are carry-

ing umbrellas. There are two dogs and 0 monkeV in the

picture. The people are of all different ages and they are

dressed very differently than the way we dress. Everybody

looks like-they are not moving or moving slowly. Only one

girl looks like she is in the middle of running. Her aems

and legs are in the position one often sees when someone is

running."

Question: Which word below tells best what the pupil was doing in his

statement?.

1. describing
2. making bnrinference (or making inferences)

3. making ari4hypothesis (or making some hypotheses)

4. drawing a conclusion

5. making a judgment

3 6 7
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30. Here is a list of things:

vols, money cadios government

shoes'
carsdrawings

&uperstitions
,

laws houses watches divislon.of labor

-,.

agriculture clothing scitsors basketballs

L.
.

'Question: What are all these items examples of or parts of?

'!

status positions

civilization
centralization'of authority

culture
None of the above is correct. , These are all separate

examples of things,societies can have.

'4
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CONTRASTING-INFERENCING TEST (POST FORM)
(tAtweV

This test has been designed,to help study the ways in which high schoo
students learn certain kinds,of knowledge In social studies. Do your best work
and youe best thinking ,and arswer as many questions as you can. Your serious
participation will be extremely heipful. The results will not affect your grade
in this course In any way.

Most of the questions ask you to do some writing in your own words. For
mans of these questions there are several possible answers. Sometimes pupils do
not answer..questions because they think they cannot wTite well. The people who

. made this test really do want you to write in your own words and to answer as
many,questions as you can even when you are not sure of the best way to write what

ou went to say.

There are two parts to this test. Each part will ask you to read or look at
some information and then to answer some questions.

PART I

Directions

Par! I of this test Is about two different societies. One is called
Society A and the other Society B. You will firs': look at pictures of things
people made in these two societies. These pictures ire on pages 2 and 3. After
you look Rt the pictures you will be asked to compare some thinv about the two
societies.

Now look at the pictures on pages 2 and 3.

;1;o



ITEM A

THINGS MADE IV SOCIETY A

Chipped stone
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Unbaked clay
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Ground stone

Baked clay

:lewd matting
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Wood

ITEM B

THINGS MADE IN SOCIETY .6

Chipped Mono

drawings

Ground stone

Bons arid antler



Questions

Answer questiorm 1 to 9. You may look at the pictures on pages 2 and 3

while you are answering Jlese questions. Use as much or as little of the space

given for answers as you wi-h.

I. Do you think there is a difference in the ways the people in Society A and

Society B obtained their food?

Check one: yes no

4

2. If you checked "yes" in question 1, answer question 2. IT you checked "no"

in question 1, do not armwer question 2.

Write one or two sentences to summarize the differenCes between the ways the,

people In Society A and the people in Society B obtained their food. /4

.011111

4111111.10.11

3. What gvidence from the pictures on pages 2 and 3 did you use in deciding on

your answer for question 1? (If you did not use any evidence from the

pictures, do not answer this question.)

......11 1111.7.1

4. Do you' think there is a difference in the kind of shelter the people in

Society A lived in and the kind of shelter the people in Society B lived in?

Check one: 1 yes no

5. If you checked "yes" in qt:estion 4, answer question 5. If you checked "no"

in question 4; do not answer question 5.

Write one or two sentences to summarize the difference In the kind of

shelters used by Society A and Society S.

=1111.11.11=0110

110111.441.1....
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8. Name a social position (or status position) which you would probably find In

Society A and probably,not find In Society B. (TKree status positions in

our society are "fatherTn'son," and "teacher.")

7. What Is your reason for answering question 6 the way you did?
4

8. Name another social position.(or status,posItion) which you would probably

find in Society A and probably not find in Society B. (Three status

positions In our society are "father," "son," and "teacher.")

...-

9. What is your reason for answering question 8 the way you did?

00111111. IMO 0111

PART II

Directions

asaaatommatill

PART Il of this test is about two "crimes." The two crimes were committed in

different societies. After you read about the two crimes and what was done about

them you will be asked to contrast (or tell differences between) the two societies

in which ,the crimes occurred.

The Crime in Society_i

The people in Society C were great buffalo hunters. After bUffalo

were sighted, the men of the society would ride out on their

horses in a straight line. No man could charge the herd until

the signal was given. When the signal was given, the two ends of
the line would race out to close a circle around the buffalo herd

so that it could not break away. Then the hunters would shoot

the buffalo with their rifles. After the herd was killed, the

women would come on foot and skin the animals and prepare them for

cooking.



'1

On one of,the hunts the tribe was.moving together up
the Rosebud River toward the Big Horn Mountain counery in
search of Yhe buffalo. ,The Shield Soldiers,,who. were in charge
on that occasion, sent the scouts out looking for herds. When
the Scouts came back to report that they had seen buffalo Just
ahead, the Shield Soldiers gave the order that no one should
leave the camp or attack the buffalo:

All the hunters went out in a line with the Shield Soldiers In
front to hold them back. Just as they were coming up over a
long ridge down wind from where the scouts had reported the
herd, they saw two Cheyenne.men down In the valley riding In
among the herd.

As soon as the Shield Soldiers saw the tmo.men riding in aMong
the buffalo, Shield Soldier chief gave a signal to his men..
They paid no attention to the buffalo, but chai'ged in a Iong
line on the two violators of the rules. The Shield Soldier chief
shOuted out ft:4* everyone to whip them: "Those who fail or
hesitate shall get a good beating themselves.1!

The first min to reach the spot shot and killed the horses
from under the hunters. As each soldier reached the rule
breakers he lashed them with his riding whip. Then some
seized the guns of the two and smashed them.

The father of these two young men rode up. He looked at
his sons before talking. "Now you have done wrong. You

failed to obey the law of the tribe. You went out alone and
did not give the Other people a chance. ThiS is what has

happened to you."

Then the Shield Soldier chiefs.took up the talk., "Now you
know we mean what we say." The young men did not say anything.

After that the chiefs relented. They called their men to
gather.around. "Look how these two boys are here in our midst.
Now they have no horses and no weapons. What do you men want
to do about it?"

One of the soldiers spoke up,ThWell, I have some extra horses.
I wJll give one of them to them." Then another soldier did
the same thing. Bear Standing On A Ridge was the third to
speak out. "Well," he announced, "we broke those guns they had.
have two guns. I will give them one. All the others'said,

"Ipewa, good."

D

. This crime was committed in Society D. At all the railroad
stations in Society D there are large booths where coffee,
tea, and other light refreshments are sold. The coffee and
tea are sold by the, cup but both are made in large quantities

375
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in metal containers. Each booth has over two dozen workers
who work in shifts so that the booths can be open 24 hours a

day. Workers have definite jobs tO do. Most of them are
waiters and waitresses who take or,ders, make and serve the
coffee and tea, and serve the other small items that can be
ordered by travelers, wash and dry the cups and equipment,
and keep everything cl6n. For each booth there are three
managers," (one.for each of the three 8-hour shifts) who
supervise the other workers And see that everything is going

well. Finally, there is a "head manager" at each booth
who supervises the "managers," orders s4ppllies, and takes

care of the records of the booth. "Head managers" must
report to a "district chief." Each "district chief" is
in cha;..ge of supervising the "head managers" of booths at

about ten railroad stations. "District chiefs" are officlals
in the government of Society D.

The government of Society D has figured out exactly how much
raw coffee andNtea are t.5 be used in brewing these beverages
in the metal containers at the railroad station booths.

Thirty-one people, were put on trial for committing a crime.
Thirty of them were workers at one railroad station booth
(26 waiters and waitresses. 3 "managers," and the "head

manager"). The other person,.whose name is Kusin, was the
"district chief" in charge of.the booth (along with nine

other booths).

The people were charged with the crim2 of "stealing state

property." Their crime.consisted of the following:
instead of using the correct amount of raw coffee and tea
in making the large containers of hot coffee and tea, the
waiters and waitresses used less raw coffee .4nd tea. They,

therefore, had "extra" raw coffee and tea with which they
made extra containers of hot beverages. When They sold
these "extras," they tlid not put the money into the cash box,
but put in into their own pockets. Some of tl.fis "epara

money" they kept and,some they paid to the "managers" who
in turn gave some of the' money to the. "'lead manager," who in

turn gave some of the money to Kusin. parently this
"stealing" had been ijoing on for some time perhaps as
long as a year.

The trial lasted over five weeks. Over 39 witnesses testified.
Three lawyers defendeu the accused persons. The State
Prosecutor tried to convince the.judge that all the people
were guilty and th.at the maximum penalty of 15 years in prison
should be given. In the end, the judge declared them all
guilty and sevenced them to an average of four years in a
labor colony. Ali the' private possessions of the 31 people

were taken away.

3 76



Questions

Answer questions 10 to 20. You may re-read any part of the two "crime" stories

while you are answering these que5t1ons. Use as much or as little of the space

given for answers as you wish.

10.: Write one or two sentences contrasting (tel ing the difference between) the

numberlof people in Society C with the numbe of people in Society D.

smasilmMossavsswavsmvusvvvev

8

ImsSs.......04.1ssivssomvsosswosaVammssammvvesamp

H. Tell three different ways in which the government of Society C and the

government of Socluty D are different from each other.

a.

C.

12. All societies have things which pull the people In the society together
and give them a feeling that they belong to the same group. Tell two things
from Society C that help to pull the people together and help give them a
feeling that they belong to the same group.

S.

a.

b.

. 13. Tell two things from Society D that hdlp to puli the peo le together and
help give them a feeling that they belong to the same group.

a.

b.

8 7 7



14. Tell one way in which the social positions in Society C and the social .

positions in Society 9 are different from each other. (Three examples of
social positions in our society are "father," "daughter," and "teacher.)

Do not answer this question by listing the social positions In Societies C
andUOr by referring only to individual social positions.

15. Tell what evidence in the two stories- you used in figuring out your answer
to question 14. If you did not use any evidence from the stories in
figuring out your answer to question 14, do not answer this question.

=11111111,

16. Tell another way the social positions in Society C and the social positions
in Society D are different from each other. (Three examples of social
positions in our society are "father," "daughter," and "teacher.")

Do not answer this question by listing the icial positions in Societies C
and D or by referring only to individual socil positions.

17. Write one or two sentences to summarize .the differences between the technolou.
of Society c and the /9.512_112u of Society D. "Technology" refers 6371
the equipment, methods, and ideas the society uses to produce things.
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18. Tell what evidence in the two stories you used in figuring out your'answer

to question 17. If you,did not use any evidence from,the stories in
figuring out your answer to question 17, do not answer this question.

19. Tell -three wayS In which the punishment for.the two people in Society C and

'the punishment for Kusin are different.

....)

f

20. How does 'the size of Society C and the size of Soelety 0 affect the -character

of law and punishment in the two societies?

0'19

A
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This test has been designed to help find out the ways in which higS school

students learn knowledge in Social Studies. The results wijl not affect your

grade in °this course in any way.

During'the test you will be given parts of two stories to read and will be

asked questions about the stories. Answer as many questioris.as you can, even if

you are not sure your answers are correct.
. 4

In some cases very long spaces are provided for answers. Use as little or

as much of the spaces as you wish.
4

If you took a test like this several months ago you will notice that the one

you are taking now does not repeat the same questions as many times and that,the

ntimber of questions has been reduced.

.4%
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YOUR TASX

You will now read a portion of the story "The Impatient Hunts". When you

are finished you will be asked to NAME SOME GROUPS OF PEOPLE IN T E SOCIETY THAT

ARE EXPECTED BY OTHERS 1N.THE SOCIETY TO ACT OR BEHAVE IN CERTAIN WAYS.

THE STORY - PARTE,
4

The Impatient Hunters

Part A - The Hunt peains

Ohe hundred years agorthe Cheyenne wOre grekt buffalo hunters. After

buffildiwere sighted, the men'tf the tribe would riCle out on their horses in

a straight line. No man could charge the herd until the signal was given.

When the signal was given, the VNO ends of the line would rdce out to close

a circle arouhd the.buffalo herd so that it could not break away. Then the

hunters would shoot the liuffalo with their rifles. After the herd was killed,

thiwomen would come on foot and skin the animals and prepare them for cooking.

An old Cheyenne by the name of Stump Horn told this story about one of

the huhts he went on. The tribe wat moving towher up the Rosebud River to-

ward the Big Horn Mountain country in search of .uffalo. The Shield Soldiers,

who were in charge on that Occasion, sent the scouts out looking for herds.

When the scouts came back to report that they had seen buffalo just ahead,

the'Shield Soldiers gave the order that no one should leave the camp or ahack

the buffa_0.

' All the hunterA wept out in a line with the Shield Soldiers in front 'to

hold themcback. Just as they'we're coming up over a long ridge down wind from

where the scouts had reported the\herd, they saw two Cheyenne men down in the

valley riding in among the herd.

pESTIONS

You may look back at Part A of"the stor any time you wish.

Name a group of people in the tribe in-this srory who are expected by

ofhers in the tribe to act,Or behave in certairi wayi.

B.
Carefully expldin how you know that.the group of veople you juse named

,are-expected by othersjh the tribe to Act or behave in certain *ays.
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A. Name another group of-people in the tritti\ in this story who are expected

by others in the tribe to act or behave in ceTtain ways.

B. Carefully explain how you know that the group of people you just named

are-expected by others rn the tribe to,oct or behave in certain ways.

7 1/4.
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AnthropoOogists have a.140,finition for 'fle telm "status position". Here

is the d6finition: .9. status
positibn/is made aa, of,ayArou,p of people

kwho are expeved by. others in their society to act or behave in certain

was.
/

Fcom ParA of the slory, make a list of the status positions in the

society in which the story takes place; (Use as many ortas few lines

as you wish.)
.

\

/

,

YOUR TASK

Read Part B of the story. Then answer the questions appearing after Part B.

THE STORY - PART B

Part B - Crime and Punishment
-r

As soon as the Shield Soldiers saw the two men riding in among the buffalo,

a Shield Soldier chief gave a signal to his men. They paid no attention to the

,
buffalo, but charged in a long line on the tWo violators of the rules. The Shield

Soldier chief shouted out for everyone to whip them: "Those who fail or hesitate

shall get a good beating themselves."

The first men to reach the spot shot and killed the horses from under the

hunters. As each soldier reached the rule-breakers he slashed them with his

riding whip. Then some seized the guns of the two and smashed them.



,

The father of these two young meh rode up: He looked at his.sons befolte

talking. "Now you, have done wrong. You failed to obey tbe law cif '.,he tribe.

you went out alone and you did npt give the other people a chance. This is

.
what has happened to you."

Them the Shield Soldier chiefs Wok Up the talk. "Now you know what we

do when anyone disobeys our order," they declared. "Now you know we mean-what

we say." The young Men,d.id not say anything.

After that the chiefs relented. They called their men to gather ar:ound.

"Cook how these ONO boys are here in our midst. Now they have no horses and no

weapons. What do you men want to do about it?"

One of the soldiers spoke up, "Well, I have some extra horses. I will

give one of them to them." Then another soldier did the same thing.

Bear Standing On A Ridge was the third to speak out, "Well,".he announced,

"we bk)I(e those guns they had. I have tweguns, I ioill give them one."

the others &bid, "Ipewa, good.",

0

QUESTIONS

4.
Anthropologists have a definition for the term "status position". Here

is the definition: a status position is made 22.0 au.2212,122,...of people

who are expected la ot'Fi7s-Tn
their-soda-Y-7o act or behave in certain

ways.
1

The two men violated the behavior expected of a particular status position

in Cheyenne society. .Name the status position in Cheyenne soclety that

they violsted.

5.
Carefully explain how you know that the two men violated the status

position you named im question 4.

=.1111111111==...=,

+ arl c;

6.
What did the tWo men do that others in their society considered wrong or

bad?

1.IIIIN.al.r..I..aw.,la.rfOMIOMImllwm........g=

384



7. Tell, two things from the story that show you that others in the society' .

felt.the two mn did something wrong or bad.

A.

B.

\

8. Make"a list of any groups in,the tribe in the story that perform actions

pr behaviors that no othe ,r... in the society performs. Name each grdup

and tell the aclions
.

'or be ,,ors it performs not performed by any other

, Folp in the society.

,

Name of Actions or'Behaviors Not

_Groups Performed,by 0-thers
.4

a.

b.

d.

e.

YOUR TASK

--,-- a.

,

11.11.11111
em1.

b. 1.....+....
I

d.

e.,

You will now read a few paragraphi about a group of people who call themselves

the Kurela. When you are finished you will be asked to NAME SOME GROUPS OF PEOPLE

IN THE SOCIETY THAT ARE EXPECTED BY OTHERS IN THE SOCIETY TO ACT OR BEHAVE IN CERTAIN

WAYS,,

OP

THE STORY

The Kurela

In a'huge empty field the Kurela men assembled in their war par.!les. At

the edge of the field a young Kurela warrior groaned in pain as an arrow with

a long, toothed tip was taken out of hii forearm by an old man. Another Kurela

warior passing the wounded boy seized the bloody arraa as it was tWisted free

and ran with it toward the front'where the fiighting was tsaking place. The boy

stood up, staring at the.blood running'away between.his fingers. He was proud,

and the,pride showed.

Among-the Kurela, a man without bravery is "kepu" -- a worthless man, a

man-who-has-not-killed." The kepu men go te the war field with the rest, but

they reMain well to the rear away from the fighting. Some howl insults and shake
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weapon5 from afar, but'most are quietti content to add to,the number of men and
weapons the enemy sees. The kepu mpd are, never jeered or drisien into, batt1e).7-

no.one must fight who doei not chooSe to -- but their position in the trOae may
be determined by h9w they have acted in liattle. Unless they have strong friends

^ or family, any wives or pigs they may obtain, wiil be taken from them by other
men, in the confidence that they will not resist. Few kepu men have more than

a single wife', and 'grit of them haVe

4'

Alkain with long halt in twisted cordystrinlgs stalked forward followed by:

another whose shomldens were daubed with yellow clay. 41-mue came, in his huge
.

mikak and tall paradise headdress, black grease gleaming in the.hollows of hit.
cdllarbones. The miraculoui pig dreale, blackened by the ash of grasses, is

applied.by ail warrior's whenever it is available. It is made,ply by ceremony

andls be
by most
acrOss th

ieved to aid morale and health as well as good appearance. It is worn

n in their hair and on their foreheads, and sometimes in a broad band

cheekbones and the nose, but U-mue smears it all over his head and
shoulders'producing a black devilish sheen. He moved.separately from the rest,

for he claims to fight alone, with a taste for the treacherous'warfare of the
underbrush. In truth, he irs rarety seen in action,'and his claim to fiVe kills

is treated with more coullesy than respect. Amongsthe warriors the number of

kills are well known and' are a main measure of the importance an0 prestige of

a .kain.

QUESTIONS

9. Is "kote (or "képu men") the,name of status position on Kurela society?

Check "one: yes no
,

If you checked "yes" answer question 10.

If you checked "no" answer question 11=e

If you checked "can't tell" answer question 12.

10. (Answer only if you checked "yes" in question 9..)

can't tell

What evidence is there in the passage about the Kurea that tells you that
likepu" (or "kepu men") is a.status position in Kurela society?

;

11. (Answer only if you checked "no",;in question 9.)
4

How.can you tell from'the passage about tRe Kurela that "kepu" (or "kepu men")

is not a status position in Kurela society?

, 4

'Mb
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12. (Answer only if you,checked "C,a,n't tell"-in question.9.)

13.

yhat _is missing Crom the passage abOut the Kure1a that makes,it impossible

for you to tell whether or not_"kepu" (or "kepu men") is a status positi.on

in Kurela soci4ty?

6

Name a status Position in Kurela society. (Do not use, "kepu" or "kepu menu.)

14, CarefUlrY explain how you know that what you named in question 11 is a

status position in Kurels society.

wamorImmal N./NIMMI

e 's

A .
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Description of tasks included in the Status Identification Test (SIT)

together with performance criteria for "pass" judgment of performance for

each item are given it this appendix. The letter designations (T1, A, /11,

etc.) refer to items in Figure 14.6 of Chapter 14 in Part III of this report.

Description -of task

Ti
Given a. brie( written narretive
passage about people in an un-
familiar society, such passage
containing evidence of overt.
negative sanctioning behavior,
pupil can demonstrate that'the
group toward which such sanctions
would always api,ly is a statue
position by stating an appro-
priate rule of conduct for the
group in question.

A Given a narrative passage con-
. taining evidence of overt nega-

tive sanctions, pupil cah name
the inclusive group all,of whose
members would be similarly sanc-
tioned 4.f performing the behavior
_wesented in the passage.

Given a narrative passage con-
taining evidence Of overt nega-
tive sanctions, pupWcan des-
cribe the sanctioned behavior.

C Given a narrativs passage con-
"taining evidence of multiple
overt negative sanctions., pupil
can identify the sanctioning
behavior.

Given the term "status position"
'and a. verbal definition the

pupil has already'used, the
puiil con link the term to the
internal concept represented by
the verbal definition,

H-1

Performance criteria

(Test.item 5)
Pupil must indicate that hunters
(or men) must fbllov the.orders of
the Shield Soldiers or must hunt
together (or similar) in terms indica,.
tive of the "expected" aspect of the
behavior, e.g., "Hunters'are expected
to...", "Hunters must not...", etc.

(Test item 4)
Pupil must answer *hunter" or "men"
or "adult males" or terms hawing
any of,these meanings

(Test item 6)
Pupil must correctly describe what
the two young men in the story have
done which others consider wrong.

(Test item 7)
Pupil must describe two different
instances of sanctioning behavior
from the narrative.

(Test item 3)
Pupil will repeat the answers he
gave in test items lA and 2A (the
correctness of answers to lA and 2A

inconsequential here).
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Description of task

Given a written narrative pas-
sage about'people in an un-

familiar society, such passage
not containing evidence of overt

sanctioiing behavior, pupil can'

name a status position and demon-
strate that he has used evidence

of expected behavior to identitY

the position°.

Given a narrative psalm* Igif
containing evidence of overt
sanctioning behavior, pupil can

name inclusive.grOups of people

in that society expected by
others to act in unique ways

an 41. can demonstrate that he is

applying the crit ia of

"expected behavior . (Note:

C
1
and C2 differ in that C1

requires pupils to i entity
"status positions", while C.

requires pupils to identifY
"groups expected by others to

act in partieular ways.")

E Given the name of a group of
people in an unfamiliar society,
and a narrative passage in which
others in the society do_not ex-

. press overt sanctions toward the

named group, pupil can substan-
tiate that the-group'in question
constitutes a status position
by application of the criterion

of "expected behivior".

F Gtven a narrative passage, pupil
can name groups performing dis-

tinctive patterns of behavior
and describe*the patterns.

3 D 0

It -2 .

Performance critOia

(Test items 13 and 14)
Pupil muit name a group in Kurela
.society and sastantiate the choice
by describing an expected behavior
for'the group named in terms %ditch
clearly indicate the "expected",
nature of the action(s).

(Test items 1 and 2)
PUpil'must name two different groU90
and substantiate these choices by
descabing, for each, expected be.
haviors in terms whiCh clearly indi-
cate their "expected" nature, e.g.,
"they were expected to ...", "the men
were supposed.to...% "the scouts vere
told to go by the Chief ...".

(Test items 9-12)
PVpil must describe some unique
behivior engaged in by "kepu" men
and clearly inaicate the "expected"
nature of this behavior.

(Test item 8)
Pupil must'name at least twp groups
and describe unique behavior for each;
naming the same group more than o#ce
using different labels ox describing
any betavior wtich others outside the
group also perform disqualifies any
paver.
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Description of task

H Pupils ate given a narrative
passage not containing evidence
of overt sanctions and a verbal
definition of "status position";
they are asked to name status
positions for-the society in
which the narrate,/ occurs.

H-3

Performance criteria

(Test item 3)
One noint of correct credit is
given for each unique group named;
points are cumulated to yield a

. total.

A
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TABLE 1 - COREUTIONS OF COGNITfVE TESTS CHANGE SCORES

WITH NON -OOGNIME VARIABLES

,

Scales. on CPI' - 135 Project-Males
"

OCalifornia Concept-Recognition Test
Psychological

Scales 2 Total

...

DO .072 .115

r

CS ,.028 .095

SY .054 .085

SP .059 .112

SA .045 .935

WB .240 .043

RE I .130 .137

SO .072 .146

sd .105 -.005

TO .128 .026

GI .141 .063_

CM .176 ..118

AC .166 .010
-

.106 .052

.161 .119

PY - ;t106 - .079

Fx .007 .034

FE - .018 .003

a9,3,

Contrast/Infer

4gest (Part I) ,

.12
.

.094

t

.075 .,006

.091

- .110

0.-
.124

.235
r.

.018' 4 - .058

'' .219 .210

.181 .069

.139
4

.311

.083 .231

.118 .221

.4)79 ,

.074

.208 .082

%

.141 .120 .

v

.115 .094

.196 .120

- .048. .034

.024 .A. .051

- .013 .122
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N TABLE 2 - CORRELATIONS OF COGNITIVE TESTS CHNGE SCORES

WITH NON-COGNITIVE VARIABLES

./<
Scales on Gordon Personal andrInterpersonai Values, Inventorios,

Readtng Achievement, add SES Index - 135 Project Males

Variables
Concept Recognition 'Test .

Format 1 "FOrmat 2 Total

Contrast/Infer

Test (Part I)

Gordcn GP 1

PersoAtl GP 2

Values GP 3

Scales GP 4

GP 5

GP 6

.o66

.o61

.020

-'.069

- .065

.023

.018

- :189

.175,

. .062

.085

.045

.115

.082 .

.034

.086

.025

.219

.008

.128-

.220

AND .111

Gordon GI 1

Interpersonal GI 2

Values GI 3

Scales GI 4

GI 5

GI 6

. '.088'

.050

.005

. .024

- .001

011
1

- .029

.o81

- !p44

- .128

.139

.08o

,074'

.088

- .021

.093

.077

-

'- .093

.037

.050

- .092

- .02T'

Readtngl

Achievement
.063 .110 .115

,dm.
-.131

SES INDEX . .027' ,142 .o56 ..324

,z1q4
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TABLE 3 COERELATIRNSI OF- COGNITIVE TESTS CHANGE SCORES,t
WITH NO -COGNITIVE VARIABLES

t.

'Scales on CPI* - 135' Project Females

,
-.. . i

*California
/

Psychological Concept Recoilition Test Contrast/Infer

illitentQr.X.4....--R632114.-1.-.---EQ=1114.-,-.T.ada
...2,ktja,..,r _Jet.

..,.

SA'

? WB

RE

SO

S C

TO

GI

CM

AC

AI

IE

PY

FX

FE

-, .162

- .079

-* .089

- .0914

- .2142

.015 ,

- .055

6 ,.078

.205 -

- .051

.197

- .099

.082

. - :026

- .056
r,

.069

- .043

-.025

,

- .133-
- .og?

-... ;(184'

- .055- '

i .0146

.146

.075

--.093

- .062

: .01369

.047

:078

49,5

./

- .199.

_ .075

..., ,.115

- .039

.- .134

- .091

:017

N, "i .0514
N,Iv,.

.000

- .129

4256

- .167

`I. ..1103:

i

'-

6

.

. 6

.209

- .072.

- .092

- .036

.072
A- .081

.095

- .138 .284

- .021 .054

- :055 - .260

- .052 - .132
k

.029 - .170 4
,

- .005 - .185

.026 .018



TABLE 4 . COARELATIONS OF COGNITIVE TESTS CHANGE SCORES

WITH NON-COGNITIVE VARIABLES

Scale; on Gordon,/ Personal and Interpereonal ValueLis Inventories.

Aeading Achtevement, and SES Index 135 Project Females

.
Concept Recognition Test Contrast/114'er

Test (Part 1)Variables Format 1 Format 2 Total

Gordon OP 1 .139 .o68 .145

Personal CP 2 - .183 - .183 - .246 . .158

-

Values GP 3 - .010 .121 .076 .176

Scales.' GP 4 . .075 . .053 - .140 - .140

013 5 .113 - .017 .125 .125

. .001

,

GP 6 7 .027 - .091 - .091

Gordon GI 1 .010 .165 .129 .129

Inttirpersonal GI 2 .238 - .005 .189 .189

Values GI 3 - .203 - .021 .247 .247

Scales GI 4 043 .1o6 - .219 - .219
..

GI 5 .023 - .089 - .008 .008

GI 6 - .205 - .157' - .264 - .264

Reading
Achievement

SES INDEX

- .143 .080 - ,o68 .207

- .C70 - .012 - .061 .246


